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THE Fruit-growing industry of this�Colo1$y being of considerable.
importance, and being likely

crop extends, it is advisable t&#39;_  g.rowe13Qshould be placed in
t�indnease as the area o� land under

possession of all available infwgn to enable them to grapple Vyith
I

the numerous insect and fungus� pests that�iave hitherto caused such &#39;
vo

damage in our orchards. 3» 
     
     I

The following Report, therefore, of Mr. Henry Tryonf recbntly
published as a�Parliamentary Paper with the titlsi �I��uiry into
Diseases affecting the Fruit-trees and�other Economic Plants in the
Toowoomba District,� being considered!-"&#39;too valuable to be simply
con�ned to the shelves of a parliamentary library, is issued in the

present form by this Departmw, with the permissd�yf ot&#39;the Honour-
able the Secretary for Public Instruction. - 3.

&#39; �-
. � g

MMIUME Bmcig, �
Secretary for Public Lands.

Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane, October, 1889.
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INSECT Al;D FUNGUS PESTS.
TO THE HONOURABLE THE SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.

Queensland Museum,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1889.

SIR,�I have the honour to forward the accompanying � Inquiry
into Diseases affecting the Fruit-trees and other Cultivated Economic�
Plants in the Toowoomba District,� undertaken in pursuance of verbal
instruct-ions received from the Honourable the Colonial Treasurer on
the 25th January, 1886. �

For the immediate purpose of this inquiry I proceeded to the
Toowoomba district on the day on which my instructions were received,
and between this date and the 9th February inspected the following
gardens and cultivations thereof�-viz., those occupied by-

Mr. Bushnell, Isaac street.
Mr. Buziko, Alderley street.
Mr. W. Feljenhauer, Alderley street.

� Mr. H. Gorman, Crone street.
Mr. Gregory, Drayton.
Hon. W. H. Groom, M.L.A., Ruthven street.
Mr. Hanley, Paradise, Drayton.
Mr. C. H. Hartmann, Range Nursery.
Mr. Heissle, Hume street, Middle Ridge.
Mr. H. Hertzer, Middle Ridge.
Mr. W. Hitchcock, Mount Pleasant.
Mr. J. Holmes, Ballard�s Camp, High�elds.
Mr. H. Hyer, Cronei�treet.
Mr. W. King, Bridge street.
Mr. Lehnemann.

Hon. W. Miles, M.L.A., Raceview (gardener, Mr. Lowe).
Mr. Miller, Hi gh�elds road.
Mr. G. Noss, Main Range. , ,
Mr. H. Roessler, Crown street Gardens, High�elds "road

Gardens, and Gowrie Creek Gardens.
Mr. G. Searle, Rose Hill Gardens.
Mr. J. T. Smith, Herries street.
Mr. M. Stenner, Middle Ridge.
Hon. J. Taylor,&#39;M,L.C.
Mr. C. Volker, Kline street.
Mr. A. Voss, North street.
Mr. F. Wokner, Bridge street.
� .



-occur that some of the pests of vegetation have been overlooked during
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This inspection was resumed on 18th February and continued during
the following day, when the gardens occupied by the following gentle-
men were visited :�M1t. W. Baynes, Spring Lawn (M1�-  H°PkmS:
gardener), Mr. H. M. Nelson, Main Range. The occupiers of the�
gardens and cultivations alluded to were wherever practicable 1nter-
rogated. ..

In addition to this, evidence was taken from Mr. Bange, Back
Plains, Clifton ; Mr. B. Crow, senr. ; Mr. R. K. Fraser, George
Street; Mr. G. VV. Grrif�th, Mr. R. Green, Mr. A. McDowall, Mr. J.
B. Robinson, �Vest Swamp ; and Mr. H. L. gentecost. .

It is evident on consideration of the time occupied by these inspec-
tions, that though many of the gardens and cultivations were visited ,;
more than once, none were thoroughly examined. It may, therefore,

I
{J

.

.s.�. a.

this inquiry.
It may be objected that undue weight is given to plant enemies

whose in�uence is little felt by the cultivator. These, nevertheless,
in�ict considerable damage, although this fact may not be appreciated
by those who have never harvested a crop, rec from the dimiuishment
in amount or deterioration in quality wh. ch isifnseparable from their
presence.

Agree-able with the practice of those who in other countries have
dealt with analogous subjects of inquiry, the features presented by the
different pests have been treated with some minuteness of detail. It
is only when thus fully characterised that their position can be de�ned
amongst the many thousands of insects and fungi which our fauna and
�ora comprises. By this method of treating the subject, too, the
labours of future inquirers will be lessened, for they will now have the
materials for tracing the com. ction, if any, existing between thediseases with which they are ca.1%&#39;1ipor. to deal with what is previously
known. The records of the Privy Council inform us that when in 1788
there appeared imminent risk of introducing into the United Kingdom
the Hessian Fly from America, it was discovered that there existed no
description, nor was any forthcoming, by which this insect could be
distinguished from the host of its innocent congeners. Until recently
the characters of the Apple Bark Scale have never been fully set forth,
 hence it is that a knowledgegf the measures which have been
adopted for its extermination can onl be acquired by perusing the�literature relating to at least six nomi�y diiferent insects. _

It will be noted that the reports of previous writers on vegetable
pathology have been frequently laid under contribution. This has
been done because the statements which they contain are often at
propos and because they embody �nal conclusions. In quotingthe
tit, s and authors of_t,,l1ese reports wherever occasion arises, endeavour
is a 11 made to facilitate the labours of future workers.y seem that more than due prominence is given to the con-

.1,._�_ A

�._..i..s __..~,s.-. ..,
.w. _,. ..
,;__&#39;.

sider of pests which ha, �not yet become established in the
orchar of Toowoomba, nor, n one instance, even elsewhere in the
colony. This qqurse has been adopted illazcguse their presence there
may at any ti Ibe erpected, and insomi as the history which has
attended thei , sitation in other countries may be repeated also in
this, it is ex�edient it seems that when they do come they ma bepromptly dealt with. y
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Crops after being harvested are still, as you are aware, subject to
the injurious attacks of various insects, but as their consideration may
be "pro�tably dealt with in a separate inquiry, it is for the present
�postponed. I

Considerable stress has been laid upon the conditions under which
plants are grown at Toowoomba, since such conditions, as is well
known, modify the extent of the injuries due to disease to which plants
are subjected, even.when they do not determine its very existence.

Some special consideration has been given to the naturalrfoes
of the pests of vegetation. This is because experience shows that
the fact-�-that it is more pro�table to assist nature than to thwart her
in preserving that equilibrium in animal life on the maintenance of
which success in agricultural operations partly depends�seems hitherto
to have, here, escaped recognition. � _

I would especially point out that the remedies mentioned in con-
nection with the different plant ailments are not such the practical
utility of which has always come under my observation, but are those
which have been recommended for contending with either identical
pests, or those of analogous, habits, in other countries and often as the
outcome of elaborate éxperidnentation.

In conclusion, I have to express thanks to the Museum authorities
for having given me permission to visit Toowoomba, and also for
allowing me to conduct a large series of experiments undertaken for
the purpose of investigating the life-history of the fruit-�y, and for
establishing its precise relation to quite anumber of fruits which it was
known to attack; also to the Colonial Botanist, whose assistance in
forwarding specimens of various Blights to England for purposes of�
nomenclature has been very material. The Hon. �V. Macleay, Dr.
T. L. Bancroft, Mr. L. A. Bernays, , &#39; H. Roessler, and Mr. Gr. Searle,
are others to whom the report is in A ed.

VVith the above exceptions, my duties at the Museum, and those
imposed upon me by my connection with the Intercoloniial Rabbit
Commission of New South VVales and Stock Disease Board of this
colony, have so fully taken up the time set apart for oflicial work that
the preparation of this report has largely occupied my leisure, which
has had, too, to meet the claims ofotlier urgent business on its expendi-
ture. lt has happened, tl1eret&#39;or§that the prosecution of this inquiry
has been unduly protracted-., at times it has even been practically
suspended.

I have, &c.,
� HENRY TRYON.

I

INTRQDUOTIJN.

PREVIOUS. IN$7IRIES. "  A
With the exception o�rsiquiries conducted by private individuals,

eiforts to investigate the &#39; eases of plants eultivata in the colony
seem to have been limited� to what has been accdmgljshed by the
Board appointed in February, 1875, to �Inquire into e Causes of
Diseases a�ecting Live Stock and Plants.� The funds at the disposal

* .
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of this Boardiduring 1875-7 amounted to £2,500. It brought up four
Reports, the �rst relating to its work up to 30th J iisne, 187 6, the Second
dealing with the interval; between this date and 30th June, 1877 ,�the
third in 1878, and the fburth dated 26th March, 1879. .

Restricting our attention to its labours in the domain of Plant
Disease, we �nd that these may be fully summarised as follows =-

General reeo1nmenolat27ons.��Tlie prevention of new diseases, by
giving e�ect to the following suggestion :�� In reference to the intro-
duction of diseases and insects injurious to vegetation through the
importation of infected plants, the Board is of opinion that it would
be desirable to have all imported plants carefully inspected, and if
found diseased, subjected to such treatment as will prevent their spread
to other plants here � (vial. Report, 1877, p. 2).

"Pip Fruits. (Apple, Pear, Quince.)�The Board failed to report
even the mere existence of any disease affecting these.

Stone Fruits. (Peach, Nectarine, Apricot, Almond, Plum, &c.)--
It reported the mere existence of the �grub,� in some cases, in the
peaches of East and �Test Moreton and the Darling Downs, and of
� disease� in those of Rockhampton.

Oitraeeons Plants. (Orange, Lemon, &c.)�It reported the mere
existence of �parasites � affecting the Orange in the East and West
Moreton, and Darling Downs districts, and made the followi_ng state-
ments concerning �a disease of the bark,� �scale insects,� and a
special leaf fungus, as occurring in orange trees.�

(1) � The Orange family suffer occasionally from a disease of the bark
near the root; a gummy secretion exudes and the tree dies. This happens
occasionally after a slight bruise from a ga.rdener�s tool. The disease has not
been carefully examined.� (Report, 1876, p. 16.) (2) � So long as plants of
the orange family keep free from scale insects, they thrive in any situation.�
(Ib. p. 16.) (3) �The common lefnon generally shows afungus growth in
the structure of the leaf, producing a yellow rough scab. This fungus
probably pervades the structure of the plant, and its examination might
yield materials worth knowing (s2&#39;c).� (lb. p. 16.)

The l72&#39;ne.�The Board, in addition to circulating a pamphlet on
Phylloxera, reported as follows :-

� The varieties (of grapes) princi ally grown, and which have proved
themselves most successful, are the sabella, Black Hambro�, B. Prince,
Sweet Water, Royal Muscadine, Hermitage, Muscat B. Clustor,Wantage,
Scuppernong, and others. Oidium has appeared in all districts but the
Mitchell, which, up to the present time, has been free from all disease. The
only varieties which have not been attacked by oidium are the Isabella and
the Scuppernong, and in some districts B. Hambro�. The use of sulphur
has been the only means employed ; and although it has not had the effect
of eradicating the disease, it has succeeded in keeping it under very con-sidegbly. It is not subject to other disease, or parasites, when proper
atte , ion is paid to it� (vid. Report, 1876, p. 15).

Other Fru2&#39;fs.�The Board failed to report the existence of
disease,_ affecting any of them._

Ve_qetables.�Tlie Board discovered the existence of the aplzis on
the cabbage in every district to which its inquiries were directed.�
It repeats sex ral suggestions which it has received relating to the
destruction of is pest, and gives its own conclusions as follows :�
�The leaves �rst observed affected with apliis, or the entire plant
should _be- removed and burnt. After the plants suffer much all

, . k4
.,
_~~r._&#39;~.�£&......:,
&#39;-A-£
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remedies are ine�ectual� (vial. Report, 1876, p. 15). I!_t» states that
� pumpkins are attpcked by a small red beetle� &#39;and that �Gridea
ashes have the effect (of driving this pest away) when sprinkled on
the leaves when wet� (Kid. l. e). Also concerning the leaf fungus
of this plant and its cure :�� To destroy the fungus which produces
the white mould on the \leaves of the cucumber and pumpkin,
Watering the surface of the leaves with two ounces of salt in a gallon
of Water, or a Weak ley of ashes, or dusting over with sulphur, as in
the vine disease, will be curative.�

Oereuls : Wheat.�In its �rst report the Board merely announces
the fact that �wheat is said to become rusted in alluvial �ats in
the Moreton and Darling Downs districts�white Wheat su�ering
most,� and that with the exception of � rust and smut,� which have
attacked the wheat in these districts, it is free from disease. (Vicl.
Report, 1876, p. 14.) In its second report the Board con�rms the
results arrived at by Dr. Schomburgh, in Adelaide, as to the identity of
the rust fungus of wheat grown in Australia with that of the Wheat of
Europe, and therefore the propriety of using the same method of
treatment in both places. In report N o. 4: the importation of seed
wheat from Mexico and Southern Europe is announced. Maize.
�The Board reports that this cereal � does not suffer from disease,�
but that � Mr. Ratcliffe, of Oxley, mentioned sugar-cane rust
attacking maize grown on old ca11e lands� (vid. Report, 1876, p. 14«).
This ends what the Board reported concerning the cultivated plants
embraced in our inquiry.*

* The remaining work of the Board concerning the diseases of plants is the
following :�

Pastu«ra,r/c.�In the prosecution of an inquiry into an alleged deterioration in
the quality of the grasses of our pastures, it �was led to undertake a series of experi-
ments to test the relative value of indigenous grasses as food for stock, by com-
paring their behaviour under cultivation with the appearances Wl1iel1 they
presented under their natural circumstances of growth. The deterioration was
found to be due to overstocking and consumption by marsupials. It also sought to
improve the pastures by the introduction of fresh fodder plants.

Sugar Cane.�The Board reports an epidemic of sugar-cane rust occurring
throughout the colony in June, 1875, and gives a report, by Mr. R. Muir, detailing
the results of his visit to the rust-infested districts of the colony (vid. Report, 187 6,
�pp. 23-28). The origin of this rust �disease is reported on by Mr. R. Muir, by
Mr. W. Hill, Mr. K. T. Staiger, and Dr. J. Bancroft. The �rst of these finds� that
it is caused by special meteorological events, and that the susceptibility of the
sugar-cane arises from its being grown in soil which is either too highly manured
or naturally too richly endowed with nutrient elements. Mr. Hill �nds that it
arises from the same cause, but that the susceptibility is due to the resistance to
acclimatisation which plants introduced from a tropical to a temperate climate offer,
and their consequent enfeebled growth (viri. Report, 187 6, p. 28). Mr. Staiger �nds
that the disease is in its later stages decidedly a fungoid one, that it is caused by
climatic events, but that the susceptibility of the sugar-cane is due to the previous
removal from the s >il by it of elements required for its proper growth, �d not
by the soil being unduly rich (vid. Report, pp. 28-31). Dr. Bancroft makes two
special reports, illustrated by plates, both of which relate to the fungoid nature of
the disease. In the first he describes the microscopic appearances presented (vid.
Report, 187 6, pp. 10-2023, Pls. 1 and 2); in the other he traces the fungus, which he
notices in the �rst report, to the attacks on the sugar-cane of a small acarus. He
also bases a course of treatment for the �rust � on his discoveries, and narrates
experiments conducted by himself in support of his reciornmendations (vid. Report,
1877, Appendix K., p. 12-13, Pl. 1). The Board also alludes to the introduction of
the Pou Blane on sugar-cane from Singapore; and Dr. Bancroft specially reports
on this, and illustrates its appearance and mode of occurrence on the plhim � (vid.

4
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Investigations conducted by private individuals are co1_1�ned_t0
those which have been prosecuted by Dr. J. Baiicrpft. The tollowing
is a brief summary of these :�O27z�mccous plam�s�He&#39; notices 111 J 11113:
1879,* the occurrence of several scale insects, on citraceous plants,
under the following designations :�Thc � Pimza scale� (either Chic-
naspis Citri or 1\{Iytila.spis Gloveri��H.T.), �tlzc large lc�nzzspkerzcal
scale� (probably Lecanium Oleae�II.T.), �Limpct scale (probably
Aspidiotus coccineus�-H.T.), �_Z?cal-cap Limpct scalc � (probably
Aspidiotus �cus�H.T.), � Wlzifc p0w(l67�_2/ scale� of bark (probably
male of a Ch:onaspis��H.T.).

Banana Dz&#39;scase.�At the same time Dr. J . Bancroft notices his
discovery of a diseased condition not only affecting the banana, but
also several important garden plants. On the roots of these he �nds
numerous swollen bodies, which contain cavities in which reside
nematode worms (i.c., animals allied to the paste eels��-Anguillula)
or are occupied by �ask-shaped bodies, �lled with young worms of the
same class, and ova in which the embryonic nematodes are plainly
visible. This disease, which he fully describes and �gures, he names
the Flaslc Wor77z Disease: (vial. Op. cit, pp. 9-11 and plate).

Wlzcat.-�Dr. Bancroft has also experimented during many years
with a view to discover a rust-proof wheat, suitable for growth in
the colony. The results of his investigations in this direction have
been communicated to the public in a paper entitled �Experiments
with Indian Wlieats in Queensland.�t

_Zl[az&#39;zc.�His most recent investigation is designated � An inquiry
into the Maize Disease of the Caboolture District�: In this Dr.
Bancroft arrives at the conclusion that this disease is caused by the
attacks on the maize of the caterpillars of a small moth, Ooizogctlzes
pzmctg&#39;f&#39;cralz&#39;s, Gruen.

The incentives to inquiry, on the part of private individuals,
have been afforded, (1.) By the Government of the colony o�eriug,
in 1878, a reward for the discovery of an eEEectual remedy for
rust in Wheat; and by its reprinting, in 1886, by permission of the
Government of New Zealand, the �Interim Report� of Prof. T.
Kirk, F.L.S., on the �Fruit Blights and Diseases of Fruit Trees,�
prevalent in that colony. (2) By the action of L. A. Bernays,
F.L.S., in urging the claims of economic entomology, and especially
that province of it which relates to plant pests, upon the attention
of students.§

Report, 1877, p. 2, I�1. II). [It does not appear that the insect depicted by Dr.
Bancroft on the plate illustrating this report is the I(&#39;PT�§/G sac-cllaml. In
_Report No. 4 Mr. D. Macplierson mentions a second � white louse� as introduced
inca.pef1&#39;:cE)I111r[.�Iz_|Lva. In Mauritius Pou _Blau.c is applied to several sugar cane
insec s.-� . .

Bancma.��Tlie Report for 1876 contains the statement of a conclusion arrived
 lgr. J._g3ane§o1ft2t)l1at the so-called rust of the banana is

z. p.cz.,p. -.

h I: � Disez§es11ofBA_nib1nals §1�é:lh1jJl_a.1]lvS,�1�8l�)7_}(�) Dr. I.�-aneroft,t e ivinity a , 1�lS anc, . une, . .

&#39;1&#39; Proc. Roy. Soc., Qd., vol. I., pp. 176-180, Brisbane, 188.3,
1� Op. cz&#39;t., vol. III., pp. 108-111, Brisbane, 1887,
§V£d. �Economic Entomology� a paper read before the R 1s &#39;Queensland. (Vid. Proc. Roy. S30.� Qd., vol. 11., p. 13. Oya Oclety of

of fun goid origin.

A lecture delivered at
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THE SOIL OF TOOWOOMBA.

N 0 statement concerning the mechanical or chemical constitution
of the Toowoomba soil seems ever to have been published, and an
analysis of � super soil,� which Mr. H. Symes was instrumental in
obtaining in November, 1879, the results of which are before us, throws
but little light on the subject. The in�uence therefore of the soil of
the district on the growth of or on the occurrence of diseases in culti-
vated plants cannot be de�ned with any certainty.

A chemical analysis, if conducted by the use of solvents not
going deeper than those naturally acting in soils bearing vegetation
-�a limitation usually insisted upon by agricultural chemists now-a-
days��Would teach us what plant food was available for cultural pur-
poses, whilst a mechanical one would point out to what extent the
value due to the presence of this food material would be modi�ed by
physical conditions proper to the soil itself. For instance, mechanical
analysis would show to what extent the food material was accessible
to the roots of a growing plant which, by chemical analysis, had been
found to be present in abundance, and by this means we should dis-
cover the reason why two soils containing a like amount of food
material were, as judged from the quantity and quality of plants raised
on them, of very different value~�a fact easy to be understood by
this consideration, amongst others, that the degree to which the
chemical peculiarities of a soil can be exercised for the bene�t of plants
growing upon it is directly proportionate to its �neness, or the extent
to which those parts which are soluble under the ordinary process
of growth, and those which are insoluble also, a-re divided. The im-
portant part which the �neness of a soil exercises may be best under-
stood on consideration of the fact that a large part of the food
substance of plants which it contains exists in a �xed or absorbed con-
dition, not being extracted even by large quantities of water ; and that
in order that the plant may obtain it this food substance must be
operated upon by the carbonic acid which the roots exhale, and at
those points of contact which these roots, for the purposes of acquiring
food, make with the soil, that is at the tips of their root-hairs. It is
therefore necessary, if all the root hairs are to be functionally active,
or in other words,. if vigorous growth is to take place, that these
absorbed food substances should be as generally distributed in the soil
as possible; and this distribution is directly related in its extent to
the �neness of the soil, since these bodies, as has been supposed,
occur "as extremely �ne coatings on the surface of its particles?"
So, too, the simple investigation of the amount of water which a soil
can absorb yields results of immense importance to the agriculturist,
since its fertility is largely dependent on the moisture which at any

�� Practical illustration of this last proposition may be found in what is observed
at Southport, near the jetty there, at which spot a black sandy soil is exposed,�be1ow
the level of high water. Fresh water continuously percolates through this soil
without diminishing the extent or intensity of its colour in any w-ay�and it may be
used as a �ltering medium, and yet the substance on which this colouring depends
is limited to the surface of �ne particles of silica��of which the bulk of the soil is
composed. This fact may be discovered by heating some of this soil, when, as a.
result of this operation, its blackness will give rise to snowy whiteness ; or by noticing
the changes affected tl1erc�-in Nature�s laboratory-�by the action of the chemical
substances dissolved in sea water upon it, the denudation of this black soil by the
salt water giving rise to the snowy white sand of the sea-shore. So again may this
particular black soil be reconstructed from the latter.
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time it contains, and its ability to support vegetation during the
prevalence of drought, on its value as an absorbent of aqueous
vapour. On the other hand, its power of arresting the passage of
water through it, or in other words, of retaining it, may have a
highly deleterious effect on vegetation. Clay in its natural state, 7
such as exists in the subsoil at Toowoomba, is an instance of the truth
of this assertion.

Returning to the subject of the chemical constitution of the soil,
the importance of the ascertainment of this is obvious when it is
borne in mind that all plants derive the greater part of the material
of which they are built up from it. The composition of particular
plants being, generally speaking, de�nite within certain limits, by
knowing what the soil contained we should have some indication of
what plants it was naturally best suited to support, or what substance
Was required by it in order to render it fertile in respect of a particular
crop for the growth of which it was not naturally adapted.

As far as we could ascertain, no one, at the time of our visit, had
any certain knowledge, and very few indeed even entertained an opinion
as to the physical quality of the soil on which they depended for their . =
livelihood. And had information on this subject been accessible to us
we should have been able to explain the ill success attending the cultiva-
tion of certain economic plants, and have been able to point out that that
state of things would be likely to prevail as long as the art of amelio-
rating the physical condition of the soil was either not understood or, if
known, not put into practice. Suffice to remark, as the result of
our observation, that the chocolate soil of Toowoomba is rich in iron and
alumina (clay), and in insoluble silica, but generally poor in lime� I
(except locally, where the soil has evidently been largely derived from
basaltic rock unusually full of zeolites rich in this element), also that
it has great absorbent capacity for water. This last��the moisture.
co-efficient of the soil�would be rendered high owing to the very large
amount of ferric hydrate present, and to the fact of its being generally
and �nely diffused. It is for this reason that the Toowoomba soils
are not so banefully affected by drought as are those of other
districts. We are certainly of opinion that lime is one of the desi-
derata, and that good results would follow its application to the land.
The productiveness of a soil for the time being is intimately connected
with the presence of lime, and this mineral as a soil constituent should
never be allowed to fall below acertain minimum, different for di�erent
varieties of land. Lime is not only the medium for the conveyance
of nutrient matter to the tissues of plants, but it also serves to neutralize
the action of deleterious bodies, both when these already occur within
them or come into contact with them in the soil. In the plant-tissue it
serves to precipitate different acid bodies. �Then in the soil it not
only in certain cases helps immediately to ameliorate its physical con-
dition, but it also by its presence serves to prevent sulphur and iron
which have once oxidised from forming, in the unaerated subsoil,
ferrous sulphate�a body poisonous to vegetable life.

STATE OF CULTIVATION.

Draz&#39;7zaqe.�A very noticeable feature in agriculture as practised
at Toowoomba is the complete absence ot all arti�cial drainage. If the
question is asked�1s the land drained? what system of drainage do
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you adopt? or where are the drains situated? the information is elicited
that the practice of drainage is wholly ignored ; or you are perhaps told
that, as a rule, there is no super�uous water at Toowoomba to remove
b this means; thus implying that the chief function of drainage is
altogether lost sight of. True, the most obvious purpose to be
accomplished by drainage is the removal of the super�uous water
which otherwise might lie about. Such is the drainage of streets. But
to drainage agriculture looks for a good deal more, and therein lies its
especial value, for it prevents the soil from becoming �sour� from
retaining its coldness, whilst at the same time it increases its fertility.
How, it may be asked, does it accomplish so much? First, then, with
regard to its in�uence on what farmers call the � sourness� of the
land. Soil has the power of retaining a certain amount of� water, and
a heavy soil like the subsoil of Toowoomba a great deal. \Vhen rain
falls it sinks down to the level of the subsoil, and is thereupon retained
by it, and can only be removed by drainage or by evaporation. Whilst
it is present it prevents access of air to the subsoil, and therefore the
oxidising action of this agent on the constituents of the latter. These
bodies are then dependent, for this o�ice, on the oxygen which the
water holds in solution, the combining capacity of which is soon
satis�ed. Under these circumstances the organic matter has to obtain
its oxygen from the reduction of oxidised �bodies already present in the
soil, and especially from the iron salts which accordingly become reduced.
It therefore happens in a soil like that at Toowoomba, which contains so
much iron, that this mineral which operates so bene�cially in dry seasons
by determining a high percentage of absorbed water, which is especially
needful then, becomes injurious when the water is allowed to stagnate
in the subsoil as it does in an undrained land. For the ferric salts
become reduced to ferrous salts�z&#39;.e., to bodies absolutely poisonous to
vegetation, (to express in scienti�c language what is implied in the
statement that the land becomes �sour,�) and to adopt the language
of Professor E. W. Hillgard, � this reduction of the ferric hydrate to
ferrous salts most commonly in the subsoil manifests itself promptly
by the blighting of the crop.�* But drainage also, as we have stated,
in�uences the property of soils of retaining their �coldness.� N ow,
when the subsoil becomes saturated with water, this water in the
absence of drainage can only be removed by evaporation. And thus
the heat of the sun does not act bene�cially by causing a genial warmth
to pervade the soil uniformly throughout its whole extent, but
actually cools it by becoming latent or losing the quality of sensible
heat through this very evaporation; or if, and this happens when
evaporation has proceeded to a certain extent, the surface may become
Warm and so heat the water which is in the soil immediately adjacent
to it, this increase of temperature does not extend downwards, since
it cannot overcome the law of convection, and for the reason also that
water is such a bad conductor of heat. On the other hand, when the
soil cools by nocturnal radiation of heat, this lowering of temperature
extends downwards, in obedience then to the law of convection, and so
the subsoil is cooled afresh. We have, then, a plant growing under
these conditions :�That portion of it which is above ground is, perhaps,
subjected to a burning sun, around the � collar� there are perhaps two
or three inches of parched soil, whilst the roots are surrounded by a

* �The Objects and Interpretation of Soil Analysis,� American Journal of
Science, 3rd series, vol. xxii., 1881, p. 196.
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cold as well as poisoned subsoil. As a result we have the plant dying
in, as is so often objected, � a highly mysterious manner,� or as we
should say, struggling to exist under such circumstances, whilst the
real mystery would be how it managed even to do this. Drainage also
increases the fertility of the soil. Without entering into details we
may state gen"erally that a system of air passages or channels, which,
after all, is the de�nition of drains, effects the disintegration and
pulverisation of the soil�results highly desirable, again, in the case of
the stiff clay soils of Toowoomba. Now, this disintegration allows
water to quickly pass through the soil�in other words to irrigate it.
Secondly, a far larger amount of the vapour of water and also� ammonia  carbonic acid to be absorbed. And thirdly, it permits

~_�§ad1nlSSlOI1he passage of air z&#39;.e., the aeration of the soil. Concisely
&#39; . stated these results accomplished may be thus explained :�

�Rain water always contains in solution air, carbonic acid, and ammonia.
The oxygen of the air and the carbonic acid being both in a highly condensed
form by being dissolved, exert very powerful affinities on the ingredients of
the soil. The oxygen attacks and oxidiscs the iron, the carbonic acid seizing
the lime and potash, and other alkaline ingredients of the soil, produces
further disintegration, and renders available the locked up ingredients of this
magazine of nut-riinent. Before these can be used by plants they must be
rendered soluble, and this is only eifected by the force and renewed access
of rain and air. The ready passage of both of these, therefore, enables the
soil to yield up its concealed nutriment. The soil thus acted upon becomes
soon changed to a certain extent in its mechanical, as well as its chemical,
character. �The particles of soil being comminuted are rendered more
absorptive of the gaseous foodof plants�carbonic acid and ammonia. The
porous soil thus becomes richer in organic food ; at the same time it is made
to yield its nutritive mineral riches to the plants growing upon it. The
peculiar chemical action exerted by the surface of soils for �xing ammonia
and other soluble ingredients in water becomes more powerfully exerted.�-�
(Lyon PIa,z/fair on the �Theory of Drainage�) &#39;

Emiclmzent and Ea:7zaus1�i07z 0/� So2&#39;l.�However naturally fertile
the Toowoomba soil may be, there can he no doubt that the absolute
quantity of fertilising agents which form part of it is at any one time
limited in its extent; and if the amount is augmented from time to"
time by atmospheric in�uence, there is also a limit to the additions to
it from this source. It is, therefore, capable of being exhausted, and
is undergoing this process as every crop is removed from the soil�,
whether it be potatoes, maize, or oranges. Furthermore, as the minor
limit to the total amount of the elements of nutrition in the soil is being
reached, so will the plant growing in this soil lack the possession of one
or more of these elements to a greater or less extent ; may have lost
nothing of its robust growth, its fruit may be as large, and may even
be as heavy; notwitlistaiiding, the chemist could certify in discovering
the decrease in the proportionate amount in which a certain element
was present that this plant had departed from its normal constitution;
and nature asserts the same fact when the plant, without apparent
cause, becomes the victim of disease. Now, nowhere in Toowoomba
is the soil subject to regular periodical enrichment at the hands of
its cultivators, nor indeed generally is it manured�*� in any way What-
ever. It has not empirically been discovered there yet what enrichment
plants require to enable them to grow in perfect health, nor inductively

"� We use this term in its most general acceptation, not necessarily meaning
exclusively arti�cial manures, but including also di�erent vegetable composts.
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by taking into consideration the composition of the different plants in
reference to the elements on which their nutrition depends, and the
relation which this must always hear to the chemical and physical con-
stitutipn of the soil. We are not prepared to point out, offhand, what
manures are required in certain cases, or even to positively assert that
any are required at all, but are content to state the d priori probability
that they are; whilst at the same time we would insist on the fact
that more harm than good may result from the application of manure
to trees growing on ill drained land. These matters have been dwelt
on simply because bad nutrition is often at the root of a great deal of
the evil which such an inquiry as the present is called upon to investi-
gate, although it is often di�ieult to point out the par icular evil
occasioned, or to what extent its occurrence is in�uenced .° it. The
system of cultivation of maize may be quoted as a single illustration,
without unduly protracting our treatment of this theme. Now, this
cereal is la.rgely grown in the district, yields, on an average, when
healthy, good crops, judged by the quality of weight��; on the other
hand, it is largely subject to disease.

It was pointed out on 7th February, by Mr. M. Stenner, of the
Middle Ridge, as an instance of the fertility of the Toowoomba soil,
that a particular piece of ground was then promising to yield a good
crop of maize, although it had been cultivated for twenty-three years
in succession and no manure had been placed upon it, although to
some extent rotation of crops had been practised between maize�rye
and potatoes. Now, a few days subsequent to this, as Mr. Stenner
also informed us, disease visited this very maize. At another farm
almost adjoining Mr. Stenner�s��viz., that of l\Ir. VV. Feljenhauer, of
Alderley street, on which we found the �maize disease� very prevalent,
the owner informed us that the ground on which this was growing had
been cropped for the last seventeen years, and that no manure had been
applied to it during all that time. And in other cases, whenever we
commented on the unhealthy appearance of maize, although again
very frequently the plants Zoo/red well enough and did not provoke
any comment, it was usually thought a su�icient answer that�seeing
that the ground had for so long a time done so well it should now be
deemed satisfactory if it would still yield any crop at all; implying
thereby their knowledge of the exhaustion of the soil due to cropping,
and either their satisfaction in the existing state of things, or
ignorance perhaps of the fact that they could be amended. The
power of maize to impoverish the soil is well known. It has been stated
that �maize is 0 e of the most exhausting of crops, it being very rich
in the most fe �ile elements of the soil��-viz. magnesia, potash, and
phosphoric acid. Compared with wheat its exhausting capacity has
been found to be as 15-15 to 95 and more than one-�fth greater than
potatoes.� 1&#39;

Under the heading �State of Cultivation� we might pro�tably
have referred to the treatment of crop-yielding plants per .90, collectively
or individually. This subject is very pertinent to an investigation con-
cerning plant diseascs, and the illustrations of it a�orded by a survey

* This word is italicised, since we are of opinion that recent operations in
America point to the conclusion - more weight of the grain will. shortly cease to
be regarded as a measure of the value of a maize crop, which will come to be
estimated by it, feeding capability as judged by its chemical composition.

1" Report Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, 1862, pp. 266-7.

�r
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of the Toowoomba district are very suggestive of remark. Sui�ce,
however, to state on this occasion that the proper care of plants,
and a due regard to the best means for their propagation, have little
in�uence on practice, and that comparative neglect as regards cultivated
plants is the more prevalent occurrence in the Toowoomba district.

CULTIVATION OF PESTS.

VVhatever attempts are individually made by fruit-growers to
protect their crops from the attacks of insect or fungus pests, these
effortson their part will be rendered partly ineificacious, or even alto-
gether futile, by the indifference shown in these matters by their
neighbours. The expression of this opinion has been prompted by the

&#39; �fact so frequently observed at Toowoomba that trees, and not seldom
whole cultivations, are abandoned to the operations of pests. It is
quite a common occurrence to meet with peach trees growing isolated
and neglected on the sides of paddocks, whose grub-infested fruit is
allowed to fall to the ground and remain there, and thus a favourable
opportunity given for the further development of� the Tephritis �y.
This neglect is especially reprehensible when it occurs early in the
season, for it is mainly owing to the absence of measures for destruction
of fruit damaged by the maggots then, that fruit, whose season for
ripening is later on, suffers; whereas even if pigs were allowed to
consume this infected fruit as it fell to the ground, much good, no
doubt, would result from their action. In a similar manner the
existence of a vineyard, or even of a few grape vines, where the oidium
is allowed to spread unchecked, greatly augments the labours of any
occupier of a neighbouring vineyard who has decided to adopt the
sulphur remedy as a speci�c in contending with the mildew, and who
would have enough to do without the existence of an ever present
source for fresh infection. So, too, when some enemy to plants that
has previously been unobserved �rst makes its presence felt, no effort
should be spared to get rid of it, although it may not at this time
occasion much concern. It is the neglect of this consideration, and
an adoption of a laissez-faz&#39;re policy, whilst meanwhile the pest is
increasing with a geometrical progression that has been at the root of �
nearly all the damage that has been occasioned by the enemies with ,
which the agriculturist has had to contend. \Ve need only refer to 3
the history of the invasion of the Cape of Good Hope, California, and &#39;
New Zealand. by the Cotton Cushion Scale, in illustration of this asser-
tion. It is for this reason, therefore, that we have given more promin-
ence than at �rst thought might seem needful to several of the insect i
or fungus pest observed already at Toowooniba, or which seem on }_
their way to visit that district, since, although appearances may at �rst
be in favour of the supposition that they will be comparatively ..
innocuous, the circu1nsta.nces existing to -promote this view may at any
time be removed or be relaxed in their operation, in which events the
history which has marked their appearance and spread in other countries <
will be enacted also in this or in other parts of the colony.

INTRODUCTION AND DISSEMINATION OF PLANT PESTS.

Referenceis made in the following pages of this inquiry to a few A
plant pests which, to the best of our knowledge, do not as yet occur in 3
the Toovvoomba district, although they are prevalent� enough about;
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Brisbane, a-nd exist also in other parts of South Queensland. Two
even are referred to with more or less minuteness of detail�viz., the
Codlin Moth and Mussel Scale of the apple, which have not, as far as
we are aware, been yet established anywhere in the colony, but which
are constantly imported on fruit which �nds its way even to Toowoomba.

The insertion of the remarks relating to them is justi�ed, as
there is, therefore, some probability of their �nding their way to the
orchards of the district to which this report specially relates, and
becoming naturalised in them as additional pests. To be forewarned
of a coming danger is to be forearmed, and it is far easier to contend
with the outposts of an advancing army, and so avert the main invasion,
than to quell intestinal disturbance. It is pro�table, therefore, to
briefly state a few facts in illustration of the manner in which pests
are a.nd may be disseminated.

That there is positive danger of the insect and fungus pests of
cultivated plants being conveyed from one district to another, and
from country to country, is borne witness to by numerous legislative
enactments which have been made in the neighbouring colonies, the
intention of which is highly commendable, although they are generally
renilered practically futile in their operation, insomuch as their pur-
pose is to prevent the occurrence of what has already happened, and
since, even if when fully administered, they could effect what &#39;-it is
intended they should accomplish which is indeed very doubtful, their
proper administration connotes the existence of so large and skilled an
executive as is almost beyond the means of any country to maintain.
Has legislation checked the extent of the ravages of the Phylloxera in
Europe, or prevented its visiting the Cape of Good Hope? Has it
served to stamp out this vine pest even in Victoria or New South
Wales yet? In spite of the trite remark that everybody�s concern is
no on�e�s, it seems that more reliance should be placed on the special
intelligence of those engaged in cultural operations to effect for them-
selves what legislation has failed in acco1nplishing�viz., the protection
of their own interests�their crops�from the attacks of disease, how-
soever arising; and if they have not this special intelligence let
enlightenment be brought them.

We have already received, on potatoes from the southern colonies,
the destructive moth of that esculent, and it now occurs as a pest at
Toowooinba. From the same source,f_ too, but on apples, the Codlin
Moth is brought here now and then, but much more frequently the
Mussel Scale (Mytilaspis pomormn). On this fruit, as it arrives
from California, we may occasionally notice the Round Black Scale
(Aspz&#39;a�27oz&#39;us �cus), already too well established at Brisbane on quite
an assemblage of different plants, but not as yet observable about
Toowoomba. The Oranges from the same source are responsible for
the introduction of two other scale insects attacking citraceous plants
�viz., the Wliite Scale (0lzz&#39;o7mspz&#39;s citm) and Grlover�s Scale (lily/2&#39;Zaspz&#39;s
Gloveri). Both these have already, on their approach towards Too-
woomba-, reached High�elds. We too are indebted to California for
the larva of a beetle (0_ylasfomnicari2os, Olivier), the so-called �worm�
of the sweet potato, unless perhaps this State and Queensland have
received the pest independently from some source�the Mauritius. In
our eagerness to improve the quality of our sugar-canes, we have
brought here, from the Mauritius the �borer� (Plmlaena saccizamlis),
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and from Singapore�it is said�the �-"Eon a poche blanche.� New _
South Wales, and Q,ueensland indirectly, has received the Red Scale C�
(Aspidiofus coccineus), from the l\Iediterranean countries, and the "
former colony has forwarded it on oranges to New Zealand, where,
as here also, it is a well-known orchard �pest. The common garden
snail of Europe has been introduced to some of the towns of New
South Wales, Victoria, and New Zealand, but has hitherto escaped
being brought to Queensland, although a large slug, a species of
Vaginulus, has arrived, and has become naturalised in our Botanical
Gardens. Australia is credited with having sent the most formidable
insect-foe of the orange�the Cott-on Cushion Scale (Icerya Pmfclzasi)
to New Zealand, California, and the Cape of Good Hope. Could we
discover the origin of many of the insect pests which affect our
cultivated plants, this story might be largely ampli�ed. Whence,
for instance, has the Rose at Brisbane obtained its White Scale
(O&#39;/zionaspis rosca) or its powdery leaf-fungus (Oidium leucocomlum)?
When came and how our Cabbage \/Vorms, Aphides, Red Spiders, an_d
hoe genus omne. The celebrated naturalist, Captain Hutton, has state�d&#39;°. �_
that there is no indigenous species of Aphis in New Zealand; but, i�
is there a cultivated plant in that colony now that is not at &#39; ;� � ~ .
one species or other of this insect? These insect acquiremeiits-.
inevitable, perhaps, owing to the commercial relations which exist
between one country and another; but it seems that it should be
morally imperative on agriculturists to check the formidable growth
of plant pests, if not to stamp them out on their �rst ar1�i\i"al. Not
only do we receive these pests without comment, but we even help
their dissemination throughout the colony. Seldom, however, can be
sent as companions with them, those parasites which prey upon them.
Take the scale insects as an example. \Vhen Mr. Koebele, an Entomo-
logist in the United States Agricultural Departiiient, was se  i1_!&#39;£g.
the neighbourhood of Brisbane for specimens of the Cotton ,sK5bn
Scale, in order to procure its parasites for conveyance to America,
where they might operate in checking its further spread, although
his remarkable quick perception for the presence of insects did not
lead him to discover them at once, elsewhere he had no di�iculty
in quickly �nding what he was looking for on an Acalg/plza. in the
hall of the hotel where he lodged, on a plant which had been derived
from a well-known local horticultural establishment. It is rarely that
a disinterested party, capable of appreciating the fact, witnesses the
transmission of plants containing pests to districts previously free of
them ; but how often, by 11.11 almost criminal act, are plants--especially
young orange trees�so aifected, � sent out.� Quite recently we saw
Crotons which had been received at the Brisbane Botanical Gardens
for transmission to the Melbourne Exhibition infested with Black
Scale, which had been doubtless acclimatised at the institution that
had supplied these plants. These Botanical Gardens are a nursery for
scaleinsects. Species may be obtained there not elsewhere procurable
in the colonies. A few years since, one very remarkable �iember of
t-his class (a species of Qeroplastes), an irregular tumid waxy pink.
coloured insect, was noticeable on one or two shrubs immediately
opposite the Houses of Parliament. At this period it might have bee�
extirpated with littletrouble; but now, through neglect, it has 5?
extended almost all otter the Gardens, and is especially noticeable on
some already well-known Mangopffees growing in a quite central
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situation. The risk of establishing this pest in our fruit cultivations
generally should be strenuously opposed. In this scale insect all the
worst features of the Coccidae reside. Being comparatively a new
arrival it has not yet been victimised by parasites, and is therefore
most proli�c; it is Well nigh omnivorous in its vegetable diet; its
thick covering of wax protects it from the action of the usual insecti-
cides, and at the same time serves to secure it from the in�uence of
climatic vicissitudes. Endowed with a well developed tubular excre-
tory apparatus, it scatters tiny drops of saccharine �uid everywhere
around it, and so determines the growth of a fuliginous fungoid
substance all over the branches and leaves of the tree which it affects.

DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN FRIENDS AND FOES.
Although crops are subject to the attacks of so many insect pests,

it is some consolation to know that these pests are not infrequently
rendered comparatively innocuous owing to the occurrence of other
insects which prey upon them. This fact in itself is a consideration on
which the agriculturist may pro�tably dwell; and it has been remarked
by oneywho has had occasion to give much attention to the relation
,e�ii~i�i1%: between insects and cultivated plants, �that the ability to
distinguish between friend and foe is of the �rst importance in coping
with the latter, for it is a notorious fact that the farmer often does
more harm than good by destroying the former in his blind efforts to
save his �c&#39;1&#39;o1)s.���((/". 17. Riley.)

Talfinga general review of the orders of insects, we �nd amongst
the Ooleoplem the entire family of Cicendeliclae or Tiger Beetles
insectivorous, and nearly all the Carabidze-�-two families of ground
beetles which i11 Australia are represented by nearly a thousand
described species. Then again there are numerous beetles here belong-
ing. &#39;6 [the families Malacodermidae, Cleridze, and Brenthidee, also
inséctivorous, and �nally the ladybirds, or Coccinellidze, and allied
forms, which in both the larval and adult states feed nearly every one
of them upon aphides and scale insects. The importance of the last
family of beetles to the cultivator of the soil can be scarcely over-
estimated. In California the work of ridding those parts of apple
trees above ground of the so-called American blight is almost entirel
relegated to insects which are members of the Coccinellidae. Mr. W.
Gr. Berkeley, of the Agricultural Experiment Station connected with
the University of California, writing on the subject remarks, �A
thorough treatment of the top was never made because we wanted to
see how far we could depend upon the ladybird for aexterminating
these. From observations during the last few years I believe this,
that in this locality this useful beetle can be depended upon for keep-
ing the crown of the tree free from aphis (ale. Sclzizoneum laizigeraj.
We cannot recommend too highly the protection of the ladybugs-�
Coccinellidae. During more than one year we have seen them com-
pletely annihilate the aphis above ground in a few days: it is generally
stated that their larvae are the most destructive to the latter.�* The
scale insects in America are, too, largely preyed on by Coccinellidee
belonging to the genera Cycloneda, Chilocorus, and Hippodamia, and
Mr. H. Gr. Hubbard informs us that �One of the smallest of this

�" V1�-d. �Report of the Entomologist.� Rep. Department of Agriculture for
1881-2. Washington 1882; pp. 204-206,,

0V.
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family, Hyperaspidius coccidivorus, is �ound to celonise upon the
trunks of orange trees thickly infested with Cha� Scale, and entirely �
free them of the pest.*

In Queensland the Coccinellidae beetles perform equally service-
able work. Wherever aphides exist, there there are ladybirds in the
larval or adult condition to feed upon them. Notwithstanding this
being so, no instance of the recognition of this office which they per-
form has ever here been brought to our notice; but on the other
hand, an identity has been alleged to exist between them and the plant-
eating coccenellid of the potato and pumpkin�a species of Epilachna,
and accordingly, being regarded as insects similarly destructive with
it, they-have been intentionally destroyed. It is, however, for destroy-ing our Scale Insects that the Coccinellidae are here most highly, .5
useful. To mention but a single instance, that of a small black beetle
reddened at each extremity, belonging to the group Scymnites, and ~ &#39;
named Cryptoloemus. The larva of this is a small active grub,
measuring about %-inch in length, covered above with six rows of con-
tiguous elongated white mealy secreted appendages. Quite recent .
the Bunya Bunyas, and other auricaraceous trees growing  ,
Brisbane, ha.ve been infested by a Coccus insect�an apparently
undescribed species of Dactylopius which affects especially the spot
where the leaves and branches unite, and the parasites were at one
time so numerous that the death of these valuable trees from their
attacks seemed very imminent. However the Cryptoloemus beetle
also visited the Auracarias, and in some places its larvae occurred in
such profusion that the trunks of these trees, and the ground around
their bases, looked as if �our had been dusted in patche§&#39;9here and
there upon them. Both in its adult and larval condition it waged war
upon the Coccid insects, and as a result these trees are saved from - ~
destruction. This friendly insect is none other than the one which is
met with on various native trees, especially Acacias, and also on the
citraceous and other economic plants of our gardens. These also it -i
visits for the purpose of ridding them, or at least checking the increase
of the various scale insects, especially those belonging to the Lecamdaa
which infest these trees, and these pests it literally mows down to the
surface of the leaf, so great being its voracity. That such an obvious
fact should have escaped observation here (and elsewhere �perhaps .
also), or even comment, seems scarcely credible, and yet 1t 1s so.
Further than this, wherever we have been, either at Toowoomba or at
Brisbane, the larva of this insect has been regarded as the Mealy
Bug (another, Coccid unhappily becoming now too prevalent about it
Brisbane), and, under a mistaken idea, destroyed by those who make
a practice of killing destructive insect visitants to their crops. More-
over it has even been suggested to us by one who had seen that insect, )
that it was none other than the Cotton Cushion Scale (lcerg/a Purchasi).

In the order IIe92zi_7n�c2~a, or bugs, there are again several predatory
insects, belonging especially to the families Halydidae, Piratidaa, Redu- 1
vidaa, and Harpactoridae. We have observed an orange tree to be .
entirely freed from the presence of the destructive :aterp&#39;llars of
Papilio anactus, by insects belonging to_ the genus Halys, which lived
by implanting their rostra or probosces into the tissues of these pests
and then imbibing the �uid const1tuents of them. Other instances - L

* Ib., p. 109. I
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&#39; might be mentioned in i1lu,_i tion of the utility of insects of this
family to the fruit-grower, &#39; &#39; 0 seems never to discriminate between
the vegetable and animal feeders which it contains, until perhaps he
has learnt to do so by painful experience. For it only bespeaks the
carnivorous habits of one of these,� a species of Pristhesanchus, which
frequents orange trees, when this tree-bug inserts it&#39;s rostrum into his
�ngers on being handled.

There are many useful insects, again, which are included in the order
of Hymenoptera. There is the large orange and black insect with
stalked abdomen�Eumenes Latreillei--which �lls the cells of its mud
nest with caterpillars as food for its own larvae. The great silvery
black restless wasp��Sphex ephippium�~may frequently be noticed
carrying off large insects to its subterranean nest, where they are
to serve for a like purpose. A young grasshopper is not too� great
a burden for it to bear off. The large, often yellow and black
striped Seolidae are again enemies of grasshoppers and other insects.
Amongst ants, too, we have many friends; and We need only
mention in con�rmation of this assertion the family Poneridae,

&#39;*w*hese members, often. nocturnal in their habits, are exclusively
�feeders on animal matter, and especially prey on insects. The great
family of Ichneumonidae is too well known to need more than a
passing remark. In 1873 it was brought under the notice of the
Secretary for Agriculture, Victoria, that one of these insects��viz.,
Bracon capitata, was a very effectual enemy to the grasshoppers, one
informant stating that he had �noticed that when the locusts were
most numerous this Ichneumon �y was to be seen in greatest force.�
Count Oarsitlenau, the celebrated entomologist, in reference to this
insect, stated also,-�� this parasite is most important, as I believe it
will be to it alone that we may one day owe the disappearance of the
locust.� We are often asked, in reference to the disappearance of
countless caterpillars or grasshopers from any one locality, where are
they all gone to ? Now, our discovery that a very large percentage of
the eggs of the grasshopper�both of that one which occurs on the
Darling Downs, and of that which eats up the sugarcane on the
Herbert River���are parasitised by an hynzenopterous insect seems to
dispose of the inquiry. In the same hymenopterous family are, in
conclusion, the many minute insects belonging to the Proctotrupidze
and Chalcididae which deposit their egg within the eggs of insects or
in the bodies of insect larvae or caterpillars. The Scale Insect are
especially subject to be attacked by parasites belonging to the �rst of
these classes. It sometimes happens that one of the naturalised species
of Lecanium is so infested that scarcely a single indi�dual escapes
destruction. To the eye of the expert the assumption of a darkened
hue by this coccus indicates the presence of the parasite within it, and
when such occurrence prevails he may advantageously forego the use
of insecticides intended for the destruction of the scale insect and
rather trust to N ature�s remedy.

For a long time the family �of Lepidoptera, which includes the
, moths and butter�ies, was, except in the case of those members of it
which Qlisplay a taste for horn, hair, fur, and wool, regarded as living
when in the caterpillar state entirely on vegetable matter. It is now
known that in England the caterpillar of a small moth attacks chrysalis
cases of other lepidoptera which have been deposited in the ground.
In Queensland, too, we have observed that a similar moth is equally

B
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destructive to the pupa case of the potato-leaf-eating Epilachna. The
most remarkable case, however, is thatiof a moth which in Australia {
rids us in great measure of our Scale Insects. Public attention Was
�nst directed to its occurrence by Mr. G. Masters; at 3» meeting of the "
Itinnean Society of New South Wales, held in 1885, at which he ,
exhibited some small moths (after\vii&#39;rds named T /zalpochares coccopkaga) ,
bred from caterpillars found feeding on a Coccus which infested the 7
common Zamia. � These caterpillars,� Mr. Masters remarked, �in the
course of a few days completely cleared the plant of the scale, devour- ,
ing the Coccus and forming with the scales or empty skins complete &#39;&#39;
coverings for themselves, which they carried about on their backs.
They fed at night, and during the day �xed themselves securely to the
midrib of the frond.� Now this useful insect is exceedingly common
both in the Toowoomba and Brisbane districts, and is probably widely
represented in Southern Queensland. It also has as congeners one
insect, of similar habit, which we have remarked consuming the white 5"
scales (0kz&#39;omzspis citri) on the orange trees at High�elds, and the &#39;
other commonly feeding on the semi-globular reddish-coloured coccus "
of the Eucalyptus at Brisbane. Every tree in these districts whichds�f
infested with Black Scale (Lecam&#39;um olece) will afford examples of� �f
T. coccophaga. Strange to observe, we have never met with one in this
colony who has recognised the role of this insect. Whenever at
Toowoomba we sought typical examples of the Black Scale for study
we were directed to examine the angles between the branchlets of
the orange tree for �extra �ne examples� of the Coccus we were in
quest of. Indeed We found more than once that these alone re-
mained, together with fumagine, to attest the previous occupancy of
the trees by the Scale Insect in question. In these instances the
species of mimicry which nature had evidently wrought (with such
perfection as to effect in this caterpillar a resemblance to extra �ne
examples of the Black Scale) to serve for this caterpillar as a
safeguard from destruction at the hands of the ordinary. foes of ��
insect life, tended only  ensure its being killed�its utility being
overlooked.�* 7�

Gardeners have, too, great friends amongs&#39;t.the Diptem or two- .
winged �ies. There are the large rapacious carnivorous insects �.
belonging to the Empidae and Bombylidae which carry our inect pests
bodily o�. Then there are the curious larvae of the balancing �ies, the

rphidae, which feed on plant-lice, and which are so common that no 3
collection of Aphides will probably occur, especially on maize, Which 1�-
does not also include examples of these apidovorous insects. Amongst 1,�
dipterous parasites, which live within their hosts, we may mention the &#39;.
species of Taclzinus, large insects shaped somewhat like common
house �ies with greyish banded hind-bodies. These may he often �
noticed suspiciously prying amongst the leaves of citraceous trees in �
quest of the large caterpillars of the Papilios which feed in this situa-
tion, and their eggs deposited on these caterpillars develop into larvae
which prevent the chrysalises from �hatching out. Perhaps, however,
one of the most remarkable parasitic Diptera is a small insect which.
in the grub condition feeds within the redoubtable Cushion Scale

* Vid.� � Notes on the Parasitism of Certain Lepidopterous Insects,� by J. 0.
Westwood. Tr. Ent._ Soc. London, 1887, pp. 433-437 ; also of. P. E. soc-_ _Lond,,
1877, pp. xviii. and xix.
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(Icerga Pwrchasi). This Mr. Frazer S. Crawford discovered a short
time since at Adelaide, and brought to the notice of the United States
Entomological Department. Professor Riley, the State Entomologist,
was so impressed with the importance of this discovery that he
conceived the idea of introducing this parasite, which meanwhile "
been named Lestophnus icerg/a9 by Dr. \Villiston, into California as a
check on the undue increase of the Cotton Cushion Scale, which was
destroying the orangeries there, just as he had previously done with
the European Apcmteles ylomeratus for contending with the cabbage-
eating caterpillar of the butter�y Pieris _ra.pze. And he has recently
dispatched Mr. A. Koebele, an experienced entomologist of _his
department, to the Australian colonies for the purpose of transmitting
the Lestoplzonus to America. Mr. Koebele visited Brisbane in prosecu-
tion of his mission, and informs us that hehas been so far successful
that this dipteron has been hatched out in quantity in California from
parasitised examples of Icerg/a which he sent thither. The results
attending this interesting venture will be looked forward to by the
scienti�c world with considerable interest.

&#39; Other orders, too, present us with insect parasites and enemies.
There are dragon �ies, the ant lions, the mantis, and the lacewing �ies
or Chrysopidae. The last mentioned when in the larval state are, like
the Syrphidae, great devourers of Aphides. Curious to relate, as
illustrating their habits, they place their own eggs at the ends of
erect and most delicate threads as if aware of the ills to which, in
their own instance, insect �esh is heir to.

PROTECTION OF NATIVE IN SECTIVOROUS BIRDS.

What is so noticeable about Brisbane is especially to be remarked
on in reference to Toowoomba, that is the great dearth of native
birds. AYou may walk through many of -the gardens about the
town, where every circumstance would seem to favour their presence,
and not see one. Certainly the occurren�f�:e of an abundant fruit
supply does oftentimes determine tl1ere,~&#39;t&#39;h3 congregation of Leather
Heads,* Green Leeks, and other Parrots�, �Blue Jays,* and more
rarely, in some remote cultivation, the grapes are pierced by tiny
Spinebill Honeyeaters. This is as far as frugivorous birds are con-
cerned; but where are all the insectivorous birds that used to be so
numerous, as we were inforined, in the Toowoomba gardens in years
gone by? Has not an abundant food-supply, though of an entirely
different nature, a similar attraction for them? It has; and they
once visited the gardens and bred there to support both themselves
and their young on destructive and other insects; but season after
season they have been ruthlessly shot down, or their nests robbed by

.those whose intelligence is young, but not always with the youth of
years. Such destruction of insect foes cannot be too strongly depre-
cated. It was brought under our notice at a very early stage in this
inquiry indeed, and at the local .show of agricultural produce, held
on the 27th January, there faced each other as competitors for honours
in the diiferent �classes in which they were respectively exhibited,
(1) Collections of eggs, chie�y these of insectivorous native birds, in
which each of the different species represented was illustrated by

*�These two birds notwithstanding these proclivities are two of the best
destroyers of insect grubs which we have in our bird fauna.

� .
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several specimens; and &#39;(2) more than one assortment of what was
denominated the best collection of fruit grown in the district, all of
which collections possibly--so insidious are the attacks of 1nsects-��as&#39;7
olilencertainly did, contained, hidd n to view in the tissue of some of
the� samples which they comprise�insects which by their development
would render the fruit which they infested worthl�ss�insects which it f�
is the function of certain birds, the eggs of which were exhibited, to
destroy. It has been well said :�

� If thelarrangements of nature were left undisturbed, the result would be
awholesome equilibrium of destruction. The birds would kill so many insects .
that the insects could not kill too many plants. One class is a match for the &#39;
other. A certain insect was found to lay 2,000 eggs, but a single tom-tit was �
found to eat 200,000 eggs in a year. A swallow devours 543 insects ina
day eggs and all.� V

In the United States the role performed by insectivorous birds
is, perhaps, now well appreciated after many legislative measures*.
In the Australian colonies, too, measures have been adopted for the
Preservation of Native Birds (Witness in Queensland � Tito Native
Birds Protection Act of1877,� and its Amending Acts) which have -
not entirely con�ned their attention to those which feed the markets.
The Secretary for Agriculture, Victoria, has delivered himself of this
opinion:�� The absolute necessity for strictly preserving all insect-
eating birds in this country, where the plagues of the locust and
caterpillar are of so frequent occurrence, and Where insect blights ..
are yearly becoming more and more prevalent, is a matter which ,
demands earnest consideration, and one which should receive atten-
tion at the hands of the Legislature.�+ In Europe We may point
to the discussion which arose in the French Chamber in 1861 when,
at the instance of the Minister for Agriculture there, a commission _
was appointed to inquire into this matter and report on What .
legislation was expedient. The importance of the preservation of ;
native insectivorous anbpther birds has not, however, engaged .;
the attention of stidzesmgpgalone; it has long been proclaimedobservant naturalists, &#39;  many facts pointing to its necessity ,
might have been adduced rom our own experience. We are aware,
however, that there have been some, with M. Eduard Perris for L
their leader, who have made light of the o�ice which they perform; 7
but for our part we are amongst those who would concedeavalue
even to the house Sparrow as an insect destroyer, and everyone who *
studies birds would do the same. It is a signi�cant fact in ourueyes V,
that one of the latest writers on birds generally, Arévalo, prefaces �
his great Work � Aves De Espana� (Madrid 1887), as if with an e titome
of their whole external relations, as far as we are concerned, wit these ;
well known words of the justly celebrated Chenu :� A.

�La destruction d�un grand nombre d�especes d�oiseauX entraine-t-A =
elle le dévcloppement de myriades d�insec-tes qui dévorent les �eurs, les
fruits, les céréales, la vigne, et méme les arbres des foréts.� &#39;f

We have dwelt on these matters since we are of opinion that, I
owing to the fact of penalties imposed by Acts of Parliament for the i
Preservation of Native Birds being so di�icultto allocate, much greater .

�� For a summary of the different Acts relating to the preservation of birds I
recently in force in the several States of the American Union, consult the Report of
the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, 1864.-, pp. 431-446. �

1� � Report Secretary of Agriculture,� Melbourne, 1873, p. 70.
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results may be �accomplished -by an intelligent appreciation of the
function subserved by birds in the interests of agriculturists, and at
-their hands, than by legislative measures. That the army of thes_e
insect foes, to which Toowoomba eulturists may look for Sl1CC0l.1I&#39;g is
-somewhat heterogeneous in its .co&#39;_ dsition, if not numerically strong,
may be gathered f�n a perusal �of the List of Insectivorous Birds of
&#39;.-Eoowoomba, given in an Appendix to this Report. Its variety points
to the probability of its food being as variable in its nature as are the
insect pests themselves; its weakness in individual numbers to the
necessity of protecting it.

._.�-:-¢-���:-�

CHAPTER I. �

�RESUME or THE CHIEF VARIETIES or Fnurrs GROWING AT Too-
WOOMBA, THE EXTENT TO WHICH THEY ARE CULTIVATED, AND THE
Dxsmsns TO WHICH THEY ARE SUBJECT.

APPLE.

The apple is largely grown in the Toowoomba district. Mr. H.
Roessler, on his Growrie Creek Estate, has quite a thousand trees; and
at Ballard�s Camp Mr. Holmes has perhaps as many. Most of these
are so-called American blight-proof varieties, or kinds which have been
grafted on blight-resisting stocks, such as the �Northern Spy� and
Winter *� Majentin.� Toowoomba seems well adapted for the apple.
Amongst principal kinds raised there the following were noticed :�
Billy�s Red Streak, Claygate Pearmain, Summer Pearmain, Winter
Pearmain, Frompton�s Seedling, Grladney�s Red, Hockixfgs� Greening,
Irish Peach, J eptha�s Surprise, Kittages-kee, Red Astrachan, Stephen-
son�s Winter, and Trivet Seedling. �

The principal insect enemies of theg�ple, are the Fruit Fly and
the American Blight. In addition to thesgin sgime seasons, a fungus
(Glceosporium.fructi_qe72um) does much d@age* to the ripening fruit by
producing a gangrenous affection; the foliage is often eaten by the
caterpillars of two moths belonging to the family G&#39;eomet7~z&#39;da3; and
the caterpillar of a third moth bores the wood. Formerly the apple
trees in Toowoomba suffered much from the attacks of the American
Blight. Mr. I-Iertzer, of Hume street, planted quite a number of.trdes
twenty-one years since ; now all have been killed by this pest save
.one, which, although blighted to the tips of its branches, still bears
fruit.

At � Paradise � Estate, Mr. Hanley once obtained, annually, four
tons of apples from his trees; now they are nearly all gone, sixty
trees having succumbed to American blight in a single year. The
losses of others on account of this pest have been equally great. The
majority of growers now con�ne their attention to blight-proof varieties
of ..apples; others are .of opinion that land situated with a certain
.aspect, and accordingly subject to the in�uence of particular winds, is
.unfavourable to the spread of this pest, and so can extend their selec-
tion of apples so as to include more of the better varieties than they
otherwise could. Amongst those who favour this view is Mr. H.
Roessler, and he has made such a selection as is above alluded to in
his Gowrie Creek orchard, which has a southerly aspect and isalso
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more exposed than are the generality of gardens neaf-er Toowoomba.
The trees there,were all young, but although many had been planted :
out �ve years and were bearing well, no sign of the American blight .

Many in t-he_ district infer that the term
� blight-proof � signi�es absolute&#39;i�mIxi.unity from the Amerlcan blight, -"_
whereas those who adopted this exprelsion intended to imply by its use
not only those trees which maintained complete freedom from this pest, E
but those also which, although subject to it, were only injured to a small

The Summer Pearmain
and Stephenson�s Seedling illustrate the meaning of this statement.
Neither do American blight-proof apples�11or indeed any apples &#39;

came under notice.

extent, and were still competent to bear fruit.

grown in the district�escape the Fruit Fly, which seems especially to
affect this fruit-�a conclusion based both on testimony, observation,
and experiment. There is reason to infer that the attack is often made
by the �y in the �rst instance before the fruit has attained its full
size, an occurrence which is not so generally remarked in other fruit. T:
The earliest as well as the latest in season are subject to the same

Even Gladney�s Red, one of the �rst apples to ripen, is ,
often destroyed by the larvae of this pest, as was stated by more than
injuries.

0116.

N o instance of the occurrence of that great pest of the apple, :_
the Mussel Scalc� (_Zl[_ytz&#39;Zasp2&#39;s pomorum) was met with in the district,
neither does it appear that it has been yet observed by any one there.
The same remark applies to the Codlin Moth. The Mussel Scale,
however, �nds its way to this colony on apples imported from the
southern markets in plenty, and during the prosecution of this
inquiry, a Tasmanian Apple containing the larva of the Codlin Moth
was purcha� in one of the Brisbane shops�as might often be
done. N ow, i » Tasmanian and other southern fruit �nds its way also
into this fruit-growing district of Toowoomba, the risk of infecting
the apples there with thes pests is very great. Ap le-growers thereshould, then, be armwri �dvance with a knowledge of)
destruction. 
     
     PEAR.

No orchards in Toowoomba are devoted exclusively to this fruit; .1
The 3;

Those which came &#39;
under notice were the Beurré Clairgeau, the Chauinontel, the Chine
Sand or China Pear, Honey Pear, and a Bergainotte, and others whose

nevertheless, there are a great many pear trees in the district.
df�erent varieties, too, grown are very numerous.

names could not be ascertained.

The chief enemy of the pear at Toowoomba is the Fruit Fly.
Some of the early fruit, however, escapes in seasons when the later

This was the case this season with what was fjpears are badly affected. _
described by Mr. Noss as a longish-shaped pear, ripe before Christmas.
Those pears which do not develop much saccharine matter on the tree,
or are otherwise of a very dense and hard nature, do not seem to be S
injured by the Fruit Fly. A large baking pear, with coarsely dotted
skin, commonly grown in the district, is a casein point. Conversely �
those pears which are of a more soft and delicate structure are the T�
worst attacked, as for instance, a light yellow fruit of medium size, 3
which was ripe on the tree this season (1886-7), during the last Week i"
in January, but which is usually two or three weeks earlier.

the appearances
and habits of these inscfis, a�s&#39;well as of the methods in vogue for their ;�
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In a similar way to the apple, the pear in the district -is adso
subject to the attacks of a fungus (Glwosporium) which is especially
prevalent in wet seasons. When the fruit is quite green the coffee-
brown spots, and in later stages -b,lotches�the symptoms of this malady
��are very conspicuous, and oc"asion&#39;in the fruit quite a gangrenous
appearance. Sometimes these m &#39; ifestations follow wounds occasioned
by the Fruit Fly or other insects, or such as are merely mechanical,
_but in many cases there is reason to think that the affection arises
quite independently of any such origin.

Some varieties of pear, especially the Bergamottes, are very
subject to splitting, and this was especially so during the wet season
1886-7.

Mr. Searle described a disease manifesting itself in the foliage by
the following characters :�

�The leaves get black spots, which increase in size rapidly till the
Whole surface is of this colour. This occurrence causes the leaves of a tree
to almost entirely fall.� Mr. Searle has remarked � that this a�ection usually
commences on the north-west aspect of a tree, and often long before the
fruit is sufficiently matured to be gathered.�
No opportunity was discovered for investigating the nature of this
affection.

The fruit of one tree was observed to be small and irregular in
shape, having failed in some places to develop its usual symmetry. In
shallow depressed areas, on the surface of these pears a scarcely evident
green matter, resembling the reproductive organs of some fungus,
was noticed. By accident this fruit escaped further investigation.
Whether there was evidence here of the existence of e disease of
the pear so common in South Australia, viz., the Fuse adium, cannot
be positively affirmed.

Pears are much subject to the pilfering of _ e�ying fox, and these
animals seem very partial to the fruit, even �Eli ard and green. Mr.
Lowe (gardener to the Hon. J. Taylor,�  reported their having
taken quite two bushels of hard baking pears" from a single tree in one
night.

QUINOE.
Quinces, also, are grown in considerable number in the Toowvooznba

district, although there are no orchards exclusively devoted to this tree.
During the present season (1886-7) Mr. Bushnell was disposing of
his crop in Brisbane by the ton. The pear-shaped quince seems to be
most commonly grown, though the other varieties of this fruit are to
be met with. The fruit commences to ripen on the tree early in Feb-
ruary. The quince seems to be subject to insect enemies, but only to
a limited extent. If left hanging too long on the tree the Fruit Fly
will commence its depredations upon the fruit, and Mr. Searle has
even observed that this post begins to attack the fruit long before it is
ripe, affecting the core; but the results of our experiments have not
been such as to confirm this observation. �Te would, however, suggest
that the fruit be gathered in as soon as by the disposition to shed its
pubescence, and the colour of its pips, it manifests the fact that it is
sufficiently matured to permit of this. The quince is also subject to
being infested by a white coccus insect ; but this, as Mr. Hartmann
remarked, seems to con�ne. its operations to the so-called �wild
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quince.� In some �gardens it was noticed that the leaves had been
super�cially eaten by some insect. This pest, although only observed
by its effects, was not the � Slug-leach,� a saw-�y larva.

�.

. PEA&�-
Raised from the stone with��1¬&#39;h facility, coming into bearing

when only three or four years old, and a proli�c � cropper,� are facts
which afford reason su�icient why, in the Toowoomba district, the peach
tree should be such a general favourite. There are no peach orchards
there, but this tree �nds a prominent place in every fruit garden. No
cottage with its small plot of cultivation but has two or three peach
trees growing by it, or they may have been planted along the fence of
the paddock. Thus it happens that the failure of the crop, even to a _
partial extent, involves the community there in considerable loss, and
one, moreover, di�icult to estimate.

Commencing with the Flat China Peach, which fruits as early as
November, there is a succession of different varieties of peach until
well into March. Indeed, there is one kind-�the Julia�-�as Mr. B.
Crow informed me, which is not ripe until nearly May. The principal
well-marked varieties grown appear to be:��1. A large China �at,
at Raceview�; 2. the ordinary China �at, ripe in second week in
December; 3. Weeping peach, ripe in December; 4. Royal George,
ripe during January; 5. Shanghae, ripe towards end of January;
6. several indeterminate slipstone peaches usually � bloodstones,� ripe
�during latter weeks of January and well into February; 7. Solway,
ripe during March; Yellow Monday, ditto. Other good peaches
grown in the district are: Alexandra Noblesse, an early peach; the
Amelia and t&#39;l- �omet, ripe end of February and March.*� The China
�at, Royal G ge, those included in 6, the Solway, and Yellow Mon-.
day are, however, the principal well-marked varieties grown.

The chief enemies of t,hc&#39;pcach in the Toowooinba District are the
common � maggot,��3E»_�¢;worni§3� or Fruit Fly; a less common similar
affection due to attacks-of a" small black �y; gumming; premature
shedding of foliage due. to the presence of a fungus, Uromyces
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amygdali; curl in the leaf; red spider; Bryobia; aphis; black scale�� �;
Lecanium olew and fumagine; fruit borer� the caterpillar of a moth,
Conogethes punctiferalis; borer in wood�a beetle larva, Orthorhinus
s*p.; a caterpillar eating into surface of unripe fruit, Fam. Noctuze;
and perhaps also the common white peach scale-a Chionaspis, of the

\Vhen the fruit is ripening if still left on the tree
it is at the mercy of what are known in the district as weevils, viz.,
beetles, including species of Brachypeplus, Calandra, and an undeter-
mined staphylinidid insect. Compared, however, with the injuries
in�icted by the fruit-fly, those occasioned by the other pests, though
inthemselves bad enough, are insigni�cant, and claim little eonsiderav
tion. Witli the exception of the China �at peach, which is usually free

; .

_.a-.3. .- ..-s.&#39;,.-«..
.3.
a;..-9�-mm:

from the attacks of the � worm � by reason of its being such aI1 early &#39;
fruiter, and the �rst gathered of the Royal George peaches�free�from
the -same circu1nstance,_it would seem that all the numerous varieties
�of peach grown are addicted to the attacks of this enemy, neither would
it appear that any degree of cultivation or neglect has any direct

*� All fruit during season.1886-7 was somewhat backward, and in other yeam;
these different peaches have ripened their fruit two weeks earlier.
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in�uence in modifying or preventing its incursions. Whatever methods
are resorted to in order to effectually contend with this pest, they can
only be of a preventive nature, andtheir application will involve some
outlay. Most of the peaches own. new in the district are of a very
inferior quality, and it is doub 1 �Whether the absolute quantity repre-
sented in the peach harvest  view of this fact, allow of the
pro�table use of such preventive remedies. But by better cultivation
better fruit can be raised, for which a market is always open, and �t
which prices realised will permit of any additional outlay occasioned in
securing such a fruit.�" It is a well-known fact that the presence of the
codlin moth in the orchards of America has had the effect of improving
the quality of thepapples raised there.

With few exceptions, the following is the manner in which
peaches are grown in Toowoomba. Nearly all the trees are seedlings
and nnworked, and if additional trees are required stones are taken
haphazard from the fruit of one or other of these, according to the
variety that it is wished to propagate, and so on for a third generation
of peach trees. The ground about these is not tilled in any way, unless
it be for the admission of some other exhausting crop. They are never
manured. They are not pruned or shortened in at all. Whilst they last
they are allowed to bear excessive crops from the very �rst year of their
fruiting, -under the mistaken judgment that a numerically large crop
is the more pro�table. Those who have studied the subject are
agreed that all the different varieties of peach have been produced by
systematic cultivation from a single and very inferior kind ; and
-although the different races do reproduce themselves truly by seed, it
is a well-ascertained fact that if allowed to grow wild, as in the greater
number of cases in the Toowoomba district, the co titution of the
peach tree, as well as the character of the fruit will, tljrough successive
generations, be gradually modi�ed from better to worse; in fact, a
reversion will take place to the characters presented by the original
parent tree. This fact is nowhere so ~wel.l i.ll&#39;astrated as in New Zea-
-land, where the excellent varieties of "peach; introduced by the �rst
miss.io.nari.es .have become degraded�.as in� the progress of �civiliza-
-tiozn,� the agricultural pursuits of the natives, the outcome of a habit
almost innate in them, have been supplanted by others with different

i tendencies. That serious malady, too-the yello\vs�which decimated
the peach orchards of the United States during the first two decadeqof
this century, has been attributed also to the same system of neglectxt

Under this same system, then, it is a common observation that».
the peach tree in the &#39;1�oowoomba district will last, according to
di�erent estimates, from �fteen to twenty years-�this is the term of its
longevity. Long before this limit is reached, however, it is probably
only cumbering the ground. When it shows signs of decay, it is recom-
mended that it should "be rooted up and its place supplied by a fresh

"� The highest price obtained this last season for peaches at Toowoomba was
;perhaps 3d. to 4d. per dozen. This was for the� Royal George peach. Some varieties
realised as little as 11}d. per dozen. Whilst for others there was absolutely no market.
On the other hand, during the _progress of this inquiry, and when no sound Too�-
woomba peach could be obtained in Brisbane, superb M eloeoton peaches from else-
-where were being retailed in this city at 4d. apiece. This was on 15th February,
.1887.

� 1* �The Fruit and Fruit Trees of America,� by A. J. Downing, New York,
1870, p. 509. &#39;

� I
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seedling, perhaps raised from its own fruit and inheriting from it all its
acquired constitutional weakness. And even if it does not repeat this
character, a long time is occupieduin growing peach trees of full size.
In other countries, peach trees, when regularly pruned and manured,
are known to have yielded excellent .�fruit during sixty or a hundred
years. At the outset of this inquiry, we would recommend, then, that
attention. should be paid to the desirability of improving the quality
the fruit at present exhibited in the different varieties grown ; and also
to the _eintroduction of others, especially such as are known to come
early into bearing.

NECTARINE. I.�
The 11ectarine is grown to no large extent at Toowoomba.

Amongst those which claimed attention were the Victoria and Stan-
wick�s Seedling, the former ripe about the last Week in January, and
the latter usually, perhaps, perfecting its fruit a little later. Being
so nearly related to the peach, these two fruits are subject to the
same pests and diseases; but owing to the possession of a smooth
skin, the nectarine is much addicted to the attacks of the Fruit Fly, " ii
as was especially demonstrated by our raising this insect in numbers
from fruit supplied by the Hon. VV. H. Groom, M.L.A. The nectarine,
however, especially the latter of the above varieties, suifers greatly
from splitting, and in this respect it di�ers from� the generality of
peaches. The following appearances were noticed in nectarines which,
as afterwards proved, were infested with the maggots of the Fruit Fly.
The fruit looked perfectly sound, save for the presence in each example
of a slightly softened area on one side, in which a minute puncture
was contained. ( 

     
     � APRICOTS.

Apricots were already out of season at the time when this inquiry
was commenced. In no_part, of the district of Toowoomba does it
appear that they are grown ipiany quantity. Three kinds or varieties
were brought under notice"�\*iz., (1) fruiting at the commencement of
December; (2) coming into season at the end of that month; and (3)
a variety with small fruit. The apricot varying under cultivation in
an analogous manner to the peach, requires similar attention, if good
fruit is a desideratum. Its chief enemy at Toowoomba is probably
the Fruit Fly (see �Peach�), but those apricots which come early into
bearing escape this pest, as do also the earliest ripe of those varieties
which are in season later on. But, as with other fruit, the attacks of
this fly are in�uenced in their occurrence by prevailing meteorological
conditions. In reference to this statement, the following testimony
of Mr. Bushnell, of Isaac street, one of the oldest and most extensive
fruit-growers of the district, is of interest. Three years ago (z&#39;.e., in
1884:), at the season of fruiting he had some very �ne examples of
apricots, and on Separation Day (10th December) of that year, he
took some samples of this fruit with him to lpswich and Brisbane in
order to obtain a market for it. On the strength of the appearance
of these samples be got such large orders that he was induced to
advertise for the purchase of additional apricots wherewith to meet
the demand of his customers. All his apricots were, as he thought,
perfectly sound, but immedlately following the 10th there were two
hot days i11 succession, a11d on his return he discovered that his entire
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apricot crop was infested with the maggots of the Fruit Fly, and
thus at once he lost fully £40. This is an instance, also, of the
insidiousness of their attacks. ,3;

In addition to this pest, the aji�cot is also subject to gumming,
and some trees have the character of being unfruitful�-a feature which
might with some certainty be remedied by heading back and budding.
Mr. B. Crow, an experienced gardener, resident at Toowoomba, attri-
butes the unfruitfulness, to the apricots being generally budded �on
plum cuttings instead of on seeding plums, with the result �that the .
tree yields abundance of plum suckers at the root, but comparatively
little or_no fruit. In England and America, apricots are budded on
the plum, usuallffthe Mussel Plum, but always on seedlings. Mr.
Bushnell has several seedling apricot trees bearing fruit, as he assured
us, of excellent quality.

ALMOND.

Almonds are little grown in the district, no garden perhaps con-
taining more than three or four trees. These belong to both the hard
and soft shelled varieties. As far as could be learnt, these trees are
cultivated exclusively for their fruit, and not for any product which
this might be made to yield�no almond oil being expressed.

Being so closely related to the peach, it might have been anticipated
that both the almond and it would be subject to the same diseases, and °
this is more or less the case.

Nowhere in Toowoomba is the yield of almonds anything but poor,
and this is no doubt accounted for by the fact that it is constantly
being denuded of its foliage, a state of things which at �rst seems
somewhat remarkable.

This shedding of the leaves was noticed or pointed out on more
than one occasion during the progress of the investigation. Mr.
Gregory drew attention to some trees which had borne no fruit during
the season, but which had shed their leaveirtwice ; and Mr. H. Hopkins,
gardener at Spring Lawn, stated that the almond trees there had shed
their leaves directly the fruit was on them. This phenomenon, which
is further alluded to in dealing with the diseases of the peach, was
found to be exhibited only when the yellow spots, so characteristic of
the presence of the fungus Uromyces amygdali, occurred numerously
on the folia e. The almond tree also is very subject at Toowoomba to
gumming, aid in some places in the district the �ying fox carries off a
great portion of the crop prior to its being fully ripe.

PLUM S.

Plums are grown in the Toowoomba district in considerable variety,
and although there are no orchards exclusively devoted to this fruit
everyone perhaps has a few trees. The principal kinds appear to be
the Yellow American Plum, the Red American Plum, the English
Blue, the VVild Goose, the Early Green Gage, the Common Quetsche
or Sweet Prune, the Golden Drop, the Yellow Egg, the Purple Gage
(Magnum Bonum), Green Gage, and a small round blue plum. These
are enumerated in about the order in which they come into season,
although a few kinds ripen their fruit at the same time. The Yellow
American is the �rst and is succeeded by the Red American, which
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ripens its fruit just about Christmas; the Wild Goose is another Ea».1&#39;l.y
Plum ; the remaining varieties were some of them carrying th§>.1.I� fl-�nit
until the end of the �rst week in _]j:ebruary.

Some of these plums are in the spring of the year affected by
aphis, and amongst them is the \Vild Goose. The plum is always
subject to the attack of the Fruit Fly, although this fruit does not
seem a favourite with the pest. Only in on.e -instance were the American
Plums reported to have been attacked by it, and in this case to a slight
extent only. Those plums which immediately followed these were also
not subject to it, or only the latter portion of their crops was. Ex-
periments demonstrat-.ed the fact of yellow coloured plums being
selected in preference by this insect to those Wl�éh were purple or
otherwise coloured. The degree in which they contained ;sacchar_in.e
matter also in�uenced the occurrence of this pest,��for instance, no
case of Damsons being affected was either noticed or commented
upon ; but those purple or blue plums which were addicted to splitting,
also often harboured the maggots of the Fruit Fly.

This splitlmq itself caused considerable loss to those w_ho grew
plums to any extent. Green Gages, in addition to Purple Plums, .are
subject to it. When the fruit is left long .on the tree it is attacked
by insects locally known as weevils (Brachypeplus, spp.), and also by
the wine or Pomace Fly (Drosopizila, sp.).

No indications which would lead to the inference that the
American Plum Weexvil or Cureulio (1i�7zy72c7zcenus Neriuplzar), or any
insect having similarly destructive habits with it, were forthcoming.
Neither were instances in which Black Gum or knotting affected the
trees, noticed or spoken of. One instance of a young plum tree dyli-ng,
with characteristic suddenness was met with. This was the case of

a large blue-fruiting plum, which usually ripened its fruit soon after
Christmas. This season the tree had died suddenly, with its leaves and
fruit still on, .as was observed when it was brought under notice. 0
premonito-ry symptoms of this sudden decadence had been forthcoming.
On digging up the tree it was seen that the trunk had rotted all .1�.ou;n_d
just beneath the ground, and that the white myeel-ium of a fungus -was
spreadi-ng over this decayed portion, and also extending to the roots.
On spli-tting the trunk it was found that this decay had extended right
through, but what was remarkable was that the very h_ea-rt of the tree
was occupied by a well de�ned narrow elongated tract of rotten and
dry wood which had completely broken down to powder (dry�ro_t).
This tract connected in no way with other portions of the trunk,
and did not lead into the roots. This dry-rot had evidently caused
the death of the tree, but what had at �rst initiated it did not
transpire. At �rst it had seemed that this a�ection was in some
way analogous to the �foot-rot� of orange trees�instances of which
appeared in the same garden. The late drought, long after it_-had
passed by, might, on the other hand, have been still only asserting
its in�uence. &#39;

Mr. Hopkins drew our attention to the ill effect on the plum of
propagating this tree by grafting it on the apricot: The plum trees
were now com_p_aratively_un;tru1tful, and the apricot stock was mani-
festing its ineompatability with its scion by utilising its energies in

�growing suckers all around.
.,&#39; .

5
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CITRACEOUS PLANTS�-ORANGE�, LEMON, Crrnon, &c.
Citraceous trees are both extensively and generally grown in the

Toowoomba district. N 0 garden is, perhaps, without one or more
orange trees, and some estates are exclusively devoted to their cultiva-
tion. This is especially so in the case of Mr. Roessler�s orchards in
Crown street, and on the High�el�s road, and Mr. Ilitchcock�s, at
Mount Pleasant, each of which are many acres in extent. The variety
of oranges grown, for immediate pro�t alone, is very great. In addi-
tion to this, Mr. Holmes, in order to discover which are the kinds best
adapted for the Toowoomba climate, has brought together, at Ballard�s
Camp, all the different named oranges that he could obtain in Australia,
some thirty-eight-in number. The principal varieties of citrus plants
met with in the district were (1) of Citrus auram�im7z, the Parramatta,
the Navel, the St. Michael, the Cluster, the Selecta (otherwise written
Siletta or Selleta), the Egg, and the Poor Man�s Friend; (2) of Citms
Bigaradia, the Seville ; (3) of Citrus nobilas, the Canton Mandarin, the
Scarlet Mandarin, the Japan, the Thorny Mandarin, and the Tangerine;
(4) of Oitrus Japonica, the Kumquat. Amongst other citraceous trees
were the Shaddock ( Citrus decmzzana) ; the Bengal Citron (C&#39;z&#39;2�rus
cedra, Grallesio) ; the Sweet Lemon (O&#39;2&#39;z�rus azmzia, Risso) ; the Lisbon
Lemon (Oitrus Limonum, Risso). N o limes were met with. The
orange grown with most success in the district seems to be the Selecta,
a fruit which when properly constituted will fetch a higher price in the
market than any other of the same dimensions. The Cluster orange
also does well, and so does the Parrainatta, but the latter is very liable
to Red Scale, especially on the fruit. The Navel orange, with the
present system of cultivation� obtaining in the district, does not do well,
and is found to be a shy bearer. In view, however, of the high
reputation which this fruit has in the markets of Australia and
America, it were worth while to protect its blossoms from the in�uence
of the dry winds. Shelter is its especial desideratum, and those trees
which are naturally protected, as at Mount Pleasant and B:1llard�s
Camp, seem to do well. In other places.the case is so far otherwise
that the trees are being cut back and cleft-grafted with scions from
the Mandarin. Of preserving-oranges the Poor Man�s Friend is an
exceedingly pro�table one; the Seville is the one of all others which
can withstand the effects of drought.

. Lemons do remarkably well, and although the Lisbons have not
such keeping qualities as the Sweet lemons, the fruit is much better
grown and larger. Moreover the Sweet lemon is especially subject to
the attacks of scale. Citrons, in Toowoomba, seem to be the attraction
for all the enemies of citraceous trees�-scale alone excepted,�«" but they
fruit Well. So do Shaddocks. The last two mentioned trees are little
grown, their fruit hitherto having only to a limited extent been put to
a. pro�table use. The above citrus plants are cultivated for their fruit
only, no one having, as far as could be learnt, given attention to the
production of citric acid (now in great measure manufactured synthe-
tically from chemicals) or the numerous articles which perfu�-nery derives
from the leaves, �owers, and peel, especially of the Seville orange.

VVith reference to the situations in which most of the orange
trees are grown, it may be stated that these are often the worst

* This statement �probably requires to be reviewed and quali�ed. The Citron
tree at Brisbane is often very subject to Scale Insects.�-H.T. __ _
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possible, and do not supply the prime requisites for the successful
cultivation of oranges, viz., shelter from dry westerly or other winds,
and abundant natural surface and subsoil drainage. The Mount.
Pleasant orchard, that of Mr. Gregory, the High�elds road�one of
Mr. Roessler�s orangeries, and Ballard�s camp are quite exceptional in
this respect. In these both the above requirements are obtained, the
trees being planted on the sheltered aspects of hill sides whose soil is
both free and otherwise eminently suitable. Usually, however, �nice
level sites� seem to have been selected; which have nothing naturally
to recommend them, neither have arti�cial means of improving them
been availed of to any great extent. Drains are conspicuous by their
absence, so are break winds, and irrigation is unknown. When the
orange trees are planted too shallowly, as they sometimes are�as in
the garden of Mr. H. M. Nelson�their roots, which naturally come
near to the surface, are either parched up throughout the day or chilled
during the hours of nocturnal radiation. Those trees that are planted
too deeply, as at Raceview, when a droughtis not prevailing, seektheir
sustenance in a soil soured with stagnant moisture, and during the
summer months, being exposed to the dry hot winds which are then
so often prevalent, and �erce morning sun, exhibit the phenomena of
trees having the parts above the surface thoroughly heated through,
whilst those beneath, surrounded by a medium many degress lower in
temperature than is the air towhich they themselves have no access,
are quite reversely conditioned.

When the trees are shallowly planted the practice, not uncom-
mon in the district, of mulching them with old culms of maize is no
doubt highly bene�cial, but this procedure when deep planting has
been adopted, only, perhaps, a.ggravates the ill effects for which the
latter is responsible. Further, when mulching is resorted to, it is not
an uncommon thing to �nd the material used heaped round the stem of
the tree, and decomposing in that situation, and so doing more harm
than good. The fact being perhaps recognised of orange trees
naturally drawing their sustenance from near the surface, many
eultivators in the Toowoomba district who do not mulch their trees,
su�er the soil surrounding them to be as little disturbed as possible,
and so allow it to become close and hard rather than cultivate it
slightly, and thereby render it free and aerated. In more than one
instance we noticed neighbouring trees whose branches overlapped.
These of course had been planted too closely together. This dense
planting, to use the words of Dr. G. Bennett, �is an important error,
as there is not a tree that exhausts the soil more rapidly than the
orange, and destroys one another. It has been remarked to 1ne �that
the greatest enemy to the orange tree is its own kind,� that is, when
they are planted too close together.�*

The practice of manuring orange trees is not very common at
Toowoomba. \Vithout a series of analyses of the soil and a comparison
of its constituency, as thus displayed, with the known composition of
the orange, it were hazardous to indicate the adoption of any particular
fertilizing agent. But that it requires some, in long cultivated soils,
seems more than probable. Even the riches of the Toowoomba soil
are not inexhaustible, and the orange, as above remarked, needs a

* � On the Introduction, Cultivation, and Economic Uses of the Orange, and
others of the Citron Tribe, in New South Wales.� Sydney, 1871, p. 14.
&#39;0
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pretty large supply of them. This is so important a consideration
that the following quotation relating to the subject may be admitted
here: �There is a circumstance that deserves to be borne in mind by
orange growers, and this is the absolute amount of material annually
carried away from the land in the produce of the tree, and never
returned again except by those who manure. Let any one compute
what this is. Mr. VVatt has obliged us with the result of a practical
analysis thus made. The average weight of an orange he determines
to be 4: ounces, so that one dozen of them may be said to weigh
3 lbs., and 250 dozen (no unusual product for a good-sized tree) 6:} cwt.
Directing his attention only to the peel, he discovered that the peel of
an orange weighin g 4 ounces Weighed 960 grains. When the peel was
burnt the ash Weighed 7 grains. Computing this abstraction on the sup-
position of the crop above named, it will be seen that each tree will
remove of absolute soil or soil elements, which must in some way be
restored, 2% lbs., and taking seventy trees to the acre, nearly 2 cwt. per
acre. Now be it observed that of this bulk fully one-half is potash in one
of its compound forms. The other half consists of silica, lime, and
phosphate of lime, &c. Potash is not supplied to the soil either by the
Water or the atmosphere. Some soils contain absolutely no potash.
It does not, however, follow that these soils will not produce plants
requiring potash, because it may be arti�cially supplied.�* Authorities
examined by Dir. Gr. E. Alderton have shown him that �orange trees
before they reach the bearing, require nitrogenous manure, and, after
they have begun to bear, alkalies.� �The chief chemical component
of the orange tree is lime, hence the tree requires it as food�r On the

I other hand, orange trees may be too highly manured, and this is a
frequent cause of disease. Also, manuring them will not accomplish
much when other conditions for ensuring a proli�c and good crop fail.
As an instance, Mr. Roessler showed us a cultivation where the ground
was nearly level and naturally exposed, and where, though the soil
had been Well trenched and enriched with �hundreds of loads of stable
manure � the trees bore indifferent crops and were subject to scale and
other diseases. Both potash and lime also in excess are probably pre-
judicial. Messrs. T. E. Thorpe and H. Knopf, in the �Journal of the

�lheniicaal S0.C1iel3y,gd$3§II1111etDl3lI]g£&#39; op chemicpl ana(ly§es &#39;BEvhi_ch ftheyerein escri e, o 1 eren par s o oranoe rees, su ering rom
a well known and fatal disease, � lagrintia,� and (2) of perfectly
healthy trees, remark 2-� It will be noticed on instituting the com-
parison (between the two sets of analyses), that the combposition of
the ashes of the healthy tree differs widely from that of the diseased
specimens. The want of analogy is more particularly seenin the undue
proportion of lime and the comparative lack. of pl.10Spl10&#39;I�1C. acid 1I1 all
parts of the unhealthy tree, with the exception of the fruit ; but the
concentration of potash in the latter is remarkable. VVhether, how-
ever, these deviations may in any way be connected with the source of
the disease, or are themselves its results, remains to be proved�:

We have dwelt to this extent on the cultivation of the orange at
Toowoomba because, as we observed, much of the disease�especially

"&#39; Quoted by Dr. Gr. Bennett from �Journal of the Horti:-ultural Society of
New South Wales.� Op. cit., pp. 28-9.

1&#39; �Treatise and Handbook of Orange Culture in Auckland, New Zealand.�
By Authority: Wellington, 1884, p. 23.

I �Journal Chemical Society,� 1868, pp. 523-4:.
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constitutional disease�-to which it is subject to there, is attributable
to errors of cultivation and neglect, rather than to the fact, readily put
forward if so, that the trees a�ected are worked rather than seedling
trees ; and if worked, grafted on lemon rather than on orange stocks.
Healthy orange trees may be inf.ected by insect or fungus pests
equally with unhealthy ones; but in their case the vegetative pro- _
cesses are powerful enough to enable the tree to hold its own their
presence notwithstanding.

In some part of the district oranges feel the e&#39;�ect of frost. Mr.
Roessler stated that at his Gowrie Creek estate the climate had proved
too cold for this fruit. Some of the oranges growing there were, in
the winter of 1885, completely cut down by frost, and those in the
upper part of the ground were so badly affected that they escaped
only after their upper branches had been cut back. The orange trees
in this orchard were now found to be wonderfully free from disease,
though, as might be expected, they had. not yet recovered their full-
bearing capabilities. It should, however, be borne in mind that it is
not so much the frost which injures the trees, as does the sudden
change of temperature to which they are subjected when the morning
sun shines upon them. They should, therefore, in all� cases be pro-
tected from its in�uence by means of shade trees. Mr. G. E. Alderton
has enlarged on this subject.�&#39;�� He quotes James Pye, of Parramatta,
to the effect that �the morning sun does more harm than anything
else,� and Justice A. &#39;1�. Holroyd, who remarked on the immunit
which his trees experienced when subject to frost :�� This year, thoug
we have had the hardest frosts I have known in the district,� I have not
seen in my orchard (z&#39;.e.�at Sherwood Scrubs, near Parramatta) a single
leaf or shoot affected by the frost.� It is a well-ascertained fact, too,
that in other orange-growing countries frost is not an obstacle to the
highly successful cultivation of the orange when other favouring con-
ditions obtain. Many instances of the severe treatment afforded by
the late drought were remarked, and we could not but notice how,
well the Seville orange had maintained its character of being able to
thrive in a dry climate.

Propa_qatz&#39;on.�-Our opinion has been frequently sought as to the
merits of seedling trees on their own bottoms, and worked trees.� jg
respectively. Mr. James Pye, of P-arramatta, recommends the former; .,..
since seedlings make larger trees and hear more heavily,�l� are less

On the other hand, they take &#39;subject to disease than worked trees.
longer coming into bearing. He remarks, � Seedlings rarely hear at
six years old and may be twenty before they do so.� It must be borne
in mind, too, that the seedlings of plants whose desirable characteristics
have been obtained by cultivation do not invariably inherit the quali-
ties of their parents. A practical agriculturist, Mr. George Neilson,
curator of the Royal Horticultural Society�s Gardens, Melbourne,
has remarked, �We might sow a hundred (orange) pips and not get
one (orange) that was worth cultivating, and you might have �fty
out of the hundred that would be worth cultivating. It is a mere

4

* � Orange Culture,� pp. 24-25. $
&#39;1&#39; Mr. E. A. McIntosh, of Lane 003%-Sydney, after much practical experience

is, however, of the opinion that � the orange trees when grown from seed _
seldom bear such heavy crops as the worked tree.�
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lchance.* But then in raising seedlings Mr. N eilson recommends
&#39; sowing a case of rotten oranges just as they are (L.c.). To ensure a

more de�nite result, however, we must resort to arti�cial selection.
The great advocate of seedling trees, whom we have just quoted, viz.,
Mr. James Pye, thus describes such selection, � For all�eeds used by
me for raising trees �or stoclfs I select the large, round, and plump
seed; the lean and thin ones I throw away.�t VVe are aware that
there exists some method, the main feature in which is abundant root
pruning, by which tlie earlier proliferation of seedling trees is obtained,
but have no practical experience of it; neither are we assured by those
who have advocated it that desirable properties which seedlings possess
are not sacri�ced in obtaining such a result.

In a publication issuing from the Government �Printing Office we
are informed that �The lemon stock cannot for one moment be
countenanced as a satisfactory one for the orange tree�; �It is not
in my power to point out a single orangery in this colony, large or
small, where the trees are growing, and to say that they are doing
Well,�i and again, �Beware of purchasing orange trees worked on
the lemon stock, for they are a failure everywhere in Queensland, and
the direct cause of most of the failures with which our orange growers
are troubled. Orange trees Worked on the lemo11 stock are dear at a
gift.�§ The accuracy of this statement is, however, opposed to the
fact that at the N ational Association�s Show held in Brisbane, in 1886,
the highest award for oranges was given to a collection derived from
trees grown on lemon stocks, and that this collection was not limited
to one or two kinds only, but comprised no less than thirty-eight
recognised varieties.

The opinion, however, of many orange growers in the Toowoomba
district, from one of the orchards of which this collection was derived,
is opposed to the use of the lemon stocks. They seemed to have traced
a connection between the existence of trees worked on lemon stocks
and the occurrence of orange tree diseases; this is especially so in the
case of a malady pretty generally recognised as � foot rot.� And so
rooted are they in this opinion that even when there is reason to think
otherwise they infer that a tree must have been originally grafted on
alemon stock, for the simple reason that it is now affected by this
disease. On our part, however, from an extensive general inspection
of orange orchards in Toowoomba and other districts, we have not
found any such connection. \?Vhen the ill effects due to unsuitable
situation and soil, to improper cultivation, and to neglect, have been
eliminated it will not be found that lemon stocks have such an evil
reputation, but that trees on orange stocks are equally liable to
disease. Mr. Roessler drew our attention to a case in poi11t, where
orange trees worked on orange stocks and growing in an unfavourable
site were, several of them, affected by � foot rot,� one indeed being the
third planted at one station which had succumbed to this disease.

* � Royal Commission on Vegetable Products,� Victoria, 1886. Third progress
report and minutes of evidence, p. 118. � By Authority: Melbourne.

1&#39; Quoted by Dr. G. Bennett, �On th A troduction, &c., of the Orangeiin New
South Wales,� p. 15.I �The Queensland Horticultiirisf�
Brisbane, 1886, p. 32.

§ 01)., cit. p. 119.
C

, Ga.i&#39;clener�s Guide.� By T. Wright,
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Seedling trees, too, are so aifected, as we especially �nd when we study r
the descriptions of orange growing in other countries_.

Those who advocate the use of lemon stock for the orange, and�;
there are many of this opinion in New South Wales, state that it
produces a vigorous grower, makes a tree sooner, and gives the
quickest return,�that a good grafted lemon stock will grow into a ;_
tree twice as fast as a grafted orange, and produce soon and heavily.� ff
On the other hand, trees so raised do not attain the longevity which i I"
reached by unworked seedlings or oranges grafted on their own stocks. .1
But it must be always understood that woods which are brought
together in a graft must�be well matched, and that there generally";

If We wish to if
propagate the Kumquat we do not resort to an ordinary orange for 3:
a stock, but must perforce utilize the Citrus trifoliata (Lz&#39;m2.); and in "
the same way the lemon stock will be best adapted for propagating
trees of its own kind�z&#39;.e. lemon trees�whilst at the same time also it
is suitable for strong vigorous-growing oranges such as the Parra- .

The constitutional ,
affinity between a particular orange and the lemon may be closer than

On the other hand, "
there are cases in which we do not require this constitutional similarity

For instance, when we look to the in�uence of a �j
stock which is suitable for a particular climate to be exerted in the
direction of rendering the growth in the same climate possible, and f
moreover pro�table, of a large number of its allies�or even a single �
one�naturally growing, or arti�cially raised, under different meteoro- 8

must be some constitutional similarity between them.

matta, and unsuitable for such as the Mandarin.

that existing between one orange and another.

to be very close.

logical conditions.
The question arises, what stock, then, is best suitable for the Too- -&#39;

We should say unhesitatingly, the bitter orange i
This

stock, however, cannot be used in all cases, 1n some of which a.�
Again, in ?

other cases there is no doubt that good results would be derived from
the use of one or other of our native citraceous trees as stocks ; and�;
we are glad of an opportunity of pointing to the only attempts that, as 3
far as we can learn, have ever been made in this direction, or even)
suggested, although it would seem 02 priori probable, from the results {_-�
accomplished by the aid of native stocks in the case of other economic
plants, that benefit from the use of native orange stocks would accrue "

Mr. Hitchcock has experimented Z
with the native lime of the Toowoomba scrubs (Citrus australis, var. "
Planehoni F. v. Jlluelleij, which is described as �A noble tree, fully
40 feet high, or, according to Hartmann, even (30 feet high, with ;
globular fruits about the size of a walnut (often much larger�H. 7&#39;
T.), called in Australia, Native Oranges.�* In one case Mr. Hitch- �_
cock raised threeor four dozen trees on seedling stocks of this tree. -4
Some of these We examined and found that though they were not so i
large as the majority of the other orange trees grown on ordinary ;
orange seedling stocks (which i11 Mr. Hitchcock�s orchard are unusually A
well developed), they bore fairly well and were quite free from
disease, although a very little Recl Scale (Aspidiofus coccineus) was �

woomba climate?
or Seville, on account of its drought-resisting properties.

sweet orange stock is indicated, in others a Lisbon lemon.

to those employing them also.

* Ferd. Von Mueller in �Select Extra-tropical Plants.�
edition (enlarged), Sydney, 1881, p. 83.

New South Wales
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present on them. (2) In the case of a Japanese Mandarin on the
native citrus, a tree was shown us which had been twelve years
planted out. It had reached a height of 12 feet (rather more than less) ,
was well formed, perfectly healthy, and bearing well. It was stated
that had the scion of the mandarin been grafted on a Seville stock,
the tree would have been four feet higher, but that the fruit would
have been no better. These interesting experiments might be pro-
�tably repeated in other orchards and districts. It would be
interesting to �nd out whether the small �native lime,� Atalaiz�a
glauca, which grows in very dry districts, and not far to the west of
Toowoomba, Would, or would 11ot, be serviceable as affording stocks
for the propagation of cit-raceons trees. It might, we think, do in
the case of the Kumquat. VVe have placed a number of seedling
plants under the care of the experienced horticulturist, Mr. B. Crow,
of Toowoomba, and trust that when they reach their destination, Mr.
Hitchcock�s orangery, the experience of the latter in orange growing in
many parts of the world will be able to turn them to some good
account.

The following are the principal diseases to which the orange is
subject at Toowoomba :�

Insect Pests.�Fruit Fly (two kinds), Orange Moths, Leaf-
eating Caterpillars (three kinds), Borers, Scale Insects (seven
kinds), Root-eaters, Aphides, Green Bug, Black Bug, Locusts,
Grasshoppers, Acari (Maori oranges). Fmzgi .---Leaf Fungi (black
spot, scab), Foot-rot, and the epiphyte, Cassytha.

We have included a description of others also, some of which are
only sparingly felt at Toowoomba, and the remaining ones not at all.
These last, however, as is probable, will, we think, arrive in the
district sooner or later.

MULBERRY.

Nearly every garden in Toowoomba contains one or more trees
of the mulberry, and this fruit succeeds well in the district, and
ripens from October to November. Sericulture seems to be quite
.unrepresented even amongst the minor industries of the district.
The chief pest of the mulberry is a small nitidularian beetle, a
species of Brachypeplus, which, immediately upon the fruit becoming
ripe, insinuates itself amongst its component drupes, imbibes their
juice and thus destroys them. Each fruit is attacked usually by
several of these diminutive beetles. At Paradise estate it was
observed that the foliage and young shoots were infested by a leaf-
eating caterpillar. In the vicinity of Brisbane the mulberry is
often attacked by the scale Lecamium clear, and when this is the case
one or other of the black coloured fungi which help to constitute the
sooty matter which we deal with under the designation fumayiizc,
also accompany it to the further detriment of the tree. This pest has
not yet been observed on this or other fruit trees at Toowoomba. At
Brisbane, again, the mulberry is often infested by the Red Orange
Scale. 
     
     VVALNUTS.

A few Walnut trees were noticé&#39;d in the district, and especially
in the neighbourhood of the Ranges--�from I-ligh�elds to Mount
Pleasant. Both young and older trees seemed to do well, as far as
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could be judged prior to the fruit being mature.

somewhat shrunken.

damaged. The injury which this blackness betokens is caused by the
attacks of a �y, very di�erent, however, in appearance�as can be
reasonably inferred�from the ordinary Fruit Fly, but one which, as
far as the Walnut is concerned, has similar habits.
stage of this insect has been observed by us.

Remedies.�Only preventive measures are available in contending
with this pest, and must be generally such as are used in the caseof the ordinary Fruit Fly.

SPANISH CHESTNUT.

Wherevei&#39; the growth of this tree has been attempitekfist seems to?
In con�rmation of this statement, it may be observed that .do well.

Mr. Hanley, of the �Paradise� estate, has several Chestnut trees
growing. They were planted as suckers sixteen years since, and are
now �ne trees. Most of them have simple trunks. One of these
had a circumference of 3 feet 9 inches at a distance of 2 feet from
the ground. Another, which had been permitted to fork at about
1 foot from the ground, had a circumference of 7 feet below the j,�

No insect pests werefork. All these trees were proli�c bearers.
noticed or commented upon as injuriously affecting them.

In addition to these there are the Fig, Guava (including 3
Pisidium), Passion Fruit, Persimmoiz, and Vine, amongst fruits.;
numerous vegetables, the most important being Cabbage, Potato, Sweet ._;"(

Arti�cial Fodders, .-_Poz�al_o, Pumpkin; Cereals, W/zeat, Maize, &c.
including Lucerne.

It would unduly prolong this Report to consider these with that� V
attention to details which their treatment merits, and therefore they ff
are now passed by without further notice.

CHAPTER II.

DISEASES or FRUIT TREES--PIP FRUITS. &#39;

APPLE.

WO0LLY&#39; APHIS (Scliizoizeura lanigera, Hausmann).
During �our visit this pest, which is otherwise known as the

American Blight, came but little under notice ; a circumstance probably �
due to the fact that it was not specially sought for, rather than because f
it was generally absent.

The Woolly Aphis must have been a terrible scourge of the apple
trees of Toowoomba in former years. Mr. J. B. Robinson stated, in _F.
evidence of this, that he had lost two hundred apple trees through_

At this stage, how-
ever, the green husk often displays black spots or patches, 01&#39; eVeI1 a 3,;
considerable portion of it may partake of this colour, and be also�.

Examination of the Walniits which display these 7
appearances will usually show that the kernels have been retarded in 3
their progress to maturity. Oftentimes there is no indication on a. T
tree of this affection; sometimes two or three fruits only are subject
to it, and less frequently still quite two-thirds of the crops are

Only the maggot �
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its attacks; Mr. Hanley, of Paradise, Drayton, that sixty of his
apple trees had been destroyed by this insect. It is not, however,
quickly fatal. Mr. Hertzer, of the Middle Ridge, pointed out a

- solitary tree and informed us that it alone survived of several others
which had been planted out with it, some twenty- one years since.
This single tree was now covered above ground with the blight, even
to the tips of its branches, and yet bore abundant fruit. Similarly a
tree was seen on the estate of Mr. M. Stenner which had had
American Blight, as was stated, for twenty years, and yet was
covered at the time of our visit (7th February) with fruit.

The apparent comparative immunity from the attacks of Woolly
Aphis which the apple trees of the district exhibit is largely due to
the fact that the so-called blight-proof varieties are now almost
universally used, at least as stocks. The most popular of these
varieties are the Irish Peach, the Northern Spy, and the Winter
Majentin.* Qfliger reputed blight-resisting apples do not appear
always to re___ , _, immune at Toowoomba. The Summer Pearmain
and Stephéiisorfs Winter were pointed out by Mr. H. Hopkins,
gardener, as a proof of this assertion�they being, as was observed,
blight-stricken varieties.

This disease is so generally known amongst fruit growers that it
is scarcely necessary to enter into minuteness of detail regarding it.

Appearances due 2&#39;0 .Dz&#39;sease.-�When but a few insects are present
they give rise to awhite cottony �lm at the bottom of the crevice
where they occur. VVhen they have already become numerous the
spot appears as if a knot of cotton wool was stuck to it, and as
they still further increase they may form cottony dependent pieces.
By inserting their rostra or beaks into the bark the insects imbibe the
sap of the tree, which, in response to the irritation which this
injury occasions, gradually develops the well-known knotty appear-
ances. Not only does the Aphis establish itself anywhere on the
trunk, branches, or branchlets, especially where either of these have
been injured; but also on the roots, on which it causes, too, the
characteristic excrescences.

The Insect and its Lifie-7az&#39;st07jy.�--In spring time these wolpllly
masses consist of young reddish-brown aphides (or larvae) those w ic
have already developed into full grown aphides of a darker, colour, and
the representatives of intermediate stages of growth. The quite
young insects are without threads of wool-like secretion, but during
development, emit spiral �laments from dorsal pores to such an extent
that the whole body �nally becomes densely lanigerous. All these
insects are Without wings, and are potentially females, capable of
a-sexual reproduction. These wingless aphides, when adult, vivi-
parously produce young like themselves, which,_in their turn, are
similarly reproductive. Towards the end of summer, after many
generations of aphides have thus arisen, most of these Wingless vivi-
parous females produce winged female insects which are still

�"In the experimental grounds in the gardens of the Royal Horticultural
Society, Melbourne, Victoria, the following additional varieties have continued to
be proof against the attacks of the American Blight :�Tetofsky, Stubbart
Codlin, Striped Beau�n, Ruby Pearmain, New England Pigeon, Magg�s Seedlmg,
Lord Wolseley, Golden Queen, Fall Beauty, Early Richmond, Chastatee, Autumn
Tart, American Golden Pippin, Primate, Menagerie, Yarra Bank.
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viviparous, and these in their turn give birth to Wingless 0V1pa.I&#39;011S":
females, and also small winged male insects. These last classes�,
produce eggs, a single egg being laid by each female aphid. In�?
addition to the eggs which hatch when the neiit spring ensues, there ~__
are nmbers of Wingless viviparous females which are the progeny of
aphides which have not given birth to winged viviparous females, .5
and so on. These hibernate dur_i. the winter months, and when the
latter are past, also assist in cogréinuing the race. The winged vivi-
parous females are of a shining dark-brown colour, are pitchy or green
between the wings, or with the abdomen chocolate brown; their wings
have the third branch vein with a single fork.

Treatmmt.�l. VVe are indebted to the � Gardener�s Chronicle� �
for June 19, 1886 (vol. xxv. pp. 794-5), for the following recom- {
mendation as to treatment :� &#39; .-.

Young trees.�When young trees �rst become affected a number j;
of remedies may be effectively used. Rubbing or brushing kerosene
in the infested spots, washing them with � lye�  lb. to thel}.
gallon of water) ; strong solution of whale-oil soap; or sulpho-lg.�
carbonate of potash, will arrest the disease. &#39;

Roots.��When the roots of large trees are thoroughly infested, 7
it is said that there is no remedy so inexpensive and at the same time
e�ieacious as Gas Lime�the refuse of. gas works. This should be {
employed in the following manner. Spread about one shovelful, or
more according to the size of the tree, in a dry state within a radiu ,
of four feet over the surface. The Gas Lime being a caustic sub; �
stance should not be placed immediately around the trunk, especially
if the trees under treatment are young, and to kill the aphides that may
therefore remain at the root-crown, and also to prevent others from 5
working downwards from above, fresh ashes are to be piled in this _&#39;
situation. In England it is the custom to trust the rain to Wash the
lime into the soil. When applied to a given spot it is said to retain 5
its eifectiveness for three years, but its powers are doubtless diminished �f
if it is exposed to air and rain. "

2. Professor Kirk, evidently referring to the treatment of those:
parts of the tree which are above ground, states that in New"
Zealand he has never known the following application to fail, When?
properly applied�this is caster-oil containing 2 oz. of wood-soot}
to the gallon. He also informs us that the Minister of Lands,
New Zealand, has o�icially recommended the following eifectual�,
method of treatment in dealing with the occurrence of the woolly".
aphis on the roots :�

� Four pounds of sublimed sulphur in an iron-pot, with enough water�
to stir conveniently while boiling for twenty minutes; then add 1 lb. of "
caustic potash (G-rcenbank Company�s is the best), previously dissolved, and�
Whilst still hot, and as much colza or other vegetable oil as will make it?
like a thick paint. Then, when warln, with a large paintbrush, daub it"
for about the space of a foot round the butt of the stem of the tree. Rainl
will wash it into the roots, and the oil will tend to preserve its strength for
years.� 4

3. Resin Compound.��Mr. A. Koebele states that he has always!
had success in destroying the woolly aphis when it occurs, both a,bovei.-,
ground and on the roots of apple trees, by use of this compound, For,�
work above ground he sprays a �uid containing one part of the com-
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pound_ to eight of water; but he appears to recoinmendla stronger solu-
tion, v1z., 1 to 6, for contending with the pest when it affects the roots.*
See note under �Mussel Scale,� p. 40.

THE MUSSEL SCALE (Mytilaspis Pomorum, Bouehé).
This insect, which in other countries _deleteriously affects not only

the apple but also the pear, plu_ nd several ornamental trees and
shrubs, has not, as far as we are aware, been established anywhere in
the colony. It may, however, be frequently noticed on imported
apples, to which it adheres with some pertinacity ; and on them it is
conveyed from one end of the colony to the other. There is every
probability, therefore, of its becoming naturalised here; and so an
additional pest to the fruit grower. .

The Mussel Scale is said to be a native of Europe, and to have
been described by Reaumur as early as 1738, and subsequently by
Gmelin. W. C. Whitehead, Entomologist to the Agricultural Depart-
ment of the Privy Council, states that in England � Apples and pear
trees with smooth bark suffer more from this scale than those with
thick rough covering.� There are several kinds of apples there that
� are especially liable to receive injuries from this insect. Young trees
have been killed outright.�+

From England this pest was introduced on apple to the United
States, and in 1870 was regarded as being �on the whole the most
pernicious and destructive of any insect in that country.� There its
life history has been investigated by Harris, Professor Riley, Dr.
Shiner, Comstock, and many others.

It has also found its way to New Zealand. I11 1886 Professor
Kirk reported, �At the present time this pest is causing serious loss
in the Western and Canterbury districts, where, in certain localities,
it has led to a diminution in the annual yield.�_*,;

The Mussel Scale occurs, too, in Tasmania, where �it is spreading
rapidly and is not particular what it attacks, even to black currants and
gooseberry bushes.�§ -
When it infects a tree it occurs in such profusion that the branches
and branchlets are literally covered with it.

1)csc7&#39;z&#39;pz�z&#39;0n.��AcZuZt Female. �Scale. �Elongated, narrow, widened
posteriorly or mussel�shaped more or less curved, of ashy-grey or brown

&#39; colour. Discarded pellicles or exuviae at one end of scale, yellowish.
Scale open underneath adhering by its edges to the tree. Length
averaging T15 inch, breadth nearly 315 inch. A72imal.�Elongate-oval,

�cephalic end and about half the rest smooth, the remainder much
corrugated. Legs a11d antennae absent; three or four spines on some
of the corrugations near the abdomen. Abdominal border regularly
curved having triangular and foliated lobes ; the two central lobes the
largest, with a smaller lobe 011 each side of them; strong spines

* Vicl. Report, Department of Agriculture, United States of America, 1886.
Report of Entomologist, p. 147. VVasl1ington, 1887.

-I� Report on Insects Injurious to Fruit Crops,� p. 10�L�-London, 1886. See
also �Agricola� (Curtis) in Garde2zer�s C/or0m&#39;cZe,� London, 1813, pp. 735-6.

I � Report on Fruit Blights and Diseases of Fruit Trees.� Reprint, Brisbane,
1886 . 16.

,§pMr. Howard Wright, vide Frazer S. Crawford in � Report on Fusicladium,
&c.,� p. 51. Adelaide, 1886.
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between the lobes. Five groups of spinnerets .aro1und the aallfil
opening; of which the upper and each of the superior lateral contain _;,
seventeen, and the inferior lateral groups fourteen sp1n11eI�GtS- "

]l[ale.�ScaZc.-�� Much smaller, with a single moulted skin, and
with the posterior part joined to the remainder of the scale by a thin
portion which serves as a hinge.��-Oomstock. I

Eggs.�These �are . . oval in shape, Of 3 White 01� �"
opalescent colour, changing-to yellow as spring comes on.��MasIcell. �

Lgfe Hz&#39;sto7jy.���\Vlien in the perfect state the female insect
occupies nearly the whole of the puparium or_ scale. Later on,
however, it begins laying its eggs with which it gradually �lls the ,-._
shield, slirivelling itself into the narrow end of it . . . . . . 7
The eggs are usually from thirty� to �fty in number (but they may be
as many as one hundred.�Pac7cm~(Z) under each scale.��Zl[as/cell. �
The eggs are hatched when still under the scale, and soon after this .
event the young occur as yellow specs amongst the mother scales. The «,
young insect is provided with antennae, and having properly constituted
legs, moves freely about. It then �xes upon a suitable resting place, &#39; i
and transforms by casting o� its �rst pellicle�which remains where ,
dejected to form part of the puparium. The antennae and legs at this
time disappear. The insect now begins to spin the shield proper or .
broader portion of the scale.||
Professor Riley has found from observations made in Illinois that &#39;
about �fty-�ve days occur from the time the eggs are hatched until
the insect is fully developed ; and that the eogs commence to be layed
about ten days or a fortnight after this eventa.

Natural Enemies.-�Dr. Shiner has noticed in America an Acarus
parasitic upon the Mussel Scale, and Mr. l\Iaskell has observed Acari
also, moving suspiciously amongst the eggs of Mytilaspis, in New
Zealand.

Remedz&#39;es.��Preventive: Avoid bringing imported apples into the .
fruit-growing districts. Apple-peel, or the core of the apple with the x
� e� still attached, may contain the female scale. The young 011
h ching may for a time �nd sustenance, and also increase and multiply
upon quite a number of plants (Mr. Maskell mentions in this connec-
tion �plum, peach, apricot, pear, lilac, cotoneaster, thorn, sycamore,
ash, and many others�), until an opportunity occurs for its being �.
transferred to the apple, and there developing its peculiar destructive
energy. Curative: See under � Peach Scales,� p. 91.

NOTE.-�FOI&#39; this and other scale insects the following Resin Compound,
which has given very satisfactory results� when experimented with in California
by Mr. Albert Koebele, as agent for the United States Entomologist, might
be pro�tably tried. This is prepared as follows ;��Disso1ve 31b, of sa1.soda, ,.
and 41b. of resin in 3 pints of water over �re; when properly dissolved, add. &#39;
water slowly while boiling to make 36 pints. One part of the compound to E
It of water, or a mixture no stronger than such as contains 3 parts of the "
compound to 8 parts of water, would in all probability be found to be
effective as a �uid for use with the spray.

Dr. J. Bancroft has for some considerable time been in the habit of
removing scale insects, forming similar incrustations on the bark of

I] Vid. W. M. Maskell: �On some Coccidze of New Zealand.�2&#39;» . .2.»Inst.-, 1878, vol; xi., pp. 192-194; pl. v., �g. 2 a, b, c, d. �ms N
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trees at Brisbane, by means of ai�ne wire brush. It seems necessary
however, that some means should exist for the destruction of scales
removed, othel�wlse this process might aid in their dissemination.

Ween-BORING CATERPILLAR.

Caterpillars, measuring less than an inch in length, andwvhich,
owing to the presence of small coloured blotches on the surface,
had a pinkish red hue, were noticed injuring some of the Toowoomba
apple trees.

;S&#39;ympfoms.��VVherei pruning had taken place small borings lead
into the part in which the dead and living wood unites. The
presence of such injuries was usually indicated by the occurrence
of small particles of rejected food.material at the entrances to the
burrows.

T/ze 0aierpz&#39;ZZa4f.�Tl1e caterpillar is cylindrical, smooth, with a
few scattered white hairs, three pair of thoracic legs and four pair of
abdominal prolegs. General colour white with pinkish red blotches��
those along the centre of the back forming a longtitudinal broken
double band, and black hair bearing spots. Head brown ; neck white ;
�rst thoracic segment very dark brown with an interruptedly white
anterior border and two blotches, one on either side of the middle line,
of the same colour. Second and third thoracic segments with three
black spots on either side,-a dorsal one, a lateral one immediately
below this, and an inferior lateral one below the latter. Succeeding
segments with two dorsal spots�one anterior and one posterior, one
lateral ocellated spot, and one inferior lateral, and a spot posterior to
and a little above the origin of each limb. Abdominal limbs with an
arcuated spot on outer aspect of �rst joint. These segments without
appendages having each a transverse series of four marks on the under
surface, the central pair being the smallest. Terminal joint of palpi,
thoracic limbs, and claws of abdominal prolegs light brown. Length
14 mm. as inch.

The Ola";/salis.�l\Tot observed. _
The .M0�z.�Not observed, but probably a member of the Fain».

Tortricidaa, and of small size.

LEAF-EATING CATERPILLAR (Orgyia postica).
This pest was not observed at Toowoomba, although it is probable

that it is sometimes noticed there. Attention was �rst called to the
destructive habits of Orgy/ico, in the caterpillar phase, by Mr. H.
Hockings, on 18th April. He then brought some very young examples,
which he had found feeding on apple trees at \Voolloongabba. In this
case the caterpillars had eaten holes into the substance of the leaves,
and had gnawed portions of their edges, but generally seemed to avoid
the denser tissue of the veins. The effect on apple trees of the
presence of this insect is thus very evident, and such is its veracity
that a few caterpillars only are able to quite check the growth of
young plants, which accordingly die. �

It is evident, on examination of the �gure, given by F. Moore��
-to represent the caterpillar of Orgyia postica (Wal/cer),&#39; and on
perusal of the description given by this authority to characterise the

* �The Lepidoptera of Ceylon,� Pt. vii., Pl. 109, 1 b.
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same insect, that we have to deal with a phase in the life history of
this well-known moth to which the following characters appl_v:��

T/ze 0aferpilla7~s.�Tliese are readily distinguished. They are of
a yellowish colour, �with a dorsal and two lateral purple brown
bands; head red; two long tufts of purple brown hairs, individually
of different length, project over the head and two over the anal or
terminal segment; two lateral tufts of whitish hairs extend laterally
from the �ith and sixth segments, and a dorsal brush of short yellow
hairs crowns the �fth, sixth, seventh, and eighth segments� (Moore).
They attain a length of 1:} i11ch., and are very active in their movements.

The C&#39;iw~,2/salicles are hairy, % inch or more in length and end in a
�ne point. They are contained in a very light-coloured thin cocoon,
on the surface of which are inwoven the long hairs of the body of
the caterpillar.

Ima_qo.�The sexes in the perfect insect are very different. The
female is of a very light, greyish-brown colour. It has a thick
cylindrical body, and its wings are quite rudimentary, and appear to
be almost wanting. The male has a slenderer body, and is furnished
with the full complement of wings which expand to nearly one inch.
The anterior pair of these are of a rufous brown colour, are crossed with
�ne zigzag (often ill-de�ned) black lines, and are irregularly marked
with brown blotches. The hindwings are of a uniform smoky brown.
The antennae are on each side, broadly comb-like.

Natvzzrcal E7zemz&#39;es.��It is highly probable that this caterpillar is
untouched by insectivorous birds, and that these are warned that it
contains something which is unpleasant to their sense of taste or smell,
by the exhibition of conspicuous characters, even if the hairs
themselves are not irritating, and so distasteful. The closely
allied insect��- Orggzia a.nt2&#39;gua�when in the caterpillar stage, has
similarly conspicuous colours, tufts, and eversible dorsal glands,
and has been experimentally demonstrated by J. Jenner Weir*
to be � disregarded by all the birds.� The immunity, however, which
this caterpillar may be reasonably expected to possess from the attacks
of insectivorous birds is probably lost When the chrysalis stage is
arrived at; for in America it is recorded by Dr. Brewer of another
congener��0rg_y2&#39;a Zeucost2&#39;_7ma��tliat in a particular district its cater-
pillar was very destructive for two seasons, until the pest was almost
extirpated by sparrows which were noticed engaged in the destruction
of the cocoonsnl" When, however, the insect reaches the next stage,
it, or the female at least, is quite free from the attacks of insectivorous
birds. And yet it seems so helpless. E. B. Poulton writes concerning
the female image of Org;/z&#39;a antiqua, and his remark applies to the
Queensland Orgyia�� The female Moth has rudimentary wings, and
never quits its cocoon, but sits on the outside of it, being very
inconspicuous, as it is covered with grey down, which harmonises well
with the colour of the surface upon which it is resting �_�&#39;;�-and again,
� It would be impossible to �nd a more helpless insect, without even
the power of attempting to escape by walkin«r,�§��and yet, as headds, quoting J. Jenner 1V eir, � � It is the only lepidopterous insect

* Proceedings of the Zoo]. Society of London, 1887, p. 200.
1&#39; Vid. Proc. Boston Soc-., Nat. llist., vol. xix., p. 260, 5 Dec., 1877,
1 Proc. Z001. Soc. London, 1887, p. 248.
§ Op: cit., p.- 264:.
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entirely rejected in the perfect state.� Disregarded by all the birds
(experimented with) except (the) Robin and Reed Bunting, and
refused by these after examination� (p. 249). The eggs are deposited
in a. sticky and frothy substance, and this hardens 011 exposure;
they, too, are therefore protected from the attacks of birds if not
from those also of other enemies.

Distribution, (§(c.�Within the colony the range of this insect is
not known. The caterpillars are often to be observed feeding on the
leaves of different species of Albizzia, but they also occur on plants
of a quite diiferent order, and may be especially destructive to the
foliage of the rose. Mr. F. Moore records the observation of
Thwaites: that Caesalpinia is one of their food plants.

Remedz&#39;es.�The caterpillars, the cocoons, and the female moths
are all conspicuous objects, and may be removed by hand picking.

CODLIN MOTH (Carporapsa aaomonella, Linn).*

The Codlin Moth is so notorious a fruit pest that the occurrence
of it in the caterpillar stage, as observed in Q,ueensland��in Brisbane,
at least�and the likelihood of its becoming established in the
Toowoomba orchards, would seem to justify the insertion in this Report
of the following remarks concerning it : Every effort should be made
to observe it when it first appears, so as thus early to immediately,
if possible, stamp it out. And as a preliminary to such effort on the
part of fruit-growers, a description of the nature of the injury
which the Codlin Moth occasions, as well as some account of its habits
and appearance in the di�erent stages of its growth, should be
available to orchardists here, and some hints as to the direction in
which these efforts are to be pursued should be forthcoming.

To omit all reference to its occurrence in countries other than
the Australian colonies. The Codlin Moth was �rst observed in Tas-
mania about thirty years ago. in Victoria it is of more recent
occurrence. � There is no doubt but that it was �rst brought to this
district (z&#39;.e., Ballarat) in apple cases from Tasmania. Leaving there
in the worm or grub state, it passed, either in transit or in store,
into the chrysalis, secreting itself in corners of the cases, and i11
this way was carried all over the district in empty cases.�1" It was
�rst observed in the Auckland district of New Zealand about twelve

years ago, and in the Nelson about eight (T. Kirlc). Its presence was
not identi�ed in South Australia until Christmas, 1885, although it
had probably been present for one or two seasons previous to this
(F. 8&#39;. Crawford). It has not been in Sydney until the present year
(1887). Its occurrence, on imported fruit, in this colony has only
recently been ascertained�this was in May, when specimens of the
caterpillars were procured iii a fruit-shop in Brisbane. Worm-eaten
apples arrive here, too, in plenty from the United States during Sep-
tember and October. When the fruit is harvested whilst the grub
which it contains is still only partly developed, or if cold Weather has
already supervened�in which event the larva may lie dormant�a con-

* N OTE.-�Previous to this article being written there was, �in present acces-
sible form, no complete account of the Codlin Moth.� This statement, made in
1887, afforded usti�cation to the United States Entomologist for the inclusion of an
able article, by L. 0. Howard, relating to this insect, in his Annual Report for that
year, and the fact it alludes to our effort also to supply the omission.

1&#39; Ballarat Horticultural Society, in � Codlin Moth, Report of Secretary for
Agriculture.� Victori__a, 1885, p. 9. -



siderable ti&#39;me may elapse before even the chrysalis condition is reached
and the insect be transported* far from its birth place. Already, as_ in
the United States also, its presence in Tasmania has been the occasion
of special legislative action there; so also in New Zealand_and in South
Australia. The extent of the damage which it has occasioned in each
of these countries is the subject of common information.

S_ymp2�oms of its p7�ese7zce.--The fruit changes colour, or ripens
earlier than it otherwise would and usually falls to t-he ground. On
examination of the fallen fruit this is found to have been bored by
some insect, and to have a hole generally on one side of the fruit, or
less commonly in the centre of the �eye.� This ori�ce will vary in
size according as the caterpillar has left the apple or not, and will
frequently be observed to be �lled up with dejected food material
(frass), fastened together by �ne threads. On cutting the apple in _
half, it will be observed that this hole marks the entrance to a passage,
usually somewhat tortuous and of irregular breadth, which lead
from the outside to the core. On examination of the latter it will
often be noticed that the pips have been gnawn into and their contents
extracted ; also that the fruit has been excavated both above and below
the core. All the burrowings thus formed will contain small black
particles�pellets of excrementitious 1natter�and, as sometimes hap-
pens, i11 some part of them will be found the cause of all.these
appearances��a pinkish-coloured �nely black-spotted grub, which on
being disturbed will, suspended by a �ne silken thread, drop from
the apple or other fruit under examination. This is the caterpillar of
the Codlin Moth.

Li/0 Ifisforyj of Oocllm .ZlI0�L and its Mocle of Attaclc.--�I11
early summer (September) when the young apple is just set, the
moths, which have passed the winter either as larvae (caterpillars)
or pupae (chrysalides) emerge from their con�nement, pair, and
within forty-eight hours the females (on some warm evening) fly from
apple to apple, depositing an egg in (on) each until they have exhausted
their stock.� * The egg which is barely visible to the naked eye is
either placed on the crown of the young fruit, within the eye, or If
at an earlier date still, then on the summit of the ovary of the blos-
som-the tree being in �ower. The egg is hatched in from seven
to eight days. On examining a young apple shortly after tl:l1$
event a �ne powder will be noticed in the centre of the eye,
and the minute larva found in the upper part of the fruit at a
small distance in from the eye, with its head directed towards the
centre. Having reached the core of the apple, it either continues
to feed on the pulp surrounding it, or extends its burrows to the

_A-side of the fruit, when having gained this it gnaws through the skin.
The ori�ce thus formed is used as an outlet for the excrement
of the caterpillar, for the ingress of air, and also for the emer.-
gence of the larvae when fully grown. The chief mischief, however, is
effected in the centre of the fruit. Ultimately the caterpillar seeks
the pips which it gnaws into for the purpose of consuming their
contents. This last is the action which determines the premature
falling of the fruit. After this has happened the larvae soon crawls
out�this action on its part taking place about ten days or a fortnight
after it has obtained its full size. � Its exit is rapid and many apples
may be examined in the morning, which have fallen during the night,

as Report onthé&#39;Fusicladiums, &c., by F. S. Crawfor�elaide, 1886, p. 33,
..aiL
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before one is found in which a grub remains. The apples from which
it has escaped may be recognised by the ori�ce of the hole being
cleared.� Should the apple, however, be one of those varieties whose
hold on the tree is unusually �rm, the caterpillar will leave it before it
has fallen; in this case letting itself down from the fruit either on
to the bough or to the ground by means of a silken thread of
its own preparation. The caterpillar then crawls to the most con-
venient spot suitable either for its shelter in a dormant condition, or
for safety after the almost immediate performance of its chrysalis
metamorphosis. Such a spot is furnished by the trunk of the apple
tree itself or that of some neighbouring tree, or by any dry wood,
such as that of an old fence, or similar rubbish; the site immediately
selected being a crevice in dead bark or within a dried clump of moss
or lichen. This spot it shapes, by gnawing, to suit its requirements,
forming a smooth cavity to contain the elongated oval cocoon of
white silk, in which small fragments of debris are super�cially woven.
In this it now ensconces itself. Should the apple which has been thus
attacked be a11 early one, further changes rapidly transpire, more
than one brood being produced during the season. In the event,
however, of the autumn having supervened, the Codlin Moth may
remain during a great part of the ensuing winter in its larval state,
but under most favourable conditions the chrysalis gives birth to the
perfect insect�the moth, within a month.

Deserz&#39;ption of Oorllin llfoth in its diferent phases of life :-�
� The Oaterpillar when full-grown is of a dirty-white colour, with

a brown head often with darker brown marks. The first segment of
the body behind the head is whitish with minute brown spots, the
remaining segments being whitish (or of a pink or �esh colour
according to age), each with about eight very minute dark points
emitting �ne short hairs (these spots or points being so arranged as
to make two rows down the back, and one on each side). Each of
the three anterior segments is furnished with a pair of jointed legs, and
each of the sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and terminal segments also
bears a pair of �eshy tubercles or prolegs, with clasping hooklets.
There is a dark line seen down the middle of the back of the larva,
which is the alimentary canal within the body.�-�-I. O. 7/&#39;Vesz�wood.*

The young caterpillar is of a whitish colour. The followiii� is its
rate of growth, as given by authorities: When �rst hatched it is scarcely

« visible to the naked eye. When six days old it measures nearly a quar-
ter of an inch, and is about as thick as a �ne silk thread. In ten days
it is about three-eighths of an inch long. In about twenty days, when
it has attained its full size, it is from seven to nine lines in length.

The 0hrysalz&#39;s.��The chrysalis is of a bright mahogany colour,»
and measures �ve lines in length.

The Imago (moth).--� This,� writes Westxvood, �is one of. the
most beautiful of our small moths, measuring about three-quarters of
an inch in the expansion of the fore-wings, which are ashy grey with
darker marks, and with a large coppery or reddish golden patch at the
hinder extremity, bearing smaller paler patches; the hind-wings are
blackish.� 1» Concerning it also, Westwood writes, in his � Insects at

* �The Gardenefs Chronicle,� London, 1879, p. 649. The parenthetical
marks are not contained in the passage to which reference is made.

1&#39; Westwood, szapra, 1. c.

Si. .
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Home� :��This is a most exquisitely coloured insect. The upper
wings are rich brown banded at the base and tip with darker and
warmer brown. In the dark band at the tip of the wing is an oval
mark of brilliant gold-coloured scales, having a very dark centre. In
certain lights this dark centre takes a reddish hue; even the outer
wings, when viewed in a side light, shine as if made of the �nest
satin.�*

These descriptions refer to the moth as it presents itself to
European observers. As, however, it is desirable that every facility
for recognising so formidable a pest, as is the Codlin Moth, should be
given, no apology need be made for the introduction here of the
following precise characterisation of Australian specimens of this
insect, given iii the language of E. Meyrick, a specialist in these
matters. For a complete view of the Codlin Moth it is necessary to
study this authority�s de�nition of the genus Carpocapsa, in which it is
included, in conjunction with his de�nition of C. Pomonella L., as a
species of it.

Oarpocapsa (Tn) +�� Thorax smooth. Antennae in male
thickened, not ciliated. Palpi moderate, ascending appressed to face;
second joint shortly rough-sealed beneath, terminal joint distinct.
Posterior tibim loosely scaled. Fore-wings moderately broad; costa.
in male simple, slightly arched ; hind margin rather oblique, slightly
sinuate. Hind-wings rounded, broader than fore-wings, in male with
a short membranous ridge on lower median near base, and a grooved
channel below it. Fore-wings, with veins seven and eight separate,
seven running to bind margin. Hind-wings, with veins three and four
stalked, �ve near parallel to four, six and seven separate.

�Allied to S&#39;ti_qm0720z�a, but separated from it and other allied
genera by the ridge and groove of the hind-wings in male. From
E_pz&#39;t_ymbia,wl1ieh has a somewhat similar structure, it differs by the
separation of veins seven and eight of fore-wings, and the absence of
a costal fold. The larvae feed in fruit, and the genus is indigenous in
Europe and North America; the only species found in Australia has
been introduced together with the apple tree�:

Carpocapsa pomonella, L.�� Male and Female.�7 %"-9". Head,
palpi, and thorax dark greyish fuscous, slightly sprinkled with
whitish. Antennae dark fuscous. Abdomen dark fuscous. Segmental
margins whitish tinged; legs whitish, anterior and middle tibiaa and
all tarsi dark fuscous, with slender whitish rings. Fore-wings
moderately broad, posteriorly dilated; costa hardly arched; hind
margin oblique, indented beneath apex; ashy-grey, with numerous
irregular transverse greyish-fuseous lines, coalescing to form a rather
narrow transverse band at one-third from base; a moderately broad
elongate ovate eoppery fuseous patch on an anal angle, extending -
along hind margin nearly to apex, preceded and followed by a silvery
metallic line, and containing two small silvery marks on anal angle;
the anterior silvery line is preceded by a blackish streak, extending

*7�
* A coloured representation of the insect in its European garb is to be found

in H1&#39;ibner�s �Europaische Schmetterlinge" VII, Tortrices II, Noctuoides, c. �g.
30; and in its American, in �Report of the Entomologist,� U. S. Agr. Depart,
1887, P1. II. �

1&#39; Carpocapsa belongs to the family Grrapholithidae of the section Tortricina.it E. Meyrick, Proc. Lin. Soc., New South Wales ; vol. vi., p. 656. (Sydney,
1882 .
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from inner margin half-way across wing; cilia silvery grey, towards
base silvery whitish, with a black basal line. Hind-wings fuscous
grey; apex rather darker; cilia grey-whitish, with a dark fuscous
line near base.�Described from Australian specimens.� Taken from
October to December.*

Preventive ]|[easures.�All such must be framed with a due
regard to the habits of the pest as previously detailed. &#39;1�hey may
be directed (1) towards preventing its after occurrence in the apple
crop when this is still very young; or, what may be thwart with greater
advantage, towards (2) securing the safety of the next scason�s crop.

At the time of apple blossoming, or shortly afterwards, the moth
may be caught as it �its amongst the trees about sunset, an operation

_ which may be best accomplished with the use of a gauze net, similar
to that employed by entomologists for capturing insects. Moth traps,
too, will, it is said, accomplish the same ends. At this time also it may,
to some extent, be banished from the orchards by burning rubbish
near the trees so as to create a smoke amongst them ; or small bon�res
may be lighted in the evening also, which should attract the Codlin
Moths, and so destroy them before they have time to deposit their eggs.
The Superintendent of the Botanical Gardens, Tasmania��F. Abbot��
makes reference to the following remedy which may be adopted at
this time. He writes, �A method commonly adopted in the spring or
early summer months for destroying the moths is that of suspending
lanterns in various parts of the garden with a view of destroying the
moths. The lanterns should be smeared with some glutinous substance
such as linseed oil, or have a saucer of the same suspended beneath them.
In England and �Tales, lanterns for this purpose are often constructed
by tying a few willow or other twigs with a frame resembling in shape
a Chinese lantern, placing a piece of clay in the angle of the willows,
just above the bottom ties, in which to stick a piece of candle; the
frame is then surrounded by a sheet of cartridge paper, which is kept
smeared with oil during the season the lanterns are in use. The
moths, attracted by the glare, become immersed in the oil, and are thus
destroyed.�+ A. J. Cook, of the Agricultural College, Michigan, has
still another plan for adoption when the fruit is the size only of a small
pea. He �nds the application of Paris green (arsenite of copper) very
eifectual in the proportion of llb. to 100 gallons of water. This �uid
is used with a �ne syringe or spray pump. It is essential, Mr. Cook
states, to scatter the spray on all the fruit, and to use as little as
possible at a time : seventy per cent. of the loss due to the Codlin Moth
may be obviated by this procedure.�L. 0. Howard. The danger in
the use of so violent a poison is shown to be nil, as the latter is all
removed before the fruit is ripe:

Exterminatz&#39;0n.��To extirpate the Codlin Moth when it has already
manifested itself�, or may be expected to do so, several methods are 111

�)� E. Meyrick. Proc. Lin. Soc. New South VVales ; vol. vi., p. 657;. (Sydney,
1882 .

1&#39; Papers and Proc. Roy. Soc, Tasmania. Hobart, 1879, pp. 578. VVe have
probably followed Mr. F. Abbot in making these recommendations without sufficient
reason, for it is contrary to the experiences of the most careful observers, including
C. V. Riley, that the Codlin Moth is attracted by light.

I Vide � Gardenefs Chronicle,� 19th June, 1886, Vol. xxv., p. 797 ; also
�Report of the Entomolgogist,� United States of America, 1887, pp. 103-115.
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vogue�(1) The stamping out of the pest by destroying the whole of }
At the Annual Fruit Growers� Qonven-

tion, held in San Francisco in November, 1883, S. F. Chapin stated that y;
this, which he referred to as � the starving out process,� would bethe 3;
sovereign cure. This we might infer from what happens when, with- fj,
out man�s agency, such a process is accomplished under natural con- V
ditions of growth. The United States Entomologist, in explanation of 5
a pretty general immunity from the attacks of the Codlin Moth shared *,f
by the apple crops of Michigan and New York in that year, adduced
the general failure of the apple crop of the preceding year.* Again,
F. Collet writes, in a paper read before the Fruit Growers� Convention 1�
of 1883, �The Codlin Moth dreads a damp and wet summer as being jg.
sure death to it,� and � an unusually severe frost killed our whole,
crop of pears and apples, but with the good result of having pretty .

the fruit early in the season.

much starved out the Codlin Moth.�~}~
In the event of this heroic measure not having been adopted, or ,5

in the absence of meteorological conditions a�ecting this total destruc- . .
tion of the crop, attention should be �rst given to affected fruit, T
whether fallen or still hanging on the tree. This should be sedulously
gathered or collected and then burnt ; or given to pigs as food, having

This measure, however, need be promptly under-been first boiled.

taken, owing to the short time which may elapse before the grub
leaves the fruit when it has fallen.
cease with this. The hiding-place of the caterpillar is 11ext to be dis-
covered and destroyed together with it ; or better still the larva is to be fl
tempted to seek the security which a spot for concealment, that has i
been prepared, seems to offer it. All dead and loose pieces of bark or
moss from the ground upwards on the stem and branches of the tree
are to be removed by the use of some blunt scraper, and the débris
immediately burnt or buried deep in the ground.

have been used :

escaped from obtaining an exit.

larvae on the trees that will esc-ape.�i
The most successful plan for checking the Codlin l\Ioths in this

caterpillar stage is to trap them, by a method already in vogue in the
colony for intercepting caterpillars that attack the foliage of white �
cedars and other ornamental plants, on the way up the trunk of those
trees. This trap consists of an old cloth placed in the crotch, or aband :
composed of sacking, canvas cloth, or stiff paper, fastened around the ~
trunk of the tree, and should be set at the time when the affected apples

�� � Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture.� VVashington, 1878, p. 238;

&#39;3: Papersand Proceedings, Royal Society, Tasmania. Hobart, 1879, p, 57_

Operations, however, must not

Many of the codlin
moths in their caterpillar state will be thus destroyed; but others may .-
yet be hidden in cracks and crannies, which even scrapers cannot explore.
It is to reach these, then, that the following, amongst other methods,

In the language of F. Abbot, �The tree, or such 3;"
part of it having cracks or �ssures, should then be dressed with some .1
mixture that will set su�iciently hard to prevent any larvae that may have {_Z

There are many mixtures that may
suggest themselves, but perhaps the following is as good as an
Mix powdered dry clay with su�icient coal-tar to form a thick paint,
and work this mixture well into all cracks or crevices with a painter�s
brush. If this operation is properly performed there will be very few
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are falling. The following is the mode of procedure when the band is
adopted: Strips of the material employed �should be out about 6 or
8 inches in width, and long enough to encircle the trunk of the tree,
lapping over slightly, and being folded, placed with the open end
downwards upon the trunk, about 1 foot from the ground. A large-
headed tack will safely and easily con�ne the band in place. The
upper or folded edge of the band should be tight upon the tree, while
the lower edges should be loose. Once every week these bands should
be removed, and all larvae found in them killed.�*

That these methods will be successful is well known, save in the
always possible event of neighbouring orchardists adopting different
courses of procedure for withstanding the pest, or, what is more usual,
not unanimous in adopting any at all. Still referring to experience in
America,it is stated :�� This much we have found out, that if an orchard
is located far enough from all other orchards the Codlin Moth may be
altogether annihilated. The scraping of the trees, and the entrapping *
of the larvae under bands, would effectually do it.���F. Gillez�f

Hate to keep the pest 0m*..��The above measures are, then, sufficient
when the moth has once established itself amongst the fruit trees, and
upon it they are made to operate ; but how to prevent its first appear-
ance in the orchard itself should now claim our attention. This will
be best done by strict adherence to the following injunctions :-��(1)
No pip fruit from a district in which the Codlin Moth is already
prevalent should be brought into one in which its presence is not
already manifest. (2) N 0 cases which may have contained, or come
in contact with, affected fruit should be admitted within the precincts
of orchard premises, or only when they have undergone some process
of disinfection such as �dipping them in boiling water (with or without
the addition of an alkali) for a space of three minutes.�

Even though worm-eaten fruit be not intentionally sent to market,
it-usually happens, and especially when this market is a far distant
one, that the fruit is gathered when it is not fully ripe, or prior to
the injury occasioned by the attack of the Codlin Moth being especially
c_onspi_cuous. By the time the fruit has fully matured, the case con-
taining it may be at or well nigh its destination, in which event the
caterpillar will fasten its cocoon with usual secureness either in a
crack in the case itself, or iii some crevice in a neighbouring packing
case. The fruit may yet travel further, with the grub still in it, and
may arrive, say at Brisbane�as we have observed��harbouring the
Codlin Moth in one of its stages. Happily, however, it is not yet estab-
lished in any of the fruit gardens of the colony. In these its appear-
ance will undoubtedly be sooner or later manifested, unless such preven-
tive measures as arc suggested are adopted, for under the commercial
circumstances at present obtaining, both Tasmanian and American
apples may now be purchased in the fruit shops of Toowoomba. April
and May for Tasmanian, and September, October, and November for
American fruit, are the months during which the caterpillar of the
Codlin Moth may be looked for in the apples, from this source, offered
for sale there, with much probability of its being met with.

* � Codlin Motl1��Report of the Secretary of Agriculture.� Victoria, 1885,
p. 5.�Extract from circular issued by the State Board of Agriculture of California.

&#39;1&#39; Extracted from the � Codlin Moth,� and quoted in Report of the Secretary
of Agriculture. Victoria, 1885, p. 5. &#39;1

D
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THE R01� (Glaeosporium fr-uctigenum, Berk-W
This is a disease affecting both the fruit of the apple and the pear,"

and one of those which were noticed as occurring at Toowoomba. In!
the case of the former fruit, it was observed affecting the Irish Peach, L.�
and another apple the name of which could not be ascertained.� The
Beurre Clairgeau and Chaumontelle were the pears on which 1t was,

General descrip!z&#39;on.�_Pear, var. Beurre Clairgeau. Three speci-,-jg�
mens were gathered on 27th January, at Rosehill Gardens, Too-&#39;
woomba, from a tree which had won the reputation of being a proli�c
bearer. Though within a Week or two of ripening, these pears were still
hard and green. In one, about two-thirds of the surface on ones,
side was completely occupied by a dark coffee-brown discolouration, ,
bounded by an irregularly waved outline. In addition, on the obverse
side of the same pear, there were four irregularly shaped much smaller f,
spots of similar character. The second specimen, affected on one side�
only, exhibited one large spot half-an-inch in diameter, and four smaller.
ones, and the third had one very large portion of discoloured surface,�
extending nearly from stem-insertion to eye, and several smaller spots:
of different size and shape. In each case the area involved in the".
changed condition was very noticeable, being separated from the
normally green portion of the fruit by a well de�ned and abrupt line if
of demarcation. *

In Apples the phenomena exhibited are very similar, although the if
areas involved in the alfection have usually a more regular form than
is exhibited in the case of the pear. &#39;�

Pro.yress.�With regard to the progress of the disease, Mr. Searle, �
having the instance of its development on the Beurrc Clairgeau pear ;.
at Rosehill in view, remarked as follows :��� This affection appears in
one or more spots in the �rst instance, and then spreads gradually from _�
these as a centre over the sides of the fruit, so that the whole pear may;
have a rotten appearance and be actually in such a condition though
still hanging on the tree.� The Irish Peach Apple we have seen}
remaining on the tree until quite ripe. It is probable, however, that"
when the disease supervenes at an early date, so that the apple or pear�
is arrested in its development, the fruit falls. Thus the Hon. W. H...
Groom writing concerning some badly grown and shrivellediup speci-:,
mens of the above variety of apple which he had collected at Too-A
woomba early in December, 1887, and had submitted for examination,"
states :�� A red (? reddish-brown) blotch �rst appears on, the side.�
apparently exposed to the sun, and this spot spreading the fruit dropsf
to the ground.�*

O�ausc.�If a section of one of these fruits be made through
affected area it will be found that the altered tissue extends inwards
almost to the centre; but that it lessens in lateral extent as the more
interior parts of the fruits are reached. If a diseased pear or applegi
is completely isolated and put on one side, it will be observed that the

gz__ �

* Mr. F. Lawson Scribner, Vegetable Pathologist, at.t&#39;ached to the Department
Of Agriculture, U-S-A-, in his 1&#39;ep0I�1�» for 1887, mentions that his attention has been�
called to this disease, occurring at Denison, Texas, by reason of the large amount of�
fruit destroyed by it, and that � it begins while the apples are yet upon the trees
and in some cases the brown patches suggest that they may result from sun-sca.ld.&#39;l�
(Op. C&#39;it., p. 348.) _ &#39;
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diseased surface shortly becomes covered with minute black elevations,
and that, provided the fruit is in a moist atmosphere, there then issues
from the centre of each of these a small mass or tendril of dull rose
or fawn coloured material. Now, this is what we �nd so often occurs
to both apples and pears after they have been gathered and stored and
have commenced to rot. In the latter case we know the appearances
are due to the presence of a fungus which grows on these fruits when
they decay. This fungus is the Glccosporimn fr-uctigcizum, which the
Rev. M. J. Berkeley first described a.nd �gured in the Gardeners
C�hrom&#39;cle of 1856 (Op. cit., p. 245), and that this dull rose or fawn
coloured material, which is composed of spores terminating short
moniliform threads (basidia), is its external maiiifestationfx�

Oharacter of .F2m.qus.��The fungus consists of slender threads
(mycelia), which push their way through the tissue of the fruit.
These threads are tubular, septate, sometimes branched, and ultimately

,brown�coloured. Rounded bodies (aeervuli or nuclei) are formed by
the fungus in places where the mycelial threads are so developed as to
be matted together. These bodies, as the fungus grows, are found
closer and closer to the surface of the fruit, until ultimately they
break through it in simple or irregular pores, and thus arise small black
pustules, emitting a pinkish viscid mass. A section through one of
these acervuli shows that it consists of dark-coloured many-septate
threads (basidia), which have their ends directed towards the ruptured
cuticle, or protruding through it. Each of the very numerous basidia
bears a spore (conidium) at its extremity. These conidia are oblong
or cylindrical, often curved granular, byaline and pinkish or fawn
coloured. At the base of the spore-bearing threads (basidia) other
bodies, known as pycnidia, may occurs!�

Remar7cs.��Scribner has shown that the spores will germinate in
water after ten hours� immersion; that mechanically injured fruit may
be easily infected, but that that which has its surface perfectly intact
cannot be infected. The puncture of an insect constitutes a su�icient
starting point for infection, and an insect which has inserted its pro-
boscis or ovipositor into diseased tissue is competent to convey the
disease to quite sound fruit.

PEAR.

FRUIT FLY (vid. � PEACH,� p. 54.).
LEAF DISEASE.�THE PIIYTOPUS MITE.

This disease of the pear is probably prevalent throughout the
Toowoomba district. Attention was first called to it by a correspon-
dent, who Wrote in November, l88&#39;7: �I am sorry to record the fact
that most, if not all, the pears in this garden are affected by some
disease in the leaf��apparently a fungoid discase�and as far as my
observation has gone I have reason to fear the fruit will be affected by
the same disease.� The specimens forwarded in illustration of these
remarks were typical examples of the effect due to the presence of the

* This opinion finds con�rmation in the statement made by the celebrated
authority, M. C. Cooke, to whom a portion of affected pear was sent through the
Colonial Botanist, as to the presence of this fungus on the spceim en submitted to him.

1&#39; Cf. P. A. Saccardo, � Sylloge Fungorum,� fol. 54, p. 718, Batavia, 1884;
W. G. Berkeley, in �Grardcner�s Chronicle,� 1856, p. 245; VV. Gr. Smith, Op. §�it.,
1885, p. 51, with �gure ; F. L. Scribner, �Report of Veg. Pathologist,� VVash1ng-
ton, 1888, pp. 348-50, pl. III., &c.
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Phytopus Mite. The following description relates to the appearances ,�
which they presented:�� On stem and on fruit very light-l3I&#39;0WI1 Scaabs, i»
with irregular margin, several in places con�uent, most numerous on &#39;1.
cheek of fruit. These scabs do not cause the surface of the fruit to be
uneven, or the fruit itself to be asymmetrical ; the leaves have on under
surface light-brown, very slightly raised, spots or blotches, the margins *
of which are ill-de�ned. These spots appear under the lense to be 3
minutely speckled, and each has one to three (according to the size J;
of the spot) round circular holes. No fungus elements present.� This
disease may be thus characterised :-

;S�ymptoms.�The presence of this minute insect 011 the pear tree
is attended by a peculiar and characteristic appearance of its leaves.

�On examining a pear leaf that has been attacked some little
time, a number of brown, blister-like looking spots will be seen.
These are at �rst nearly round, but as they grow in size they spread -
latterly, generally taking the direction of the venation of the leaf. ,1
These are galls, for there is a decided thickening of the parenchyma, ,
or inside portion of the leaf, and each gall contains a greater or less
number of these mites. As the phytopi suck away the juices of the
leaf or otherwise destroy the cellular tissue, it turns brown, and �nally
nearly black. . . . As the galls enlarge, owing to the food re-
quirements of the population within, they often coalesce, so that in f.
time the greater portion of the leaf becomes a blackish scab containing i
probably over 1,000 phytopi. On examining a gall on the underside
of a leaf, one or sometimes more little holes may be detected with a
magnifying glass. These are the outlets by which the inhabitants of
the galls go forth. Wlien a leaf is plucked, and begins to Wither,
the mites generally leave the galls, and they may then be found
scattered about the leaf or else huddled together in some cranny.�

Description ofPh_z/topus.-�� A full grown mite is about ;�;�5 in. in
length, and 3&5 in. broad. It is of a pale reddish-brown or whitish V;
colour, is cylindrical in shape, tapering at the tail end, its head ending
in a rather sharp-pointed snout. It has four legs only, situated close
together near the head, so that about four-�fths of the body has to be
dragged after it when walking, which it accomplishes at the rate of "
four inches per hour. The legs end in a peculiarly shaped claw, at
the base of which is a long curved bristle and a tuft of shorter ones.
Three bristles project at nearly equal distances from each side of its �-
body, the �rst pair springing from a kind of wart. At the tail end are �V.
two very big bristles, and two short ones between them. When the
little animal is magni�ed about one hundred times it appears to be
marked with a number of rings like a worm, but on applying still
higher powers of the microscope, the rings change into��rst, broken
lines, and �nally into rows of separate raised dots, like the markings
on some d1atoms.��"

We have quoted from Mr. Crawford�s account of the Pear f"
Phytopus as met with at Adelaide, because there can be no doubt that Q
the Queensland mite is identical with the one to which he refers; and �I
the phenomena to which these acari give rise, and which he so well" �=
describes, are similar in both colonies.

�*&#39; � Report on the Fusicladiums, the Codlin Moth, and certain other Fungus and 1
Insect Pests attacking Apple and Pear Trees 111 South Australia,� by Frazer S, �
Crawford. Adelaide, 1886, pp. 46-48.
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_ Mr. Crawford informs us that only one of his correspondents has
suggested that any harm to the pear tree is occasioned by the pr enceof the Phytopus mite. He himself is, however, of opinion thaie�� an
insect that does such an amount of leaf damage must be injurious to
the tree . . . . and even if it does no harm, the very unsightlyappearance it gives to the foliage would make it desirable to get rid
0 &#39; it. 

     
     FRUIT Ror (vid. �AI>1>LE,� p. 50).

SPLITTING or FRUIT. i

The fruit of certain varieties of pear, notably the bergamottes, is
very subject to splitting, especially after long-continued rain.

O&#39;cmse.�The splitting is immediately due to the too sudden
augmentation of the bull: of the fruit through accession to the
amount of its aqueous constituent. This undue accumulation of
Water does not arise from a special determination of sap to the fruit
during rainy weather, either through absorption by the roots or leaves,
for the functional activity of these organs is reduced under such
circumstance ; but the fruit itself takes water from the atmosphere or
rain precipitated upon it by endosmosis or transfusion through its
surface from without, whilst it parts with some of its saccharine
matter by exosmosis. That this is the true explanation of the occur-
rence, and is equally applicable to what happens also in the case of
the grape, the nectarine, and the plum, is very evident from the
experiments made by M. Joseph Boussing�� It is obvious, therefore,
that the splitting of the fruit cannot be controlled by human agency.

QUINCE.
FRUIT FLY (vial. � PEACH,� pp. 54-74).

WAXY SCALE INSECT (C�cropZaste.s~, sp.).
During this investigation only a single instance of the Quince at

Toowoomba being attacked by what we designate the VVaxy Scale
Insect came under notice. This was at Mr. Hartmann�s Range
Nursery, where it was observed to �be plentiful upon the so-called Wild
Quince. If .it�affects this variety there can be no doubt but that it
will also live upon the fruit-yielding ones. It occurs on azaleas in
Brisbane, and upon some native trees�especially the VVhite Man-
groves (Avicennia)�also. It is more commonly found, both on
cultivated and Wild plants, at Sydney. Oftentiines the insects are so
massed together on a bough as to render it quite white, and a con-

" spicuous object when viewed from a distance.
.Descrz&#39;pt2&#39;on.�The scale insect presents the appearance of a small

oval lump of smooth opaque white wax, with a slightly irregular
surface and outline, measuring sometimes as much as % in. length and
height. On each side there are two little narrow clefts in the wax,
which are opposite the spiracles of the insect. The insect itself lies
imbedded in the wax, and is of a bright yellowish-red colour. When
adult it is 2:} lines in length. Directed backwards and obliquely
upwards from the hind segment of the body is a long tubular organ. .

Omitting a detailed account of this insect, we may add that It is
di�icult to determine its proper position amongst the Coccldae. It Is
probable, however, that it is allied to C&#39;a7&#39;teria.

"��Sur la rupture de la pellicule des fruites exposes a une pluie continué,
&c.��0o-mp. Rendus, vol. 76, 1873, I. ; pp. 776-9.
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.Remed2&#39;es.�-The thick Waxy coating being impervious to almost .
eve� substance used as an insecticide, it is difficult at present to�:
sug est a means of extirpating this pest. Its large size render it 1
easy of removal by scraping. Driving iron nails into the wood of, ;:
aifected trees, if useful in contending with some scale insects, as &#39;.
stated, might also in the case of this one be attended with good ��
results. &#39; F�

CHAPTER III.

DISEASES or Fnurr TREEs��SToNE FRUITS.

PEACH.

THE FRUIT Mxeeor, FRUIT FLY (Fam. Diptera, Gen. Teplzritis).
This is the larva�of a small two-winged insect which develops

from an egg deposited within the tissue of the fruit of the Peach, and
within that of several other trees, and which lives at the expense .
of this tissue. It is, during some seasons, especially prevalent in .5.
Toowoomba, as well as in other parts of the colony. The study of
this disease has been one of the main purposes of this inquiry.

All parts of Toowoomba Were, during the season 1886-7, equally
affected by the presence of the Fruit Fly, except that in some cases 2
isolated trees occurred which seemed to owe their immunity to some ,
accident of position, which, as the experience of previous seasons .7
showed, would not exert a permanent protective in�uence. With the �.
exception of the grape, passion-fruit, and medlar, all fruits grown in
this district are said to be subject to injury from this pest. Our »
observations in the �eld tend to con�rm the view, although no example [
of ripe or ripening �g containing the maggot of the Tephritis was
brought under notice. As the result of a large number of experi-
ments,we have demonstrated this to be so in the case of many kinds--
in fact each of the following fruits�viz., apples (several varieties), 5;
pears, quinces, peaches, ncctarines, plums, oranges, and shaddocksg�,
All these are not subject equally to the attacks of the Fruit Fly, and].
the same remark applies to the different varieties of the same fruit. ,3.
The condition most conducive to the presence of the maggot is no _
doubt afforded by the existence of succulency and sweetness combined,;;»
and thus peaches are more addicted to it than is any other fruit. Atf"_.
the same time the d� gree to which the �avour accompanying these ,&#39;%."i
gualities is pronounced has some in�uence on its occurrence in different
&#39;ruits. Thus it happens that the maggot is not often noticed in the

ordinary orange, and probably in the mandarin��where we have never
observed it, or even heard of its existence in such situation�still less. �
frequently. There can be no doubt also, since much independent 7;
testimony points to this conclusion, that fruits which ripen early in the
season generally ¢scape the Tephritis. Mr. G. Searle stated that early ;
apricots and peaches were invariably free from the attacks of the Fruit
Fly, but that during the season 1886-7 early pears were ;_Lffected_ The ii.
large variety of the China Flat peach which was ripe in November was A»
uninjured, and so also were in great measure the smaller China Flats.
Many orchardists, too, found that it was only the last gathered of the�
Royal George peach which suffered. So also with regard to apricots.
The early fruit which ripened about the beginning of December was
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free from the maggot at �rst, but a small portion of the crop gathered
from the same trees later on was not una�ected. Later apricots
ripening at the end of December were all attacked.

Symptoms, _Ea:ternal.�-It not infrequently happens that the fruit
on being gathered presents externally no evidence of its being infested
by the maggot of the fruit �y, and this circumstance leads to parcels,
after they have been sent to the market as sound, being returned to
the growers as entirely worthless. This we found to be a very common
complaint at Toowoomba, and to emphasise this general experience
Mr. R. Bushnell handed to us three peaches freshly gathered from the
tree, and in quite a green state, at the same time challenging us to
detect, without the most minute examination, any external sign of
their being injured, and this we were unable to do. These peaches
were delivered to us on the 28th January, and after they had been
securely isolated they were put aside for subsequent observation, and
011 the 18th February it was noticed that �ve fruit �ies had bred from
maggots with which they must have been infested at the time of our
having �rst received them. Other fruit, especially the pear, often
also appears quite sound though, too, it afterwards proves to be
maggot-eaten. Usually, however, there is some external indication�
one side of a peach may appear dull green as if slightly bruised, and
the surface of a pear or plum may exhibit at spots the appearances
which would follow a similar injury to these fruits. At these places
it will be found that the fruit is softer than at others, and that
generally the juice will exude on pressure at one or two minute holes,
which, however, in the case of the peach, may have been previously
detected, especially when occurring in the lateral depression. At a
later stage these punctures in each of which an egg has been deposited
by the Fruit Fly, having meanwhile been enlarged by other insects,
may become conspicuous objects, and the more so when, as often
�happens, they are surrounded by altered brown tissue. «It may happen,
also, that the surface of the fruit may be rendered uneven, and this is
especially so when the latter has been early attacked. The following
description of an infested apple may be taken as an illustration. In
this case the surface of the apple appeared to have been � stung� all
over, and although most of the holes caused by the punctures were
now obliterated by the growth of the fruit itself, there was abundant
evidence of the extent of the injury. The site of each puncture was
marked by a minute dark spot, surrounded by a small halo of a darker
green than was the general colour of the unaffected parts; these spots
Were, each of them, the centres of shallow depressions ; these depres-
sions were sometimes con�uent. In cases where the last conditionpirevails, or the depressions are largely developed on one surface of a

uit, this becomes very unsymmetrical in shape. It sometimes
happens that pears and apples when still green and hanging on the
tree develop well de�ned patches or spots of a coffee-brown colour;
these are found to be deep-seated and to be attended by the pre-
sence of a fungus. In several instances of fruit so affected, we have
detected the maggot of the fruit �y by breeding the latter from such
specimens, but in quite as many others have failed to do so, and this
being the case we are not disposed to regard this canker-like disease
as being due to injuries in�icted by this pest; but such injuries
may afford the antecedent circumstance favourable to its establish-
ment. (Vial. p. 50).



Symptoms, IntemaZ.�An infected pear, when cut through, though:
it may show no signs of external. injury, will exhibit numerous brown�;
spots of different size, the sections of as many channels Whose walls &#39;,
are composed of altered brown tissue, and which sometimes are the,�
centresof much more extensive injury. At other times a zone of brown:
tissue surrounds the core. In a peach or in a plum the maggot seems�:
to �nd its way quickly to the stone, and then to feed on the tissue
immediately surrounding it, usually to a greater extent on one side?
than the other, devouring the pulp, leaving the more �brous material
and producing generally much semi-�uid matter as a product of decay.
In a Free-stone peach the symptoms usually commence in the tissue
immediately adjacent to the stone; but in a C�-ling-st_«9ne the injury Q
seems for some time to be frequently limited to the part opposite the 3
lateral depression, and between it and the stone. Eventually all fruit*_
which is attacked becomes a mere �mass of corruption.� It is impor-
tant to note, however, that the fruit maggot never attacks the pips or
stone of a fruit, nor yet the rind. f

Extent of loss occasz&#39;ovnecZ.�-Insomuch as many of those who grow �it
the fruits which the Tephritis Fly especially attacks keep no account� _-
whatever of their monetary transactions, it is quite impossible to . :1:
estimate to what an extent the district of Toowoomba has been a
general loser in ba.d seasons through the occurrence of this pest, nor
do the railway returns of outward freight for one year, as compared� �
with another, a�ord reliable information on this head. During our i._
visit to the district due prominence was given to the fact that-it is j
especially amongst the small German landed proprietors that most
hardship is occasioned, for in their case the small estates which they 7-�
hold do not yield su�icient to maintain the whole family, wherefore ,
it is found necessary that the husbands shall work away from the .
cultivations during many months of the year, and throughout these ,
the wives employ themselves amongst the vines and fruit trees. Now, *
any return which the latter will bring i11 is regarded as the wives� per- ,3
quisite, and from this source alone has she often to entirely maintain
the household, and, moreover, it is this fruit which, when preserved,
provides her with a considerable element of food during many months 3
of the year. The more or less complete failure of this source of supply
therefore amounts, though not absolutely so, to a considerable loss�_in
the ease of these small proprietors. Amongst those who are not .5
included in this category we may mention the case of Mr. Bushnell�?
who, during the second �week in December 1884-5, lost £40 by reason
of the failure of the apricot crop, owing to the presence of the]?
maggot in the fruit. During last season Mr. G. Searle disposed off
114 cases of stone and pip fruit, for which he received value amounting V
to £52 17s. 6d.; but during the season 1886-7 he was only able to send
26 cases of these fruits to market, which realised £12 lls. 6d. Mr.� &#39;,
M. Stenner in 1885-6 obtained £30 for his stone and pip fruit, but the��.&#39;.
following season only £8 10s. l�\Ir. Heissle, as he also stated, during ii
the bad season, 1884-5, despatched from Toowooinba fruit from which 4
he expected to realise £300, but as this ])1&#39;o\*e<l to be maggot y he had.5i__
to content himself with receiving £46 onlv. During 1886-7 his loss of i.
stone and pip fruits has been nearly complete. On the other hand, -&#39;
twelve years since he was able to send to market 12 tons of fruit per
week, and during the season 1885-6, which was a good one he if
forwarded two trucks full of fruit during every week also.  F.»
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Lowe, who had charge of the garden at Raceview, estimated his losses
during 1885-6 from the fruit �y at £50, and mentioned the fact that
he could only obtain one case of sound peaches from several trees of
the Royal George variety��one of the most valuable�and that he had
calculated that of the fruit yielded by three peach and four nectarine
trees he had lost no less than one and a-half tons. Again, Mr. J.
Ibebb, of Stuart street, in 1885-6 sent to market about 120 cases of
fruit�purchased from di�erent small settlers���but in 1886-7, deeming
that on account of the prevalence of the fruit �y it would not pro�t
him if he did so, bought none at all for this purpose. Other instances
of loss traceable to this pest might also be cited.

Description of P¬st.��_The following is a description of the insect
in its different stages :�

Larva.��The larva of the fruit �y is a footless maggot of a white
�-often nearly transparent�-colo ur. The anterior part of the body is
pointed as it tapers from the 41th segment onwards towards the head.

The posterior extremity of the body is obtuse, the caudal segment
being obliquely truncated by the dorsal surface extending beyond the
ventral and rounded from side to side. The intermediate portion of
the body of the larva is almost parallel sided. There are ten segments,
including the cephalic, and the union of each segment is marked on
the under surface of the larva by a slight swelling, which bears two
transverse rows of minute spines, the anterior of which is continuous,
and the posterior interrupted. These spines, in the absence of feet,
subserve a locomotor function. Below the head, and extending also
on either side of it, there is a rasp-like cushion. This includes the
month, which looks black by reason of the presence of mandibular
organs of this colour. This rasp-like body is succeeded by a trans-
versely rugose neck�-a portion of the �rst body-segment. On the
dorsal surface of the body there is on each side, just anterior to the
11nion of the �rst and second segments, a very light trumpet-shaped
body which is directed forwards (the edge of this trumpet is just see11
from beneath). This is the cephalic spiracle. The edge of the trum-
pet is composed of two little frills, the outer of which contains more
than eight segments. These cephalic spiracles are the outlets of the
two dorsal main tracheae, which extend backwards on either side of the
body, giving off branches to each segment. In the anterior segments
these trachea: are more plainly visible than posteriorly, where they
seem to be less super�cially situated. They are united by a slender
commissure iii the last segment of the body, and terminate in two
apparently evertible black tubular organs on the swollen upper part of
this segment. These organs are the caudal spiracles, and behind them,
on the inferior surface of the segment, are a pair of rounded tubercles,
rather widely separated, one on each side of the middle line. The
caudal segment is also armed with an inferior series of little plates,
bearing each �ve or a less number of sharp teeth. These plates are
utilised in connection with the springing movement. The anterior
surface of the �rst body-segment is also armed with little teeth,_which
come into use whilst the maggot is boring its way through the tissue
of the fruit, an operation largely assisted by the protrusible nature
of the head, which also is transversely rugose behind, and has on
each side, opposite this rugose portion, a few small teeth. The
mouth is succeeded by a long lanceolate zesophagus, which suddenly
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narrows in the middle of the second segment to a simple tube and tbe� ,
bifurcates. Length of larva, 9 mm. (035 inch.); breadth, 1&#39;5 mm.
(0&#39;058 inch).

Pu}7a.�When the maggot of the fruit �y changes into the pupa l I:
it contracts in length, and its skin becomes the covering of the insect 4

The pupa is at �rst dark-coloured, and the principal
segments of the body�eleven in iiuinber�may be recognised by lateral ..

It is cylindrical in shape, rounded at the end, correspond- 7;
ing to the head of the larva, and slightly truncated at the other.
After a time, a.s the contained insect increases in size, the surface of

It measures 0&#39;l�75 inch in length, and

in this phase.

convexities.

the pupa becomes smooth.
&#39;09inch in breadth.

The Fly/, _f22722ale.�MaXillary palps, rather swollen at their base,
light brown, clothed with minute appressed hairs, and a few larger -
erect ones. Clypeus broadly triangular with fore border shallowly
excavated; elevated along the middle line especiallv anteriorly, and
sloping away on either side from the ridge thus formed; a shallow
groove for the insertion of the antenna within each lateral margin;
colour wax-yellow, glistening; a large black spot on either side. Front _
of even breadth, shallowly excavated from side to side; an ill-de�ned
dark brown spot in the centre, three short dark bristles along each
lateral border. Vertex with the ocelli included in a dark brown spot,
four stout backwardly directed bristles in pairs on each side of ocelli�
one of each pair being on a lower level than the other; �ve minute
black hairs in a transverse line immediately behind each eye. Eyes
large, brown. Antennae reddish yellow; the third joint long; dark
brown on external surface ; bristles arising from near the base. Thorax
with mesothoracic scutum and scutellum orange brown with two light,
indistinct, scarcely separate, longitudinal mesial bands; metathoracic
scutum light yellow, scutellum (or hinder slope) brown with two dark
brown longitudinal parallel bands.

surface clothed with a greyish pubescence of minute appressed hairs;
a tuft of longer white hairs at each anterior angle; numerous brown
bristles arranged as follows�four anteriorly directed on front border�
of thorax, three (two of which are within the yellow patch) in front of &#39;
origin of wings, six backwardly directed on hind border of mesothoracic - V
scutellum, two baekwardly directed on hind border, and two anteriorly
directed on lateral angles of metathoracic scutellum. Wings with two
light brown stripes-� (1) oecupyingthe costal, marginal and inner half
of the �rst basal cell, and extending along the marginal vein nearly to
the fourth longitudinal ; (2) occupying the third basal cell, and inner )5
side of third posterior cell. Remainder of wing, uncoloured, with
iridescent re�ections. Costal vein, �rst loiigitudinal and second longi- Ti
tudinal strongly setigerous; other veins and membrane with short

, hairs more numerous on coloured portions of membrane.
light yellow, spatula shaped. Legs brownish yellow, tibiae in some
specimens suffused with red brown; clothed with hairs, those on the �
femora being longer and less dense than on other joints, tibiae with

The scapulars of mesothoracic ,,
scutum, or protlioraeic epimera, the mesothoracic epimera, a longi-_ ;_&#39;
tudinal stripe above the insertion of each wing, metathoracic parapleura.
(in other words the anterior lateral angles, a transverse suturally three
divided patch in front and below wings, a two divided patch behind�
wings, and a stripe over each of these) shining light yellow. Upper
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- sinall striated spines at their extremites, most numerous on fore and
least numefous on hind limbs ; a long stout spur also at end of middle
tibiae ; the �rst to fourth joints of tarsi armed beneath with small stout
dark-coloured terminal spines. Abdomen (in female) ovate pointed,
and somewhat acuminate, third, fourth, and �fth progressively, in-
creasing in length and diminishing in width, clothed with very short
appressed greyish pubescence ; second segment, with a light brownish
. yellow band encircling it behind, the anterior portion being brown,
darker in the middle. Ovipositor long, the terminal pointed portion
measures nearly T16� inch (&#39;0489�), and enclosed within the sixth and
seventh abdominal segments, and usually exserted only to the extent
of four thousandths of an inch, though when fully extended it may
with the last abdominal segments reach a length of rather more than
315 inch. The sheath enclosing the ovipositor proper, is lined with
raised scales placed side by side in oblique rows in a tesellated manner.
The exserted portion has a group of four outwardly directed stout hairs
at its base, which hinder the ovipostor from being completely retracted,
and the oviduct which is contracted opposite the origin of these hairs
has a bulbous enlargement beyond them. Total length about T33 inch
(�Z92 in.). Expanse of wings rather more than �§:-inch, (�.546 in. to
&#39;565 in.).

The Male is recognised by its less robust form, its abdomen being
obtuse instead of pointed, and by the presence of a group of black
bristles on each lateral margin of the third abdominal segment. In
other respects it resembles the female.

Habz&#39;ts.�The �y may usually be seen on a tree when the fruit is
commencing to ripen, or when the latter has already passed this stage,
and, having fallen, lies rotten on the ground beneath its branches.
When settled it will be observed moving restlessly about exploring
different bodies, especially the surface of maturing fruit, and when so
occupied, thougli small, it is a very conspicuous object with its bright
yellow markings and blue-green eyes. Usually its wings are directed
backwards with the fore borders making an angle with the body, but
ever and anon these are brought suddenly forward, retained in this
position and quivered meanwhile. When disturbed it �ies off quickly,
but immediately alights again at no great distance off. VV hen on a
fruit it will be seen to examine with its protruded tongue different
parts of the rind, especially those in the neighbourhood of any wound
or injury which the fruit may have already received ; if it is a peach
especial attention is paid to the place of attachment to the stem or to
the lateral depression. On careful observation, too, the female insect
may be noticed to insert the exserted tip of its ovipositor into the fruit
at one or other of these spots. The question then arises�at how early
a stage in the growth of any fruit is it liable to receive the eggs of the
fruit �y? This point, in the case of peaches, has been settled by Mr.
Gr, Searle, who writes :�

� In 1875, in order to determine when the �y deposited its eggs in the
fruit, I procured a quantity of book muslin, which I used in covering fruiting
twigs on a peach tree, the fruit of which, I was told, was always maggoty�it
Was a rather late Slipstone. The �rst I covered was before the opening of
all but one �ower; the second just as the fruit. was well set; the third, when
the fruit had obtained the size of �lberts; the fourth, just after the stone
had formed; the �fth when the fruit was just beginning to lose its woody
taste; the sixth and last, just as the fruit was ripening. On all the twigs
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covered there was more than one fruit, except that covered first, on which
there was one only; and all, except If/ac last two covered, _r1pened without i,
being maggoty. The �fth covered had only two maggots in it, but the last ;-"
covered was as bad as any on the tree, as was concluded from an examination
of six which were picked haphazard from different parts, and placed in a jar
until the maggots with which they were infested had become adult insects.� if

We �nd, too, that other fruit also is liable to be attacked thus 5
early�even before it has reached its full size, and especially is this the
case with apples. This was very evident from the appearance pre-
sented by som.e of this fruit which had been infected by the Fruit Fly,
and which we examined at Ballard�s Camp. These apples had grown , &#39;5.
subsequent to their having been attacked, although this increase in __
size was evidently arrested at the immediate spots which were the site I
where the injuries had been in�icted. It thus often happened that the
surface of the apple was dis�gured by numerous shallow depressions; �
and, when these were restricted to any extent on one face of the fruit,
this, owing to growth subsequent to the injury, presented a character- -j
istie unsymmetrical appearance. It may also occasionally happen when
the fruit is attacked thus early that the development of the maggot f,
itself is arrested, since it cannot by its presence, during the progress
of vigorous growth, determine those changes, analogous to decay, E
through which alone its movement from one part of the fruit to the "
other becomes possible, Thus, on cutting through an unripe apple, i
and especially a quince, dark markings may be noticed, from the
occurrence of which, and from their character also, one might be led to
infer the presence of the Fruit Fly maggot, although this cannot either
be observed at the time or the �y itself be subsequently bred from
the fruit. On the other hand, repeated observation has established
the fact that fruit is always liable to be attacked by the Tephritis as
long as it will hang on the tree, and previous to processes of decay
having supervened.

The egg can be inserted by the female insect some way into the ,
substance of the fruit, and this the �y is enabled to do by means of T
its sharp and long ovipositor, although it does not appear whether ,
the function of the stout erect bristles on either side near the termi- E�
nation of that organ is to limit the extent of its insertion, or to.
facilitate it by fretting away the walls of the perforation. The
number of eggs laid by a single �y has not been ascertained, although
it is nearly certain that only a single one is deposited in each perfora-&#39; 7;,
tion. Several �ies may visit the same fruit for the_ purpose of ;
oviposition. The number of eggs laid in a single fruit may be estimated -.~�-
from that of the maggots which it subsequently contains. This in ;
some measure is related to the size of the fruit itself; thus We have� &#39;,
found as many as seventeen in a shaddock (and Mr. Searle states that
he obtained an average of thirteen from three large peaches), whilst"
plums contain often but a single maggot apiece. In apples we have �i
noticed from two to nine; in pears from one to nine; and in peaches
from one to seven or more. The maggots are active little creatures 9
both when in the fruit and after that they have been removed from it.�
Extending their heads through the decaying substance of the tissue
they quickly draw their bodies along through it. VVhen removed it ,1
will be observed that they can climb with facility up a perpendicular ~
surface, provided that it is moist. They can travel over a plain surface
by crawling� at the rate of about six inches per minute, but when,_ I
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however, they adopt the method of leaping, they can cover four and
a-half inches at a single bound. They are also able to work their way
into any friable substance, such as ordinary soil. W&#39;hen fully
developed they invariably leave the fruit, as we have found from quite
anumber of experiments; and so general is this habit, that the move-
ment is not necessarily determined by the proximity of a substance
in which the subsequent changes of the insect can be suitably under-
gone. They will thus then leave the fruit and drop into pure water,
and so great is their vitality they will bear immersion in this for
upwards of an hour without being permanently injured. In the case
of a fruit which�--like the Royal George peach��hangs long on the
tree, they will even leave it whilst it is still in this position. On falling
to the ground they immediately commence to bury themselves in the
soil, provided it is soft enough to enable them to effect this purpose.
This they do to the depth of quite an inch.�* Should the soil be too
hard, or in the event of their having alighted on a piece of sacking or
wood,they nevertheless undergo their further changes in these unusual
situations, even as if they had buirowed in the earth. The maggot
changes into a small oblong pupa, and from this, after a longer or
shorter period, emerges the adult �y. The time occupied in these
changes varies according to the degree of temperature and also other
circumstances. Increase of temperature hastens metamorphosis of
larvae in the pupae and also of the latter into the adult insect, agreeable
to the experience of J. Davison.*}&#39; The amount and degree and
saccharinity of the food also has some in�uence� in determining the
time spent in the larval condition. The completion of the full growth
of the adult �y happens about forty days from the deposition of the
egg, and from the time the maggot is fully matured to the appearance
of the �y from �fteen to twenty days must elapse. It is possible,
however, that during the heat of summer still less time is occupied by
the different changes which the insect undergoes.

The number of generations born during a single summer is no
doubt several, for the �ies attack one fruit after another, as these
succeed each other, until �nally they infect the orange, which serves
them until the commencement of the winter hibernation of the pupae,
which takes place in the ground. During the time occupied in this
last phase of existence, they are not only subject to the attacks of
carnivorus beetles, and other predaeeous insects�as they are also
during the summer after they have left the fruit upon which they have
been feeding, but they also fall victims to the cold since the pupae
cannot tolerate a low degree of temperature. It thus happens, that
after a season in which the �ies have been especially prevalent, the
following spring may be almost free from them ; and especially is this
so when also they become prematurely hatched, and cannot, therefore,
meet with a suitable nidus in which to lay their eggs. 011 the other
hand, a season in which they are so few that their depredations are
scarcely noticed, may, owing to the suspension of the above causes

"� These facts can with facility be observed when the insect is bred in con�nement,
and are the outcome of many experiments. Two samples also of soil which were
taken at Toowoomba from beneath trees, the infected fruit of which was allowed
to lie on the ground, were found to contain pupae of the fruit �y, specimens of the
latter being hatched out of them. Mr. Gr. Searle has also made similar observations,

1&#39; �On the In�uence of Conditions on the Metamorphosis of the Blow Fly,�
Journ. Anat. and Phys. xix., 1885, pp. 150-165. _



" operating to check their numbers, be followed by one in which thg
survivors easily make their presence felt, and their unhindered increase �I
by a ratio which is the measure of their individual proli�cness,
according to the laws of geometrical progression, is all that is required
to create a formidable pest for the ensuing months of the fruit season,

The part, if any, which native fruits play in propogating the 5;
Tephritis has not been ascertained by us, and our efforts to breed the
insect from indigenous oranges have not been met with a shadow even L;
of success. Mr. G. Searle, of Toowoomba, however, informs me that
� he has a large Moreton Bay Fig (Ficus macrophylla) growing close
to the end of his house, and that having examined several of the �gs 1
as they ripened lately (z&#39;.e., in February, 1887), he had found them

77all maggoty. From the context which accompanies these remarks, "
it appears that Mr. Searle regarded these insects which ��ected the �
�gs as being identical with the grubs of the Fruit Fly, although we are �
not aware that he had established this identity by actual breeding.
Until we are assured of his having done so, we are disposed to question 9
his inference, seeing that (1) the fruit of �g-trees is habitually addicted
to the presence of other dipterous insects, the larvae of which might be
perhaps mistaken for those of the Fruit Fly proper, and (2) no case of
any variety of cultivated �g infested with the maggots of the Tephritis
has been brought under our notice, either during our stay at Toowoomba i~
or on any other occasion. It might be a pro�table speculation, this in-
Vestigation��the early source of the relation between the Tephritis and
our cultivated fruits--had we positive information of its being associated
with the native fruits of the scrub ; but until we have, we will refrain
from entering upon such a subject.

H2&#39;sto7&#39;_2/ of its Occurrence in 1/ze Dz&#39;sfrz&#39;ct.��Mr. Bushnell, of Isaac
Street, Toowoomba, stated that since 1653 he had been resident in this
district, and during the whole period of his stay the Fruit Fly had
done him more or less injury. The wife of Mr. Down, of Box Vale,
Growrie Junction, a settler who has long been interested in horticultural
pursuits, informed us that when, thirty years ago, she �rst visited
Growrie, she made arrangements to take with her on her return home
some peaches, and was only frustrated in her intention by the discovery
on opening the box containing the fruit that each peach was infested mg
with maggots. On the other hand, Mr. Heissle of the Middle Ridge, j_
a fruit grower who has resided in the district for twenty-six years,
stated that previous to the last twelve years no � maggots� were [j
observed, and that owing to immunity from the attacks of the Fruit 9*
Fly, it was then possible to keep fruit as long as was permitted by the
ordinary circumstances which induce decay, and pears especially could
be kept then from one season to another. Moreover, wet springs and
mild winters occurred formerly quite as frequently as now.* But in
again, Mr. Gr. Searle, of Rosehill Gardens, although not referring to
the immediate neighbourhood of Toowoomba, states that in 1869 not ii
only were the stone fruits destroyed by the Fruit Fly, but even the r
guavas also. We may, therefore, conclude that the Tephritis has been
known as a pest on the Darling Downs ever since fruit has been grown
there; but that, as Mr. H. Grorinan, of Crone street, Toowoomba, also *
stated, it has only been within the last few years that this pest has been

* Mr. Heissle has, however, since modi�ed this statement, for he did not�
intend to imply that the district was then entirely free from this pest.
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1 so generally prevalent that its depredations have formed a subject of &#39;
common complaint. Again, the probability of the Fruit Fly extending
its ravages into districts where it has not previously occurred must be
taken into consideration. As an instance of this, we may state a fact
related by Mr. J. Porter, of Toowoomba, that at the Macintyre Brook
Station (Maclntyre River, New South Wales), certainly no maggots
occurred in peaches grown there twenty years since, whereas this fruit
is now as much subject to the attacks of the Fruit Fly there as else-
where.

In�uence of Season on its 0eem°rence.�The fruit-growers of the
Toowoomba district, guided by a common experience, are unanimous
_in their statement that a mild winter followed by a wet spring are
the conditions favourable for the development of the Fruit Fly in such
numbers as! to become a formidable pest, and that, on the other hand,
they have little to fear for the safety of their fruit crops when the
winter has been severe and a dry spring succeeds it. On reference to
a special report by Mr. G. Searle to us on the Fruit Fly, we �nd that
when dealing with the specially prevalent occurrence of this pest in
1884: and 1885, he mentions the fact that in the season preceding�z&#39;.e.,
1883-4:, and in that following�z&#39;.e., 1885-6, the fruit was generally good,
and suggests, as the only reason he can allege for this immunity
during these two seasons�in the latter case the occurrence of severe
frosts in Jul and August, 1885�the most severe of any known in
the district fl» very many years; and in the former, the preceding
dry winter and spring. In a similar way the bad season for the fruit
of 1882-3 was ushered in by a rainfall in October, amounting to six or
seven inches, and afterwards in December a good share of rain also
fell. Again, on the subject of the bad season of 1884-5, Mr. Bushnell
stated that during 1884: it had been dry up to Christmas, and that
until the commencement of the new year the fruit was free from the
maggot; but that afterwards by reason of wet and stormy weather,
which began on the 3rd January, 1885, and the supervening warm
days, he lost nearly all his fruit in three weeks. So, too, Mr. Heissle,
of Middle Ridge, intimated that he regarded a mild winter as very
conducive to subsequent attacks on the fruit by the maggot, and
remarked that during the winter preceding the had fruit season
1886-7, only three frosty nights were experienced, whereas a few years
back it was a very ordinary occurrence to �nd the trees during winter
quite cut back by reason of their severity. It will be remarked on
examining Mr. Bushnell�s testimony that he is of opinion that the
character of the weather immediately preceding the time of fruiting
has some in�uence in determining the freedom of fruit crops from
the attacks of maggots. Mr. H. Hyer, of Crone street, too, stated as
his experience that if two weeks of dry weather occurred just prior
to the time of trees fruiting no maggots would be subsequently met
With. The explanation of these facts seems to be that a mild winter is
favourable to the survival of insects, in whatever stage they happen to
be, which a severe one would interfere with; that a moist spring
conduces to their being hatched from the pupae ; and that wet weather,

- by renderi_ng the fruit succulent, causes it, when subject to the presence
of the maggots, to undergo more readily those changes consequent on
the injuries which these insects inflict, and which their proper alimen-
tation and life involves. In a similar manner in the absence of these
circumstances each of these events is hindered in its accomplishment.
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In�uence of nature and conditiovz of soil on its occm&#39;rence.-�Fromi:
our observations, both in the �eld and the laboratory, it would appear j
that the nature of the soil�z&#39;.e., its mechanical constitution and chemical ;{
composition, has little in�uence on the presence of the Fruit Fly._.
And this is especially the case when there is reason to think that the
brood, or a great part of it, affecting a particular tree or. orchard has
been immediately derived from a distant source of infection. When,
however, this is not so, there is little doubt that a heavy, clayey soil,,- 3�
which has previously been trodden down, does to a great exten. *2
diminish the virulence of any subsequent attack on the fruit of a tree.
growing with such surroundings, for the maggot does then, after?�
quitting the fruit, �nd greater difficulty in effecting an entrance withi
the ground than when the soil surrounding the tree is both loose up,
friable and so easy to burrow into ; and the insect being so placed 5
either hindered in completing its transformations, and, consequently, -
dies; or, if it does develop into the pupal condition, its position at or
nearer the surface than it would otherwise be affords unusual.. Q
opportunities for the onslaught of those enemies which naturally prey
upon the Tcphritis in its earlier phases��the numerous geodophagous
beetles amongst insects _and poultry amongst birds. As bearing on
these conclusions, the following cases may be cited :-- ;.
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(1). Adjoining one of Mr. Roessler�s cultivations at Toowoomba. Jl
there is a small paddock, of about one acre in extent, in grass, with a
few fruit trees growing here and there in it. Stock are constantly�
feeding in this enclosure, and as a consequence the ground of the
p&#39;addoek ,gets well trodden upon and is hard. The adjacent Mculti-&#39; 4�
vation, on the other hand, being well tilled, the soil of it is accord;-.
ingly very loose. Now, the fruit in the latter proves to be very much»
affected by maggots, whilst that produced in the small paddock is

3�. 2.�

comparatively free. These facts were mentioned to us bv Mr. Roessler
himself, and their explanation seems to be that the inimunity of the 3
fruit from attack in o11e case was occasioned by the circumstance of the .3-
ground being too hard for the maggots to effect a lodgment in it_�=
during the preceding winter, whilst 111 the other the state of things
existing was favourable to this action on their part. As an alternative ,3.
explanation it was suggested to us that the high cultivation in the
latter instance by rendering the fruit juicy and soft had caused �the A
�ies to visit it in preference to that on the neglected trees which did�
not possess these characters. ;&#39;

(2.) At Mr. Hartmann�s nursery, a peach tree growing near the};-
house, on quite hard ground was pointed out as one whose fruit was
not, during the season 1886-7, infested by the maggot, although other�:
each trees growing at only a short distance away were by no meansfree from its presence. In this case we have hard, comparatively

impenetrable ground, an indifferent non-succulent fruit, and also the}-7
presence of fowls to destroy the fallen fruit of previous seasons,
as facts in accounting for the absence of the Fruit Fly. if�

It is the general opinion in the district that cultivation has no.3
in�uence in protecting trees from the visitations of these pests, nerd
have our observations led us to come to any other conclusion. The}:
same may be said of neglect of cultivation, but in this case we have the:
additional loss due to the fact that the fruit saved is of an inferior
quality only.
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&#39; Range of ocem-rence.�At Kiama, to the south of Sydney, grubs
imilar to those of the Tephritis were noticed in the peaches raised

&#39;there by Mr. Bushnell, as he informs us, as ea-rlv as 1853. And Mr.
MacStay, another resident of Toowoomba, whd formerly had much
experience as a horticulturist in the parent colony, stated that if
much rain was about, the fruit growing in the gardens in the district
of Sydney was not worth gathering, owing to the extent to which it
would be infested by the Fruit Fly maggot under this circumstance.ggain, there is reason for believing that an insect �which has been
estructive amongst the apples in some of the orchards in the colony

. of New South Wales,� and which the secretary of the Fruit Growers�
. ion, in a letter, dated 2nd April, 1887, from Parramatta, described

f�a small grub which penetrates the fruit,� is not �the �codlin
moth� which it is believed to be,� but is rather the maggot of the
Fruit Fly. Its occurrence in the northern districts of New South
Wales has been well ascertained, and it infests peaches there as far
west �as the McIntyre River, according to the evidence of Mr. J.
Porter, of Toowoomba. It is very prevalent in peaches grown at
Brisbane, and during this last season, 1886-7, was very destructive
to this fruit as far west as both Roma and Surat. Its northern
range has not been ascertained, and although Mr. VV. T. Grant,
recently residing at N eams, Ingham, states concerning a single peach
tree growing at Macknade, on the Herbert River, that �it never
ripened peaches owing to the presence of maggots.� His statement

V does not necessarily imply the existence of the Typhritis �y, in this
instance of injured fruit; and his other remarks rather pointed td

&#39; -"the presence of another insect pest affecting peaches in that district.
5 
     
     Remedies.

To protect fruit from attack when �ze �y is abouz�.�-For this
purpose we would suggest that the following methods be tested,

V which have for their object (a) the destruction of the adult insect,
and (1)) the repulsion of it from fruit-laden trees :�

(a) A �y poison to be placed i11 such situations as the insects
are known to frequent, and especially in proximity to ripening
fruit. In preparing such a substance, take % ounce of quassia in
small chips, and boil it for some time in sui�cient water to eventually
produce 1 pint of infusion. To this add 4: ounces of treacle or
molasses, and stir well the mixture. This substance might be smeared

_ on plates, �at dishes, or similar bodies, and being eaten, the narcotic
�y-poison q -_ ssia will make its presence felt.In ordeigto render this mixture still further attractive, some fruit

&#39;. essence might be added to it, and there are several of these which are
well known to the confectioner�s art. For it is well ascertained that
�ies are attracted to substances, which they visit either for supply of

. food or as situations in which to deposit their eggs, chie�y by the aroma
which these substances exhale, and through direction of the sense of
smell; and inasmuch as this is the case, the feasibility of attracting

� I� them to bodies for the purposes mentioned, but which are not suitable
for these purposes, exists. This might have been concluded from the
well ascertained fact that, �esh-eating �ies, attracted by the foetid
odour exhaled by the �owers of Arum dracunculus visit that plant,
and, still undeceived, deposit their eggs upon it in a similar manner

E
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toiiwhat would happen in the event of its being a piece of putrescentl�?
meat. Whether the risk of killing bees would be incurred bythis 5"
method can alone be ascertained by experiment. � y;

(6) To repel the �y from fruit which it may seek to attack, �A
advantage may be taken of the fact that many odours appear to be &#39;�
highly objectionable to insects. This is so in the case of tallow, which �f
is known to be repugnant to many beetles which live on other animal
matter; and in that of the vapours of coal-tar, wood-tar, and W, ;
similar bodies which are equally deterrent to these and other pests.- &#39;f.�."�
quote an instance of the value which resides in the latter substance,
from the possession of this quality, we may be permitted to allude to�;
the following practice, and which as it refers to the attack
dipterous insect it is not altogether inapropos, in vogue amongs 2�
employés of the Hudson�s Bay Company to protect their dorrkasticated **
animals from � the black �y,� so troublesome in the northern?
woods of America :-� &#39;2.

�A quantity of coal-tar is placed in the bottom of a lirge�hllow L3"
receptacle of some sort, and a smal quantity of oil of 1ar or oil of turpen- _;
tine, or any similar material is stirred in. The receptacle is then �lled with 1*
water, which is left standing for several days until well impregnated
with the odour, and the animals are then washed with this water as often as�
it seems necessary.��*" &#39;1� .

We would therefore suggest the adoption of a plan which has v_;
for its object the maintaining, during the whole time that the fruit 7.
tree is liable to the attack of the Tephritis, the presence of som

. �oisome odour amongst its foliage. For this purpose we  .,
hen, that lumps of tow, which have been previously soaked in� c:_. -. .  ;

or coal-tar, should be suspended amongst its branches. Faili
advantage might be taken of the antipathy which many insects ave
for vinegar�r

(c) The practice of using �Fly Nets� to protect the face from
the visitation of flies suggests the possibility of a simple thread-net,
having meshes of much larger dimensions than would admit of the
passage of a Fruit Fly, being of service in protecting the crops of fruit
trees from the attacks of these pests. At the commencement of the
�rst volume of the �Transactions of the Entomological Society of
London � we are informed of �A mode practised in Italy of excluding ,5
the common House Fly from Apartments,� which consists in extending
across open windows a thread-net with meshes an inch or more in
diameter, or merely extending threads at intervals from one sideof the

&#39;:-�1 
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�� Report of Commissioner of Agriculture, Washington, 1884, p. 345.
1&#39; According to information emanating from the Imperial Society of Practical �

Horticulture of the Rhone, and from the School of Arboriculture of the Pare de,la
Fete d�Or at Lyons, the mere odour of vinegar is enough to drive away, and in
some cases even to destroy, those insects which deposit their eggs in blossoms of
fruit trees�insects which are accountable for very great losses. As the result of
experiments undertaken by the director of the above school as long ago as 1865-it
was found that fruit trees treated with diluted vinegar Were covered with fruit, �7
while those to which the acidulated water was not applied bore scarcely any.
�The mixture recommended consists of one part of vinegar to nine of Water 3
(but as French vinegar is very strong, perhaps the amount of Water should be-s;
less when English vinegar is used). VVhen the liquids are well mixed the solution �
is to be sprinkled over the �ower-buds by means of a garden encrinzg or; .. �_°�,:;li
With this statement before them our fruit growers will have Ono
devising an experiment to test whether vinegar has or has not any in�u�pcer
repelling the Fruit Fly. . E
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� �re or by feeding pigs upon it, and in the latter event, preferaW�?

6?
window-frame to the other. It is essential, however, that the light
«enter the room on one side of it only, for if there be a through light
either from an opposite or side window the �ies pass through� the net
without scruple.� In fact, as we are reminded, the residents of
Florence and other Italian cities merely adapt a method which the
Egyptians, according to Herodotus (and. Book ii., Cap. 95), employed
in warding off the attacks of mosquitoes�-viz., that of sleeping under

. saver of the wide-meshed amphiblestron or casting-net, which served;
during the day for the capture of �sh.

2. To obtain 2?mmm22&#39;t_2/ from the attacks of the for succeecling
s.��Any remedy which may be suggested with this end in view
t take into consideration the facts, previously though only partly

_ orb

 forth, concerning the habits and life history of the insect, and we
insist din this very obvious requirement seeing that plans have not only
been suggested in the Press, but contended for also, which, through
iiot-icomplying with it, are of a most ridiculous nature, though in the
ca of other insects having habits very di�erent from those of the
Fruit Fly, they might be commendable enough.

We therefore recommend as follows :�

(1.) The fruit should be gathered as soon as it shows unmistakable
evidence of being infested by the Fruit Fly, and at th&#39;é�saine time any
fallen fruit should be gathered up; or if the fruit is left still
hanging on the tree whatever does drop should be quickly collected.Without delay the material thus obtained should be destroyed either 
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having been �rst boiled. ,
2.) Fowls, and ducks especially, should be allowed to feed under

s &#39;.
«&#39;

zhififégted trees.
Some caustic substance should be placed immediately under

the trees to receive the infested fruit, and into which the maggots
might crawl after having quitted the latter. We should give the pre-
ference for this purpose to any material which might become a
fertilizing agent, and which possessed an odour which of itself would
serve to repel the adult insect from an orchard. The �spent� lime,
which remains after the puri�cation of coal gas bv the use of slacked
lime, appears to be most suitable for this object. This substance,
usually known as � gas lime,� is generally regarded by manufacturers 1

0&#39;as a waste product,* and has the advantage of being adapted for fer-
tilising purposes, to a greater extent than would otherwise be the case,
after it has been exposed for some time to atmospheric agencies. A
depth of two inches beneath any fruit tree would be sufficient to
achieve the object sought to be accomplished, and after it has served
its purpose the gas lime should then be dug in. (Vial. �Woolly
Aphis,� p. 36). _ _

In suggesting these remedies we would point out that, in view of
the fact that (1) the extent to which this post makes its presence
felt is largely connected with the prevalence or not of_ certain
meteorological..conditions, this being so much the ca.se that in some

" Gas lime, according to Messrs. A. Mayors and F. Clausnitzer�s Analysis (Itied.
i r, 1882, 852), contains water, 301 the following salts in the proportions

&#39;�,i�oned, viz., calcium hydroxide 32&#39;6, carbonate 17&#39;5, sulphate and sulpliite
� ; sulphide traces; thyocyanate traces; and ammonia 0&#39;01. Total 1004.
0(ggtrn. Chem. Soc. xliv., 1883, p. 506.)
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seasons, even those which have succeeded to one in which the �y
has been very destructive, fruit obtains an almost complete immunity
from it, and (2) since there is reason to think that a supply will
always be kept up from native sources alone�z&#39;.e., from the imperfect
Wild fruits of the scrubs of the district, to perpetuate the existence of
the pest; the best result will accrue to fruit growers from the
adoption of a method which will repel the Tephritis from the fruit
itself. And this will especially be the case when any plan adopted for
the destruction of the insect is not generally acted upon throughout &#39;
the district, and fruit trees here and there unattended to exist as�
centres for general infection. Again, the_destruction of the maggot
of the Fruit Fly out of consideration of the safety of other fruifs,
whether of the same kind or not, whose season of maturation has not
yet arrived, will be attended by the best results or will alone be
bene�cial when taken in hand early in the season on the �rst symptom
of the. recurrence of the pest; and it is even worth consideration,
though we are not for the practice, whether it would not be admnl.-.
tageous to sacri�ce the whole crop of early fruit and so allow these
�ies which have arisen from their winter sleep in the ground--and
this probably happens within a few days simultaneously throughout
the whole district-to perish without having had an opportunity of
propagating their kind�no suitable nidus existing in which to place
their eggs. But we would insist on destructive measures being generally
adopted, if at all; for in favourable seasons, so rapid is the develop-
ment of the insect, a few infested and neglected trees, or even the
existence of a few individuals here and there will suffice to distribute
the Tephritis through an entire district. This is the explanatidn�of
the common opinion that in one season there are no Fruit Flies,
whilst in the succeeding one they are especially prevalent; for their
absence is not an absolute one, and they are present, but not so
numerously so for the fact to form a subject of comment.

N 0&#39;_rE.�The introduction of American evaporators into the district,
and the production by their agency of that quality of dried fruit which
is white, or still retains much of its original colour, would, by supplying
an article of commerce, which is in great demand in other countries
where it has a high marketable value, doubtless help to diminish the
losses which might otherwise accrue to fruit growers through the
injuries occasioned by this pest. For although fruit, when once
infested by the Tephritis, may generally be abandoned ; in those cases,
however, in which the maggot has not arrived at its full growth, and
when therefore the greater part of the tissue is as yet sound and
wholesome, the fruit is still available for drying, since any injured
parts may, with little additional labour, be easily separated whilst
the pairing process is being conducted, a11d prior to the fruit being
admitted into the evaporator.

Other szqyqesfions.-�A good proportion of the. ill effect due to the �
Fruit Fly might be obviated by having regard to the proper time at
which to gather the fruit. Experience at Toowoombagtaught us that
fruit-growers there seldom sought a market for their fruit until it was
ripe, when they proceeded to gather it in. Witli regard to most fruits,
it is a well ascertained fact that no colouring or organic matter enters
them after they are full grown�. A well-known writer on the subject
justly inquires, � What result, then, can be attained by leaving fruit on
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the trees after it ceases to grow, whether it is full or under-sized ?
The only advanta.ge possible is the mellowin g of the fruit so- that it may
become more palatable.� Now this mellowing, and the ripening also
of the fruit, takes place more rapidly after it has been gathered and
placed within doors, though the processes on which these results depend
are hastened or retarded in their operation according as the temperature
to which the fruit is exposed is lowered or raised. The temperature to
which the fruit is subjected when within doors is more equable than that

� it would experience if left to hang on the tree, and so the process of
ripening proceeds with greater regularity. Early gathering also serves
nqt only to retain the much-admired blush of the fruit, but its colour
after the fruit is gathered is heightened even when it is kept in absolute
darkness. Further than this, early gathered fruit has the better
keeping quality. Fruit should never be allowed to hang on the tree as
long as it will, for many fruits will remain on beyond the time when
they are �t to gather. Pip fruit should be gathered, if pears, when the
stem parts easily from the fruiting spur, and others when the centre of
the fruit is dry, and the seed has become a brown colour, rather than
leave it until the pips have changed from brown to black. It has been
concluded that in the case of several fruits the Fruit Fly only attacks
them when the �rst stage in the ripening process has commenced�when
the starch is changing to sugar, and the cohesion of the constituent
particles is rendered less pronounced. These statements, however,
though of general application, are not true in every case, and there are
some quinces which, unless left upon the tree until fully ripe, are
found� to be hard on cooking; but even in the case of the quince we
noticed at Toowoomba perfectly sound fruit, which had shed its pubes-
cence, still left hanging on the tree, it being at that time so mellow as
to attract �ies, and among them the Tephritis which was alighting
upon it.

Fruit Flies of analogous habits in other count7°2&#39;es.�Any facts
pertaining to the nature and habits of Fruit Flies in other countries
maybe expected to throw light on some of the obscure points con-
nected with the life history of the Queensland insect, and fruit-growers
here, too, may pro�t by the experiences of those who have elsewhere
studied these pests. We will consider, then, the several insects under
the names of the particular fruits to which they have been found to be
so injuriously related.

The Apple.�We are not aw are that the apple is attacked by any
Fruit Fly in Europe, but in the United States an insect closely related
to our Queensland �y is regarded as one of the pests of this fruit since
it eats into the pulp of the latter and causes it to decay. The following
facts relating to the Apple Maggot (the name by which it is known 111
America) are derived from a � Report on Miscellaneous Insects�
which forms part of the annual report of the Commissioner of
Agriculture, Washington, 1881-2. Professor J. H. Comstock therein
tates that the fruit �y injurious to apples there is a native American
insect which haf§&#39;develo])ed a taste for some varieties of apples 2--

� The apple maggot is a native American insect, which naturally feeds
on the different species of hawthorn ((�1~az�cegus) and upon crab apples. It is
probable that this insect occurs throughout the country wherever hawthorns
or-&#39; crab apples are found. Mr. Walsh observed it long ago as far west_ as
Illinois, and I have bred the adult insect from a species of Crataegus, growing
in the agricultural grounds at Washington.� �
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It Would appear that it has a predilection, or almost entirely
con�nes its operations to certain kinds of apples, and �is much more
apt to infest earlier apples than the winter varieties � It does not�
readily, in all cases �Where it _occurs on native �plants, extendnuits
operations to the cultivated fruit, and accordingly its ravages are not
everywhere experienced. Thus Mr. Comstock remarks: �Although
Mr. Walsh bred this insect from haws in Illinois twenty years ago, I
can. �nd no record of its infesting apples in that State. yet.� And
again, although I have observed it for several seasons in one of the
orchards of Cornell University, I have found it only in a few varieties
of fruit.� The ripest sweet or mellow sub-acid fruit apples are mostly
affected by this �y. The nature of the z&#39;njm~y occasioned by its maggot
is thus described: � This insect- . . . . bores tunnels in all directions
through the pulp of the fruit; frequently these tunnels enlarge into
cavities the size of a pea, and when several larvae are present in the
same apple it is honeyconibed so as to be rendered useless.� T
extent oftlze injury for which it is responsible may be gathered from I�
the following statements : � We have more to fear from this insect than
from any other that preys upon the apple in New Hampshire.� � It
is usually so abundant wherever it occurs that it destroys a large
proportion. of the fruit,� and � It will be seen at once that the injury
done by tl11s.pe.st is even more serious than that done by the Codlin
Moth.� This insect has been described under the designation of
Trypeta pomonella. The adult measures from one-�fth to a quarter
inch in length. It has a red head, with black eyes; a black thorax
(mid body) with white stripes and a white spot behind; a black
abdomen, having transverse silvery stripes above, and wings, Which,
otherwise clear, have four black crossbands. The characters presented
by the maggot and pupa of this insect somewhat resemble those
afforded by these earlier stages in growth of the Queensland insect.

As concerning remedies, Professor Comstock writes :��� The more prac- , ,;
ticablc way of lessening the lI1]U.I&#39;1eS caused by this post are the destruction -
of infested fruit promptly after its fall from the tree, and before the maggots
leave it to go into the ground to transform; and when the pest is very
abundant, the grafting of the trees into varieties less liable to be infested. In
such a case it might be well to leave one or two trees of early apples to serve�
as traps, and promptly destroy the fruit as it falls from them. If such fruit
could be enclosed, and sheep or pigs pastured under them, the success of the A 3;
trap would be assured.�*

C�lzem~_e/.-�Although Miss E. A. Ormerod in her interesting
� Manual of Injurious Insects" makes no mention of the fact of the
cherry being attacked by a fruit �y, this is undoubtedly the case, if not
in England at least in other European countries. Messrs. Kirby and
Spence state that the � Cherry-�y (Teplwitis cerasi) provides a habita-
tion for its maggot in the fruit (cherry), which it invariably spoils.�1&#39;
Bach has given some account of the habits and natural history of this
insect, otherwise known as Spilogmplza cerasi (Linn.). From this it ,
appears that in Germany, towards the end of May, the female lays her
eggs in the cherries byinserting her ovipositor near the peduncle. The
larva, when hatched, eats obliquely in towards the stone. When full�
grown the larva quits its cherry by the same passage, falls to the
ground, and changes to the pupa at a depth of about an inch beneath

* Op. cit. p. 198.
1- � An Introduction to Entomology.��-V01. i., p. 198.
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the surface. _The remedies recommended for destroying this insect
are deep digging of the ground under the trees in the spring, or pouring

- acid or other corrosive �uids upon the damaged fruit after the latter
has been gathered.*

0rcm_qe.1&#39;��Latreille Writing in 1816 on Tephritis remarks: �The
colonists of Mauritius are scarcely able to obtain any sound and
perfectly ripe citrons, in consequence of the extreme multiplicity of
a dipterous insect of the same subgenus which deposits its eggs in this
fruit.� I This passage is repeated, with scarcely any modi�cation, in an
English translation of the Work from which this quotation is derived.§

J. 0. Westwood, the editor of the entomological portion of the
Wofklast referred to,.furtl1er tells us that, �A small but beautiful
allied insect has been described in detail by Mr. Macleay (Zool. Il., No.
16,18) under the name of Ceratitis citriperda, the larvae of which feeds
upon the pulp of ripe oranges. The male is remarkable for possessing
two minute clavate �laments on the crown of the head.�

N 0 copy of the Zoological Illustrations is available, and so this
memoir of W. S. Macleay cannot be referred to. However, in the
Zoological Journal, Vol. iv., Art. lx., pp. 475-482, there is a letter from
the same authority to Vigors, on a �Notice of Ceratitis citriperda, an
Insect very destructive to Oranges.� Macleay remarks that of the
quantity of oranges imported from the Azores, about two-thirds only
are generally of use, and that sometimes whole cargoes arrive in a
state of decay. The soundness of the oranges, moreover, varied with
the season, and even with the year, and there was reason, from this and
other considerations, to conclude that the mischief originated from
the oranges being unsound when shipped. This decay of the St.
Michael oranges was during the end of their season�namely, during
the months of M arch, April and May���aecompanied by the presence of
the larvae of a small �y, specimens of which could be bred from the
larvae to bu found in almost every one of the damaged oranges retailed
by the barrow-women in London during hlay. The original puncture
of the ovipositor of a �y remained visible in the centre of the soft part
of the rind, and thus was a proof aiforded that the maggot was the
cause of the decay. Macleay communicated with M. Cattoire, whose
statement is quoted by Latreille, and so obtained a specimen of a �y
which in the Mauritius had been reported, as we have seen, to inyure
the fruit of the eitron, or, rather, as he then learnt, that of the orange,
and he was led to remark how slight was the difference between it and
the �y derived from St. Michael oranges�the former being scarcely
more than a variety of the latter.

* �Verhandlungen des Naturhistorischen Vereins der preussischen Rheinlande
und Westpha1en.� Bonn, 1868. Corr. bl., p. 58.

1&#39; Examples of the Queensland Fruit Fly, found attacking oranges, were sent,
in 1878, to the Colonial O�ice, and on 21st November, 1878, the Secretary of State
forwardeda despatch to the Governor, covering a letter from IV. T. Thistleton Dyer,
Assistant Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, communicating the substance of a
report by Mr. R. McLachlan, F.R.S. In the latter, Mr. l\IcLacl1lan states that � the
�y that attacks oranges is allied to, but probably distinct from, the genus C&#39;eratilz&#39;s
known as destructive to oranges in Madeira ��-Vidc Votes and P)&#39;0cce(li)l_qs, Queens-
land, 2nd Session 1879, vol. ii., p. 985.

I Cuvier�s � Regne Animal.� Paris, 1816, vol. iii., 1). 647. Trans.
§ Cuvier�s �Animal Kingdom.� Lond., 1810, p. 635. _
II �An Introduction to the Modern Classification of Insects.� Lond., 1839-40,

vol. ii., p. 573. . ,



Appearance of Infected O�range.��An infected orange,� writes ":
Macleay (Op. cit., p. 481), ��may be at once known by a greater or 1
less portion of its rind being withered, and showing evident symptdms L
of decay, in having lost its �rm consistency and texture, and in dving W
changed the usual brilliancy of its colour for an opaque and dull iilive
yellow. The size of this withered and discoloured spot must, of course,
in a great measure, depend on the havoc committed in the orange by �.4
the concealed-insect. VVhile, however, the �y is in its larva state, this ,
spot appears to vary from a space that might be covered with a sixpence T."
to one that might be covered with half-a-crown. In the centre we may�
perceive a small white ori�ce,.which is the puncture of the parent _ 3.
insect, and which in general may be distinguished with ease from the
ori�ce made by the larva previous to metamorphosis by a certain -.
whiteness of the sides, which appears to result from some mould or &#39;2
other vegetable of that nature. On opening such a fruit as has just
been described, we discover the whole space from the discoloured sppt V.
to the �ore to be in a state of perfect decay, the juice having disa.p- {fpeared, and the �bres being completely decomposed, and covered in a
greater or less degree with that blue and white mould which is usual in
decayed oranges. The rest of the orange is usually entire, but so
desiccated as most imperfectly to represent that pulpy substance, which Q
in a good St. Michael�s fruit is so replete with juice. It is revelling inthe decayed part of the orange that we �nd the larva of our �y, which,
when of su�icient maturity to emerge from it, undergoes its coarctate A,
metamorphosis outside the fruit.�

Mr. Macleay adds in a note that he has seen the mature �y also on
oranges at St. J ago and also at Funchal, and also that he has heard thét
a maggot infests the oranges in the �Test Indies.* The description of ..
this interesting insect is deferred, but there can be little doubt that it ;
differs from the insect with which we are more immediately concerned; 2
as we gather, (1) from the statement that the male �y �is most
remarkable in an entomological point of view, for having two clavate
subarticulate horns planted between the eyes, so as to make the insect
appear provided with two anomalous antennae in addition to the ordina_1&#39;y
pair ��1*; and (2) from an inspection of the �gure which accompanies
his paper. »_ .

Mons. de Bréme has described under the same name Teplerzfzs
citriperda another orange fruit �y. This is now known as C. capitata,
Wz&#39;ecl. According to Laboulbéne, this �y ha.s somewhat different _
habits, although its attacks on the fruit lead ultimately to the fall of
the latter. He states that it appears to produce a gall in the peel of
the orange in which the female Tephritis deposits her egg, and that
the injury does visibly extend beyond the peel.I " �

A fourth orange fruit-�y occurs in Mexico. It is allied to the
Queensland insect, and named T712/peta lzcdeizs, Loew. (Review of
N. A. Trypetina, Mon. Dipt. N. A., Part lII., Sm. Inst, l873, p.223,
Pl. XI., Fig. 19). In its case � the full-grown larva is three-eighths
of an inch in length, of a dirty white colour, with the extremities
brownish. It may be readily distinguished from the other larvm so far

..�.

4;.�-.-;- ,c...-1.-r.~= .-&#39;.�.x_.....~..;.

* May not this be the larva of Conops quadri-macula, A.Sl1111( ad � Orange
Insects,� p. 69, f. 23, an insect belonging to quite a different family of Diptera. than
does the Tephritis citriperda or our Queensland fruit �y.

+ Op. cit.,p. 4:82.
I _/Lnnales Soc. Ent. Fr. (5), pp. 439-443. Paris, 1871.
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known to affect oranges by the two anal spiracles, each with its three
transverse slits. The puparzfum is shorter (525 inch), oval, and of E.
.da::*..k-brown colour. V" The general colour of the perfect fly is ochre
yelli�l, with slightly darker markings. The markings on the wings
.(&#39;9v�c" expand -,Z- inch) are yellowish toward base and smoky toward
tip. The following description of an affected orange may serve for
comparison with what is known concerning the local pest 5 �Upon
opening an orange it was found to contain a couple of �holes immedia-
tely under the skin, penetrating into the interior. Further investigation
showed the orange to contain eight dipterous maggots measuring
10mm. in length. A careful examination of the outside surface
revealed no signs of entrance, but the inner pulp of the peel contained
a minute perpendicular burrow, which was continuous with that of the
hole in the interior of the fruit. The eggs were evidently deposited in
one of the pores of the skin or upon its surface, from which the freshly-
hatched maggots enterec.� Ultimately the fruit �rots and moulds,
and about one-half of the pulp 1S devoured, although the outsfde does
not show it.� The existence of this fruit worm in Mexico has for some
time past caused some alarm in the orange-growing regions of the
United States, and it has been made the subject of a special note by the
United States Entomologistf* It has been from this source that the
above information has been obtained.

The Olive.-In all the agricultural districts of Italy and the South
of France the olive has from time immemorial been attacked by the
larva of a �y which, according to M. Guérin-l\�Ieneville, who was com-
missioned to inquire into the ravages caused by it in 1840, occasioned
�estruction during the years of its visitation, estimated as amounting
to 6,000,000 francs worth of oil. Though adifferent insect, in habits
it closely resembles the Queensland Fruit Fly. It places its egg in
the olive, the egg hatches i11 this situation, and the resulting maggot
devours the parenchyma of the fruit, and thus destroys all parts
susceptible of yielding oil. \Vhen subject to this injury the olive
drops from the tree, whereupon, or shortly afterwards, the maggot
emerges from it, enters the ground, and there undergoes its changes,
remaining in the ehrysalis state until the middle of the heat of summer
when it comes forth a perfect �y ready to attack other olives. If
worm-eaten fruit is pressed with that which is sound, the oil instead
of being of the usual colour and clear, is dark and turbid, and so
has little or no market value. It is interesting to notice the nature of
the remedy, which Gruérin-Meneville suggested as a preventive against
future attacks. He remarked, � It is clear that it will suffice to
czbbatre the olives and to press them some time before their maturity,
when the larvae have not yet grown to their full size, and prior to the
time when they are suf�ciently advanced to leave the fruit and enter
the ground.� He added that little oil would be obtained by thus
operating on the fruit at a time when all the oil was not yet� formed ;
but then the little which was obtained would be far better in quality
than would be the dark and infected �uid, the produce of olives fully
ripe but bored through and through by the maggot,~}� and, moreover,

* Vicl. U. S. Department of Agriculture, Division of Entomology, Periodical
Bulletin, At1g., 1888, Vol. 1, No. 2, pp. 45, 47, Fig. 9. _

1.� Comptes Rendus, 1846, t. 23, pp. 262-4:, in an article entitled � N_ote sur un
procédé propre a détruire les vers qui rongent le parenchyme des Ol1V¬S, et sont
cause de la perte des récoltes d�hui1e.��

1�?
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one would be certain to destroy all the larva contained in the unripe .3
olives, and so ensure for the following year results which would fully
compensate for loss, owing to the adoption of this procedure in the pre- 1
vious one. He added, however, that the execution of such a plan-would 3-
have to be co-extensive with an entire district, and performed under f
the surveillance of the Government, or of local authorities.

In 1852 M. Gruérin-Meneville announced that his method had been "if
adopted by intelligent agrieulturists, and that his counsel having been  ii:
taken into consideration by the authorities of Piémont-, they had passed
a law making it obligatory on the residents there to simultaneously do
what he had recommended. Also, that as an outcome of the adoption ii
of this plan it had been stated in an official communication by the
Inspector-General of Agriculture, that good results had already been
accomplished, and every publicity should be given to the fact.*
Some account of Daeus Oleae and its ravages, and a characteristic
representation of the insect, will be found in Louis Figuier�s popular
work on entomology.

The Zl[zm_qo.�In � The Agricultural Pests of India,� at page 83,
the author, Surgeon-General Edward Balfour, quotes second-hand, on
the subject of a mango Fruit Fly�an Indian native newspaper, the
Reis and Ray;/ot�as follows z��� The �y is so tenacious of life that it
thrives within the heart of the fruit. You cut a fruit apparently
sound, without a spot on the surface, when, lo ! the �y issues out of
the interior and buzzes about you.� No device, however, seems to,
have been adopted, neither does Balfour suggest any, for thedpurpose
of combating this pest, notwithstanding the fact that �these insects
have degraded the East Bengal mango for at least more than half a-
century, and yet no notice has been taken of the matter.� Even
� thescienti�c name of the insect is as yet a desideratum.�

Gu(wa.�This fruit, at least when grown in the district of Brisbane,
is especially subject to the attacks of a fruit �y. We are not in a
position to state whether the maggot infesting it is identical or not with

_.
._....i

As. ..__� ..�._....._
.:.*n.....i..."~q.A..Ag.n-...
n?�*..�&#39;~.&#39; � &#39;
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that of the Tephritis with which we have been more immediately &#39;�

concerned. 
     
     BLACK FRUIT FLY

Together with �ve ordinary Fruit Flies, which were bred from
three Toowoomba seedling peaches there occurred seven small dark-
coloured glossy �ies. In a second instance also a single example was
reared from peaches also affected by the Fruit Fly. The Black Fruit
Fly is a small dipterous insect, measuring 4%mm. (nearly 3 lines) in
length, with a large head, very prominent elevated thorax, and distally
depressed abdomen. Colour, dark glossy green, with bronze re�ec-
tions, appearing nearly black when unexposed to the full light. Body
clothed with small black hairs and fewer bristles of same colour.
Wings ample, when unexpanded directed backwards, and extending.
behind the abdomen, overlapping each oiher, and having their anterior
borders parallel with the sides of the body.

This �y is one of the Muscidze, related to Aiz�zomg/ia, but We are
unable to refer it to its proper genus. The following de�nition of its
leadingcharaeters may enable its systematic position to be determined :�

(Ant/wmgia, sp.).

Head about twice as bread as long, rounded. Mouth-cavitflarge, closed , ~
by the �eshy p1&#39;OlJOSC1S; surface ot head on each side of� mouth hairy. "

* Op. c2&#39;t., 1852, t. 34, p. 370.
0&#39;

f�...r..._�_�. ,.
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Labium, light-coloured. Palpi, oblong, brown, covered with numerous short
and fewer long hairs. Clypeus, broadly triangular. Antennae, brown, with
a. long naked distinctly tlgrec-articulate bristle at the base, extending out-
wards�, Eyes, large, glabrous. reddish-brown. Front, purplish blue, covered
with small blackish hairs. Vertex, with eight black bristles, three directed

- backwards, arising from behind each eye, and two from between the ocelli.
Thorax, clothed with small hairs and stout long bristles, the latter arising
es ecially from the mesothoracic and metathoracic scutcllum, this having two

- bristles at its tip and one on each side. Wings, large, with well developed
alulaa. Veins, very light brown. Membrane uncoloured, costal border with
small bristles along its entire length, and one larger bristle near its base;
remainder of border with very small hairs increasing in length towards and
on the alula. Three costal cells, the first basal cell extending as far as union
of �rst longitudinal and costal veins; third posterior cell open behind ; costal
vein extending to fourth longitudinal; six longitudinal veins, all of Which,
except the sixth, meet the margin of� the wing; the auxiliary and first
longitudinal veins unite before reaching the costal margin ; the distance
between the middle and hind transverse equals that between the shoulder vein
and the union of the first longitudinal and costal veins. Legs, dark brown,
with the �rst joint of tarsi light brown, a stout spine from the distal end of
the intermediate tibia. Abdomen, as seen above, six-jointed,rounded behind,
its extremity covered with numerous, rather long, black hairs; very glossy.
Expanse of wings, 8mm. (§ inch).

The female is distinguished from the male by having a pointed instead
of rounded abdomen, which terminates in a rather long ovipositor. This
tapers, but is very different in shape from that of the Fruit Fly, and its
extreme point being obtuse, and armed with four hairs, it is not such a
perforating instrument as is the corresponding organ in that insect.

_ The extent and exact nature of the injury occasioned by these
�ies is unknown. It was reported during the progress of this inquiry
that Mr. Holmes, of Ballard�s Camp, had found that a small black fly
did him much more damage than did the ordinary fruit fly. On
visiting his orchard, however, this fact was not brought under our
notice, neither was our attention directed to the existence of these

» insects. The peaches from which the specimens were derived were
fully ripe, and from precautions taken it is not very probable that the
eggs were deposited in them immediately after they were taken from
the trees, and impossible that they could do so after they came into our
hands. The perfect �ies hatched out twenty and twenty-one days
after the peaches had been gathered.

Remeah&#39;es.�Remedies can only be of a preventive nature, and are
such as generally apply in the case of the Fruit Fly proper. (Sec pp.
65-69.)�

YELLOW PEACH MOTH (Conogct/Les p2mct1&#39;f�craZz&#39;.s°, Guénee).*
The pest in this case is the grub (caterpillar) of a small ochreous-

yellow moth, ,Wl1lCl1 bores into the unripe fruit, and, covering the
entrance to its excavation with brown particles of � frass� and web,
causes often several young fruits to adhere one to the other, by reason
of the presence of this foreign matter, and owing also to gum which
exudes as a result of the injury. The nature of the damage occasioned
by the Conogethes is thus referred to by Dr. J . Bancroft : �The cater-

"" The ide &#39;fication of this moth with the above species as described by M. Gruénec�in his �Histoig Naturelle des Deltoides ct P3/&#39;ralitcs,� 320, 347, in 1854, is due to
Mr. Meyrick, he having named this insect for Dr. T. P. Lucas, of Melboiu-nc, to whom
specimens of the Peach Moth were sent by Dr. J. Bancroft in 1886. &#39;

V.
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pillar when feeding on unripe peaches may be observed to tie severa
fruits together, making burrows in their substance. The peaches�.
never ripen, do not fall oif the branches, but remain hard and dry onj�
the tree for months.��� *

This pest occasions considerable injury in the Brisbane district,�
but in Toowoomba, as far as was observed by us, is con�ned to early ,
peaches, for instance the China Flat, and the black dried up fruit thalry
remains on the tree long after the Conogethes has left, and which
indicates the fact that it was once there, also points to this limitation
in its occurrence. The following is a description of the insect in its if
di�erent phases:�� �

\,

Imayo.��Male and female. Yellow ochreous; forewing with trans- "
verse purplish-black basal and sub-basal spots, an antemedial row of ;
spots, a post-medial and a discal zigzag series of spots, and three 5,
medial sub-marginal spots ; a spot also near end of cell, and a lunule �g�,-
at the end ; hind wing with a purplish-black spot at end of the cell, a! j
discal, and a sub-marginal zigzag series of spots. Thorax black spotted �_f
(a central spot on hinder border of prothorax, also in the same position r
on meso-scutum and in the middle of each partagia.�H.�.l�.). Abdomen
with three dorsal rows of black spots (there being three on each of the
consecutive segments which bear spots) ; palpi, with a brown or �
blackish band; forelegs and tarsi with blackish bands.�F. Zl[oore.1&#39;
Expanse of wings, -34 inch to 1 inch.

The ]l[ale.��Both males and females vary somewhat in size, and
occasionally a female moth may be even smaller than a male, but the
latter is always distinguished by the presence of the black-streaked &#39;4
anal tuft, it being simply ochreous-yellow in the females.

(Jug:/saZis.��Dark reddish-brown; segments �nely rugose witha
few minute teeth on anterior border ; length %-inch.

0a2�e7~pz&#39;Zla7~.�Cylindrical, smooth, with a few erect hairs scattered
here and there. General appearance pinkish-red, ground colour dirty f
white, almost hidden by pinkish-red markings. Head, dark brown, ~
shining. First body segment above (collar) lighter brown with a.
central white line. Body covered with well de�ned grey spots or
blotches, which are arranged on each side of the centre of the back as �
follows: 1st, a row formed of two unequal spots on each segment;
2nd, a row formed by a single spot; 8rd, :1 row below the spiracles
formed of two unequal spots ; 4th, a row immediately above origin of
limbs of single spots; 5th, a row of small spots anterior to and below &#39;
the last�con�ned to the fourth, to the twelfth segments. On the
segments not hearing appendages the spots are continued on the under
surface of the body, the other segments being immaculate beneath. _,
Nearly all the spots contain hair-bearing black points, one or two on�
each. Spjracles black. Length, sg inch.

The egg is laid in or upon the young peach when the latter is but
half grown. The caterpillar continues feeding until the fruit has-
decayed owing to its attacks, and it is probable that when fully�;
matured it usually leaves the peach in order to secure some place &#39;,
suitable for its requirements when in the chrysalis stage, although "

* �An Inquiry into the Maize Disease of the Caboolture Bistrict,� by
Bancroft, M.D., t�roc. Roy. Soc. Qd, vol._ p. 110, Brisbane, 1887. 1�

1* �The Lepidoptera of Ceylon, � pt. xiii., p. 333. London, 1886.
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ccasionally it passes into this condition within the peach itself, and
this usually happens if the fruit is already dry. The spots selected
for pupation on the peach tree are similar to those which the cater-

-pillar of the Codlin moth selects in the case of the apple, and any
crannyin the bark chosen for this purpose is, in this case also, fre-
quently gnawn in order to make it especially suitable. The chrysalis
is contained in a light cocoon of whitish silk.

There are several broods during the season, and it is a portion of
the �rst brood which attacks the peaches. During the summer
months, especially when the early peaches have �gone out,� the moth
lays its eggs in, or on, the stems of succulent plants, choosing for this
purpose, amongst others, the Dahlia plant, but especially the maize (see
Maize). Our observations would lead us to conclude that the last brood
of th-e season hibernates, in the caterpillar phase, within the food plant
on which it subsists. The large pods of a bean, sometimes grown in
gardens here, and known by the name of Uanavallia z&#39;mZz&#39;c-cz, are
especially liable to the attacks of the Conogethes, and it is within these
that We have found its caterpillars hibernating. Dr. J. Bancroft

- informs us that �A single example also was hatched out from cater-
pillars found feeding on the senna bean, Plzamolus gladiams. Again,
.We have found the adult caterpillar within the pods of a species of
Cassia, at Brisbane, during mid-winter. Also within the stem of
-millet.

(Jonoye�zes pzmctifcralis has quite an extended range of occur-
rence ; being met with, according to F. VValker, in I-Iindostan, North
�China, and Shanghai; to F. l\Ioore in Ceylon, and Meyrick in Australia,
as we, too, have found to be the case.

Remed2&#39;es.�-l\&#39;othing can be done to save peaches when they
are once attacked by this pest. Preventative measures are limited to
those which compass the destruction of the insect in its different stages,
and then, again, efforts in this direction will be only successful to a very
limited extent, seeing that the food plants of the Conogethes are so

&#39; numerous and variable. The moth, of course, is a night-�ying insect;
but we are not prepared to say whether or not it is attracted, to any
extent, either by light or by � sugar.�

FRUIT-EATING CATERPILLAR (DARK-BROWN N OCTUID).

The specimens of fruit which had been attacked by the caterpillars
of this moth were some badly grown examples of the Yellow Munday
which had � gu1nmed� very much.

The symptoms presented, taking a. typical example of damaged
peach as an example, were the following: There were two large holes
of irregular form, slightly enlarged beneath the surface�which had been
excavated into the �esh to a depth of nearly %-inch, and between these
and the prominent apex of the fruit was a large patch the entire
surface of which, with the exception of one small spot where the skin
was still remaining, had been gnawed away to a varying depth. Some-
times the injury is con�ned merely to removing the skin of the fruit.
The caterpillars also occasionally consume the leaves of the tree,
roundly notching the border.

At what stage in the growth of the peach the attacks of this
caterpillar are commenced has not been ascertained, but that they will
feed on nearly ripe fruit has been experimentally demonstrated. The
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effect of the injury which it occasions, however slight, will tend
spoil the marketable condition of the peach, as there would be no
ready sale for peaches, the epiderm of which was gnawed over large}
areas; moreover these injuries, and especially if the fruit is approach-:1,
ing ripeness, will subsequently determine the commencement of
rapid process of decay. &#39; &#39;2

The following is a description of the insect in its di�erent stages .:�»�_�
Tlze O�czterpz&#39;lZa7~.��This slightly tapers from the third segment�

forwards to the extremity of the head, otherwise itviis of uniform.�
thickness; there are the full complement of thoracic legs and.
abdominal and anal prolegs. The segments from 1-9 are corrugated,
with transverse rugac. The general colour is a dull, dark brown, With "
two interrupted �ne pale bands above on each side of back. When ;
examined with the lense it will be noticed that the body is �nelyzj
granulated�the granules being of a dark colour, and that the ground "
colour is a dirty white, clouded in an inde�nite manner with brown �.
showing �a slight tinge of red. The segments have also black spots,7_;
at most six on each side��two on each segment contributing to formfi
two longitudinal lines along the body between the coloured bands.�
Most of the spots give rise" �to short, stout whitish bristles, which cause,"
the caterpillar to appear as if covered with little asperities.* Thef

, spiracles and thoracic legs are black. The prolegs are whitish with
� black patches on the outer surface. The first segment has a central�

longitudinal white line. The under surface is sooty grey, shaded With...�
pink; mandibles are brown, tipped with a darker shade of the same or
colour; the labrum is brown, shining, emarginated,\and has a few &#39;,
longitudinal grooves. Length of caterpillar reaching to % inch. -

The O�/n~ysaZis.�Tl1is measures about -146 inch in length, and is of
a rich brown colour. Its segments are slightly punctate; the h1nder- j
most segment terminates in two little teeth. 7.

The Imaf/0.���1�he moth is of a dull brown colour, varied with
lighter shades. Forewing elongated triangular, costa arched from the _
base, apex rounded, exterior margin oblique, dull purplish brown Wltll-..
basal area lighter; with a serrated transverse pale-bordered brown I__
basal, antemedial and a postmedial line. Between the latter two .:
the wing is dark brown, the remaining area being much lighter"
and only slightly clouded with brown. There are a series of small:
black spots on the outer border and a single larger one within the cell. c
Hindwing grey faintly speckled with dusky brown, marg1n_dark With;
greyish brown cilia; traces of a narrow dark lunate mark in the cell;
and two obscure transverse discal very pale brown fascia), the marks_,
more distinct beneath ; on the under surface, also, the apex is clouded
with dark brown. Head and thorax purplish brown; body l1gl_1-9
brown with ochreous anal-tuft. l\Taxillary" palps distin�iw tufted Wltll
dark scales; labial palps, long inclined over head and reaching� to.�
posterior border of it, dark brown externally freckled with a few,
light scales; opposing surfaces with ochreous scales. �Antenna?
moniliform ciliatcd. Limbs dark brown, freckled with a few llghli.

*9 Tliesc spots have the following disposition on the middle segments of that
body, two dorsal ones on eacli side of the middle lines, the posterior of Which 13;-&#39;
slightly the more external, one immediately above and another posterior to Q12�
spiracle; two inferolateral, the lower of which is the most posterior, and opposl =f
the origin of leg or pro1eg,vl�*hen either of these organs is present.
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oloured scales the distal ends of joints having a few ochreous scales.
Tibial spurs very stout, long, unequal; expanse of wing 1% in.; length
of body 5 in.

Habits.�The caterpillar usually feeds on perfectly sound peaches,
although the fact of a fruit, though still of �rm consistence, being in
process of decay, and covered with mould (Aspergillum), seems to be
no obstacle to its attack. When disturbed it falls to the ground,
and curling itself up�with the head inwards and the hindermost
segment brought over it and touching the �rst body segment��remains
perfectly motionless simulating death, and thus by reason of the pos-
session of this habit and from the fact of its colour harmonising well
with that of the ground, it can only with difficulty be observed when
in this position. The exact nature of the situation chosen by the
caterpillar under natural conditions in which to undergo its meta-
morphoses is not known, but those kept in con�nement spun a cocoon
of a very delicate nature, in the walls of which were incorporated small
fragments of earth, immediately beneath the fallen fruit, and in this
position passed into the chrysalis stage. One exception to this apparent

&#39; rule was afforded by a specimen which had access to the branch of a
peach tree, and this one-pupated at the base and on the upper surface
of a peach leaf, the cocoon being included in the space intervening
between the two inclined sides of the lamina.

.Remealz&#39;cs.�The extent to which these caterpillars damage the�
peach crop is as yet so slight that no special remedies for their extir-
pation seems demanded. But, where possible, infected fruit should
be gathered, both that occurring on the tree and also that which has
fallen. It is reasonable, however, to suppose that birds and especially
poultry would, in the case of this pest, render great assistance by
destroying the caterpillars which usually themselves escape notice.

PEACH Wcon-BORER (Ort/cor/Linus, sp.).
0ccurrence.�This affection of peach trees has only been observed

at Brisbane, Where it was �rst brought under our notice by Dr. Richard
Rendle as injuring several trees on Wickham Terrace. As the beetle
to Whose injuries it is due occurs also in the Toowoomba district, it
is thought good to remark on this malady although in a cursory
journey through the country, no fruit trees of which it might he
certainly said that they were suffering from its attacks were observed.

;_S&#39;_ymptoms.�On the approach of spring it will be observed that
"the peach-tree fails to produce any leaves, and it is soon discovered
that this is because it is dead. It has not previously shown any
noticeable sign of decay. The extreme branchlets are intact and there
are no rotten boughs. Neither does it appear to be otherwise
unhealthyubut �well grown,� with perfectly clean bark. Possibly a
few minute punctures may be noticed on close examination; but often
not these. If the tree is now left standing, holes, which may have a
circumference of quarter of an inch appear later on. The wood, however,
of the tree will at the �rst evince extensive injury, and that occurs
throughout its entire substance�just under the bark as well as in its
very centre. Channels course through it, running for the most part
inalongitudinal direction, but not necessarily straight. They may
also be obliquely directed across the wood. It not infrequently
happens that two or more of these channels, pass side by side, or run

I
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into one another. They are circular in section and have a diameter of"{from 2 mm. (jlg inch) 136 mm. (% inch) or more. On tracing some of by
the smallest of these e . avat-ions it will be found that they are con--
nected with the exterior by small ori�ces.� These channels are all
quite �lled, except where the insects in their different stages occur, by; L�
�ne wood debris compacted. into a hard mass. At the ends of the �i
extensive tunnellings will be found sluggish white grubs. These are
the larvae. In portions of the channels nearer the surface, usually at,
right angles to it, will be noticed (1) the inert white naked nymph, or
even (2) the adult beetle.

The following is a description of this pest z--�-
The adult is a beetle of the weevil family; that is, one in Which

the head is produced into a snout of greater or less length, at the 1
extremity of which is situated the small mouth, and on whose sides 7
repose the antennae or feelers�folded in a groove. They have also
their elytraa or Wing-covers of a hard consistence usually more or less
conspicuously embossed or sculptured, oblong, cylindrical, black,tuberculate, clothed both above and below with light brown scales. A
few small patches of white scales on the upper and solitary ones here &#39;
and there on lower surface. Rostrum straight�rather stout, rugose-
punctate about equal in length to prothorax, clothed with tawny and
a few white scales. Frons smooth, covered with tawny scales, which
tend to form two longitudinal bands opposite prothoracic fascicles.
Antennae springing from near extremity of snout, clothed with linear
scales; basal joint of funicle rather exceeding two following joints.
Prothorax rounded at sides, rather constricted, anteriorly armed with
-large, low round naked granules, with two fascicles of tawny bristles
on anterior border. Elytra, with ten longitudinal ridges, armed with
sharp tubercles, some of which bear apical setw, alternate with lower
similarly-armed ones. Basal tuberosity obsolete; median and that near
the apex of each elytron conspicuous, and bearing a fascicle of white
and nearly black bristles. Limbs clothed with light chestnut and a few
solitary white and more elongated scales, apatch of which scales occur.
about femoral spines of third pair. Femoral spines low and blunt,�
First and second tarsal joints about equal; �rst about as bread as
long. Brush of third joint yellowish grey. Length, 8 mm.  inch).
Grreatest width, 3 n1m.(l% lines).

The description of this beetle, when compared with that of O.
Klugii, Sch6nherr*, will suggest some affinity between these species,
but Sch6nherr�s characterisation of the elytra of O. Klugii as ��nely
striate-punctate � does not apply to the insect before us, neither i
there in it � a patch (of scales) in front of the scutellum of a reddish
brow11.� The males of O. cylindrirostris, too, do somewhat resemble� �
it, but these have longer, slenderer, and more �nely sculptured rostra,
the antenna in it arises further back, and t-he length of the first joint
of the funiple is also relatively longer. in �

The Larva.�This is a whitish coloured, curved thick fgrub,
measuring nearly half an inch in length when fully grown�-&#39; and
extended. (The male in its larval condition is probably of less length.)
The head is white with brownish clypeus and brownish-black mouth
organs. The body is of about equal breadth, and slopes downwards

�� Curculionidae, vol. 3, p. 246, quoted by W. Macleay. Proc. Lin. Soc., New
South Wales, Sydney, 1883, vol. vii., p. 345.
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�» towards the blunt unarmed extremity; it is crossed by numerous
Wrinkles, those &#39;11 the posterior extremity being little de�ned. It is
quite footless, three pairs of swcllings on the nder surface replacing
the feet. Vi/Vhen removed from the wood the grub is found to be
partly rolled up, the hind segments of the body being so bent that the
head and tail are brought nearly into juxtaposition.

The Papa.--In the pupa may be recognised the snout bent under,
and placed against the head and thorax, and the limbs also folded up.
On the upper surface the segments are all exposed and well de�ned,
the rudimentary widely separated, elytra and wings being folded, and

- passing between the second and third pair of limbs to the under
surface of the body. The terminal segment of the body bears at its
extremity two small widely separated blunt spines. All the abdominal
segments on their posterior border have a few dark-coloured hairs.
Length from 1g; to ~f,j� inch according to sex.

Life IIisfor_2/.�There is reason to suppose that not less than
twelve months elapse between the time when the egg of the
Orthorhinus is deposited in the tree and the development of this
into afull-grown beetle. These insects, though rarely met with in
October, are about during the hottest months of the summer, and it is
during the autumn and winter that the larvae feed. It is owing to this
fact, viz., that the destruction of the tree is being effected whilst the
leaves are off, that their work cannot be noticed until the tree in which
they have taken up their abode is beyond recovery.

Habits of allied s_pecz&#39;es.�The comparison of the habits of the
Orthorhinus before us with those of O. Klugii and O. cylindrirostris
is very interesting. Concerning the former the Hon. A. C. Macleay
remarks� :�� At the last meeting of this society I exhibited some
coleopterous larvae which had been found by Mr.,Holroyd to have com-
mitted very serious havoc amongst his grape vines. 1 also exhibited
cuttings of the injured plants showing the pith or centre of the branch
completely eaten away along the entire length of the season�s wood,
with, in some cases, the devastation extending into the old wood and
the roots.�+ We have to add in reference to the latter 0. cylindri-
rostris, Fab., that its larva is equally destructive to our native vegeta-
tion. We have found the otherwise very serviceable timber of the
scrub-tree Syphnodon bored through and through by it. �Then adult
this beetle may be found during the summer months attached to the
extremities of the branchlets of theshea-oak (Grrevillea robusta) and
observed to be gnawing through the bark at the base of the young
leaves, and inflicting injuries which are displayed as ugly scars, which
are seen to cover the bark, as the branchlet lengthens out; also on the
vine and the loquat.

Again, Mr. Walter Hill, of Eight-Mile Plains, near Brisbane, has
forwarded a closely allied species of Orthorhinus, which he observed
eatinggfn patches, the green bark of the young wood of the orange.

rgéoc. Lin. Soc., N.s. VVales, vol. vii., p. 344. _ _ _
if The same insect or one congeneric with it, when in 1ts_adul_t state, is known to

injure the grape vine at Brisbane. Its mode of procedure is a little C111�lO11S. Just
� prior to the berries turning, or even when they are getting fully ripe, the

Orthorhinus settles on the foot-stalk of the bunch and gnaws the surface of it and
into the subjacent tissue until it is completely �ring-barked.� The nutriment
which the ripening bunch should receive is thus intezcepted and as a consequence
the grapes wither and dry up.

1?�
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if Distribution of Orthorkinus.--There are about two dozen species
" belonging to this genus. These are met with from Tasmania to New

Guinea and in some ofdthe islands of the Paci�c. Australia is, how- �i.
ever, their head centre, they not having been found in Europe, Asia, or
America.

Remedz&#39;es.�After a tree is once ihfested with these borersthe �
sooner it is rooted up and destroyed the better, and this should be done *1
in the spring before any of the adult iirsects have had time to emerge .
and insert their eggs in the wood of trees which may have hitherto &#39;
escaped their attacks. There may be reason in some cases to anticipate 7?
the attacks of these beetles, and the grower will then have to consider
whether the tree, or trees, are of such value as to permit of his adopt-
ing, without monetary loss, some preventive measure. He might, after 4
having well scraped the outer bark with a wire brush, thoroughly 8&#39;
impregnate its surface with a strong solution of camphor in spirits of ,
wine. A brush also might be used for the latter operation. This use
of camphor in preserving trees from the attacks of boring insects has �
been highly extolled by E. Bobert some twenty years since.*

FRUIT WEEVIL (Brackypeplus, sp.).
_Desc7&#39;z&#39;ptz&#39;on.�This is a small �attish �nely pubescent beetle having �

its wing-covers, but partly concealing the abdominal segments. It
measures about % inch in length, is of a general testaceous brown
colour, with the thorax beneath and the base and apex of the wing-
covers dark brown, and the centre of the latter organs golden yellow.
It belongs to the family Nitidularize, and to the genus Brachypeplusxf

_Habz&#39;ts.�In the case of peaches, and other stone fruit, this
beetle enlarges the minutest punctures of other insects, and so �nds its
way to the succulent �esh on which it proceeds to feed. Its attack is
especially made when the fruit is ripening, a process which its injuries�
unduly hasten prior to their determining the presence of decay. The
� weevil� most frequently works in conjunction with the �fruit �y.� ,
From small holes in an infected peach the little beetles may be seen to
emerge one by one as the fruit is handled. The Brachypeplus deposits
its eggs in the fruit,&#39;and its larvae feed upon the latter until they have
arrived at an advanced stage of growth. They then enter the ground,
and just beneath its surface form small smooth�lined cavities in which
they pass into the nymph, and so on into the beetle phase. Several of
these oblong chambers occur frequently in one spot, when they may
be nearly contiguous.

Almost every fruit grown at Toowoomba is liable to the onslaught
of this beetle, and especially so the mulberry and the grape.

It is also injurious to growing maize, usually effecting an entrance
intp the &#39;cob when the �silk� has already been gnawn o� by cater-
pil ars.

_
&#39; &#39;
1

.(_n .�Ax�5g3�-".1p�g_ 5-,-5&#39; ,� V.
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_&#39;,:",.-§:�..g."&#39;V~;.;«;...hc&#39; &#39;.-:.:.-¢.-&#39; ¢_&#39; -........-.......-.4VL
�
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* Bull. Soc. Ent., France, 1868, p. xcv.

&#39;1&#39; Notwithstanding a very detailed examination, it has been found impossible to
assign to this species of Brachypeplus its position amongst its congeners, as dis-
tributed by A. Murray (vid. �Monograph of the family N itidulariate,� Trans. Lin.
Soc. Lond., vol. xxiv., 1864). It is interesting, however, to point, out that
amongst the species included in the genus is one, B. orientalis, Jlfurray, which must;
have somewhat similar habits, and concerning which it is related that it was found
by Mr. Wallace in the fruit of the Durian, at Sarawate in Borneo.
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Remedies.�We can only suggest:
from the orchard of all fallen fruit, whether decayed&#39;or not, and its
destruction as soon as possible afterwards, for by such means large
numbers of insects will&#39; be destroyed; and (2) that no fruit be left
upon the trees after it has become fully matured. Most of the
measures, too, already suggested in the case of the Fruit Fly will also
be found useful when contending with the Fruit VVeevil.

PEACH Arms.

Of the Aphides reported as being so destructive to peaches in
the southern colonies, Toowoomba, has at least the black variety. This
is usually most prevalent in the spring of the yeag, or rather, perhaps
is more noticeable then than later on, when the foliage is more
developed.

Injury Occasional.-�It limits its attacks to the young shoots, and
as a result of the injury which it occasions-�by inserting its rostrum
into the tissue of the plant, the leaves become imperfectly grown, and
the secondary shoots, arising from the axils of these, are stunted instead
of being lengthened out. The green epidermis of the skin in patches,
too, becomes thickened and of a red colour. Thus it hinders the wood,
which is to perform such important functions in the ensuing spring,»
from becoming developed. The occurrence of this pest at Toowoomba
and at Brisbane may suggest the possibility of its becoming as destruc-
tive to the peach tree here as it has proved itself to be in other colonies,
as we see from� the following testimonies :�Mr. VV. C. Williams,
Forester in charge of the North-eastern District of Victoria, in giving
evidence before the Royal Commission on Vegetable Products, stated
that about eleven years ago the peach trees were so proli�c in his

_ rlistrict that people fed pigs on their fruit, whilst now, owing to the
occurrence of blight (aphis) amongst them, there was � 11o.t a peach in
the district except where a stone had fallen.�*

Again, Mr. George Neilson, Curator of the Royal Horticultural
Society�s Gardens, Melbourne, during his examination before the same
committee, stated that it had been a difficulty for the last twenty years
to cultivate the peach at all in some districts of Victoria on account of
�this pest of the aphis,� and he added : � It is attacked by two; the
black one is the present scourge. Immediately we get rid of the black
one, we have the green one, which is ten times worse. It
destroys the �owers, and consequently the fruit.�1-

_Descrz°ptio7z.�The peach aphis generally resembles that of the plum
(see � Plum�), although it measures somewhat less than does that insect.
In both, the adult viviparous females are of a dark brown�almost
black�colour, and glossy. The young insects are very light yellowish-
brown, with the eyes and nectaries black, and therefore well de�ned.
The swellings which mark the site whence spring the organs of �ight
in the viviparous winged females are of a light green tint.

Remealz&#39;es.�l3a.lfour states that � Aphides are readily destroyed
by water charged with metallic iron.�I Unfortunately, however, he
does not give �any directions for preparing so useful a �uid, 11or is it

� * �Royal Commission on Vegetable Products.� Third progress report, page
106. Victoria, Nov., 1886.

+ 01). cit., p. 121.
I � The Agricultural Posts of India,� 1). 24. London, 1887.

(1) the immediate removaliig.



�clear What is the meaning of such a curious assertion. Professor C. V.
Riley, referring to remedies available in contending with the cabbage
aphis, and therefore useful in destroying other aphidcs as well, states�
as follows :�� The remedy of fumigation with tobacco smoke, as recom-
mended by Fitch, Curtis, Thomas, and others is impracticable on a
large scale, and applications of soot, ashes, lime, and washes of tobacco-
water and other materials seem ineffectual. Strong Whale Oil Soap
Solution, indeed, seems to be the only remedy so far tried which aifords
any satisfaction. This is highly recommended by Professor W. R.
Lazenby, formerly of the Horticultural Department of Cornell
University. Taschenberg (N aturges. d. wirbellosen Thiere), reeom-_
mends sprinkling with soapsuds treated with Quassia, and also the use
of a decoction of fresh Walnut Leaves. Here again the Pyrethrum
infusion will destroy a large number of the insects which work in such
exposed situations that they can be easily reached by a spray. (Vial.
Appendix), but the Kerosene Emulsion will prove more satisfactory
than any of the other insecticides mentioned.�*"

N 0rE.�We may appropriately include here the following informa-
tion relating to the preparation of the Iferosene Emulsion as given
by Hubbard in the American Entonzolo_qz&#39;s2�,+ premising that this is the
formula which he found�after repeated experiment�-was most satis-
factory for the purpose�viz., kerosene, 2 gallons, or 67 per cent.;
common soap or whale-oil soap, % pound; water, 1 gallon�-these two
last substances amounting to 33 per cent. � Heat the solution of soap
and add it boiling hot to the kerosene. Churn the mixture by means
of a force-pump with spray nozzle (z&#39;.e., garden syringe) for �ve or ten
minutes. The emulsion, if perfect, forms a cream, which thickens
on cooling, and should adhere without oiliness to the surface of glass.
Dilute, before using, one part of the emulsion with nine parts of cold
water. Th above formula gives 3 gallons of emulsion, and makes,
when diluted, 30 gallons of wash. The kerosene and soap mixture�,
especially when the latter is warmed, forms upon very moderate
agitation, an apparent union, but the mixture is not stable and
separates on standing or when cooled, or diluted by the addition of.
water. A proper emulsion is obtained only on violent agitation. It is
formed not gradually but suddenly�in short, to use a familiar phrase,
�it comes like butter.� The time required in churning depends some-
what upon the violence of the agitation, but still more upon the
temperature, which need not be above blood heat�: In making the
emulsion, nzillc may be substituted for the soap. Dr. M. S. Barnard, an
assistant to Prof. Riley, states on this subject that, �An emulsion
resembling butter can be produced in a few minutes by churningwith
a force pump, 2 pints of kerosene and 1 pint of sour milk in a pail.

* �Report of the Entomologist,� Department of Agriculture, U.S.A.., Wash-
ington, 1884, p. 319; quoted also in Gardener�s C&#39;Izrom&#39;cle, June 6, 1885.

1&#39; Mr. A. F. Spawn has stated, on November 17, 1886, that �fruit growers
came to the conclusion, at the last convention of the California Fruit Growers�
Association, held two years previously, that I attended, that it was useless to make
any mixture with kerosene oil to overcome the di�iculty of insect pests, and they
recommended it to be abandoned entirely.� Royal Commission on Vegetable Pro�-�
ducts, Fourth Progress Report, Victoria, 1887, p. 11. �To have italicised the Word &#39;
�mixture,� since failure may have resulted from the kerosene not being properly
emulsi�ed, a condition on which the advocates of kerosene emulsion lay the utmost
stress.

I Gardener�s Chronicle, June 20, 1885, p. 786.
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. Liquids being about blood heat. Dilute 12 parts of Water to 1 part of
emulsion.��� These �uids, of course, must be distributed by means of
a spray or cyclone nozzles!� (Vicl. Appendix.) [Kerosene oil alone,
or when applied in an unemulsi�ed condition, will kill most trees.]

Rafe qfIncrease.-During this inquiry the question has been often
asked as to where Aphides have come from, which have apparently
suddenly appeared in large numbers in comparatively isolated spots.
In the �rst place, the means possible whereby a single aphis, capable of
producing its kind, can be conveyed from one plant to another growing
even at some remote spot, are numerous enough. Then all that is
required is the inherent proli�c capabilities of the aphis itself, due
regard being taken of the fact that this insect produces its kind for
the most part agamogenetically. The following particulars will explain
these statements :��-� In the Aphides, ova deposited by the impregnated
females in the autumn are hatched in the spring, and give rise to
forms which are very generally Wingless, and bring forth living young.
These may be either winged or wingless, and are also viviparous. The
number of successive viviparous broods thus produced has no certain
limit; but, so far as our present knowledge goes, is controlled only
by temperature and by the supply of food. Aphides kept in a- warm
room and Well supplied with nourishment have continued to propagate
for four years.�I The rapidity with which generation succeeds
generation may be inferred from the fact that on examining a
viviparous female not only can one see Within it the young unborn
insects, but even within the latter themselves the members of a
succeeding generation.

The simple statement of the few experiments which Charles
Bonnet (� Traité d�InsecI0lo_g/ic; ow, Observaiions sur Zes Pucerons,�
pp. 28-38, lre Partie, 18 mo, Paris, 1745), made � has su�iced,� as
Louis Figuier remarks, � To show how rapid is the m�ltiplication
of Aphides.� A single female produces generally 90 young ones ; at
the second generation these 90 produce 8,100; these give a third
generation which amounts to 729,000 insects; these in their turn
become 65,610,000; the �fth generation, consisting of 590,490,000,
will yield a progeny of 53,14.«2,100,000; at the seventh we shall thus
have 4,782,�? 89,000,000; and the eighth will give <111,«1G1,010,000,000.
This immense number increases innumerably when there are eleven
generations in the space of the year. Fortunately a great many

* G�ardener�s Chronicle, June 27, 1885, p. 813. . _ _
�I� Kerosene 1Z&#39;2m(ls2&#39;ons.�Failure in forminga stable emulsion is due, in _most

cases, to insufficient agitation of the mixture. The emulsion can be very quickly
. and easily made by using a good force-pump, so constructed that it can be inserted

directly into the liquid, which must be kept in a constant and violent agitation by
forcing, it through some form of spray nozzle (ride Appendix) back into the same
receptacle. A pump otherwise good is less adapted to forming an emulsion if,
instead of being inserted directly into the pail, it has a large and long supply tube,
in passing through which the liquids are comparatively quiescent and consequently
have atendeney to separate. Another frequent cause of failure is the attempt to
form an emulsion by (&#39;l1u1�11iug&#39; together a small quantit-y ofkerosene and a large
qualltity of diluent. Only a very unstable union can be ell&#39;e(-t.c(�l by this m_eans.
The very essence of the process requires that the oil shall be b1&#39;0ken down by drrving
iuto union with it a smaller, or at most an equal, quantit-_v of the emulsitying
solution, after which, it� a genuine emulsion is formed, it niay be diluted arl Iibilmn
with wat.er.�C. V. [U/cc/, United States Ento1nologi<t.

I Huxley, � On the Agaiiiic licproduction and l\l0rpliolog_\&#39; of Aphis.� � Trans.
Lin. Soc., Lond., 1857, quoted in �The Anatomy of lnvcrtebrated Animals," p. 447.
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carnivorous insects wage �erce war against the pla.nt lice and destroy
immense numbers of them.�* On the setting in of cold weather, or
apparently on the failure of nourishment alone, in some cases males
and females are produced by viviparous forms (Huxley). These lay
eggs or not; for, as Lichtenstein has remarked, there are two groups
of Aphides, one annual, passing the winter in the egg state, and the
other perennial, lying torpid through the winter, and capable of
resisting any amount of cold; but the �rst class is by far the most
numerous�;-

Relatzbn of Ants to A 7zz&#39;cZes.�-A witness during his examination
by the members of the lgoyal Commission on Vegetable Products,
Victoria, on being asked the question, � Do you think that ants have
anything to do with it ?� (z&#39;.e.�an injury which the peach trees were
suffering from, and which had been attributed to the attacks of
aphides), replied, � I wish I had a few broods more. Ants are mere
scavengers ;� and again, on being asked, � Do you think the ants have
anything to do with bringing the aphis ?� stated � No; they destroy
the Aphis.�i From this we may conclude that some importance is
attached to the relation which subsists between Ants and Aphides,
and that very erroneous opinions are disseminated concerning this
subject. The former of these conclusions might also have been arrived
at from the consideration that the so-called Black Aphis of the peach,
with which we are now immediately concerned, is, whilst it lives on
the young shoot of that plant, as we have often observed at Brisbane,
constantly accompanied both night and day by a very small dark-
coloured, active, stinging ant�a species of Lasius. �Te will, there-
fore, brie�y state what is the actual nature of this relation. Aphides
habitually discharge, as a residuum of undigested food, through their
anal apertures, a sweet �uid, popularly known as �honey-dew.� Ants,
as well as �some other insects, are very fond of this, some species
almost entirely subsisting upon it ; and this food material is obtained
by them from the surface of the leaves on which it naturally occurs,
or, in other cases, the aphides are provoked to discharge it by ants a
which attend them, and which in order to promote this action stroke
these plant-lice with their antenn2e.§ From this habit has arisen an
interdependance between these insects, for the ants never destroy the
aphides, but protect them from the attacks of numerous aphis-eating
insects and also from the visitations of other ants; the latter not only
belonging to species differing from that one which they themselves
typify, but also being such as are of the same species but members of
other ant communities; and this protection is even carried to the
extent of erecting covered ways under which the aphides may progress I
and feed.|| The solicitude which the ants exercise over the aphides
extends, too, still further. One phase in the life history of many
aphides is passed beneath the surface of the ground, and during its
existence those insects are beholden to the roots of pla-nts��not neces-
sarily to those of the one on which they have been previously feeding-�
for sustenance. Now, M. Lichtenstein, of Montpellier, has observed
with reference to an aphis, Shizoneura venusta (Passer-mi), that it

3* The Insect World, 1). 122.
1� Vial. � Comptcs Rendus, 1880,� xc., pp. 80 and 81.
I Vid. Third Progress Report, 1886, p. 122.
§ Qf. Huber, �Les Fourmis Indigencs,� Grcneve, 1861, p. 162.
|| Qf. Huber, Op cit., p. 172.
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arrives�from whence he was unable to state��at the collar of the root
of two species of Setaria, and that there, feeble and incapable of
undertaking a subterranean journey, it awaits the advent of some
friend which will enable it to attain the roots of these grasses, on
which it is to deposit its progeny. It does not wait long; the �rst
ant which passes stops, examines the plant-louse and runs oif to tell
its companions of what it has found. Quickly about half-a-dozen
ants arrive and commence to tear off the wings of the Aphid, to which
operation it offers no resistance; whilst at the same time they excavate
with unusual rapidity, as an easy approach, a small tunnel into which
the Schizoneura enters, and this conducts it straight to a root of the
Setaria, on which it �xes. About it a small recess is then made by
these intelligent protectors which sedulously surround the insect,
Whilst they themselves are recompensed by the sweet juice with which
it and its progeny furnishes them. All the aphides in this phase have
the wings torn o�. . . . But, if the plant-lice on arrival at the
roots are powerfully assisted by the ants to the detriment of their
wings, in the next phase of their existence, when they abandon the
roots and disport themselves on the branches of trees, they are much
more so, for when then these subterranean aphides, preparatory to
this� mode of life, take on their wings, the ants open out for them a
Way by means of which they can gain the exterior.*

These observations of Lichtenstein received con�rmation from
what Sir J. Lubbock noticed independently in England. Within an
ant�s nest, which he was preserving for the purpose of studying the
inmates which it contained, he found some eggs which he proved to be
those of aphides. These eggs the ants treated �exactly as if they
were their own, guarding and tending them with the utmost care,�
and when brought near an ants� nest they were carried inside and
afterwards hatched into young plant-lice. Concerning them this
eminent observer remarks, �When my eggs hatched I naturally
thought that the Aphides belonged to one of the species usually found
on the roots of plants in the nests of Lasius�avus. To my surprise,
however, the young creatures made the best of their way out of the
nest, and indeed were sometimes brought out by the ants themselves.
In vain I tried them with roots of grass, &c.; they wandered uneasily
about and eventually died. Moreover they did not in any way resemble
the subterranean species. In 1878 I again attempted to rear these
young Aphides ; but though I hatched a great many eggs, I did not
succeed. This year, however. I have been more fortunate. The eggs
commenced to hatch the �rst week in March. Near one of my nests
of Lasius jlavzzs, in which I had placed some of the eggs in question,
was a glass containing living specimens of several species of plants
commonly found on or around ants� nests. To these some of the
young Aphides were brought by the ants. Shortly afterwards I
observed on a plant of daisy, in the axils of the leaves, some small
Aphides, very much resembling those from the nest, though we had
not actually traced them continuously. They seemed thriving, and
remained stationary on the daisy. Moreover, whether they had
sprung from the black eggs or not the ants evidently valued them_._ for
they built up a wall of earth round and over them. So things

* Annalcs de la Société Entomologique do France, 5 serie, tonic x., 1880
Bulletin, p. ciii. Trans.
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remained throughout the summer; but on the 9th October I found 3&#39;5
that the Aphides had laid some eggs exactly resembling those found 5
in the ants� nests; and on examining daisy plants from outside, I
found on many of them similar Aphides, and more or less of the same {_

. . . Our ants may not perhaps lay up food forgi-
the winter,* but they do more, for they keep during six months the �V,
eggs which will enable them to procure food during the following� ,_V

eggs . .

summer.�~f 
     
     SCALE INSECTS.

(1) BLACK SCALE (Lecanium olcce). _
This pest is occasionally met with on the peach tree at Toowoomba,

and two instances of its occurrence came under our notice-�one in
Mr. G&#39;rregory�s garden near Paradise Estate, and another along the
road which extends from Mount Pleasant to Mr. C. Hartmann�s: &#39;
nursery. As in the case of other trees this Lecanium is accompanied
on the peach tree also, by a conspicuous development of sooty
matter or �fumagine.�

124:).
Remeclz&#39;es.�Tl1ere can be no doubt that if this scale insect

developed extensively a taste for the peach it would become very
destructive indeed. In the case of isolated trees subject to its attack
the better method Would be to eradicate and burn them ; failing this
those means should be resorted to which are recommended �in referring�
to its occurrence on the orange (1,-id. � Black Scale�Orange �).

N OTE.��-AS the reader may not be in possession of one or other of the few
Works which deal with the Coccidae, the consideration of the following facts
concerning them may lead to the better comprehension of their habits and
nature. This family Coccidae is a division of the order of insects known as
Homoptera, an order which contains the Cicadas, the Leaf Hoppersfand the �
Aphides or Plant Lice. It includes the Scale Insects proper, the Mealy
Bugs and some other of their allies, and there is therefore a great variety. of
form displayed in the different insects comprised in the family. Even
individually the variations in these insects at different stages of their exist-
ence are equal to those which in other insects would serve to characterise
distinct families. They may, however, be said to have this in common-
viz., the Wingless condition of the females, and in the males the Wings
reduced to a single pair, the hind ones being represented by liair-bearing &#39;
balancers, and the absence of organs with which to procure food.

This variety of form, however, enables the Coccidae to be classed in
several well-marked sub-families, of which the following will come under our
consideration. I

The Diaspidinczz, which are COC(&#39;lCl21) covered by a scale composed in part
of melted skins, and in part of a distinct secretion of the insect.

The Le(&#39;.(I7zicU7lcZ�.��COCCld£B, either naked or enclosed in shields of
secretion, or simply covered with Waxy calcareous or �lamentary material;
most of the females after impregnation taking on a dilferent form, and once
�xed remaining so for the rest of their lives, although while growing they
retain the power of moving under <&#39;u1&#39;t:1in eireunis!.ances. Lower lip
1-jointed-, c.\&#39;tremit<_y simply divided; anal plates present.

* Of Course, this reinarlg does not apply, as we have Cl.~.L�,\\&#39;ll(.�)�t� shown, to Aus-
tralian Forum.-id-.e.

1� �Observ:1tie11s on Aiits, Bees, and \Vasps.�
XV., No. 83, pp. 182-4. June 17, 1880.

Descripfz&#39;on.�(Vz&#39;cZ. � Scale Insects on Orange�Black Scale,� p. � 9

Journ. Linn. .&#39;:&#39;o.,-., Lond., vol. &#39;
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_C&#39;occzdzme.�_�F_emales keeping the form "of the body with segments
distinct and retaining through life the power of motion. Naked or covered
more or less with a waxy whitish excretion, �lamentary or more or less
spumous. Lower lip many-jointed, and extremity divided into two lobes,
each furnished with a long bristle ; no anal lobes.

I

&#39;1r

The following description of the changes undergone by the Red Orange
Scale (A.s&#39;pidintus coccineus) may serve to illustrate the character of the
metamorphoses of these insects, though even they are subject to much
,variation. In this Aspidiotus the newly hatched scale insect is oval in out-
line, much �attened, furnished with six legs, a pair of antennae, and an
apparatus for sucking the juices of plants. It is at this time but a mere
speck but very active, and, with the aid of a lense, may be detected crawling
over the leaves or bark of an infested tree. After a few hours the young
scale insect settles stationary in one place, and from its body there exude
threads of wax until the whole insect is completely covered with a cottony
investment. This may be in a day, or may even take six for its accomplish-
ment. The mass of �bres thus formed gets blown away by the wind and
the young scale meanwhile secretes a pellicle or body skin which is shed when
the bark louse is generally, in the case of the female, about one-third of the
age at which it is su�ieiently developed to lay eggs, and in that of the male
at about half of the time intervening between the hatching of the egg and
the emergence of the winged insect. At the time of this �rst melt the
scale insect undergoes important changes. With this skin are shed both
the legs and the antennae, the Aspidiotus thus becoming a degraded grub-
�like creature with no organs of locomotion. The mouth, however, is still in
avhighly developed state. It is terminated by a thread-like organ, which is
fre uently much longer than the body of the insect, and is composed of four
delicate hair-like bristles. By means of this organ the insect is �rmly
attached to the plant and draws its nourishment therefrom. Up to this
stage the development of the sexes is identical. They then both again change
their skins. This second and last molt_ of the female takes place when she
is about twice as old as when the �rst molt occurred. The second cast skin

H is &#39;oined to the �rst, and with it forms a part of the scale which covers thebody of the insect. These two skins, however, form but a small part of the
scale which is composed for the greater part of material excreted subsequent
to the second molt. The second molt of the male takes place at the same
time asthat of the female, but in its case after the skin is shed it appears as
8. pupa and so differs greatly from the female. From this pupa, in a few
days only, there emerges a winged insect, which is competent to perform
the office of impregnation, for shortly� after this last event the female

_ commences to increase in size and becomes distended with eggs. These eggs

9

are gradually deposited, and remain between the insect and the bark of
the tree on which it is fixed.* Meanwhile the insect itself diminishes in size A
until it is quite shrivelled up and the scale itself is �lled with eggs, which
are the dust-like matter observed in removing an adult scale from the tree
to which it is a�ixednt
&#39; VVHIT13 SCALE (Diaspzs Amygdctli, sp. nov.).

Although this scale was not met with at Toowoomba, it is not
improbable that it will be found there, sooner or later, since its
existence at Brisbane is beyond all question. \Ve have observed it,
too, at Sydney.

At �rst its presence is betrayed by small white spots or patches on
the bark of the smaller branches ; but as the insect increases these soon

* In the case 01� many Coccidac, however, the male insect never liaving been
�observed, the eggs or )&#39;ouug&#39;, as the case may be, are produced 1)-Il�i~l1C1J0g(�l1¬i«lC1tlly
through marfy generations.1� This account of the metaunorpliosis of As-pidiotus cncciiu-us is, 111 a condensed

;_ �f0,I�iI11,�t_l.l&#39;d.l) given by Comstoclt in his (&#39;l:ilJ01�:tl1(�. paper on tit-ale Insects, contained in

t

the&#39;re&#39;port of the United States Entomologist for 1880.
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become in many places con�uent, and the individual scales overlap one?"
another, are contorted by being squeezed closely together, or even]
appear to lie one over the other.* As it will occur quite up to the;
tips of the branches, the complete destruction of any tree subjected;
to the attack of the peach scale, and owing to it, is only a matter of»,
time. VVhen already in patches on the branchlets prior to the forma-
tion of leaves and fruit, in early spring, it does not hinder their:
formation; the leaves are green as usual, the fruit sets, but is soon.1l
retarded in its growth and shrivels up.

The following is a description of this insect :4.
Female scales-�The scale of the female is snowy white in colour

with the exuviae (skins thrown off at the �rst and second moulting)?
brownish yellow. It is convex or very much swollen, broadly ovate in
shape, and of a delicate texture. The highest point underlying theft�
exuviae is towards one side, so that these often appear to be lateral._:
The sides of the scale are somewhat compressed, but there are no signs
of the existence of a central keel. Length about 2- mm. (T1; inches). &#39;�

Female.�The body of the female is of an orange red colour,
about -213 inch in length�average length of four specimens, &#39;OO39375
inch. The last segment presents the following characters :=�There are
�ve groups of spz&#39;mze7~ez�s. These are ver_v.distinct, and of them the f:
anterior lateral is more elongated in shape than the other groups, being 7�;
anteriorly drawn out. The central group contains from nine to six-�-5
teen spinnerets, or an average of thirteen in �ve individuals; the �;
anterior laterals from twenty to thirty-two, or an average of twenty-
seven in six individuals; the posterior laterals from twenty-two to
thirty-two, or an average of twen-ty-eight in seven individuals. There �
are three pairs of lobes. These are plain and non-striated. The
median pair are truncated or very obtuse at the tips, and have crenated �
or coarsely-toothed boders ; their inner edges are somewhat excavated.
They are not approximated at the base, or meet at a very open angle, ;
the intervening space thus formed containing two small spines. The 4
second lobe on each side is lanceolate�obtuse and incised, the anterior
lobules being by far the smaller. The third lobe is also deeply incised,
but the obtuse wedge-shaped lobules are sub-equal. Beyond the third, »
lobe on either side, and between it and the penultimate body-segment,
are two groups of smaller irregularly sized chitinous teeth, each con-
sisting of about �ve members.

The Plates are simple and spiniform (the tips of the dorsal and
ventral plates being often directed differently, sometimes give the �::
appearance of a single distally branched plate), tvvo�a ventral and "
a dorsal one�� arising from the anterior side of the base of each lobe,
two��also dorsal and ventral�occurring halfway between the meson �.
and penultimate segment, and four or �ve nearer it. The dorsal and {
ventral spines are usually pf similar shape.

Scale of Jl1ale.�The scale of the male is very small, elongated, ~
narrow, of nearly equal breadth�-�being just three times as long as�-_,.
broad. The exact measurements are�length,&#39;Oi875"; breadth, &#39;01625". ._�_
It is very obscurely carinated, the carinze being obliterated with age.
The larval skin is brownish yellow, remainder of scale snowy white.

4___�-

* Some of these spots present a more �nely chaffy appearance�this is Where the
male scale insects occur crowded together. �
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Malc.�Not seen.

Larvaa.�The young larvae, of little more than T57 inch in length,
are of a light pink colour. They hatch from the eggs whilst still
be,neath&#39;t-he parent scale, they extend beyond it in every direction,

� and,tak1ng up their position side by side, completely cover the surface
of the bark. They very soon, usually after a few hours, form scales of
their own, and, though still able to move about, are completely covered.
At this time they may be easily blown from their attachment, and so
get from one branch on to another, and, perhaps, from tree to tree.
After a few more �ours they emit from the surfaces of their scales
each a few relatively stout �bres, which curl up. The colony is thus

.covered by a loose investment, which, whilst protecting the young
scales from insect enemies, serves further to aid in their dissemination�
for these curled hairs readily adhere to other insects� legs.

Natural Increase.�Our observation has not been sufficiently
extended to enable us to record the average time which elapses between
the birth of an individual peach-scale insect and the deposition of its
eggs, and so we cannot state the number of broods in a year. It would
seem, however, that these succeed one another with rapidity throughout
the summer months, but that especially in the Brisbane latitude there
is little or no increase during the winter months, for in August we
were not able to detect a single young peach-scale. Their individual
powers of procreation may be judged from the fact that forty-nine
eggs were counted within the body of a single insect.

Natural Enemz°es.�That the peach scale is greatly kept under by
natural enemies may be gathered from the fact that in some instances
We have noticed that quite 80 per cent. have small round holes in their
coverings, an unmistakable sign that they have been subject to the
attacks of hymenopterous parasites.

Remed2&#39;es.�In adopting any remedy it must borne i11 mind that
the insect and its eggs are protected by a hard shield or scale which
is impervious to most �uid substances, and not acted upon by washes
made solely from alkalies or such other bodies�in solution-�the use
of which would not of themselves destroy the tree at the same time
with the insects. Kerosene, however, by reason of its penetrating
power can reach this scale, but this �uid when used by itself will,
under many circumstances, kill the tree. It should therefore be diluted.
This is done by emulsifying it (vide p. 844) with soap solution or milk.
The emulsion thus obtained must be used with the ordinary precautions
(side p. 84:) and applied, either by means of a brush or spray producer
(wide Appendix) to every portion of the peach tree affected. The best
season for its application is winter, or when the leaves are off the tree,
at which time also the insects are in�ated with eggs. Opportunities,
too, for using it should be sought when there is little likelihood of rain
occurring to immediately wash it o�, or when the sun is not so bright as
tocause the kerosene in the emulsion to injure the tree. In order to

. diminish the cost of treatment and to facilitate operations generally,
it were advisable to prune the tree as a preliminary measure���the
clippings being destroyed by �re.��(Vicle also �Use of Resin Com-
pound,� p 40.)

It is for the consideration of the fruit-grower to decide whether
he would not under some circumstances be justi�ed in at once rooting up
an a�ected tree and afterwards destroying the scale together with it,
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which he will be in�uenced in doing by the fact that the peach is a� rapi�Tf&#39;
grower and comes also early into hearing. The general adoption, how.�},(
ever, of this extreme measure should alone be decided after considerags
tion of the age of the tree which is attacked ; the extent to which the
pest is present ; and the speci�c value of- the fruit which it is in the
habit of yielding, and the facility or otherwise with which it can
replaced by an equally valuable tree.

Other Peach ScaZes.�As far as observations have been carried, this�?
Diaspis con�nes its depredations to peach trees. Mr. W. M. Maske
(�Scale Insects.� �\Vellingt&#39;on, 1887, p. 52) mentions the fact of the?-
peach tree in New Zealand being attacked by the common apple scale�:
Mytilaspis pomorum, a very diiferent insect, and Professor T.�
(�Fruit Blights and Diseases of Fruit Trees.� Reprint Brisbane�g
1886, p. 41) who had previously made the same observation regarding
it, adds, �In Auckland the native sandalwood scale is attacking the
peach amongst other fruit trees.� We are not aware that any scalefl
insects other than these have been anywhere noticed as occurring»o1ri§.:
the peach tree, nor that the fact of a scale insect attacking the peachg�
in Australia has been previously recorded.

We have compared this peach Diaspis with the common rose scale�:
Diaspis Rosae (Sandberg), with Diaspis Boisduvali (Signoret), and with 2
the description�* of Chionaspis .furfaceus (Fitch), from all of which
though allied to the last mentioned, it abundantly differs.

&#39;_/
, . .

T1112 BRYOBIA. Mrrni I V
Those leaves of the peach treetwhich are spotted by the T:

Uromyces fungus, and less frequently those which are not affected in�.. �f
this way, are infested with numerous small scarlet mites of far smaller
size than are the Tetranychus mites (red spider). These are most,
commonly found congregated on or around the small clusters of fungusikli
on the under surface of the leaves. These minute acari are scarcel?y_,&#39;.,�
visible to the naked eye, and would escape observation were it not forp-&#39;i»,;
the conspicuous colour of the adults. They are found on the leaves�???
in all their different stages, viz., eggs, six-legged larvae and eight-,;
legged adults. Like the red spider, they live at the expense of thejji
sap in the leaves, which they imbibe with their snouts, directly froiirff:
its tissue, or indirectly from the parasitic Uromyces which have pre.-�"?.
viously been developed at its expense. These acari belong to th�f�
second section of the Trombidiinte and to Koch�s genus Bryobia. The]:
following are the characters which they exhibit when adult :�

_Desc7*2}m&#39;on.�Viewed from above, their snouts appear triangular�.
On either side of the mouth beneath is a stout three-jointedppalp,*.
ending in a minute pincer-like organ. The second joint of this organ ;
is the longest and thickest. The limbs appear to be seven-jointed,I_c
and terminate in two curved divergent claws, and a few hairs ending if�
in little globules, a single hair far exceeding the others in length:
The legs of the anterior pair are a little longer than the others.;j.
There is a wide interval between the anterior and posterior two pair�é�

� Report of the Coinniissioner of Ag1&#39;ieulln1&#39;c,� \Va.sl&#39;1in
of the l�ntoinologist, p. 315-I6. .

f Investigation has not yet shown wlielhcr or not this is also so in the case of 1;.
the Alniond. &#39;

I 1.0., including the last claw-bearingjoint which is very small.

glon, 1880. Repol�-iic:
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- 4"
of legs, and this interval is traversed on the back of the mite by two

-transverse lines the anterior of which is connected with an oblique
&#39; and longitudinal line on either side. On each side of this intervening
portion, and about half-way between the second and third pairs of legs,
arotwo �eye-spots,� immediately posterior to which is a small tubercle
bearing a feather-like body. There are �ve other similarly furnished

_ tubercles situated on the back on each side of the body. These have
the following disposition: There is one opposite and posterior to the

; origin of each of the third and fourth pair of legs, and there are three
_ on each side, just within the margin of the body at equal distances
&#39; apart, posterior to the hind legs. Length from tip of snout to

posterior border 0010635 inch, greatest breadth (between second and
third pair of legs) 00144889 inch.

It is interesting to learn that a Bryobia mite has been previously
-recorded as infesting peach trees in Australia. This interesting fact
having already been announced by that well-known and careful observer
of the enemies of economic plants, Mr. Frazer S. Crawford.�� This
authority has identi�ed his insect with the Bryobia speciosa of Koch,+
but on What grounds does not appear. The original description of
.this species is not accessible, but the �gure given by Koch which
accompanies it is reproduced by Andrew Murray,i and with this
representation Mr. Crawford�s �gures do not agree. The present
species differs from either Koch�s or Crawford�s Bryobia, as far as
can be learnt from an inspection of their �gures of these acari.

Mr. Crawford (L.c.) states concerning his Bryobia mite as
follows :��The stone fruits on the plains, and especially the almond,
are very subject to the attacks of a mite belonging to the genus
Bryobia (Koch), and apparently the same as his speciosa. They are
often to be found in great numbers clustered round the young shoots,

y especially at the forks, to which they give a pinkish grey colour,
caused by the mixture of the white of the moulten skins, the red of
the eggs, the pink of the young, and dirty green of the mature mites,
all huddled together.�

Remedz&#39;e.s.�No remedies have been tried with a view to the
_ destruction of the South Australian or Queensland Bryobia mites, but

Mr. Crawford, having doubtless in view the known effects which
"sulphur has on acari, makes the following suggestion :��A simple
dusting with �our of .;_sulphur will probably kill them. If a little

common flour is added, it will improve its adhesiveness. Burford�s
soap and sulphur compound would likewise be an excellent remedy.

: The mites would in all probability be killed before their eggs, but the
young ones in hatching woull not survive the Contact with sulphur if

� any be left on the tree.��L.c.
Habifs.�Mr. Crawford remarks that �in South Australia his

A Bryobia is found not only on the almond but on the apple and plum
trees also. The Queensland mite has been found on the peach tree

�Valid also on the grape vine. In South Australia it does not seem
 that it accompanies any diseased condition of the trees which it infests,
�= but in this colony, though not invariably so, the same Bryobia mite is

 6* �Report on the Fusicladiums, &c.� Adelaide, 1886, p. 49, pl. iv., f. 20
�.«a, ,c, J, e.
 � 11&#39; Ubersicht, p. 61.
 I �Economic Entomology, Aptera.� Lond. n.d., p. 118.
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found in the case of the peach, on those leaves especially
being injured by the presence of the Uromyces fungus, and in that ..;.
the vine on those whose tissues already support another fungus�viz.�§.,
Helminthosporium viticolum, (Seen). ;, ..,_

Oomzection between the B732,/obia mite and �ee Uromyees fungus.-��j;;
much has been written concerning the relation existing between para.-f
sitic acari and fungi when concomitant on the same plant, it may
interesting to consider whether or not the Bryobia mite is responsible?�
for the presence of the Uromy ces fungus. The following facts sup-fl�
port a negative conclusion in this matter :�-The mite or a close ally of»;
it exists, on peach trees, occasionally in this colony, and as far as yetgf
observed in South Australia, without being accompanied on the leaf by?
a parasitic fungus. Wlien otherwise the Bryobia cannot be said to be .79
invariably associated with the same fungus, as it is present with one *2
fungus (Uromyees) on the peach, and with a different one (Helmin-9"?
thosporium) on the vine. Its occurrence on trees cannot in these casesff
determine the presence of either the Uromyces or the Helmintho-.1,
sporium, as fungi living on its rejected food material, since these fungi;
are rooted and nourished in the cell substance of the leaf beneath its;
surface, and therefore have quite a di�erent habit from thosewhich areli,
included in the condition described as �fumagine.�* "�

THE RED SPIDER (Tez�mn_z/clzus).
This pest is very common in some seasons 011 peach trees in 3*

Brisbane, and was also observed at Toowooinba. _,
;S&#39;,z/mp2�oms.�The peach leaf presents the following appearances: l

The two sides of the leaf instead of extending outwards in one
plane meet at an open angle, and there are irregular transverse
Wrinkles commencing at the midrib where also they are more pro- -
nouuced. The under surface of the leaf is su�used with a white]
coloured tinge �nely speckled with green. The upper surface is�-�
clouded with different shades of yellow. This last colour may eventually. "5&#39;,
occupy the whole surface of the leaf or the latter may be mottled With�
light green, coppery red, and yellow. On the under surface, on either;
side of the midrib especially, will be noticed minute acari or mitcsgri.
These are of different ages, The little spherical eggs scarcely exceeding,
§�},�0 inch in diameter with their pearl-like lustre, the colourless six.-3;:
footed young, and the eight-footed scarlet-hued adults, these {re}
all there. Amongst them, also, will be noticed numerous thread; ofg
�ne silk stretched from point to point, for the Red Spider is a spinning�

* As bearing on the question concerning the relation between insects and
fungi simultaneously present on plants, it may be pointed out that W. G-. Smitg�
has arrived at the conclusion, after examination of a large number of Apliides found
feeding in potatoes affected with Peronospora infeslans, that this notorious pots. 1;
disease may occasionally result from the presence of these insects. In the Gardener,7 "
Chronicle, 1876, April 8th (p. 474-, f. 88), this great authority on fungus diseases
plants, has given a magni�ed representation of one of the legs of a potato-aphis I."
which are exhibited the spawn threads of the fungus, not only traversing the
itself, but actually emerging through its walls and developing fruit��the antheridi. -
and oogonia. It does not follow, therefore, that in giving rise to the potato diseazs�
a quite possible event as it apptars, the aphis will do so through the agency of
rostrum or suctorial apparatus. In other words, an �insect may injure a plan,
whilst feeding upon it without originating a fungus disease. In dealing with th:
Diseases of the Vine we, too, have mentioned the occurrence of spores of Helmin,
thosporium within the body of an Acarus. (Vid. � Grape Vine,� p. 160.) if
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e, and also the skins _Which are cast off in process of development.
�The discolouration of the leaf is due to their mode of feeding&#39;�-this is
by eating their way into the leaf with their nipping (pincerlike)
maxillary organs, and then plunging in their barbed sucker and so
extracting the juice. The mites although they are most plentiful on�

\ the lower surfaces of the leaves are great Wanderers also, and in their
migrations �nd their way on to the stems and bark. The adult Red
Spiders measure about TIE inch in length.

The Red Spider is so well known and generally referred to in
Works relating to horticulture or economic entomology that it is
scarcely necess�y to give a detailed description of it.

.Remedies.��In Andrew Murray�s �Economic Entomology,
Aptera,� p. 99, the following passage relating to this subject occurs :
�-�The remedies that have been found by our horticulturists most
eifectual against such enemies as the red spider are various pre-
parations of soap, sulphur, and quassia water; sulphur being the
active principle and most efficient agent. Grishurst Compound,
Veitch�s Chelsea Blight Composition, are all good. Sulphur in any
form seems potent-. Mixed with soap, as is done in Gishurst Com-
pound, and applied to the leaves by the syringe, it is also very useful.
Even plain soap and water is said to be an effectual remedy if it reaches
the insect. A quarter of a pound of soft soap whisked until it has
become dissolved, is to be applied with the syringe so as thoroughly to
Wet the leaves; but in watering and bathing the leaves we must
remember that if we content ourselves with watering the upper sides
of the leaves we have done nothing, because the mites remain very
quiet during the operation, and in perfect security on the lower side.
It. is necessary, to secure success, to use a. bent syringe to send the
Water upwards, and to wet the under side of the leaves well with the
decoction used.�

Natural Enem2&#39;es.�A diminutive beetle, Rhizobius sp.� At Bris-
bane the Red Spider is extensively preyed upon by a dark-coloured
hairy beetle not exceeding £7, inch in length. This insect not
only feeds upon the pest in its adult beetle state, but also as a
larva. The following descriptions relate to it in its different condi-
tions:�

The Larva.�This is a small pinkish-coloured six-footed grub
attaining a length of about 715 inch. It tapers regularly towards each
extremity. On the upper surface there are numerous small brown
spots from which arise weak whitish hairs. These spots have the
following disposition: On the three thoracic segments they are nearly
uniformly distributed ; on the other segments they occur in groups of
three or four. There are six of these groups on each segment, two of
[which are lateral, and they form six longitudinal linear series continued
to the hind extremity of the body. The thoracic legs are stout, and
scarcely attenuated. The Pzapa».��This measures about E} inch in

&#39; length, and is ovate in shape. It is dark smoke-coloured. On
its upper surface are a few weak simple glandular hairs in linear
series; also similar, but rather larger ones on the sides.
The Beetle:-This is broadly eliptical in shape, and densely
�clothed above with yellowish grey hairs of even length. The pubes-
cence on the under surface is shorter and less dense. Head and body
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both above and beneath, black. Antennae, mouth organs and le�
light yellowish brown. The head is immersed rather beyond the ll�
borders of the eyes. The latter are coarsely granulated. The labrumij
is shallowly emarginate. The sides of the prothorax are rounded, and
1t&#39;1s rather broader behind than in front. The elytra are somewh�t T.�
raised along their line of union, the epipleurae are well de�ned, and &#39;-�
extend to the hind margin. The punctures on the elytra are rather t"
large and without regular disposition. The abdominal plates have Ij.
nearly regular convex hind borders ; they nearly extend to the posterior
margin of the basal segment, but are widely separated from the lateral �B
ones. They are somewhat depressed, and are impunctate. Length of ii:
beetle rather more than 315-inch, breadth about T335-inch.

N orE.��This pest is found in the Southern part of Queensland on &#39;3
a great number of different plants, and seems to be extending its ravages. vi,
In our gardens it may be noticed on the leaves of geraniums, on those �:7
of the Blood Leaf (Jresine Herbstiti), and also on Violets�in the last case
doing much injury. It is also to be met with on quite a number of dif- --�I.
ferent wayside plants�its occurrence being especially noticeable on Galin-F
soga parvi�ora, Solanum nigrum, and on the Castor Oil. Plants affected §.
by this post always manifest some alteration in the colouration of their
leaves�the normal green becomes of a lighter hue, or may be white
speckled; or as in the case of the Castor Oil, the green may be replaced. 7
by various tints of yellow and red. Accompanying this change in tints� *
there are frequently signs of arrested development in the leaves theme ,
selves. At present we are not prepared to state whether or not the acari "
occurring in these plants are speci�cally identical, although of the similarity
of the effects due to their presence there can be no doubt.

THE CURL on BLISTER (Ascomyces deformans).
This is an a�ection of, primarily, the leaves of the peach tree:

which occasionally also extends to the most recently developed brancha
lets to which these leaves are attached. It is probably prevalent ,
whereever the peach is grown in the colony, and is in some seasons on_ �*
these trees a very noticeable feature. It is reported also as occurring �
in most countries in which the peach is cultivated. ,

.De.s&#39;c7~z&#39;ptz&#39;on.�-The leaves instead of being green become of a pale ;
yellow or rose colour; they thicken also a little, change somewhat
their consistence, twist, curl up, get puffed, waved, and altogether 9
present a remarkable appearance. W hen the branches also are involved
these, instead of being smooth, become uneven and somewhat �eshy at
one place, and perhaps depressed at-another. If one compares the 3;
tissue of a leaf attacked by Blister with that of a sound leaf, one sees� �
that all the cells of the leaf affected have undergone considerable
multiplication. In the green parenchyma (i.e., the tissue under-
lying the cuticle and epidermis) which is composed of cells elongated «I
perpendicularly to the surface, one sees in the �rst instance what
appear to be transverse partitions, and then other partitions which ,»
arise in every direction, and so the cells are multiplied and produce ,
a homogenous �eshy tissue, composed of cells pressed one against the ,
other, which is devoid of chlorophyl. During this time, also, the cells
of the e Jidermis are also multiplied by the formation of septa, and so
the surface of the leaf is extended, and hence the putfiness, and othel"_ ; &#39;
characteristic features of the disease, which it presents. Between the 3;.
cuticle and the epidermis globular cells will be noticed, which become ~s
angular by being pressed together. These are part of the fungus�?
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muich causes the disease, and are connected with very rami�ed
- &#39; reads (mycelium) which penetrate to the sub-jacent parts of the

leaf, traversing the intervals between the cells of its tissue. The
ultimate rami�cations of this mycelium are in the form of little digi-
tules which are applied to the walls of the tissue elements. If one
examines a leaf badly attacked by the blister one frequently �nds
that its surface has a whitened and somewhat velvety appearance,
which is due to the fact that the Ascomyces is in fruit, and the pre-
sence of numerous small bodies in different stages of development.
In fact, the previously mentioned globular cells of the fungus becoming
elongated and columnar have pushed their way through the cuticle.
Towards the base of this long cell a septa is quickly formed, which
separates that portion which has emerged from the surface of the
leaf, from that part which is still beneath it. The former is cylin.
drical and terminally truncated, and develops into an ascus in which
appear sporidia to the number of eight. These sporidia move towards
the summit of the ascus; whence they emerge through a small trans-
verse opening, which appears at this spot to propagate disease afresh."�

We have seen trees nearly all of whose leaves have been affected
-by this disease, but more frequently it is far less extensive. It
exerts its worst in�uence when young trees are attacked by it. Mr.
G. Searle, of Toowoomba, has endeavoured to trace a connection
between its occurrence and the prevalence of wet weather, or other
meteorological conditions, but has not been successful in doing so,
neither are we in a position to state how far its presence depends on

�_,the condition of the soil.
Remedies.-�This disease being one which has its seat beneath the

surface of the leaf, and only manifesting itself externally when the
changes characteristic of its appearances have been undergone by the

� tissue, it is very evident that nothing can be done to stay its develop-
ment, which would be otherwise if, as Professor T. Kirk asserts, � the
fungus consisted of a thin layer of cells developed on the surface of
the leaf,� when possibly�-as in the case of the quite super�cially
developed mildew (Oidium) of the grape vine�� the best remedy, as
he states, would be to dust the leaves with sulphur.�+ When peaches
are grown under glass no doubt future crops would be protected if all
parts affected by the �curl� were removed at an early stage of the
isease from the trees, and afterwards burnt.

LEAF Rusr, SHEDDING or FOLIAGE (Uromg/res Am_1/gdali).
This disease of fungus origin is equally prevalent on the peach

and on its ally the almond. \Vhen affecting thelatter tree its presence
is the more signi�cant. It also perhaps occurs on the nectarine. It
is equally commonly met with at Toowoomba and Brisbane. The
following appearances characterise its presence :�The leaves of. a tree
when affected are more or less freckled with light yellow spots which
as seen on the upper surface are sometimes surrounded with a

* The above is a somewhat free translation of a note entitled � Sur la maladie
du pécher, connue sous -le nomc do �Co1que�� by M. Prillicux, which appeared

min the Comptes Rendus of the French Academy of Sciences, 1872._I.,_pp. 1592-4_.
Reference might also have been made to Tulasne�s paper, � Super F rlesiano Taphr1-
narum Grenere.� Ann. Sc. Nat. 5, ser. 1;. v., p. 128. _

1� � FruitBligl1ts and Diseases of Fruit Trees in New Zealand.� Interim report
on, by T. Kirk, F.L.S, We�ington, 1885- Reprint Brisbane, 1886, p. 41.

G _
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puayplish border. The colour of these gradually merges into iii)
of the leaf, ut nevertheless the spots are very distinct. In most case _
these spots� �are small but by con�uence may form patches, or
whole leaf may be yellow with a few clouds of the normal gree�
colour. On examination of the under surface of the leaf it will be);
found that opposite to the above yellow spots or patches are small}
minute brown elevations, arising from the surface singly, in twos or;
threes, or there may be several together; also that imn1ediatc~ly-if
around the origin of these elevations the plant tissue is quite yellow. 8,�
These spots of yellow tissue in course of time turn brown; the tissuel
which they involve becomes completely dead and often falls out. Pre-�
vious to the arrival at this stage in the disease, however, the infected 1
leaf generally drops, if not, the leaf becomes pierced with numerous
holes corresponding in size to that of the spots which have preceded f.
them. The elevations when viewed with the microscope appear to
be little tufts of spore-bearing bodies and to be of fungoid nature.
The particular fungus which they typify is one of the order Cieomacei,
fungi parasitic on living plants, and belongs to the genus U1&#39;Qmyces.}.}
Specimens procured during the course of this investigation were-.
referred to the celebrated fungus-specialist, M. C. Cooke, who pro- 75&#39;
nounced them to be examples of a new fungus (Uromg/ces Am;/gclali.*

The following is a description of this fungus :~� Spores inter-_
spersed with paraphyses formed on a stroma beneath the surface of
the leaf. By rupture of the epidermis, the stroma spores and para: j
physes come to the surface. Paraphyses have globular tips with walls
thickened at the apex. The spores are light yellow in colour, and of f
very irregular form, varying from club shape to oblong, but are most ,
often obovate; the walls are thin, except at the apex, where they are Q�,
greatly thickened ; the surface is echinulate, but the spines diminish
in size towards the apex, and are scarcely visible upon the thick part &#39; �
of the wall; the endospore is pierced by two germ-pores, situated-

on Pucciizia przmi spinosce (Pers.), in � Ii�.eport 0/&#39; the _.Oomm2&#39;ssz&#39;oner of
A_q7&#39;z&#39;cultm*e, U.S.A., for 1887.� \Vashington, 1888, p. 354.

A peach leaf fungus has been already noticed in New South
Wales by Mr. Pedley, who refers to it as belonging to the family of ~
Aseomycetest ,

In every stage the present fungus vegetates by the growth ofthe mycelium Within the tissue of the leaf, and the outward manifesta-
.1

tion, previously described, only marks the occasion of reproductive 7;
organs being developed. The spores produced at the end of the summer {i
may remain inert in the fallen leaves during the winter months, and are
then available for infecting peach trees afresh. These large spores thus ,7
become the restingspores of thefungus,orteleutospores arise whichdonot §�3
germinate until the next season, when, what Mr. C. l3. Plowright has gt
designated a puccinmd germination takes place, a tube or tubes being éj

* Since writing this, the Zfrporl of the T�c_q{abZe Pal&#39;lzo7o_qist (U. S. Depart-V i
ment of Agriculture) for 1887 has come to hand, and from the account wliiclrl;
he gives of what he 1�cg�a.1�ds as the uredinous forin.of the I�lnn1~leaf fungus,-p
(Pztcciizia prmzi spinosce, Pers.), found on peach leaves, there can be no doubt�;
but that he has had with ourselves the same fungus under view. U. prnnorum, In,»
car. amygdali, occurs in California, Caffraria, and India ((_-f. � Grrevillea,� pas.s&#39;im)-
l\I. C. Cooke). &#39; &#39;:4&#39;- V.

,4: 
     
     &#39; �:�r Proc. Linn. Soc., N.S.W., vol. x., 1885, p. 120.
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�veloped with secondary spores attached to it. That this is thel�se
éins probable after what has been observed in reference to the repro-
uction of an allied fungus (Uromyces appemZ2&#39;cuZatus).* The style-

 ores, however, produced during the uredo phase of the fungus
 probably take on a urenoid germination, and their germ tubes which
 are thrown out �are destined to penetrate the tissues of the living
 plant upon which the parasitic fungus grows, their main function being,
 not the production of secondary spores, but the direct reproduction of
 the parasite.� But there is reason to think that these style-spores

-�do not retain their power of germination for any great length of�
:&#39;, time.�

Trees which have been attacked by this pest, as we have seen,
shed their leaves, the wood does not ripen, and they themselves acquire

p an enfeebled condition owing to this destruction of their assimilating
organs. Nature makes a fresh effort to counteract the in�uence of the
Uromyces, and the folia.ge is renewed again and again ; but each time
is reinfected by it. The energies of the tree having thus been absorbed
in producing additional foliage, no fruit is forthcoming, or fruit only of
a very inferior quality in small quantities. This is especially noticeable
in the case of the almond at Toowoomba, where a large tree, instead of
V yielding from 100 to 150 lbs., bears only about 5 lbs. The effect pro-
duced by the presence of the Uromyces on the peach and almond is
comparable with that occasioned by an allied fungus, Ooleosporimn
z&#39;n_que, Lév.-�the �orange fungus� on the rose tree��thc leaves of

which it aifectst �
�+ There are usually one or more minute Acari, in different stages
of development, to be observed crawling about the leaves, especially in
the neighbourhood of the fungus.�� (Tide � Bryobia Mite,� p. 92.)

GUMMING.

The external symptoms associated with the malady in the peach,
plum, and allied fruit trees, which is known as � gumming� are too
well known to need their being dwelt upon by us. So are the con-
sequences on the tree of the continuance of this chronic disease.

The gum in these trees is not one of the essential constituents
either of the cell-wall or of its contents�regarding a plant as an
aggregation of cells. It is not a.n element of the sap, neither is it
normally excreted by the plant, although it- may occur at the site of
an external injury, in which case it is formed as a product of change in
the sap which issues in consequence of this injury, as is seen in the

�l&#39;��� Some Observations on the Germination of Uredincs,� by C. B. Plowright,
M.R.C.S. Grevillea, No. 56, 1888, pp. 136-142. The opinion stated �nds corrobo-
ration in what M. Lawson Scribner has published��tl1is is, that the puccinoid form
of the fungus is found in the plum.�-Vide Ifeport of the Co7mn&#39;isst&#39;oner_for Agri-
culture (U.:S&#39;./1.) for 1887, pp. 353-4. \Vashington, 1888.

1�That the excessive demand on the leaf-producing energy of the almond or
peach tree, to replace the foliage destroyed by the Uromyces, is the true explanation
of its unfruitfulness, seems more than probable, and especially so in view of the fact
that when trees are stripped of their leaves by the occurrence of a severe storm they

A often fail to produce fruit during the ensuing season. Dr. Anderson, in his report
;._ .t&#39; on the Calcutta Gardens for 1886, gives the following explanation why the
K mahogany trees growing in the gardens under his care failed to produce any seed
{:3 during the season 1865-6 :��I ascribe this to the exhaustion f the trees by the

unnatural production of leaves after the cyclone in October, 864, and again at
the natural period in the end of March, 1865.�

E.

)
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case of the young peach fruit, which in early spring emits a
gum to mark the situa &#39;on in which it has been pierced
ovipositor of the Yellow each Moth. -

In a tree which manifests this disease, investigation shows that 2
gum is not merely super�cial in its occurrence, but exists also deep in!
the Wood of the tree. It is found, as M. Ed. Pillieux has shown, (1) in"
the vessels of the �brovascular bundles, appearing within their wallsin .
such a way as to suggest the idea of its having �ltered into them from
the surrounding tissue; (2) within the cells of the medullary rays, l

and, �nally, (3) the principal site of its formation is in special lacunaal
or cavities. In describing these, their position, and their growth i_
simultaneously with the formation of gum, we cannot do better than
give a translation of What Pillieux has written concerning them. . It .;
is as follows :�These occur (he remarks) between the wood and the
bark in the cambium�zone, but also at di�erent depths in the wood ;ior it
they are disposed in concentric layers corresponding to the annual it
growths. They are formed in the middle of the cambium layer, and
occupy the interval between the medullary rays. When these reservoirs .
of gum do not take on a very great development a new layer &#39;of woody ;
tissue can be organised beyond them, and the growth of the wood is
not not-ably altered. In other cases growth ceases where they occur, 3. ~&#39;
flow of gum is produced, the woody tissue dies and �cannot be reinstated -
except by little buddings from the sides where the cambium is not,
destroyed. The tissue bordering the lacunae undergoes important is
changes. The cambium instead of woody �bres produces cells �lled�f
with starch. A special tissue is thus produced which is only found
in connection with these gum lacun2e�a woody parenchyma. The E
starch accumulates in the tissue and it is utilised, as in the cells of the� ;
medullary rays, for the formation of the gum. These gum lacunaal
increase in size at the expense of the neighbouring tissue, the elements ,5�,
of which are dissociated and disorganised.* This gum, then, is a
degredation product derived from the starch contained within pro-
toplasm of the cells. \Ve are not aware under what immediate
in�uence it is produced, at the expense of this related body. j
Grumming, however, especially in peach trees, has been attributed by ;:
some to the presence of a fungus (007~gm&#39;um Beg&#39;jeri72c7c2&#39;i), with which, .._
in the �rst instance, the wounded parts of the trees are innoculated ;-f
and that its origin is due to the presence of some such pathogenic
organism seems probable in view of the fact that gumming may, by
innoculation, be transferred from one tree, or even from one fruit, to ,&#39;
another. �

Remedy/.��VVe have seen it recommended to transplant a tree
which gums into poorer ground, or where this is impracticable to make �T.
free use of the knife or saw, but are not aware of any reason why this j;
plan has been put forward as a remedy for the evil. I�

O

NECTARINE. »

See � PEACH,� and Chap. I., p. 26.
- * �Etude sur la formation de la gomme dans les arbres fruitiers.� Memoirej
dc M. Ed. Pillieux, Oomptes Rendus, vol. 78, 1874, (1) pp. 135-137. A

1&#39; Vid. � G�ardener�s 0lwom&#39;cle,� May 29, 1886, p. 698.
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APRICOT. , ,__:»;�;
FRUIT FLY (vial. �Peach,� �pp. 54-75). . .,
UNFRUITFULNESS (vid. Chap. I., p. 27 ). J

T l§~a<&#39;ALMOB D. as, 3), �

GUMMING (vial. �Peach,� p. 99).

PLUM. ~

Arms (vial. �Peach,� pp. 83-88).
FRUIT FLY (vial. �Peach,� pp. 54-75).

CHAPTER IV.

CITRACEOUS FRUITS (Orange, Lemon, Citron, Shaddock, &c.) ,
FRUIT FLY (Tap/or-it/is, sp.), sce � PEACH,� pp. 54-75.

ORANGE Morns (Fam. Opkidemlnce).
, .There are at least two moths belonging to the Ophiderinae which
 are stated to injure ripe oranges in the Moreton district. These are
 Mmzas salaaninia, Cram., and Argaclesa matema, Linn.; whilst in the
;_ .�Rocl;hampton district there is a third, viz., Oplaizleres fwllonica. The
:1 Second of the above insects, and probably also III. saZamz&#39;m&#39;a, occurs at
-&#39; Toowoomba.

__ The Zllo�zs-.��They are all alike in that they possess the following
- family characters, being large, robust moths, with stout bodies extend-
ing not or slightly beyond the hind wings. Both their thorax and
abdomen is crested and densely clothed. The eyes are large, the
antennae simple and not pectinated. The fore and hind wings are
strongly contrasted, owing to their different colours. The former are

, large and stout, and have their anterior borders curved externally.
 The hind wings are deep yellow and usually more or less marked with
7 black. The expanse of the fore wings measures from 2% inches to
; nearly4 inches, varying according to the sex or species. They are
g. night-�iers.
3, Excluding 0p7ai(Ze7"es_fuZl072ica from our consideration, the remain-

ing two insects may be distinguished as follows:�]l[canas saIamz&#39;m&#39;a
 (which is by far the commoner orange moth about Brisbane and along
_j. the shores of Moreton Bay) has the outer border of the fore wings
 straight and plain, instead of being arched and scalloped as in Argaclesa
if materna. The fore wings also in the first mentioned of these two are
 dark green with golden re�ections having a broad purplish-grey band
 along the anterior border, and a narrow similar band on the outer.
 In the Argadesa the fore wings are greenish-grey,&#39;covered with
r,_ greenish-brown or purple-brown transverse con�uent stripes; in the
F,� centre of the wing also are four purple-black spots, beneath which, in
the female, arises a.11 oblique white bar which is directed outwards;

they have no marginal bands. In both sexes of the two insects the
,2; hind wings are orange yellow with black marginal bands and black
 discal spots. In the Argadesa the marginal band occupies a larger

_&#39;&#39;4_I:7:3V-&#39;~_&#39;,=;*-,�u*.-&#39;;=¢�.r
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SIIEDDING or FOLIAGE (vial. �Peach,� pp. 97, 99). %�&#39;*-m.;� * . ~
�-u.-..
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proportion of the margin of the wing, and the central spot is also
smaller than it is i11 the Moenas. The expanse. of win gs is in A7&#39;_qa£le§a�� ?
matema 2% to 3% inches, and in Jlfcenas salaminia 3 to 3% inches. i _ ,_

Tire 0a{erpz&#39;llar. � Both insects have caterpillars of siinilara
cylindrical form, measuring two or more inches in length when fully y_
grown. These caterpillars have the 11th segment of the body con-
siderably humped. Otherwise they are quite even and smooth. They
are unclothed save for the presence of� minute hairs. Like other.�
Noctuaa they have each eight pair of legs, viz., three thoracic clawed,
and one terminal, and four intermediate unclawed ones�the anterior
pair of the last group being rudimentary. In both, the caterpillars f?
vary in colour at different periods of their growth, but have each two 1
large spots or ocelli 011 either side of the body occupying nearly the :
entire breadth of the 6th and 7th segments. These spots are very
conspicuous, being coloured with very marked hues. i

The 0727";/sa.Z2&#39;s.�-It is c&#39;ontaincd in a light net-like Web, placed 3.
within a canopy formed by the �fastening together of several leaves of
the plant on which the caterpillar feeds, or the cocoon only occupies the� 3�
under surface of a single leaf. In this situation the ehrysalis is
suspended from one end. It is usually very dark brown in colour and ;:
is conical, abruptly terminated at one end and has a rough surface.

.Habi2�s.�The caterpillars feed on the leaves of different Meni- j
spermaceous plants�twiners with large orbicular or ovate-cordateleafves
growing in the scrubs.�*� \Vhen at rest they sometimes support them- .3
selves from one or other of the extremities of the body or even hold the
head and tail up at the same time; and whilst in these positions they often, 7;
alsobend round the head and following segments. In these respects their
movements correspond to those of the caterpillars of Grcometers. To the
moths is attributed the habit of boring with their horny probosces
through the rind of the ripe or ripening orange, whilst this is still on
the tree, for the purpose of imbibing the juice of the fruit. Several, b
not infrequently, are said to alight on a single orange for this purpose,
and to be observed with their probosces still inserted deep into the rindi
It is further reported that, as a result of these injuries, the fruit drops
to the ground and quickly rots. Some have denied that these moths ,
perforate the fruit themselves, as they regard this action on their part�
as a physical impossibility. On the other hand, they assert that they 3
avail themselves of the holes which have been already made by other &#39;
insectst and suck the juice through them]:

As concerning the allegations that it is a physical impossibility, p
it should be borne in mind that F. Moore, the monngrapher of the
Ophiderinae, whilst referring to the same habit in a third Australian �
and allied i.nsect,�viz., Othreis fullonica, does not express any doubt T
regarding the accuracy of the observations which have suggested the
remarks which he quotes; nor, indeed, does he question the ability of

1
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* It is for this reason that complaints concerning. the injuries inflicted by the , ~-
ornnge moths are more numerous in the case of orangeries which have been estab-
lished in tlie vicinity of serubby country. Mr. Hitchcock, of Mount Pleasant, whose !
orchard is thus located, informed us that during the orange season of 1886 he would
have lost quite £200 owing to the attacks of the orange moth, had he not gathered ,"
up the fruit immediately it had fallen, and secured it for the purpose of converting
the oranges into wine. A species of Opidcres inhabits St. Helena, Moreton Bay. &#39; ii

1&#39; The Green Orange~tree Bug, a species of ]B}z._z/ncbocoris, forsooth.��H. T.
I Vicl. Gr. L. Pilcher, Ozst. E�nt., 1877, ii., pp. 237-240.
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dations as have been attributed to it involve. Moreover, the curious
and exceptionally formed proboscis (or applied maxillae) has been -
shown by a French entomologist, M. J. Kiinckel, in the case of O,
fullonica (and it is similar in the moths with which we are more
immediately concerned) to be mechanically adapted for the per-
formance of such an otlice�i� The proboscis, or antilia, is made up of
two applied maxillw, and about one-eighth part of its length is occupied
by the teretron or borer. This is a double organ consisting of two
,similar halves. One of the halves, or what is really the end of a
maxillae, is thus described by Dr. R. B. Read, of Sydney. It is spoken
of as the terminal :�

� Upper and outer sm_~facc.�Tip acutely pointed, expanding upwards
. into three barbs, two of which, the first and third, are placed on the outer

- second sharp-edged transverse ridge.

3.

side, whilst the second is intermediate between them, and next the line of
junction of the maxillae. From the barbed portion the terminal begins to
expand, and on its upper surface is presented, in a line above the second
barb, a curved projection terminating abruptly, showing a sharp oval gauge-
like edge; the interior of the projection is sharply hollowed out, and from
it arises a large rounded tooth-like process. From this point commence two
or more rows of thickly-set setae, which continue the whole length of the
antilia (the two applied maxillae or proboscis). Above and on the outer side
of the terminal is placed, diagonally, a second process similar to that already
described, whilst above, in a line between the first and second, occurs the
third. The fourth is placed above a.nd in a line alternating between the
second and third. The �fth is similarly placed in relation to the third and
fourth, and the sixth and last in respect of the fourth and �fth. Each
"superior process is slightly larger than that below it. At the base of the
sixth process, in a slightly cupped hollow, is a solitary long spine, whose
office may be to prevent the teretron being plunged too deeply into fruits to
permit of withdrawal.

� Under smfface.-�Tip acutely pointed, expanding upwards, then
suddenly contracting, gives a sharp transverse ridge one-half way up the
barbed portion, which again expands upwards and outwards, and forms a

The remainder of the terminal is
divided unequally into three divisions, each of which presents a very strong,
sharp, lancet-like process. At the unction of the terminal with the remainder
of the maxillae are set diagonally upwards and outwards four eonically-shaped
spines; then, a space intervening, there is placed higher up the maxilla) a
set of three similar spines; after a longer interval a set of two spines occurs,
and �nally a single spine is placed at a considerable distance from the last
two, making ten in all placed like the teeth of a long barrow.

� Furnished with this extraordinary apparatus these species ofOphideres
are able to pierce the skin of the orange even before it has turned yellow, two
of these sometimes attacking the same fruit.��t

Having seen, then, with how perfect a boring apparatus one of
these moths is provided, it seems to us highly probable that it does not
adopt exclusively either of the processes referred to, and that when it

"�� Les Lepidopteres, it trompe perforante, destructeurs des oranges.� Compt.
Rendus, 61, Paris, 1875, pp. 397-400 and Plate.

&#39;1� � Lepidoptcra having, tl1e.Antilia terminated in a Teretron or Borer.
Lin. Soc., New South �Vales, vol. iii., 1879, pp. 150-154.

For further information on this subject we would refer the reader to an
elaborate paper contained in the Qam&#39;ter/L// Journal of Jllicroscopical Science for
1875, by Frank Darwin. It is entitled �On the Structure of the P_robose1s_ of
�Ophideres fullonica.� Also to a note by the President of the Royal Microscopical
Society (B. J. slack) on a_ similar proboscis possessed by a Ceylon orange-
piercing moth.��Jou-rn. Roy. Jlficr. Soc., 1878, p. 307.

3) Proc.
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�nds no previous channel into the pulp, or, in the case of several moths ..
visiting-the fruit, an insu�icient number, it brings this borer into
requisition: This we are inclined to think after having observed, on_;�;
several oranges and shaddocks which were forwarded to us as
illustrations of the injury occasioned by �the borer,� the character of
the numerous punctures which these fruits exhibited. 3

Insects might, perhaps, be mentioned which are endowed with a�. 3;,"
more efficient penetrating organ than are the species of the Ophiderinaa;�
but then, associated with the possession of this, we require, from those 5-.
who deny that these moths perforate the fruit, also the habit in
these insects of employing it in such an operation. Of the insects
which seek admission to the pulp of the orange, as directly affording &#39;5&#39;
them food�or as a nidus in which to deposit their eggs�we know of
none so competent, as is a so-called orange moth, to effect a passage
through the rind. _ .

In Queensland these moths do not con�ne their attention to �*
oranges. A few seasons back it was brought to our notice that at

.4-}le11 Prairie, near Roekhampton, the Oplzidercs fallonica was making
great havoc amongst the mango fruit, by alighting on it and extracting if
its juice. In other parts orange. moths are reported as damaging
bananas in a similar manner. In the vicinity of Brisbane we have a
seen them, when ripening oranges were only exceptionally to be found,
amongst vines loaded with ripe fruit; and we venture to suggest that
the ready way in which some grapes, notably the black Hamburg, shed
their fruit may be possibly due to the fact that orange moths have
visited the bunches.

Remedz&#39;es.��M. J . Kiinckel has written that no means for the �
destruction of these moths, which is really practicable, presents itself
to his mind. For the bene�t of these who still regard them as pests,
We venture to suggest the adoption of a plan made use by entomo-
logical collectors for decoying insects at night�z&#39;.e., sugaring. The ..
� sugar� is prepared in the following manner: Equal quantities of the
coarsest sugar and treacle are boiled up in a sufficient quantity of stale
beer, a little rum being added previous to use, and if considered
advisable, some �avouring. (In this case the rind of the orange might
be previously infused in the rum.) Further, the � sugar� should be
poisoned by the addition, say, of some arsenical solution.* This
mixture should be painted on boards hung on or near the orange
trees, but not so thickly as to drop. Moths will be attracted to the
� sugar� and feed on it. Of course it is necessary that these boards
be carefully housed during the day, lest the; become the means of
destroying bees.

urn .u.
&#39;*.�r~
.i-2-
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LEAF-EATING CATERPILLARS (Papilio anactus, Macleay; P. erectkeas,
Don. ; P. oapancas).

The caterpillars of several Australian butter�ies live exclusively .
on the leaves of citraceous plants. Formerly feeding on the foliage of &#39;
indigenous species of Citrus,+ they early discovered the natural

�� A solution of Arsenite of Potash may be made by boiling 64: grains of arsenic
and 64 grains of bicarbonate of potash in 4 ounces of water. �,

1&#39; This fact, which is established through our own observation, was suggested
is a matter of occurrence by that keen collector of Queensland insects, the late
Sgétéester Diggles, as long ago as 1866. Vid. Queensland Guardian, 30th March,
1 . � - -. .is-&#39;f"..�x..v:.t_-,;. &#39;c.}....<;�- .
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�raf�nity which exists between these and the introduced economic plants
&#39; of the same genus, and so now feed indifferentlv on either. Further,
two of them (as we have observed), in consuming the folittge of the
Chinese Atalcmtia buxijolia of our Brisbane gardens, emphasise the
fact of the natural relationship of this plant too with the orange family.

,_ The butter�ies presenting this habit all belong to the order
-Papilionidae, and as in Japan there are three species of Papilio feeding
on the orange, viz., P. memnon, P. lzelemus, and P. clemetmas, so in

, Queensland three species of Papilio, atleast, share the habit. At
 Toowoomba we have noticed on the orange trees� the caterpillars of

P. cmactus and those of P. erectieeus, and at Brisbane these and the
. .caterpillars of P. capcmeus also. These pests have these characters

in common: When disturbed they exsert from the front of the
thorax, or part immediately behind the head, two conspicuous long
tubular tentacles, from which a pungent odorous �uid is emitted.
These organs, in the case of P. cmacms are orange coloured, while

&#39; those belonging to the caterpillars of P. erectheus are lake pink. The
chryslides, again, are in each case attached to the boughs of the orang�eIi"~
tree by the tail, and supported in this position by a loop passed over
the body just behind the thorax. _ �

The caterpillars are voracious feeders, and consume both the old
as well as the young foliage of the orange. The injury due to their
attacks is especially felt by young trees.

The following descriptions apply to these insects in the different
phases of their metamorphoses :�

Papilio amzclus, Macl.
O�atc7&#39;pilla9~.�A cylindrical caterpillar, slightly tapering towards

each end, reaching a length of 15 inches. On the back are two rows
of spines extending the whole length of the body��each segment
bearing two. The 3rd and 4th segment each bear an additional smaller
spine below the former one. The colour of the segments is blackish-
brown, with a few small. yellow spots between them and at the sides ; a
large infero-lateral yellow spot on the 5th and on each of the segments
posterior to it. The external aspect of the abdominal prolegs and a
spot at the base of each thoracic leg is also yellow. The fork-like
tentacle on the neck is orange-yellow.

0hr;ysalz&#39;s.�This measures 1 inch long, and i-inch broad; the head
is terminated by two protuberances forming a forked body. Three
other protuberances form a transverse series on the back of the
thorax. In addition tothese each abdominal segment bears above two �
small elevations, which form two linear series�-one on either side of
the middle line. The general colour is dirty white, with large, dark-
green; usually elongated blotches covering considerable areas. The
chrysalis is attached by its tail end, and is held in position by a loop
of black silk surrounding the body at the junction of the thorax and

abdomen. 
     
     The Butter�y, Zllale and Female.�Head, between the eyes, orange-

;- coloured, with a black line in the middle. The fore wings are slightly
 dentated, the hinder dentations being marked with white spots. There
 are three grey spots in the middle of the superior margin of tl1e.w1ngv,.<.�
 of which the largest is the one nearest the body; on the outside. of
 these are two parallel rowsof grey spots, the �rst range consisting

$1.
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of about nine oblong spots unequal in size, and the outer range of,
The �white band of the lowers?

wings, which are not tailed, with a black crescent-like spot in the�
middle; and on� the outside two parallel rows of �ve spots, the inner-
one blue and the outer one red. The emarginations of these Wingsff�;
are fringed with white. The under side of this insect is like the upper, "*
exeppt that the colours are more pronounced, and there are two series L�?
of two white spots on the anterior external side of the white band of j.

(W. S. Jtfacleay in �Ki72&#39;q�s Survey of Australia,���{;
vol. ii., Appendix p. 458. Lond. 1827.) Expanse of wings in female

The two sexes are otherwise much alike.

eight smaller whitish and round spots.

the hind wings.

about 3 inches ; in male, less.

Papilio erecz�72eus, Don.
Cafe;-/)iZlar.�-l30dy tapering from the 5th segment bacl<Wards,_�&#39;-if

Two rows of spines extendabove smooth, beneath with a few hairs.
, along the back� from the 1st to the 12th body segments. The 1st,},wly segment has two large spines and four smaller ones posterior to

ese, two of which come behind the larger ones.

six, the central pair being smaller and anterior to the others.

segments. The caterpillar has also a dark-brown head, and its body
is green above. A broad brown lateral band extends on either side
obliquely upwards from the anterior border of the 1st segment to the
posterior border of the ekth, on which the band of one side unites
with that of the other. There are also two other lateral oblique
brown bands on each side; one arising from the anterior border of the ~
7th body segment extends upwards to the spine on the following_
segment, the other crossing obliquely the lower portion of the 9th
segment. The most anterior pair have white spots at the place where
they unite, the two other pairs are more or less distinctly �ecked with

A broad white band also occupies the side of thethe same colour.
body, from the 4«.th segment backwards, below the other bands, those
of opposite sides uniting on the anal segment.
bloched with black. The thoracic legs are light brown.
reaching 2 inches.

The 2nd, 3rd,
&#39; .nd étth segements have their dorsal spines in transverse series of 3�;

All the -i�
spines are dark tipped, and this colouration involves nearly the whole .
of the spine in the case of those occurring on the 8th, 9th, and 10th. 1.

&#39;1

K1

A�

F

This band is in places 9�
Length �- &#39;

Olzrgsalis.-��\Vl1en about to assume the chrysalis condition the
caterpillar fastens its tail to a leaf or branch by means of a black. web,
and having spun a small portion of the same web on such obyect as
may happen to be on either side of the 5th¢body segment, connects
these two points with a line passing immediately posterior to it. Thu
suspended from three points, and C1lClI&#39;Cl¬d by a loop, it passes into i i;
the chrysalis state. The chi-ysalis of P. erectheus is much larger than
is that of P. anactus, and has not the same striking colouration. as
hast latter.
the

and backwards.
shorter and ploser together than are those of P. anactus.

It is also much more swollen than it, the part covering
ings being in its case prominently angulated. The portion

representing the prothorax instead of being simply convex is raised
into a tubercle, with short ridges springing from it, directed upwards "

The protuberances in front of the head also are
�i

Butler;/Zy.�]l[ale.�The wings are black, dentated, with tlle�i&#39;.

hollowed out parts whitish. The anterior wings have, on the face
{T 
     
     s
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yr-�towards the apex,_a whitish band composed of spots, hollowed out
: externally. The hind wings are traversed in their middle by a broad

yellowish-white band, sinuated externally, and terminated at the anal
7 angle by a blood-red lunule, which is anteriorly powdered with blue; -
" between this lunule and the extremity of the wing there is a second

red spot more or less apparent (occasionally absent) surrounded by
,.;s atoms sometimes bluish sometimes greyish. The under surface~.of
 the anterior wings di�ers little from the upper surface. The under
 surface of the hind wings is traversed in its middle by a cinereous,
 narrow, arched band, followed externally by two rows of lunules, of
E�? which the inner ones are blue and composed of atoms, the outer ones
ff blood red like the anal angle. The body is black, with greyish-yellow
 spots in front of the eorselet and towards the extremity of the

abdomen. Expanse of wings, 1% inches. V
FemaZe.�The wings black, dentated, with the hollowed out _ &#39;&

portions yellowish-white. The anterior pair have the external half � &#39;
longitudinal rays. The end of the discal cell is traversed by a black. . &#39;
band. The hind wings, like the anterior ones, are blackish-brown a .
the base, and velvety-black towards the extremity; their middle is
traversed obliquely by a whitish band, narrowed towards each side, very
large at the disc occupying one-third or more of the discal cell, and
sinuated externally; beyond this band are two rows of lunules, of
which those of the anterior are formed by blue atoms, those of the
posterior blood red like the anal angle ; the teeth of the hind win gs are
more pronounced than those of the fore wings, and the fourth from
the fore border is a little more pronounced than the others. The

. body is blackish-brown, with three whitish longitudinal lines on the
, under surface of the abdomen. The antenna: black. Expanse of
� wings, 5% inches�-��.

Egqs.��The eggs of all three butter�ies are deposited singly here
and there, on the foliage of the trees.

Remedz&#39;es.�Tl1e caterpillars being conspicuous objects may be
hand-gathered, or the butterflies themselves captured and destroyed,

~. as they hover about the trees in quest of suitable spots for the
reception of their eggs.

_, Natural Enemz&#39;cs.��So1ne caterpillars are altogether unpalatable
�E to birds, and amongst such are probably those of the Papilionidze.
_ &#39; An hemipterous insect belonging to the family IlaZ_z/clida: has been
 observed by us to attack caterpillar after caterpillar of P. anactus, as
f"_these fed on a young plant. It would insert its rostrum into the
 flesh of the caterpillar, and then imbibe its body juices.
£3 From the chrysalides of P. Erectheus, we have bred large dipterous
pp insects belonging to the genus Taclziimzs. This parasite had attacked

E. 
     
     ?�

cinereous, with the veins traversing it black so as to form well markewA&#39;

the insect whilst the latter was in the caterpillar state.

ORANGE TREE Wool) BORER (BEErLEs�Fam. Ceranzl2yc2&#39;a�rc). �5
 The orange trees at Toowoomba, like those growing 111 other &#39;parts
~.-13-of the colonies, are subject to the attacks of wood-borers. These are
4: V . "&#39;In these descriptions M. Grodart has been more or less close}y followed (rid.
 "Encyclopédie Méthodique,� tome ix., Paris 1819, pp. 31-32). This author describes
tithe female as the type of Papilio zEgeus, thus following Donovan, who has �gured
�both the male and female in his � Gen. Illust. of Entom., an Epitome of the Nat.
 Ins. of New Holland.� Part i., p. 14 and 15. r�

�..-I
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the larvae of beetles, which by gauging pas§%s through and along the
centres of the branches, cause the latter to either suddenly die, or snap
o� when under the immediate in�uence of a strong wind, or subject
to other extraneous pressure.

La7~va.�The different naked grubs which take part in this work
of destruction much resemble each other, being white, elongated in
form, contracted between the segments, practically foot-less, and swollen , -A
behind the conspicuous brown and black jaws. fa

There is reason to think they represent the larval forms of &#39;-
several distinct species of beetles.*

From the branch of an affected orange tree procured in the. 3
neighbourhood of High�elds, Toowoomba, a single specimen of a
longicorn beetle was reared. This was accidently damaged, but never,-

l

theless exhibited sufficient features by which to trace its relation-
ship; it being apparently a member of the section Strongylurida:
of the true Oerazyzbg/ciclaa. The following description will serve to *

jdentify the insect :� - j
"3BeetZe.�Elon gated, clothed with a dense f awn-coloured pubescence,

especially noticeable on elytra. and metathorax. Headoelongated, a.
slight neck, the mandibles pointing forwards, a conspicuous naked
groove down the centre of . the vertex passing between the antennary
tubercles; the latter prominent, not quite contiguous at the base; eyes
very large, coarsely granulated, deeply excavated above, the. inferior
lobe bordering the antennary tubercle in front. Antennae setaceous,
pubescent, unarmed. First joint narrowly fusiform (joints not serrate
or �abellate). Prothorax circular in section, elongated, slightly con- __

tracted icrp front, haying s_ti1&#39;ong transverse plrrinkées. F}i1ly(�itra elqlngatqinarrowe posterior y, witi a most straig t si es, are e , eac W1
three carinae extending their whole length, very obscurely shallowly
punctured at base; shoulders well marked. Met-a_-thorax yery long.
Hind legs longer than the others. Anterior cotyloidal cavities open
behind, intermediate ones closed outwardly. Coxee sub-globose, antericar
ones not contiguous. Femora linear or little swollen not pedunculate ,
with a low ridge along their lower surface ; tibiae with two smqll sipipe: &#39;
at ends. Tarsi with first joint longer than either second or t ir , unot equal to their sum ; second and third joints equal, the lat1t;eIl&#39;)deep1l%
bi�d- fourth joint longer than first curved. Length, 1&#39;6 inc read
across base of elytra flinch, length, of prothorax 7;:-D-inch. ,

VVe reserve the question as to whether these beetles affect living
and healthy wood, and not that which has already commenced to
decay. At present we incline to the former opinion. /

The Hon. VV. Macleay informs us that the worst borer of the
Orange tree in New South VV ales is the grub of another longicorn
beetle, Zl[07z0}zamnus �stulalor.

* Being of opinion that the orange trees of Toowooinba might have originally
acquired this post from the indigenous citraceous shrub Atalantiaglauca, growingin
the plains at no great distance from the district, we requested Mr. H. Hurst, of the
Queensland Museum, who happened to be stationed at Chinchilla, to examine ff
carefully shrubs of this plant and secure examples of any insects that they might
yield. Amongst those thus procured were a number of grubs (borers) scarcely to be
distinguished one from another, and three kinds of beetles. These all belonged to 1&#39;
the family Cerambycidae, and represented three distinct species, viz., Pack;/disus
sericeus, Xystroc*e7&#39;a virescens, and a third and interesting insect allied to Pkacodea. � 2

_,-
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Remea7y.�We are able as yet to give means for protecting
orange trees from the attacks of pests of the description of the above ;

"&#39; but the suggestions made in dealing with the borer of the peach

, obstacle to the growth of the tree.

(Orthorhinus) (see p. 79) may be, perhaps, advantageously carried
out in the case of orange-borers also.

BARK-EATING BEETLE (0¢~t_lzo7~7n&#39;mz.s-, .91).).
MI�. W. Hill, of Eight- Mile Plains, near Brisbane, has submitted

specimens of a beetle closely allied to the Peach VVood Borer,
accompanying which was a branchlet from an orange tree, the green
bark of which had been gnawn off in patches by these pests. Such
injuries, if prevalent to any extent, would become a formidable

(Vid. �Peach Wood Borer,�
p.79.) &#39;

BLADDER CICADA (Cystosoma Saumlersii, Westw.).
This insect was reported as being injurious to the orange in New

South Wales, by Dr. Gr. Bennett, of Sydney, in 1870 ;�l�� and during
the inspection of the gardens at Toowoomba, Mr. C. J. Hartman-n&#39;~
drew attention to Cystosoma as an orange-tree pest. VVhilst on a
visit also to Mr. Roessler�s Orangery at Crown street, it was observed
that the empty pupa cases of the same insect were still adherent to the
trunks of orange trees.

The Cystosoma is a cicada (z&#39;.e., a �locust� according to the
misapplication of this word made by the colonial youth), and has
habits somewhat resembling those of the insects included under this
general term. For example, during its larval condition it feeds on the
roots of plants, and accordingly is highly destructive to them. It is
probable too, that, as with the cicada, a considerable time is occupied
in this early phase of existence. The fact of an American species of
cicada passing seventeen years in its larval state seems to have been
well authenticated.

There is, however, little precise information concerning Cystosoma,
except such as relates to its appearance when adult. In the case of
other cicadas, the eggs are deposited in arti�cially constructed grooves
or serratures in the bark of trees, and the larvae i11 emerging from
these eggs soon make for the ground, and so find their way to the roots
on which they are henceforth to subsist.

The adult male Cystosoma saundersi is of a uniform yellowish-
green colour and measures from 1% to 2 inch. in length, and 3% inch.
from to tip of expanded forewings. It has the abdomen very much
in�ated; the bladder-like body, thus formed, exceeding % inch. in
length, and being +3 inch. in breadth and heightrf The large lateral
transversely striated �musical tympanze� are very conspicuous on
each side of the body. The outer half of the forewings, unlike
the same portion of these organs in other cicadas, is very much
netted and so exhibits numerous sub-hexagonal cells. (Cf, J. 0.
Westwood, in �Arcana Entomologica,� Lond., l8l5, vol. i., pg. 92,
pl. 24, f. 1, la-ld.)

�� � Industrial Progress of N. S. Wales.� Sydney, 1870, p. 685.
1&#39; No&#39;rE.�The possession of this extraordinarily in�ated hind-body is not alone

characteristic of the genus Cystosoma (bladder-body), for a bright green-coloured
cicada occurs in the neighbourhood of Brisbane, measuring 1% inch. in length,
which presents this feature, but does not exhibit the highly reticulated wings.
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ORANGE APHIS (Siplzonoplwrd citr�foliz).
The new shoots, tender buds, and young foliage are the parts 5:"

which are subject to the attacks of this pest, and these, owing to the?
presence of the aphides, may assume quite a black appearance. Theirtj
effect on full-grown trees is not immediate, but being present they are 7
checking the growth of what is to become the fruit-bearing wood of
future years. When young trees are, however, badly infested with this
insect their growth may be very greatly retarded. &#39; �

Viviparous wingless, and winged aphides, as well as the earlier.
stages of both classes, may be found together on the tree during the vi,
early months of the spring. &#39;

The orange Aphis of America is Siplzonophom citrifolii, Ashmead.* 7
The original description of this insect is not accessible to us, but ",7?
J. H. Comstock states that it is about �ve hundredths of an inch in
length, green in colour, shaded with dark brown upon the back and if
sides. t No other orange aphis seems to have been described. Pro-
fessor Kirk writes concerning the species which infcsts citrus trees in
New Zealand that �the colour of the insect is brownish-black,� and Ft
that he is unable to identify it. Whether or not the Queensland
insect is the same with either of these may be determined by those
who are in a position to compare the following descriptions with the
characters presented respectively by the Siphonophora citrifolii of
America, and the � brownish-blacl: � insect referred to by Professor ."
Kirk.

Viviparozos uiinqlessfcmaZe.��This is of a general dull dark-brown
colour, the surface being microscopically netted. The body is ovate
and little convex; the thoracic divisions are well marked; there is
a broad conspicuous ridge bounding the body on each side and extending ».
from the �rst thoracic segment to beyond the origin of the nectaries.
These last are well developed, each measuring �O15 inch in length. The
terminal abdominal segment is narrow, roundly fusiform, increasing -,
somewhat in length distally. The head is convex between the eyes, i
the antennae (feelers) seem to arise from frontal tuberosities and
sometimes reach to the origin of the nectaries, though they are _;
generally of less length. The second joint is distinctly longer than the
�rst; the third and fourth joints are subequal andare each about equal in �,
length to the succeeding three. These are diflicult to� separate, but the __I
�fth is twice as long as the seventh, and the sixth very much shorter &#39;
than either. The limbs are clothed with numerous erect hairs, and
there are a few white erect hairs on the penultimate and tgrminalg
abdominal segments. A few bristles are on each antenna. The femora,
the proximal ends and distal portions of the tibiie, the feet, as also-
the first and second joints, distal portion of 4st-ll joint and succeeding 5?
joints of the antennae, are dark-brown. The remaining parts of these 51
organs are very slightly tinged with pale brown. Total length of body
and head &#39;09 inch, greatest breadth &#39;05 inch. T

Vz&#39;vz&#39;pm~0us Winjqed _FemaZe.�Tl1is ha.s generally the same colourkz.
as the Wingless female. The antennae are usually shorter and scarcely
exceed half the length of the body. The fourth joint is about equal to?
the �fth, and each of these is less than the third, but plainly exceedsf;

9* � Orange Insects � JacksonvilTc, 1880, p 65.
�I� �Report of the Entoinologist.� Vvashington, 1880, p, 2/1,8,�
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the two following. Of these the seventh is plainly shorter than the
sixth. The wings measure inch in length. The ribs are very
light brown, the brand (stigma) is yellow-brown, and the veins darker
brown. The second vein diverges from the �rst, and is parallel to
the third together with its first branch. The �rst and second divisions
of the third vein are about equal, and each is about double the third.
The stigma measures �O28 inch. The Papa has light green-coloured
wlngccovers. _.

Rate of Increase.--Five larvae were found within the body cavity
of a single Wingless female. The number of generations produced
during a year has not been observed.

NorE.�For rate of increase, ant relationship, remedies, and other
remarks on aphides, consult the article on the Aphis of the Peach (pp. 83-98).

SCALE INsEe&#39;rs.�THE COTTONY CUSHION SCALE (Iccrya Purc/zasi, Mask.).
This pest was not noticed in the &#39;I�oowo"omba district; but it

occurs on and is destructive to several kinds of cultivated plants in
the neighbourhood of Brisbane. Elsewhere in Australia it has been
reported as existing in the vicinity both of Melbourne and Adelaide,
and beyond this continent it is found at the Cape of Good Hope,
in California, and in New Zealand. �Te have met with it, too, as a
not uncommon insect, in the vicinity of Sydney. Icerya is an insect
which is spreading, and into whatever country it extends it carries
destruction, to the plants which it affects, with it. At present it is
perhaps exercising the attention of entomologists more than is any
other pest to vegetation. Its appearance, habits, nature, the extent of

.its ravages, and the history which has marked its occurrence and
progress in different countries cannot, then, be too generally known.
Also, it is equally expedient to dwell on its natural enemies, and the
means which have been adopted or are available for checking its
ravages or annihilating its existence. It may be objected that it has
long been known in this colony, and that it is not equally destructive
here as in other countries. Should this be admitted, the fact remains
that it is not generally distributed in Queensland ; and there can be
no doubt that when once it finds its way to a district in which its
occurrence is a novelty it will spread and be as prejudicial to the
health of cultivated plants there as it has been found to be, on intro-
duction, in other countries.

The following is a popular description of the female Icerya�the
sex usually met with :�W hen full-grown the insect with its egg bag
is"�half-an-inch long The convex dorsal surface is
reddish and powdery, but to its posterior margin grow (compacted
together) waxy hairs to a considerable distance (forming an ovisac).
The upper surface of the mass is furrowed as if marked by the teeth
of a comb. Under the microscope the wax is seen to consist of spiral
�bres, which when broken appear as rings.� *

* �Coccus Insects,� by Dr. J. Bancroft. A popular paper read 30th July,
1869. Trans. Plzzlosoplzieal Society of Queenslanri, Brisbane, 1872. On �rst
reading this description it occurred that the author had in view the Ieerya
-Purchasi, and this conjecture has since been veri�ed by consulting him. On
visiting Cape Colony, in 187-, Dr. J. Bancroft then met with this insect in a
fresh habitat, and from his previous experience was able to support the conjecture,
already prevalent there then, that the pest had been introduced into that country
from Australia.
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The following scienti�c description of the insect as it appears ati�
different stages in its growth is given by the authority who �rst gave
a detailed account of it*�W. M. Maskell, F.R.M.S., Registrar of thew
University of New Zealand :� 9

Adult FemaZe.�Dark reddish brown, covered with a thin powdery
secretion of yellowish meal, and with slender glassy �laments; stationary",-&#39;5
at gestation, and gradually raising itself on its head, lifting the posteriorii
extremity until rgarly perpendicular, �lling the space beneath with thick/ii
white cotton, which graduall_y extends for some distance behind it in an
elongated white ovisac, longitudinally corrugated ; ovisac often much longer" .5
than the insect, and becoming �lled with oval red eggs. Length of female,
about % inch, reaching sometimes nearly %-inch. Body previous to gestation &#39;
lying �at on the plant, the edge slightly turned up; on the dorsum a v,
longitudinal raised ridge, forming one or more prominences. Insect covered
all over with numerous minute �ne hairs, most thickly on the thoracic region;
round the edge these hairs are longer, and are arranged in tufts somewhat �
closely set; the tufts e black and contain from twenty to thirty hair.-in
each. Amongst the hairs in the tufts are several protruding tubular spin- l
nerets, having on the outer end a kind of multi-locular ring or crown;
from these proceed cylindrical, glassy, straight tubes as long as the tufts of .=
hair. Long, �ne, glassy delicate �laments, as long as the body of the insect, Ii}
radiate from the edge all round; but these being very fragile are often
irregular, or absent. During gestation thick, short, cottony processes form
at the edge of the thorax, seemingly attached to the feet. Antennae of eleven "
joints, very slightly tapering ; each joint bearing hairs. Feet normal, some- &#39;
what thick. Rostrum not long; mentum triarticulate. Procreation com-
mencing soon after the �rst formation of the ovisac, the eggs being ejected
into the sac as it grows ; ovisac at completion containing sometimes as many� :i
as 350 eggs; ovisac convex above, sometimes irregularly split, more often
nearly conical, divided by several regular longitudinal grooves or ribs. &#39;

Female of Second Sta_qe.�Dark-red, elongated, slightly convex, active, ,&#39;
covered with thin meal, or short curly cotton. Body hairy, with marginal &#39;
tufts and spinnerets as in adult. Anal tubercles inconspicuous, but the
abdomen exhibits three small lobes on each side, from which spring six short
setae. Antennae of nine nearly equal joints, hairy. Feet normal, thick.
Several radiating, �ne cottony �laments. Length of insect variable from T15 ,
to % inch. The dorsum exhibits the longitudinal raised ridge, but less con- 3
spicuously than in the adult.

Y ozmg Larva.�About 5�; inch long, dark-red, elongated, �attish, active, 5;;
covered with yellow cottony down. Antennae of six joints, hairy; the last -fl
joint is much the largest, clavate, apparently four-ringed, bearing four long
hairs. Feet slender; digitules short �ne hairs. Eyes prominent, tuber-
cular. Mentum biarticulate. Anal tubercles represented by three small�;
processes at each side of the abdominal extremity, each process bearing aye;
very long seta. Six longitudinal rows of circular multilocular spinnerets,
four in the dorsum and one on each edge. Alternating with these are roW§.�,§
of hairs with tubercular bases. �

Adult MaZe.�La1&#39;ge, the length slightly varying; some specimens reach.
-2; inch; expanse of wings % inch; length of antennae about % inch. Body�?
red, with a shining, diamond-shaped black patch on the dorsal surface of
the thorax; legs and antennae black. VVings dark-brown with (in some
lights)a bluish tinge, marked with oblique narrow, wavy stripes; main�
nervure red, branching once ; there are also iwo longitudinal whitish narrow�;
bands. Antennae very long and slender, with ten joints, which may easily be-fa
taken for nineteen, for after the �rst, which is short round and simple, all the.
other nine have two dilated portions with a constriction in the middle, and,
on each dilation is a ring of very long hairs, giving the antennae a feathery]?

* �Transactions and Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute.� 1878, 1791-;
xi.,p. 221. .

.¢n|4.§..!.&#39;.nn.
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. .
appearaifce. � Eyes very large and prominent, almost pedunculated, brown,
divided into numerous semi-globular facets. Feet long and very hairy,
coxaa short and thick, tibiae long and slender, claw thin; upper digitules

Abdomen slender, segments some-
what distinct; on each segment some hairs; the last segment ends in two
thick, conspicuous cylindrical processes, which in side View are seen to be
inclined upwards, and beneath them is the short, conical spike sheathing
the penis. Penis red, longish, tubular, and thick, with many _recurved short
hairs, and at the end a ring of short spines. Each of the two processes on

.. -the last segment bears three or four long setee, but there do not appear to
be any of the long cottony appendages seen in the males of most Coccids.�-
W. M. Maskoll.*

E_qg.�Red in colour, true oval in shape, 0&#39;7 n1m.��C&#39;0mst0c7c.*l"
c Habitat. -�In the neighbourhood of Brisbane we have seen it on

the following cultivated plants :��The rose, the honeysuckle, a species
of Cassia, on Spirzea, on Acalypha (small red-leaved species), on the
orange, on Ficus pumila, Acacia Farnesiana, and on the four following
native shrubs :�-Bauhinia Hookeri, Tristania conferta, Eucalyptus
microcorys (young plants), and Acacia Farnesianai (growing in
gardens); and at Sydney on Pittosporum undulatum and Acacia
juniperina. .

At the Cape it has been reported as occurring on the orange, the
Australian blackwood (Acacia melanoxylon), on other species of Acacia,
on the Pittosporum tobira, on roses, on Coccoloba, and, according to E.

&#39; J. Dunn,§ also on medlars, pears, oaks, quinces, cape plumbago, pome-

gall insect covers itself wit
é

feed on the tender parts 0
P
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, Question.

granate, strawberries, and French beans. In California, citraceous
trees, the Eucalyptus, the rose, the privet, and the Spiraea are stated to
be a�ected by it. In N en Zealand, according to Maskell, the coniferous
trees (cypress, pines, �rs), citraceous trees, roses and sweet briars,
gorze (Ulex. sp.), wattles (Acacia spp.), kangaroo acacia, and various
greenhouse plants; and, according to Professor Kirk, 011 the native
Leptospermum scoparium. At Melbourne, on the Pittosporum
(eugenoides), and in the neighbourhood of Adelaide, on garden roses.

History of its occm~rence.�The �rst reference to its occurrence
seem to be that made by Dr. J . Bancroft, who, as we have seen, had
met with it in 1869, in the neighbourhood of Brisbane��� on orange
and other trees.�[| At an earlier date, 1848, Sir R. Schomburgh, in
his History of Barbadoes, wrote :��The orange and lime trees were
subjected to great ravages from the insect tribe. The female of a

li a white cotton-like stuff, in which it
deposits its eggs to the number of from 150 to 400. The young brood

f, the tree, and multiply so rapidly that they
-have been known to destroy whole groves of orange trees. It is a
species of Dortlzesia, resembling D. citris.�

&#39; * �The Scale Insects (Coccida3).� Wellingtoii, 1887, pp. 104-106, cf.
1&#39; Report of the Entomologist. Department of Agriculture, VVasl1ington, 1880,

p. 347.
It If indigenous to Australia certainly not to Southern Q.ueensland.�H. T.

3 § Melbourne Argus, Aug., 1886. The information is conveyed in a letter dated
&#39;�,29th July, and as this communication contains more than one error_ in statements
� regarding well-ascertained facts, and as the writer refers. to. two distinct insects at
� the same time under one designation, the accuracy of his list also may be called in

Ii Trans. Philosophical Society of Queensland. Brisbane, 1872.
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It was noticed in 1872 at the Cape, as we learn from a letter date"
6th January, 1874, addressed by James MeGibbon to Dr. Hooker, of
Kew. This letter was read at a meeting of the Scienti�c Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Association, on 18th March, 1874:. It is�?
as follows:�� I have taken leave to enclose in the box along with the�;
seeds a small box of insects, which I will ask you to be good enouglt;
to give me some information anent. This pest has only made an
appearance within the last two years, and appeared �rst on a specimen?
of Acacia melanoxylon. It spreads with wonderful rapidity. Species]
of Acacia of Australian types are its preference; indeed the insect isi�
not found on any native plant. Coccoloba platyclada and Pittosporuin
Tobira are covered with it.�* e

In 187 6 it was �rst observed in New Zealand, Dr. Purehas having)
found it in March of that year, on kangaroo acacia, in Auckland. At�
this time, according to Dr. Purchas and Mr. C heesman, it had only
been found on one hedge composed of this plant, and nowhere else? i

In 1877 we have the �rst record of its existence in California,~é
but at this date it had already spread all along the coast countries� 0 &#39;7
that state; &#39;

Meanwhile at the Cape, as the Curator �of the South African
Museum reported to the United States Entomologist, C. V. Riley, �it �
had multiplied at a terrible rate and had become such a scourge as"«-
to attract the attention of the Government � of that colony.§

In New Zealand by June 1878, this Icerya, which two years pre-
viously had been reported as only existing on a,single hedge in
Auckland, had just reached Napier, in Hawkes Bay province�a fact.

�:»~.

our own observations during that year.In California its ravages, too, in 1878, were giving rise to� serious
complaints, that it was killing � many of the orchard and ornamental!�
trees,� and the justness of these was ascertained by the United States
Chief Entomologist, J. H. Comstock, who with an assistant was 4
deputed, in July 1880, to visit the celebrated orange-growing district-�
of Los Angeles to study this and other Coccid insects, which they did?�
during a residence there of two months.To-day we learn concerning this pest from the Cape, in the wordsof the Hon. P. L. Van Der Byl: �Since theintroduction of the . . . 3
bug into our colony, it has simply swept thousands of acres of land

it 
     
     a
55pointed out by W. M. Maskell, which we are able to corroborate from

3.

the oranges. We have no oranges now within 150 miles of Cape?
* Gardene/-�s Clzronicle, 1874, 1). 381. This letter was read by Professoir

Thiselton Dyer, and Professor \Vestwood, who examined the specimens accompanying _-
it, stated that � The insect - . . was quite new to him, and was closely allied to Q
Cionops cataphractus, a rather rare British insect allied to the Coccidae.� Cionops» v_;
is a synonym of Dorthesia, having been applied to the male of that coccid. The
Cape insect has been recent-ly identi�ed with Ieerya Purchasi by a Well-known
specialist on Coccidae�Dr. Signoret.-�H. T. f"

1- Vid. � On some Coccidae in New Zealand.� Trams. N. Zealand Institute, vol.
xi., 1878, p. 220.

I C&#39;alz&#39;fornz&#39;an Agrz&#39;caltm°2&#39;st, December 1877. This reference is given by J. H.,i,�.i
Comstock, Report of tlze .Ez�omolo_9n&#39;st. Annual Report Depart. Agric., 1880. it
Wasliington, 1881, p. 348. �ug

§ Report of the Entomologist. Annual Report Depart. Agric., 1878. Wash-git
ington, 1879, p. 208. 1
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..�1�oWn. &#39;. _. . It is so destructive that we do not think of planting
an orange 1n_the colony. The only place in the colony where we have
any oranges is where we have the dry frosts at night.�*

In a similar strain, and also referring to its devastation at the
Cape, E. J. Dunn, too, states as follows:�� It has completely
annihilated the orange trees as far as it has_,gone�-for 100 miles up
country. . . . . Orange cultivation entirely ceased in consequence

" of this insect . . . . There are simply dead stumps left of some
L of the trees . . . . Many men have lost incomes of several
hundreds a year through it.�1* On another occasion the same witness
states, �It is still advancing steadily and leaving destruction in its
wake, and will continue to do so as long as suitable food is within its
reach.�j�_ In New Zealand, from its original centre in Auckland, it
has spread both north and south. In December, 1881, we found it at
Whangarei, and in 1885 it was at the Bay of Islands,§ where it was
not observed by us at the earlier date. In 1883 it had established
itself in the Napier District, and during the same year complaints were
made of its ravages in Nelson, beyond Cook�s Straits, though whilst
resident in the district during the early months of 1880 and of 1881
it was not brought to our notice as occurrin�g there.

Referring to these several localities as witnesses of its destructive
habits, W. M. Maskell writes as follows :��� In Auckland it has
destroyed whole orchards of the same (2&#39;.e., citraceous) trees, and in
Nelson and Hawkes Bay it is a dreadful pest on all kinds of plants.�||
From California, since this last sentence was written, came the infor-
mation: �The insect Icerya Purchasi has there, especially in the
southern part of the State, gained such hold on the orange groves, in
spite of the most strenuous efforts, that the people �nd it impossible
to keep it down.��T Our �rst reference was to its Australian habitat,

» and We shall now proceed to the notices of its occurrences in Victoria
and South Australia. In July, 1886, a coccid was observed by Mr.
Gruilfoyle, Director of the Botanical Gardens, Melbourne, at the
entrance to the Custom House in that city. This was on a Pittosporum.
Mr. E. J. Dunn, who had long been engaged in agricultural pursuits
at the Cape, identi�ed this insect as the coccid which was so destructive
in that colony, and at once drew attention to the fact.*&#39;* Examples on
twigs of this plant, forwarded by Mr. Gruilfoyle, almost immediately
came under our examination, and from our previous acquaintance
with the insect we were able to con�rm the opinion as to their
nature, already arrived at by E. J. Dunn, and reiterated by him.H�

* Royal Commission on Vegetable Products, Victoria. 1st Progress Report,
and Minutes of Evidence, p. 27. 8th December, 1885.

1&#39; Royal Commission on Vegetable Products, Victoria. 3rd Progress Report
and Continuation of Minutes of Evidence, p. 98. 18th August, 1886.

I Argus, Melbourne. August, 1886, in a letter dated July 29th.
§,,�Fruit Blights and Diseases of Fruit Trees. Interim Report,� by Professor

T. Kirk. �Wellington (1885).
|| The Scale-Insects (Coccidae). Wellington, 1887, p. 107.

g 1T State Inspector of Fruit Pests for California, in a letter to W. M. Maskell.
Op. cit. addendum.

1 ** Vid. Letter, dated July 29th, in Melbourne Argus. Aug., 1886.
H" Royal Commission on Vegetable Products, Victoria. 3rd Progress Report

gand continuation of Minutes of Evidence, l.c.
V.
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The Ieerya, however, was not con�ned to the spot where it was
originally noticed, for in September, 1886, it might have been seen;
�in several other plaees.�* _~

At least as early as in December, 1885, a great deal of the Ieeryal
was to be seen in South Australia, as we learn from the testimony of};
the Hon. 1?. L. Van De}; Byl�not, however, on the oranges there, but?
on the hedges 1*; and during this year (z&#39;.e., 1887) Frazer S. Crawford,
inspector under the �Vine, Fruit, and Vegetable Protection Act,7."�<&#39;
South Australia, has forwarded us from Adelaide lithograms anglij
photographs illustrating the occurrence of Ieerya on the rose,
several of the structural characters of the insect.

In Queensland we have met with it, or in a few cases have received�;
it, from the Southern portion of the colony only, viz. : along the valley
of the Brisbane from the Hamilton to Oxley, in the gardens of thei;
Queensland Acclimatization Society, in Victoria Park, Albert Park,
�and Wickha.m Terrace Reserve; in the vicinity of Samford, and at 3;
Cleveland. The plants on which it occurs in these localities are,.;.
mentioned under Habitat (p. 53). Mr. Koebele informed us that he I}
saw it at Toowoomba, bu �single specimen only.

2
in

.Remedies.�In view 0 &#39; the history of the ravages of Icerya Pur-
chasi we would prefer not to suggest any remedies to be tried in �
order to save a tree infested by this pest, but rather that the tree
itself should be destroyed; nevertheless, though we recommend this
extreme measure We do not regard it as imperative, since the limit of
possibility to a scienti�c investigator in these matters is seldom_:�,�.
attained by him or even thought of by the cultivator of the soil, and,
moreover, little discouragement is experienced by us in reciting these
testimonies :� I:

�The vast powers of increase (of the Icerya) and its peculiar ,3
structure render all attempts to check its progress unavailing.��- fl
E. J. Dunn. 3

� In spite of the most strenuous eiforts the people �nd it im-
possible to keep it down.���Staz�e Inspector of Fruit Pests for Z
&#39;0alz"f02-ma. 2

A recent issue of the Los Angelcs Herald recommends a plan
the ease of oranges: This consists in placing straw sprinkled wit.ll:};.
kerosene beneath each tree, and igniting the straw. The sudden kero; L2:
sene �ame is said to extirpate the insect in �ve minutes. After which
the burnt branches could be cut, reliance being placed on the recu-5,5
perative property of the tree i11 establishing it in its previous vigour.j�.
Where gas is available the same paper relates concerning the charging.
a balloon tent placed over the tree, that this method �has effectua.lly-7�;
killed the pest whenever tried.�

VV. M. Maskell writes : � The best authorities in America have
come to the conclusion that the only cure is the destruction of infected�.

9* Commissioners to witness. Op. cl/it., p. 120.
1� It has since transpired that this witness was in error, he having mistaken

another insect for the Iccrya. Mr. Crawford received it from locally-grown r089,
trees, and transferred it (for purposes of study) to Pittosporum. F romp the latter;
plant it spread spontaneously to the orange, and thereby caused some alarm. 13 T
Crawford�s �nal conclusion is that it does not belong to this part (i.e., Adelaide) Of,
South Australia. Cf., Royal Commission on Vegetable Products, Victoria, Fourt;
Progress Report, pp. 130-131, March, 1887.
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plwnts,�_�* and �the best plan would be to burn at once any tree
 found infected with it;� 1" and again, � A speedy bzmzing of every
 infected tree is the best remed_y.�1 "

_ 1 Cause of and Olteeks to iis I72crease.��&#39;I�he cause of its increase lies
,&#39; in,its unchecked natural reproductive powers. The following circum-
;"" stances retard this natural increase, viz., unfavourable climatic condi-
 tions, unsuitable food, the presence and unhindered development of
 its _natural enemies. When these conditions are absent, or obtain
3;; only in a slight degree, the lcerya, like other insects, will increase to
 the full extent of its inherent capabilities; and we have the history
_, of its ravages at the Cape, in New Zealand, and in America, ever
 repeating itself. We will instance the truth of this statement from
" whatwe know of the Icerya Purchasi itself. In Queensland it may
 have existed since 1869, or from an earlier date, and its insect enemies,

which now so largely destroy both it and its progeny, may have
checked it in its ravages for nearly twenty years and may continue to
do so. So may the hemipter, which, in 1885, according to Mr. Moly-
neux, attacked this insect whenever, in Adelaide, it appeared on the
orange by �putting its proboscis into t � bug, sucking it perfectly
dry and so killing it,�§ continue there «protect Citrus trees; or
the special dipterous parasites, discovered by Mr. Crawford, perform a
like service. Even further, when the unfavourable circumstances have
full force, as quite recently at Orange, Los Angeles, California, there
may be what to the uninitiated is � a wonderful and mysterious dis-
appearance of the destroying �end without any attempt being made at

 its destruction.�H On the other hand, the partial or full play of these
A checks to increase may, iii the case of the Icerya, as in that of other
insects, even though their operation has been felt for a number of
years, be suddenly or otherwise suspended, and We have then the
re-occurrence of devasting swarms of it. Hence the existence of
shrubs in the colony, and especially in our public gardens, already
supporting and dying from the effects of this � Cottony Cushion
Scale� is not altogether insigni�cant. \Vhen its ravages in New

V Zealand were yet only commencing, IV. M. Maskell wrote as follows:
 -�-� Nobody seems to try to destroy it. \Vith the example of
 California and the Cape of Good Hope before us, we may be sure that
, ere long this pest will become a dreadful nuisance. I have tried to
�. warn the people of Nelson and Auckland, but no remedy has been
_: attempted.�1{ Events have shown the accuracy of this surmise, and
 the results of the inertia of the New Zealand colonists.*�*�

 The same indifference as to their interests was in existence
*amongst the orchardists of California. �When (the Los Angeles
� Herald informs us) it �rst appeared in the city of Los Angelos,

and its character and ravages became known, it might have been ex-

"� Trans. New Zcaland Inst., 1883, vol. xvi., p. 141.
&#39; 1&#39; �The Scale Insects,� p. 107.

j I Op. Cit.
 § Vide. Hon. P. L. Van Der Bvl. Royal Connnissimi mi Vcget.-.1.blu Products,
 Victoria. First Progress Report-,  p. 27.� 8th December, 1885.
�Ii ., V  Los Angeles He2&#39;aId, 1877. r
i" - 11 Trans. N. Z. Inst., 1883, p. l~1-0��1ll, 4th October.
-ii� H� In the neighbourhood of Brisbane it still (.\&#39;epte1nber, 1889) fortunately
�happens that its parasites are keeping it from increasing to an y great extent.
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terminated for less than 500 dols. But the people refused to burn
the trees.� Again, at the Cape, E. J. Dunn informs us : �It was too
late before they took the matter up�the insect had got a start.� if:

Natural Enemz&#39;es.�The part, if any, that birds or other vertebrate g."
animals play in destroying the Icerya Purchasi has not been recorded; *3
neither is there mention of an insect in any way parasitic upoh it, as
it occurs in California, in New Zealand, or at the Cape. For Australia "
however, we have to record the following :� -- 1&#39;V5,.

1. A small olipterous insect. Mr. Frazer S. Crawford, of Adelaide,
a short time since sent to the United States Entomological Depart-�
ment a small two-winged insect which he had found parasitic on
Icerya, in South Australia. This has been described by S. W,
Williston* as the type of Lestopkonus, a new genus of Oscinince, andréj
named Lestophomts Icerg/w. The Lestophonus has been introduced ins:
quantity to America for liberation in infected orangeries there, by the .;
U. S. Entomologist, through the agency of Mr. A. Koebele, who was �l
sent on a special mission to Australia for the purpose. Mr. F._A. A..
Skusej� has quite recently described a second species, L. Manopklebi,
bred from the coccus Mogoplzlebzts Orawfordi (Mask.), in the �rst A
instance by Mr. F. S. Crawford. Hitherto these dipterous parasites �
have not been observed in Queensland.

2. A small hymenopterous insect. This is very common about
Brisbane, and, like the Lestophonus in Adelaide, has no doubt checked
the Icerya in its ravages here. It usually happens that quite a number
infest a single individual of the Cushion Scale.

This parasite is a small brown insect, measuring nearly l�mm. in ,
length, and with wing expansion of two millimetres. It has a smoky &#39;
patch crossing the extremity of each fore-wing. In physiognomy it
must resemble the parasite (Sezzziotellus destructor, Say) of the
Hessian �y.I &#39;

* U. S. Depart. Agric, Division of Entomology, � Periodical Bulletin,� July,
1888, vol." I., No. 4, p. 21, �g. 3.

1� Proc. Lin. Soc. N.S.W., Feb., 1889, vol. IV. (series 2), pp. 125-6. _ �
I Absence of su�icient literature prevents us from assigning this insect its �

correct position amongst the Chalcididae, but the following description may assist 3
others in doing so :� "*

Male.�Head large, very much compressed opposite the eyes from before
backwards, so as to present a transverse aspect when viewed from above. Eyes,_
separated by a very broad front, very large, forming prominent lateral angles;
ocelli (in each sex), three in number, forming a very obtuse triangle; antenna:
arising close together, very far forward on the face, seven-jointed (&#39;i.e., counting K
the scape as the first joint), each joint except scape and terminal one_eoi1tractqd :;
anteriorly, and laterally compressed, so as to appear moniliform when viewed from b
above and dentate when seen from the side; scape rather exceeding two following 1
joints, cylindrical ; second joint shorter, and third joint longer than any of_the other j
joints, except scape and terminal one; 4th, 5th,-and 6th subequal. Term1nal joint» 4;
of antenna oblong and obtuse. Metatliorax shortly produced behind, and abdomen, &#39;5
which is obovate, contracted in front, and shortly pedunculate; first joint of abdomen �
greatly developed. Succeeding segments more or less drawn in, causing abdomen to 2,
appear as if truncate. Wings, with the costal vein long continued, extending about
as far beyond its expansion as is the distance from the latter to the base, the �.3.
portion beyond the clubbed branch being about as long as the clubbed branch ltself. L:
Just internal to the expansion is, apparently, a branch extending downwards and 1":
inwards, and so forming a basal cell; the course of this vein being indicated by I
a dark greyish discolouration, and a patch of black pubescence. A very �ne vein
extends for some distance along and a short way anterior to the hind border. The}
outer half of the wing is clothed with short hairs, and bristles occur along the�
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3. A small brown beetle, measuring about T15 inch in length. Of
this a single specimen only is available for description, and it becomes
therefore impracticable to de�ne its minute characters. It appears to
be a somewhat aberrant form of Rkizobius. The following are the more

A. salient features which it exhibits :�
�It is broadly ovate; the elytra and prothorax are reddish-brown, the

abdomen beneath being rather darker brown. The head, tl1or.1x-hencatli, and
-. the legs are piceus. The mouth organs and tarsi are brownish-red. The

whole upper surface is densely clotted with erect rather short light-brown
_ pubescence of even length. On the under surface it is less dense and

adpressed. It is also closely and rather �nely punctured��the elytra densely
. so. The head is immersed to a little beyond the hind borders of the eyes.

I
The prothorax is strongly and widely excavated in front, with the sides
anteriorily depressed, and with the anterior lateral angles well marked. The
elytra. are wider than the prothorax and are transversely elevated opposite
�the humeral angles. The epipleurae of the elytra are continued to the hind
borders of the latter, rather broad�especially beneath the shoulders, and are
sparingly clothed with hairs. The tibiae are very much compressed. Length,
2&#39;5 mm. (1% lines), breadth, 2 mm.

4:. In Adelaide, as previously noticed, the � Cottony Cushion Scale�
when it frequents the orange is also attacked by an hemipterous insect
Which, with the dipterous one, seems there, now, to check its ravages.

Its&#39;Desi_qnatz&#39;o7z.�At the Cape the insect has been known as (l)
the Australian Bug�in deference to the opinion that the colonists
there received the insect in the �rst instance from Australia, (2) as
the Dortizesia, since Westwood, to whom the insect was referred in
1874, pronounced to be closely allied to a species of that genus.* In
California, too, it is known by the name of Dorthesia�Dr. H. Behr,
of San Francisco, having pronounced in 1877 that it was a Dorthesia,
and Professor Riley having the next year stated that it was apparently
identical with the Dorthesia characias, Westwoocl. It is also spoken
of in America as the � Cottony Cushion Scale.� In New Zealand
its identity with any species of Dorthesia has not been suspected, and
therefore this name is not current in that colony. Professor Kirk
very inappropriately designates it � White Scale.� In Victoria, owing
to its having been �rst recognised there by visitors from the Cape, it
has received the name of Dorthesia. For Queensland we would
suggest that, whilst it is permitted to exist in the colony, it should
receive its correct titles��Icerya Purchasi or Cottony Cushion Scale.

Itsnative couriztrg/.�When writing in January, 1874, concerning
this pest, which then had recently appeared at the Cape, Mr. J.
McG�ribbon was silent on the subject of its native country. Dr. A. W.
Saxe, of Santa Clara, California, in December, 1887, �stated it was his
belief that the pest was originally brought from Australia as early as
1868.� W. M. Maskell, in his paper �On some Coccidae in New

costal vein. The legs-�especially the hind pair�are long and very swollen; the
swollen femora and the tibiae are both long and about equal; the �rst joint of
tarsi about equal to the two succeeding. Length, 1-Enini.

The female has the antennae eight-jointed, and neither moniliform nor dentate ;
the second joint is shortly fusiform; the third to seventh present the following
charaéters :�They are broader towards the end and truncated, the third joint is the
smallest, the fourth equals the third and �fth together, the �ftlr� to the seventh are
equal in length, but increase in breadth, terminal joint as in male. The abdomen
18 more elongate, and, the terminal four or more segments being exposed, is pointed.

* Ga-rdener�s Ckroniicle, 1874, p. 384-.

;._&#39;.;;"._,&#39;~«.. ,
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Zealand,� read on the 6th June, 1878, like McG�ribbon, was also silent.iL
So in October, 1883, and again in 1887, he expresses no opinion in
reference. to its original habitat. Professor C. V. Riley, however,
writing 111 March, 1879, remarks: � It is an Australian inscct,,},.�
apparently Dorthesia Characias, Westw.��i.e., an insect which has",
never_ been recorded as having been met with in the Australian 3,
colonies, and is a native of quite a different region. And again, in 3,}
letter to H. Gross, relating to California as the scene of its destructive.� -V
habits, he states, �into which country, as well as New Zealand and
Cape Colony, it has been introduced from Australia.�* J. H. Comstock, ii
in a report dated June, 1881, writes: � It seems probable that it is an�
Australian species.� Professor T. Kirk, i11 September, 1885, states?�
that, �it was supposed to have been introduced from Australia, but it is
not a native of that continent, and in all probability has come to our
shores with imported citrads from the Fiji Islands or California.� The
Hon. P. L. Van Der Byl, in December, 1885, remarked, concerning the 5
so-called � Australian bugs� : � They were introduced into our colony Aft
through the Australian blackwood ; � and Mr. E. J. Dunn, 29th June,
1886, writes: �About twelve years ago it was noticed for the first
time in the Botanical Gardens, Capetown, and most probably arrived� 5
there from Mauritius with plants sent to the Botanical Gardens. _ V
. I wrote some weeks ago to the Agricultural Department, "
Victoria, urging that every precaution should be taken to prevent its
introduction, as there was great risk of its being brought from &#39;
Mauritius.�f Finally, Mr. F. S. Crawford, of Adelaide, has stated that
� he is sure that it is not a native of that part of South Australia.�

We ha: ,then, Australia, Fiji, California, and Mauritius as claim-
ants for th. honour of having given birth to Icerya Purchasi. No»
wonder the�.., as we learn from Mr. F. Crawford, the question of its-
native cour try should exercise the minds of Ormerod and �other.
European economic entomologists.

A clue to the native country of any vegetable-eating insect like this.
Icerya is given by considerations relating to the natural home of _the
plants which it affects, or to the locality in which its enemies permit it
to maintain equilibrium, with relation to theinselves, in the balance of
nature.

The parasites of coccid insects have been so little investigatedthat
the absence of any mention of them as attacking Icerya Purchasi, by
those writers who have dealt with this pest, is a negative evidence as to
their existence, in the country which these writers have had in view, of P
very little value. Exception, however, must be made in the case of
America, in which country L. O. Howard�s � Report on the Parasites :
of the Coccidae� plainly indicates that far more attention has been; i
bestowed there on this important subject than anywhere else. _ And yet
this report does not indicate the existence of any insect_paras1t1c there
upon the � Cottony Cushion Scale.� &#39;\Vhen an alienmsect, too, ha»
established itself in any country for a length of time, though at first
free from their attacks, those parasites which previously have lived on
whatever allied insects the �liauua of that country may present, wlll
eventually develop a taste for the new comer, and the sooner in propor-
tion to the nearness of this alliance, or to extent of the previous range

9"� �1Vu[ure,� 2()l.h l\Iar:,-l1, 1887, vol. 35, p. 153.
"f Melbourne Argus, August, 1886.
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� a of variability in the diet of these parasites. We have no evidence that
in 1869 the Icerya Purchasi occurring about Brisbane was subject to
the attacks of the same parasites which now feed at its expense here,
or to those of others. In Adelaide this pest, on introduction, spread

. with alarming extent at �rst, but was subsequently so parasitised that
the discovcgy of a single living specimen became a matter of dif�culty.
_ S. Crawford.)

The probability of Mauritius being the original home of the Cottony
Cushion Scale may be dismissed on consideration of the following
facts:��(1) N o mention has ever been made of Icerya Purchasi, or any
insect answering to its description being found there, although Gruérin
Meneville and others have paid especial attention to the coccids of that
island. (2) The only one who, as far as we can learn, has suggested
Mauritius in this light, Mr. E. J . Dunn, has in his account of the Cotton
Cushion Scale and its ravages�� related, as if connected with the subject,
the destruction produced by quite a different insect, and one which does
occur at Mauritius�2&#39;.e., the Dorthesia Seychellarum, Westz0.�made
known thirty years previouslyrt

With reference to Professor &#39;1�. Kirk�s suggestion as to the Fiji
Islands we may remark as follows :�-If the insect occurred there it is
more than probable that, as in every other country where it has dis-
covered itself, it would attack citraceous trees, and yet the fact remains
that J. P. Storck, who wrote on the orange cultivation in Fiji, and
incidentally mentioned the insect enemies of that tree, does not refer to
its occurrence there:

With regard, then,to the claim put forward on behalf of Australia-
Did the Cape receive the insect from this source? We have the fact
recorded that it �appeared (there) �rst on a specimen of Acacia
meloxylon�-�an Australian tree, that species of Acacia of Australian
types§ were its� preference,� and that �Coccoloba platyclada (a
Solomon Islands shrub) and Pittosporum tobira (a Japanese shrub)
were covered with it.��J. Mo-Gz&#39;bbon II If. introduced, then, from
Australia the probability of this happening in connection with the

. transmission of Acacia 1nelanoxylon�the black wood of Australia-�
would on hasty consideration appear to be very great; but we submit
(1) this probability does not seem to have occurred to Mr. McGribbon.
(2) Acacias grow so readily from seed, and their seeds have such
enduring vitality, that it is the almost invariable practice to forward
seeds and not young plants in supplying the demands of cultivators
especially in parts of the world remote from Australia��and especially
has this been in practice in the case of Acacia melanoxylon. It is
scarcely likely, then, that the Capetown Botanical Gardens received
young Acacias from Australia, but most probably the seeds of these
plants were sent them. The Icerya could not have been transmitted
with the seed.

We have still to refer to I�rofessor�s Riley�s positive assertions that
�it is an Australian insect,� and that California, New Zcaland, and the
Cape all derived the pest directly or indirectly from Australia, and that

* Letter (l;li}0Ll 2.*tl1 July, in Melbourne .-_lr1r/2/.9, August l88G.
1� Ga)&#39;dcner�.s- (§&#39;/zronicle, 18.35, p. 836. Al�l1(�l(� by J. U. \�Vcstwood.
I Til. �Treatise on Orange Culture,� by Gr. E. Allicrtou, 188}, p. 71.
§ Not necessarily Australian species of Acacia. (11.13)
H G�ardener�s C/troniclc, 187-1, p. 384.
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as far as California is concerned �it has evidently been introduced
(probably on the Blue Gum or Eucalyptus).�* Neither in Australia� .3:
where so many species, of Eucalyptus are indigenous��nor in New- I
Zealand�where they have been so extensively introduced, has Icerya i
Purchasi been reported as occurring on any species of this immense .
genus. We have, however, seen it at Brisbane on young plants of one
species, E. microcorys. Professor Riley writes, �It Will be naturally
partial to Australian trees� (this will be so if his assertion as to its
original habitat is correct), and continues, it � shows a preference for
Acacia, Eucalyptus, Orange, Rose, Privet and Spiraea�+�i.e., for trees,
the majority of which are quite foreign to the Australian �ora, two are
not exclusively Australian by any means, and the remaining one is co-
extensive in its distribution with the whole Australian region. RevieW- &#39; T.-
ing the plants as yet recorded as being affected by Icerya Purchwsi T
(vid. p. 53) we �nd that the Australian a.nd Asiatic components of it "
are�excluding those plants generically represented in both continents,
as 4 : 9�at the very lowest computation (z&#39;.e. omitting those plants.
mentioned by Mr. Dunn); and the exclusively Australian species
amount to only �ve, two of which belong to genera not peculiar to
that �ora. Regarding the plants in Australia on which Icerya has
been met with, we �nd that they amount to thirteen. Of this number,
four plants belong to exclusively Asiatic, and two only to exclusively
Australian genera; and four to exotic species, and three only to
endemic species of genera common to Asia and Australia.

Its Eastern Asiatic facies appears very pronounced, and it is a
fact not Without signi�cance that some years prior to 1869 when, as
we have seen, the Cottony Cushion Scale was �rst noticed as occurring
1n the neighbourhood of Brisbane, extensive exchanges of living plants
were being e�ected between this city and the Eastern Asiatic countries
�China and Japan. Did not California, too, negotiate similar inter-
changes prior to 1868, when it is supposed the Icerya Purchasi �rst
made its appearance in that State.

BLACK SCALE, No. 1 (Lccanium /wsjacridum).
This Lecanium, which is so common on a great number of garden

shrubs about Brisbane, and less frequently on the orange,i is much
�atter than is the Black Scale, No. 2��Lecanium oleae, neither has it
the ridges which are so conspicuous on that insect.

The Queensland insect presents the usual characters which are
assigned to this almost universal pest, whether it occurs in Europe,
India, America, or New Zealand, and it has been written of at least
since the time of Linnaeus (1735).

The following account of the insect is given by E. T. Atkinson.§
It has the evident merit of having been compiled with the aid of
Con1stocl:�s description� :�

� Young Ivzsec-t.�Flat, long, oval, reddish�brown ; abdominal cleft
visible; antennae with six joints, the third longest, the �fth having the

* Vid. Report Department of Agrieult1u&#39;e, VVashingt-on, 1878, pp. 208-9.
1� L.c., p. 208.
I It may be observed here on the three cultivated varieties of Mango, amongst

other economic plants.
§ � Insect Pests belonging to the Homoptcrous Family Coccidae.� J ourn. AS-

Soc., Bengal, vol. l\&#39;., p. 282; Calcutta, 1886. .
H Report of the Entomologist. Rep. Depart. Agric., VVashington, 1880, p. 335.
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appearance of two soldered together, the last with a few hairs;
iiftibiae and tarsi, of about equal length; the upper pair of digitules
,_&#39;long; the lower short and narrow; the abdominal lobes end in two

very long setae.
�Adult male not known.

_ �Adult female varying in shape from a regular ellipse to nearly
=�;"circula_r, elongate, �at, yellow inclined to brown on the disc, often
 dark; smooth, shining with a fringe of small hairs not very close
7 together; sparingly punctured on the dise;* after death, the border
T� often becomes wrinkled ra.dially for a narrow space. The antennae are
4 present and are 7 -jointed, 1 and 3 joints thickest, 4: and 7 sub-equal in
5*� length, and 3 a little shorter, rest shorter and sub-equal. Feet
 moderately long, coxae thick, femora moderately large and about the
2 �same length as the tibiae, which are thinner; tarsi still thinner ending
% inaclaw; upper digitules rather long ending in a knob; lower pair
, about twice as long as the claw and very broad. Abdominal lobes
. cordiform ; anal ring surrounded by six long hairs. Length 3-4: mm.�

Habits.�This scale insect until it is fully grown is quite com-
petent to shift from any position it has once taken up, and this
capability for movement is mostly exercised at night time or when the
plants which it has infested happen to be dying. It occurs on every
part of the tree which it has settled on, and is often observed on the
under surface of leaves when its attacks are extended to these organs.

In Queensland, as in New Zealand (Maskell), it is probably always
viviparous, and seems to breed all the year round, its rate of increase
being very great. Maskell records the fact that a female examined in
the spring contained 93 embryos, and there are also probably several
generations during the year.

Nat�-ure and Extent of Injury.��Diverting the sap of the part
which it has infested, from its proper destination, its first effect seems
to be to check the growth of the plant, and this is especially noticeable,
since it seems particularly to affect the most recently developed shoots.
Like Leca-nium oleze it is one of those scale insects which, as Mr.
Maskell has shown (�Scale Insects,� Wellington, 1887, chap. III,
pas.), excrete a �honey dew � by means ofan exsertile tube, emanating
from the ano-genital ori�ce. This honey dew falling on the surface of
any leaf which happens to be beneath that on which the Lecanium is
�xed accumulates and forms a coating upon it. Being of a. saccharine
nature it supports microscopic fungi of different genera and species,
and of a very dark brown or black colour. These are the components
ofthe black sooty substance which covers any plant which the Leea-
nium happens to infestnf The nature of this substance, as well as
the injury which its presence occasions, will be further related when
We come to treat of fmizagine, the name by which it has been desig-

nated. (Vid. p. 145.)
«Introduct2&#39;on.�-The history of the introduction and spread of

insect pests into new countries is often lost sight of; nevertheless it
a�ords a subject for important consideration. We do not know the
time when the Queensland fauna was �rst enriched with the addition

* Lecanium oleae, the other orange Lecanium mentioned in this Report, has its
skin �lled with numerous oval or round cells of microscopic dimensio11=.

1&#39; The reader is referred to Maskell�s very careful summary, both of his own
observations and those of others, in a lesser degree.
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of this scale insect : but �perhaps the history of its spread in Austral«ia,._,�é
if known, would be found to be only a repetition of that which�

Accordingly, though described» �
as long ago as 1735 as being found there, it had in 1852, as Mons.  i
B. Robineau Desvoidy relates, only hitherto been recorded as occurring
on plants grown under gla.ss; but he then had to report the occurrence
of this insect in the open air on orange trees at Nice. And after
making this statement he adds, � Ces insectes ont quitté leur prison;
sous les climats favorables, ils ont retrouvé en plein aire les arbresde

characterised its invasion in Europe.

leur veritable patrie; la nature a repris ses droits.�*
Remcdz&#39;es.�(77z&#39;d. � Black Scale,� N o. 2, and �Peach Aphis,� p.
Nalzcral Enemz&#39;cs.�These are (1) birds such as White Eyes or .7

Blight Birds (Zosterops, spp.); (2) a small moth�TImlpocares
coccopkaga, Meyr. (vid. 126); (3) a beetle-�0rypz�ola2mus sp. (vidf
p. 135, and Introduction, p. 16); and (41) a small 7z_z/menopterous parasite.
This latter measures rather less than half-a-line in length; is dark
brown; has nine-jointed antennm, and uniformly-coloured wingsxf

THE BLACK SCALE, N o. 2 (Lecamlum olece, Bernard). �
This is the well-known insect referred to as occurring in Europe

by Mons. J. B. Robineau Desvoidy, and stated by him to be � l�insect
le plus désastreaux de cette époque.�I Other subsequent writers also
on insect pests have mentioned it. Of these We need only refer to J.
H. Comstoek§ and W. M. Maskell.|| The former of these authorities
gives the following description, which will serve to de�ne the species :�.-

�Adult fcmaZe.�Dark brown, nearly black in colour; nearly hemis-
pherical in form; often, however, quite a little longer than broad; average
length from 4 mm. to 5 mm. (}�,-% inches), average height 3 mm. (§ inch);-
Dorsum with a median longitudinal carina and two transverse carinaa, the
latter dividing the body into three sub-equal portions; frequently the
longitudinal ridge is more prominent between the tranverse ridges than
elsewhere, thus forming with them a raised surface of the form of a capital
H. The body is slightly margined; outer part of the disk with many (18-30)�
small ridges which extend from the margin half Way up to centre of dorsum.;
Viewed with the microscope the skin is seen to be �lled with oval or round
cells, each with a clear nucleus ; the average size of the cells being from &#39;05-
inm. to &#39;06 mm. in length, while the nuclei average &#39;02 mm. in diameter.
The antennae are long and 8-jointed, the two basal joints short; jo1nt3

* � Compt. Rend. Hebdoniadaires des Séances de 1�Acad. des Sciences.� Paris,
1852, &#39;1�. xxv., p. 185. _

+ The position of this insect amongst the O�/aalczdidce is uncertain. It may be�.
readily distinguished by the remarkably ribbed condition of the joints of the a«I113611D$e-
These organs are nine-jointed (apparently ten-jointed in one sex), and rather
�attened; the first joint is small and short; the second joint (scape) i&#39;us1t�orm,a_m1
rather long; the eight succeeding joints (except fourth, which is sl1ght.ly.longer�
than the third) gradually decreasing in length and in breadth. Antennae thickened
towards end, but scarcely clubbed ; the last joint ovate, obtuse; at their origin they
are about half the distance between the eyes apart. From the third onwards, the
joints support prominent narrow ribs which end in blunt teeth; there are 8.11011.�
twenty of these on each joint, those of three last. are continuous along the j0_111.t-
The al.»dom(-n is ovate, the thorax is well clothed with black hair above, the Wings
are uniformly pubescent. This insect is coinnion at Brisbane.

I C&#39;o1nptesRendus, T. XX.\&#39;V.,1). l8;1:. Paris, 1852.1 . . , . . . - 7 &#39;§ � Report of the Ento1nolog1st�l{eport et the L�oninuss1oncr of Agriculture,�
1880, pp. 336-337.

|| �An Account of the Insects Noxious to Agriculture and Plants in New
Zealanc .� \Vellington, 1887, p. 82.
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longest, joints 4 and 5 equal and shorter, joints 6 and 7 equal and still
-shorter, joint 8 with a notched margin and almost as long as joint 3. Legs
rather long and stout, the tibiae being about one-�fth longer than the tarsi.

A �The anal ring seems to bear six long hairs.�
0ccurrence.��At Toowoomba it occurs on the young branches, leaf

, stems, and less frequently the leaves themselves of orange and all other
&#39;- citraceous trees, including even the citron and shaddock; and in the

Brisbane District it is equally well distributed. A young plant when
subject to the presence of this pest will, if left alone, succumb to its
in�uence. The worst feature connected with it is that, as with other
�allied scale insects, black sooty fungi, affording a condition called
fumagine, are invariably associated with it (Vid. .9. 22. �Fumagine,�
p. 145).

As in other countries, so in Queensland, this pest does not con�ne
itself to injuring orange trees, but may be met with on many shrubs,
in our gardens especially. In New Zealand it is not yet reported as
attacking orange trees, and in Europe, as its name implies, it especially
affects the olive. In Toowoomba we have found it in two instances
on peach trees, and on one occasion on a passion fruit vine.

Habits and Increase.�During the early stages of its life this scale
insect may be observed shifting its position on the branch which
supports it, and when it is almost fully grown will even move slightly,
especially at night, when the wood on which it has �xed itself is
becoming dry.

Mr. Comstock remarks that the development of this species is very
slow and that there is probably only one brood during the year.

Remedies.-Remedial measures must not be restricted in their
scope to clearing away the attendant fungus. Many substances will
accomplish this and yet leave most of the scales on. It is desirable
also that the eggs be destroyed together with the parent insects. Of
the less costly remedies, or those which are not so powerful as to act
injuriously on the tree itself, we may dismiss lime, lye, salt, sulphur,
lime with sulphur and soot. Grishurst compound in warm solution,
repeatedly used, and a hot solution of soap (éflb. to gallon of water),
the former applied with brush and the latter with a cyclone or other

«nozzle attached to a force-pump or syringe, are remedies which are
much extolled. The best remedy, however, will be found in the
emulsion made of kerosene and milk or kerosene and soap (aid.
� Peach�Aphis,� p. 83) and applied as the simple soap solution.*

Mr. Elwood Cooper, writing from Santa Barbara, California,
highly recommends the use of Pg/roliqizeous Acid, diluted with half
its volume of water, applied as a spray. He however mentions its
price (75 cents. per gallon in California) as being an obstacle to its
general employment, but expresses the opinion that it might be manu-
factured and pro�tably sold for a much �lower �gure� than that
which he quotes. In treating of this scale insect he also makes the
following statement regarding the use of infusion of tobacco :�

� A decoction of tobacco is simple, inexpensive, and, if properly applied,
an eifectual remedy for every class of insect pests that I have come in

évcontact with. Forty ounds of good strong leaf tobacco, thoroughly boiled
in Water, will make a out eighty gallons. This can be thrown upon the
trees with a garden syringe (force pump with spray nozzle, aid. Appendix),

* See also on use of Resin Compound (under �Mussel Scale,� p. 40).
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but it is necessary that the decoction should be kept, while using it, at the
uniform temperature of 130 degrees.
embryo fruit; less hot, less effectual.

he attends to it properly, at a cost of two cents per pound. One acre will
produce 4,000 pounds.�* &#39; A

Naturczl E72em2&#39;es.�(1) The little �white eyes��different species
of Zosterops�have been observed at Brisbane feeding on an allied
and equally destructive insect Leccmium hesperidum, and there is no_
doubt that these, and perhaps other entomophagous birds, help to
keep down the � black scale.�

(2) A moih (T/1a7p0cz17"t�.S� coccoplzaga, Meyr.).�-Both at Too-
woomba, and Brisbane too, we have noticed amongst these Black "5
Scales, and generally in the angles formed by the branches on which &#39; �
they feed, what are usually described by gardeners in both districts
as �extra �ne specimens� of the pest. Examination, however, of
these will soon reveal the fact that they are lepidopterous grubs
which have clothed themselves with a dark covering, and that this is
interwoven with and covered by the black remains of dead Lecanida.
Thus ensconced these grubs do from time to time consume the scale
insects, and we have seen a tree almost stripped of the latter by their
agency. This caterpillar changes into its chrysalis state in or near the
position where it was �rst found. After a certain number of days
from the chrysalis there emerges a small moth having these charac-
ters :�It is rather small, having an expanse of wings measuring from
nine to ten lines. The forewings are elongate-triangular with the
anterior border slightly concave, the apex round-pointed, and the hind
margin strongly rounded and oblique.
brown coloured, the body and limbs grey irrorated with white. The
hind wings are brownish (fuscous) grey, with yellowish white bases.
The fringe of the forewings is fuscous-red, that of the hind wings is
grey, and in both cases tipped with white)� &#39; &#39;

(3) A small lzymenopfcrous brown insect having a square midbody,
cordate hind body, very large black eyes, twelve-jointed antennae, and
wings crossed by three blackish bands:

(4) A small beetle, Oryplolwnzus sp., vial. p. 135, and Introduction,
p. 16.

Hotter than this will destroy the V.
_ I would recommend. ur applica-

tions each year until the orchards are entirely free from insects. Every .
orchardist must grow his own tobacco, which he can do in a small Wayif,

{Z

The head is pale yellowish-&#39;

* First Report of the �Board of State Horticultural Commissioners of Cali- .i
fornia,� p. 39, Sacramento, 1882.

-I� This belongs to the family Noctuee.
Mr. Gr. Masters, who established its singular relationship to a Lecanium injuriousto Macrozamia, and has been described by Mr. Meyrick. Vide Proc. L .,
N. S. Wales, 2nd Ser, vol. i., p. 10. � i ,

I This insect belongs to the section Enqyrtidw of the family Citalcidi i (1
possesses the following characters :��Testa(-eous ; the antennae are widely se arate,twelve-jointed. First joint very small and short, testaccous ; second joint  ii
fusiform, testaceous ; third to ninth (i.e., funiculus) gradually diminishing in l
and increasing in breadth, first �ve joints fuscous, and succeeding two uncolo
The joints of the funicle gradually widening to form the three-jointed club, which is
fuscous. Thorax quadrate. Abdomen sessile broadly ovate; oviposito s tForewings crossed by three broad bands of dark pubescenee, one occupy  2
end, one a short distance from the base, and the third (narrower one) intermedia
and more or less united with the outer one ; about twelve bristles along the costal
edge. Hind wings uniformly pubescent. Spurs on hind and middle tibiae Well _,
marked, especially latter, which are very long and stout. Found at Brisbane.

I

It was �rst detected, at Syd y,� by
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WHITE ORANGE SCALE (0Izionaspis citri, Comstock).
<&#39; This s, ale is well known i11 New South Wales orangeries, and is
� plentiful citraceous trees, in at least the Brisbane district, of this

colony. Beyond Australia it has been noticed in New Zeala.nd,
~whither it is now imported on Sydney oranges. VV. M. Maskell, our

 authority for the New Zealand habitat, adds that it is apparently a11
f, &#39; importation from Ameriea,* in which country it had been observed
C, �in 1880, in Louisiana (Comstock). It is to be met with right up to.
% the foot of the Toowoomba ranges, and though rare in the immediate
7. neighbourhood of the town itself, having only as yet been observed by
" us in the garden of Mr. Gregory, of Drayton, it is common at no

great distance from it, specimens having been forwarded from
Allsprings, Koojarewon. It occurs on the branches, leaves, and fruit,
and seems to attack indifferently all plants of the citrus family. The
Allsprings specimens had, as associates on the same twigs, three other
scale insects,viz.,the Red Scale (Aspidiotus coccineus); the Long Mussel

. Scale (Mytilaspis Gloverii); and Lecanium Oleze. The female scale is
of a blackish-brown colour, of elongated form, narrow and pointed at
one end and, when occurring isolated in positions where its develop-
ment is unhindered, has amedian central ridge. It measures about a
line in length. The male scale is much smaller, not exceeding from
-1-43-0 inch to 7% inch in length. Its sides are nearly parallel, and except
at one end, where there is a dark spot, its colour is snow white.

According to Maskell, its detailed description is to be found, as
given by Comstoek, in the Second Report, Department of Entomology,
Cornell University, 1883.

As this description is not accessible to us, and the work in
question is very di�icult to obtain, we append the following de�nition
of the characters presented by Queensland specimens of the
insect +:�

Scale of Female.�The scale of the female, or, rather, the
secreted portion of it, is of a dirty blackish brown colour. The �rst
skin is light yellow, and the second is darker; the scale is narrow at
the anterior end, _and widens backwards from about the middle of
the second skin. There is a longitudinal mesial dorsal ridge extending,
in specimens which have developed under favourable circumstance,
the whole length of the scale, or con�ned to that portion only which is
covered by the two skins. The total length averages about �O75 inch,
of which &#39;02G87 inch is occupied by the two skins, the �rst measuring
�O09 7 inch.

emale.�The body of the female is of elongate formf The
segments of the body are more or less well de�ned. The four last are
a with spiniform plates, and the remaining segments are unarmed.

 st segment presents the following characters :�The s,m&#39;7mereIs&#39;_ viii undeveloped. There are three pair of lobes, of which the central
- �only are serrate. The median lobes are terminally rounded, and

* � An Account of the Insects Noxious to Agriculture and Plants in New
_". Z &#39;.nd��the Scale Insects.� Wellington, 1887, p, 54.
3 � - Those given by Maskell himself (N. Z. Tr-ans., vol. xvii, 188_4«,_p. 23,. and
 calé Insects,� 1887, p. 54) are scarcely sufficient for the recognition of the
:2. �insect With certainty, and what portion of Con:stock�s description of Chionaspis
 ~Euon_ymi (Report, Comm. Agr., 1880, pp. 313-14:) applies to this insect cannot be
*�;8:Ssigned to it, here, in the absence of the Cornell University publication.
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after almost meetingin the centre of their length, diverge posteriorly-
the second and third lobes of each side are deeply incised, each being
divided into two, not greatly unequal lobules, having rounded free}
borders. The lateral margin of the segment, anterior to the third?
lobe on each side, is divided into four lobes, which progressively
increase in size, and have serrate margins. Opposite each of these, as .4 _
well as opposite each of the two portions of the second and third lobes"
is a horse-shoe shaped pore. The plates are slender, simple, and
tapering; those on the lateral margin of the segment are the largest. i":
There are two plates lateral of each of the �rst, second and third lobes
and a pair about midway between the third lobe and penultimate i
segment. There are �ve transversely elongated pores on each side, the
1st opposite interval between the �rst and second lobes, 2nd and.31-.d K�.
opposite the incisions in the second and third lobes, 4th and 5th
opposite the two �rst impressions in the edge of the segment anterior
to the third lobe. The penultimate segment, and last segment, are
connate at the margin of the body. This segment bears three plates, 5%
and the two segments anterior to it bear usually seven and eleven
plates respectively.

Scale of]lIale.��The scale_of the male is white, tricarinate, with
the exuviae light yellow or brown. Length, &#39;03 to &#39;04 inch.

Zl[ale.�-Yellow, with darker yellow thoracic band, but with no
other special marks. Wings milky white. Eyes purplish black (by
transmitted light). Antennae, with large joint, rather enlarged, and
suddenly attenuated. Total length, including style, &#39;O2S289 inch;
length of style, &#39;OO7657 inch.

Natural Enemz°es.�(1) The caterpillar of a small moth.�On the
surface of the bark, already speckled with the snow-white scales of
the male Chionaspis�and amongst which will also be found the less 7,
conspicuous blackish female-scales, may occasionally be noticed patches
not infrequently some inches in extent, uniformly covered with much
�ner, chaffy-white also, material. This last, on examination, will
prove to be nothing other than fragments of the scales of the Chionaspis,
which have been woven on to the surface of a .webby substance of T �
close texture. This web lies almost contiguous to the surface of the
bark, and on lifting it the tiny tricarinate male-scales will be seen-if
to be, as it were, mown down to their base of attachment on the
bark, and the scale insects, which they had protected, gone. A tiny
caterpillar may be found engaged in the operation, or if not��as ff
usually happens, in some bark depression at the edge of the web area, 1;
in a cocoon of white silk, in the exposed outer surface of which ff
fragments of bark debris have been woven, a small brown chrysalis.

(2) A fungus, Microcera rectispora, C&#39;oolce�highly interesting as
occurring in this connection. On and amongst the Chionaspis scales
will often be noticed groups of small brown rounded bodies w_,1th_,
little masses of white �brous material amongst them. These appear
rances are the indication of the presence of a parasite belonging to
some genus, Microcera, as does the fungus of the Red Orange Scale.
It, however, differs from the latter in general appearance��in c_ol.o11}&#39;, {T
shape, and also iii the position, with respect to the scale, in which 1t&#39;1s ,1»
found. It does not as in the case of its congener, M. coccophila, a-1:186,-1*,
almost exclusively from the border of the scale, but is found growmg
erect on its surface and on parts around the scale. The fungus,
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rather �receptacle � (stroma) is composed of compacted threads�; it is
iglobdse with a short broad neck (pedicel) ; in colour it is light brown
with darker coloured rugosities. With age it resolves itself into
its component white threads (the above-mentioned white �brous
iaterial). The spores of the fungus terminate these threads, and are
characteristically straight. Hence the speci�c designation ¢ectz&#39;spom.��
 Remedz&#39;es.��Vz&#39;d. �Black Scale, No. 2,� p. 125.

RED ORANGE SCALE (Aspidiotus coccineus, Genadius).
This scale is also known as the � red scale of California,�+ the

latter State having derived this pest from Australia. It also occurs in
_ New Zealand,I which has almost certainly been infected from the same
isoiirce; oranges, on which are Chionaspis citri and it, being con-

stantly sent from New South Wales to that country (Maskell).
Australia itself probably received it from Europe. It is a very com-
B1011. pest in, at least, the southern part of this colony, where it infests
not only citraceous plants, but other kinds also, including the mul-
berry, which succumbs to its attacks. It is especially prevalent,

. wherever there are oranges, in the Toowoomba District.
:S&#39;ympz�oms.�1t occurs equally on trunk branches, leaves, and

&#39;; fruit. Every accessible spot on the bark of infected trees is at times
1 occupied by it�a complete encrustation being thus formed. Oranges

�if the scale has settled upon them in any quantity�~after gathering,
ff become disgustingly black with its dead and cliscoloured remains;
 and, previous to their ripening, their natural bright-green colour gives
place to apale-yellow, their growth is retarded�they do not reach
their full size, and they may even fall from the tree. Wlien the
; leaves are attacked by them, they exhibit conspicuous yellow-green
7 spots, the centres of which are occupied by the scale insects them-
I elves, and either the assimilating power of the foliage is much
 diminished, or worse, the leaves are shed, and by both of these events
 is the health of the tree considerably impaired. Wllell on the bark
,. itself their presence is not quite so conspicuous, owing to a certain
 �l1ai&#39;Inony- of colour being maintained, but the injury which they
 occasion, when in this situation, is none the less.

Full descriptions of the insect are quite accessible. Maskell has
j.described it§ and Comstock� also, both more or less fully, and in
5 Australia itself, Mr. Frazer S. Crawford has masle most interesting
iipbservations concerning it�l Each of these scientists has investigated
::-the insect and its ravages without any knowledge of his fellow-
jlabourers� concurrence in the same work or of the existence of any

_  This fungus, having been forwarded, by request, during the progress of this
3; _ uiryby F. M. Bailey to M. C. Cooke, has been pronounced by the latter to con-(lute a. new discovery�. It is described by Messrs. Cooke and Massey as follows :�
-uforocera rectispom, Cke. and Mass. Sporodochiis subsphaeroideis, subsessilibus,
 rubellis, demum albidis, conicliis elongate fusiformibus, utrinque acutis 7-9
_&#39;pl_2atis, hyalinis, 150-200 1; 10 micro. mil. Sporophoris brevibus, tenuibus, furcatis,
 &#39; &#39;s. Grevillea, September, 1887, p. 4.

1&#39; In contradistinction to the red scale of Flo7&#39;z&#39;da�Aspidiotus �cus, Riley.
,1 Maskell. �Scale Insects,� p. 42 and N. Z. Trans., vol. xi., 1878, p. 199.
§.N. Z. Trans, vol. xi., 1878, p. 199; and �Scale Insects,� 1887, p. 42-3.
5|] �Rgpgrt oi %1e Confmissioners of Agriculture,� VVushington, 1680, pp.

&#39; an ana . nt., vo . xiii., p. .
ill� The �Round Orange Scale,� paper read before the S. A. Gardeners� Im-

vvement Society, May 6th, 1882, plate.
I
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previously recorded facts concerning the subject. Maskell named-*5};
it Aspidiotus aurantii; Comstoek, Aspidiotus citri; and Crawllford,
Chrysomphalus aurantii.

Dcscm&#39;ptz&#39;on.�-It may be recognised by the following descripti
of the Scale of tlzefemalc. This is circular, alinost�at, about {-1- inch
in diameter. It has a nipple-like prominence in the centre. In 4
colour it is light gray, and quite translucent, its apparent colour 3.
depending on that of the insect beneath, and varying from alight.
greenish-yellow to a bright reddish-brown, the central third is as _,-1
dark and usually darker than the remainder of the scale (Comstock). 57&#39;
In addition to the ordinary dorsal scale this Aspidiotus has the».
ventral scale, or that interposed between its body and the surface of 3
the plant on Which it has settled, developed to an unusual extent, and: �_
so almost enclosing the cavity of the puparium. �

Scale of malc.�-" The scale of the male resembles that of the -3
female, except that it is only one quarter as large, and the posterior
side being prolonged into a flap which is quite thin.� (Comstock.)

_E&#39;ate72.2f of z&#39;njar3/ in�ictcd.�We have no data by which to repre-
sent the actual money equivalent of the damage for which this
insect is responsible in Toowoomba or other districts of the colony;
but one may often see young trees whose fruit-producing power is
completely held in abeyance owing to its presence. Mr. Comstock, 3
however, states�� This insect spreads quite rapidly; and from what I �T
have seen of it I believe that it is more to be feared than any other ,
scale insect infesting citrus fruits in this country. As illustrating the Iextent of its ravages in Australia, Dr. Bleasdale told me of a grove  

     
     1

of thirty-three acres wlylich nine years ago1i*en£:tpg0 for :;¬l,80({dp1<;.r
ear, and for which t ree rears ago on y ren �cou e

libtained.�* Previous to 188(3) this same scale had occurred at Chios
in such abundance as to destroy the orange trees there, as Mr.
McLachlan informs us.+

Rcmcci�z&#39;es.�V2&#39;cl. �Black Scale, No. 2,� p. 125.��Owing to the fact .
of the ventral scale being developed to so unusual an extent, and the
insect therefore possessing a large development of secreted matter
impervious to mostlinsecticidal �uidlsf�expeptt, onlty pep-hapsf) kefosxfn�s ,the red Oran e scae is esiecia y (i cu t to ex irpa�e. r. . a -
croft, of B1-isliane, has beeii in the habit of using a &#39; brush composed�.
of steel wire for the purpose of clearing the bark of infested trees. �~

Natural E7zemies.�1. A fungus, Mierocera coccophila, Desui.
This fungus which really lives at the expense of the Aspidiotuscoccl-�_:
neus is usually regarded as a pest itself. Its fungus nature is noti
even suspected, indeed it is even looked upon as a coccus insect and
designated the Scarlet Scale. The following is its mode .of�occurren.ce=
and characteristic appearance. \Vl1en orange trees are infested Wltll :~_
the �red scale,� and especially when their branches also are black;-1
With the famaqivzc consequent on the presence also of the Lecaniumlg
oleoe, there may be observed small irregular rose-red bodies. _TheS_6,;
are especially noticeable on the blackened boughs. But when in l7l11S,;�-
position, but more especially when situate on the leaves, it will be seen
that these are closely connected with the present scale insects. I11?

"� Report of Entomologist, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Wasliingwn-�.&#39;i
1880; a e 295. A

1&#39; IG)�agi&#39;d. C�/w&#39;on., 1880, p. 665. .;.,.- 
     
     A
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1 fact. they are small conical tufts which emerge, often to the number
of thee or four, from the margin of the � scales,� or, when the scales

� themselves are concealed by the growth of the fuvizagiize, these tufts
&#39; pear to arise erect and stalked immediately from the boughs and
independent of such origin. Microscopical examination shows that

the tufts are composed of minute nearly simple threads matted
L together and that these threads terminate in narrow and sharp-
&#39;1 pointed low crescent-shaped bodies, which are the spores of the fungus.
: This fungus is well known in Europe as the �Coccus inicrocera,� and
9 has previously been noticed in this colony by Mr. F. M. Bailey on a
1 species of Coceus which infests the lemon. It is shortly described in
 the �Synopsis of the Queensland Flora� of that author, and more

fully by M. C. Cooke, who illustrates the species by means of a
�gure representative of its appearance when highly magni�ed.*

(2) A small oval-shaped hairy beetle, measuring 1,1, inch in
length, which has the wing covers (elytra) brownish black, and the

� remaining parts light brown. This insect is closely allied to the rather
larger beetle which feeds upon the Circular Black Scale, being like it
a Rkz&#39;zob2&#39;us.+

CIRCULAR BLACK SCALE (Aspidiotus �cus, Riley).
There can be no doubt but that the small circular reddish-brown

or black (�g-coloured) scale, with light-coloured central area, not in-
frequently found on orange trees about Brisbane, is the Aspidiotus
�cus, Riley, a scale hitherto only observed as occurring in Aniericaa
and the West Indies, and �rst described by Ashmeadi under the name

, Chrysoinphalus �cus, but afterwards by Coinstock§ as Aspidiotus �cus.
The latter�s observations are so carefully recorded and so well

apply to our own scale insect that for the purpose of facilitating
recognition�-and this can only be effected with certainty by reference
to minute details, his description of the female scale insect, only, may
be pro�tably introduced here. This is contained in his report to the
-United States Commissioner of Agriculture, and is that referred to in
the last of the above references. It is as follows ze

�Scale ofFemale.�The scale of the female is circular, with the
exuviaa nearly central ; the position of the �rst skin is indicated by a

_* �Handbook of British Fungi,� vol. 2, p. 556.
� 1&#39; The following is a description of the insect :�Ii�,7n&#39;::obius, sp. Elytra and an
. ill-de�ned blotch behind centre of fore-border of prothorax brownish-black. Rest
, of prothorax, head, Whole undersurfacc, limbs and mouth organs, testaceous.
_ Confusedly punctured, densely clothed with a rather long pubescence; erect hairs
- also, sparsely distributed on the elytra. Head immersed in prothorax to a little
 beyond hind border of eyes. Front very broad and even; labruin entire; eyes
- rominent and coarsel facetted. Prothorax more than twice as broad as lon , fore-
 liorder shallowly excagated, hind border produced in centre and slightly hogllowed
 out on each side, sides bordered and regularly arched, anterior lateral angles
 rounded off, on each side a group of large contiguous punctures. Elytra with very
E,,broa.d epipleuree extending to hind border of third abtloininal segment, suddenly
ggontracted behind. Prosternal ridges well defined, regularly inclined, and meeting
ii in very open obtuse angle. Abdoniiiial plates apparently plane, nearly reaching hind
 border, but not extending to lateral one of first segment ; its hind margin regularly
«arched. First abdominal se ment rather coarsel )1111Cl311I�CCl. Claws shortly appen-pgsdiculate. Length slightly efceeding one line. Y1

I American Entomologist, 1880, p. 267.
,�, § Canadian Entomologist, vol. xiii., p. 8; and Report of the Commissioner
40f Agriculture, Washington, 1880, pp. 296-300, p.1.  2; xii. 2. ;  2.

» 
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nipple-like prominence, which in fresh specimens is white. The parts,
of the scale covering the second skin is light reddish brown V,-� the�
remainder of the scale IS much darker, varying from a darkish reddish
brown to black, excepting the thin part of the margin, which is grey�;
When fully grown the scale measures 2 mm:  inch) in diameter;&#39;*
In some specimens the part covering the exuviae IS depressed, and when.-
the scale IS removed from the leaf and viewed under the microscope with?�
transmitted light, the exuviae, which are bright yellow, show through�
this part (occasioning an appearance Which, with Mr. Ashmead, sug:;&#39;
gested the name Chrysomphalus (golden navel) for this scale.) �A-jz

� Female.�The body of the female is nearly circular; it is white:
marked with irregular yellow spots (but the fatty contents of the:
body are usually so copious as to cause the little insect to appear�
wholly yellow). The last segment presents the following characters :�-Q

�There are four groups of spimzerets ; the anterior laterals consist Li�
each of about eight, and the posterior laterals of about four. �

� There are three pairs of well developed lobes. The �rst and�;
second lobes of each side are abruptly narrowed towards their posterior?
extremities on the lateral edges, at about one-half their length; the ll
third lobe is narrowed by a succession of notches on its lateral margin,
all the lobes are widened slightly towards their bases on their mesal 3
margins.

�The lateral margin of the segment appears to be of the same i�
structure of the lobes ; it is serrate deeply notched two or three 75.
times, and ends posteriorly in a lobe. There are six tlaielcenings of the A
body wall on each side of the meson. These are linear, oblong, with
the anterior ends rounded, and slightly expanded, and are more or
less nearly parallel with the meson. One arising from the mesal
margin of �rst lobe exceeds it a little in length; one from the lateral .1.
margin of the same lobe extends nearly to the anus; one each from--,&#39;-,
the mesal margins of the second and third lobes are about twice the
length of the lobes, �and with the anterior extremities further from
the meson than the posterior ; one from a point about midway between .,
the second and third lobes, extends anteriorly beyond any of the
other thickenings; and �nally one from the lateral margin of the};
third lobe is short, inconspicuous, and sometimes wanting. .

. � Between the �rst pair of lobes are two wide oblong plates, with}
the distal margin of each deeply fringed ; between the �rst and second ,1
lobes of each side are two, and between the second and third lobes are�
three similar plates ; between the third lobe, and the one at the end?
of the thickened lateral margin are three large compound plates, each},
consisting of two long branches, which are toothed deeply and
irregularly on their lateral edges. On the ventral surface near the�;
margin of the segment are� situated four pairs of spines, there being
spine at the base of the lateral margin of each lobe, including the loh��
of the thickened margin of the segment described above. On the;
dorsal surface there are only three pairs of spines, none being presents
on the �rst pair of lobes ; each spine is situated near the middle of the
base of the lobe it accompanies.�

Mr. Comstock then proceeds to deal with the scale of the ma
and with the male insect itself ; but the presence of the abovf
characters of the last abdominal segment, in any specimen unde�
examination, are alone su�icient to identify it with Aspidiotus �cus. fa�

�S.
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p� T Development of the Insect.�-The same able authority, having
. ifeceived specimens of these scale insects from a distant locality, placed

i. fféome of their eggs on perfectly clean orange trees, growing under his
fiimmediate observation, and then noticed the development of this
�}Aspidiotus from the egg to the adult state; following these changes
[through �ve generations. Thus he was led to conclude that sixty-six
�-...da.ys elapsed from theptime when an egg hatched until when the
fresulting female scale insect oviposited itself. Also that that insect
-__passed through �ve generations in less than a year ; the average time
 Occupied by a single generation being a little less than seventy days.
,"",These numbers may, of course, as Comstock suggests, be modi�ed
ff?�-when the Aspidiotus is living under perfectly natural conditions.

Habitut.�M1�. Comstocl: relates that he had not found that
-.7,-in the United States it occurred outside Florida. It was met
-with there in a single orange grove only. In this it had been

 �rst noticed &#39;on a tree imported from Havana, where it was to be
. plentifully met with.

Occurrence on other 2�rees.�In Brisbane"� we have met with the
scale on the following plants, growing in gardens, viz. :��Atala11tia
buxifolia, Camphor laurel, Bean-tree (Castaneospermum), and an
indigenous species of Myrtle-�Myrtus Hillii.

Extent of injury 0ccctsi072e(Z.�It infests the limbs, leaves, and
.3 fruit; and is especiallyinjurious to young trees. The effect produced
{� by its presence is similar to that occasioned by the red scale. In
F Brisbane it often accompani_es, on the orange, the White Orange
" Scale, and also G&#39;rlover�s scale. Mr. Comstock states (Op. ez&#39;t., p. 330),

�The insect has multiplied to such an extent upon the trees upon
; which I colonized it, in my breeding-room, that nearly all of them
 have been destroyed.�

Remedies.�If it is observed at its �rstmintroduction into an
it orangery, there can be no doubt that it would be a wise measure to
" destroy, by �re, those plants on which it occurred. The American
&#39;: �authority is very pronounced in this view; he states: �There is no
2 doubt that it would be a good investment for the orange growers
_:�. of Florida to eradicate the pest, even if, in doing so, it is found
 necessary to purchase and destroy all infested trees. This could be
 done now easily, but if delayed a few years, the species will doubtless
5,� �become permanently established. Should such extreme measures be
�, otherwise inexpedient, and the trees large ones, recourse must be
.-;�__;had to the kerosene emulsion� (ricl. p. 8~1~), since the insect is pro-
j. tected by a closely �tting scale, unaffected by most other insecticides.
 We have observed, in the latitude of Brisbane, that the eggs are
jghatched at the commencement of summer-in the middle of September
:--in the particular instance we have in view. The emulsion must
;therefore be applied as soon as, or shortly after, the fruit has been
gathered. &#39; ,
L; Natural E72emies.�A small beetle, measuring about 1% lines in
ength and 1% in breadth, with its surface�-which is clothed with very
Vliort greyish hairs�coloured as follows :�Head from the hind border

_..  �_During October, 1887, we purchased in Brisbane imported American apples
 variety approaching Maiden�s Blush), on the rind of which were numerous
"- : ples of this scale.
v ,1.

-i R}! *4.
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of eyes forwards and outer thirds of mid-body (prothorax) lemon-;
yellow; antennae, palps, outer thirds of prothorax beneath anterior�
pair of limbs, feet (tarsi) of middle and hind legs and abdomen �
testaceous-brown; remaining parts black.�� ~(:�£;Z:.-.._..~ $4..

GLovER�s SCALE (ll[,ytilaps2&#39;.s&#39; Gloverii, Packard).
me}This scale insect is common on the orange trees about Brisbane,

and was forwarded from Allsprings, Toowoomba. It is often associated .7�
with the \Vhite Orange Scale and the Circular Black Scale. The 53;,
following description will aid in identifying it :� T.

.A:H>._n�l
xi.

The scale of fema.le.�The scale of the female is very �much
elongated, straight, or more or less curved, pointed but blunt at one ll
end, gradually widening to the termination of the second peliele, and
then with parallel sides for the remaining three-quarters of its length,
the upper surface being regularly convex. The colour is light yellow
varying to dark brown with lighter, often transparent, margins, the 4
whole scale measuring in length from 1 to 1% line, and has a greatest 3?
breadth of &#39;O2687 5 inches. The two pelicles at the narrow end occupy
a length of �D375 inches. The lower surface is occupied by two
parallel white plates extending the whole length of the scale. These
have an interval between them in which the naked insect, or insect and
its eggs, are seen. � &#39;

Femrzle.�The body of the female is light-purple in colour, with
the last segment yellowish. In length it is �O45 inch. The characters 8
of the last segment are as follows. The median lobes are _Well �_
developed, but are abruptly narrowed with scarcely serrate margins.
The second lobe, and the less conspicuous third one, on each side
are incised. The plates are long, simple and tapering. Of these
there are (1) two between the median lobes, (2) between the &#39;�rst
and second lobes; (8) between the second and third lobes; (4)
lateral of third lobegnd about midway between this lobe and the
penultimate segment. (2) and (3) are the least conspicuous. There
are �ve groups of spinnerets of which the anterior group consists
of �ve; the anterior laterals of about eleven, and the posterior �
laterals of �ve.

* This insect is a R/Lizobius (Group Sc}/mnites), and does not appear to come »
within the de�nition of any recorded species, not excepting those recently added to ~
the Australian fauna by Rev. J. Blackburn (Trans. and J�7�0c.,.R0�z/. Soc. 8. Aust.,
vol. xi., 1887-8, pp. 198-209). The following are its leading characters :�Form,
ovate ; pubcscenee, even ; head, prothorax, and elytra finely and closely punctured.
Head immersed in prothorax to hind border of eyes; labruni entire; breadth
between eyes rather more than twice the diameter of the latter; sides of epistome ?
forming a ridge, but not concealing basal joints of antenme; eyes entire, rather
coarsely granulated; antennae scarcely exceeding width between the eyes, third
joint equal to fourth a.nd �fth, tenth and eleventh broader than long, eleventh
truncated. Prothorax less than half of breadth in length, roundly excavated in
front, rounded and bordered at the sides ; two halves of posterior border converging
to an open an gle behind; anterior lateral angles rounded, posterior angular. Elytra. .g
elevated in front opposite the humeral angles, inclined behind. Epipleurae Well

4

its-"4.�.i~._ &#39;
.42, A.
":;a�.}_-:-.....
�.1; .

de�ned, gradually narrowed posteriorly, and extending to hind border. Acetabulaa .,
of prothorax closed behind prosternal ridges well de�ned, slightly approaching
front of acetabulce, and meeting in an obtuse angle. The abdominal plates, about
three-quarters the length of the basal segment, have their hind borders regularly?
arched, and are clothed and punctured as the remainder of the segment. The
femora are grooved internally to receive the tibiae. Claws with a long broad obtusep�:
appendage. �

1-. &#39; 5;
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Scale qf male.���I� he scale of the male is similar in form to that of
the female, except that there is but a single molted skin, and the scale

v is furnished with a transverse hinge.*
&#39;We have observed the female scale to be full of eggs in September.
Mr. Comstock states �This is a very common species on citrus

trees in Florida and Louisiana. It infests the fruit, leaves and bark
of the trees.�+
1 He also gives grounds for supposing that this scale insect
may have been originally derived from China, and states that it now
occurs in Europe also. No mention is made of its occurrence either in
India or New Zealand by those who have dealt with the scale insects
of these countries.

Mr. Frazer S. Crawfordi, writing on the mischief which may be
done by not stamping out at once a newly introduced pest, quotes the
testimony of Mr. W. H. Ashmead, the well known entomologist

i . (author of �A Treatise on the Injurious and Bene�cial Insects found
 on the Orange Trees of Florida,� Jacksonville, Florida, 1880), con-

cerning this very insect, Mytilaspis Grloverii :��1n the year 1835
(date given me) it was �rst brought into this country on some orange
trees imported from China, first making its appearenee in the grove of
Dr. Robinson, at Mandarin, a small town on the St._ J ohn�s River,
about twelve miles from J aeksonville. In a few years it had spread to
the groves throughout Florida, carrying devastation and ruin wherever
it went. So great was the damage done that orange�o&#39;rowers became
discouraged, and orange cultivation was nearly annihilated. Many
groves that had been yieldirg handsome incomes were totally destroyed.
Haappily, hoiyvever, in a few 1yea:C1�st,l,1e scales became less numerous,
an orange rees were again p an vec.

, Nowbit is constantly forwarded to Australia from the Western
States of the American Union. \Ve have seen it attached to �American
Apples� which were being retailed at Brisbane during October. [It
has since occurred to us that this remark shot�il apply to 1l[. pomorum,
p. 39.�H.T.]

NoTE.�Natu«ral enemz&#39;es.�Tl1ere are several insects in Queensland
wilhich feed on. and thus destroy, more than one kind of coccus. Amongst
tem is the beetle Cryptolaemus, mentioned in the introduction to this
report (vial. p. 16), and several � lady-birds� belonging to the genus Orcus.
All these are equally voracious, whether adult or in the larval state.

_ (1.) Oryptolmzzzos is a small oval beetle, measuring two lines

 1I}11ch)i iphlength 1{tI;dt(1)l]C tlltld a-hcalf SEES  inch) in l)1�C{ld(1l£l1], havilnge ea e eorse e 10 ex re1n1 �y o e wincr-covers an ie 1111 er

surface, iin-part, red�; whilst the greater portijon of the wing-covers
.above and the thorax beneath is black. The whole surface is �nely
punctured and thickly clothed with close greyish pubesence.§ The

I * The above description is an almost verbatim reproduction of what Comstock
states concerning this scale insect. � Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture,�

&#39; Washington, 1880, p. 323.
1&#39; Op. cit., page 324. _
I � The Round Orange Scale,� paper read before the So11thAustral1a.n Gardeners�

V V� Improvement Society in May 6, 1882.

h the two.

§ This insect has the characters mentioned by Mnlsant as being possessed by
�his Cryptolcemus Mo1ztrozz.sieri, except that the latter insect is perhaps the larger of

It has the general faeies of the species of Rhizobius mentioned by us as
being destructive to the Black Scales, Lecanium hesperidum and L. Oleae respectively,

.&#39;but is larger than either. In structural characters it differs from them by possessing
9 8 pmsternum unkeeled and produced forwards to cover the mouth organs.

I K &#39;.
R mi
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larva is a small active grub, measuring about a quarter of an inclii
in length, covered above with six rows of contiguous white mealya
secreted appendages. .-

(2.) Orcus, sp. The insects belonging to this genus of coleoptera:
are rounded, very convex, sub-hemispherical, smooth, shining beetlesf;
which, having their legs hidden beneath the body, appear to rest �atly
on the spots where they occur. They measure from rather more than;1 .
%-inch. (35 mm.) to rather more than %-inch. (5 mm.) in length. 3
very common example IS uniformly steel-blue with dark-purple re�ec&#39;-�fl�?
tions. A second species�� Orcus Zzilmzulafa, Dej., similarly coloured;
but without the purple reflections, has a large orange spot on each}.
wing-cover. A third�0rcus Australasia, Dej., similar coloured, has;
six orange spots on the wing-covers. These three beetles, which reach ,:
the above-mentioned major limit of measurement, z&#39;.e. %-inch., are
equally useful in destroying the scale insects of the orange ; the �rst-mentioned being an especial enemy of the Circular Black Scale
(Aspidiotus �cus), gnawing through the apex of the covering of one .35
individual after another of this pest. There are also two species
representing the smaller dimensions, one violet-coloured, the other jg�.
bright-blue. Both of these have the sides of the corselet (prothorax),
and under surface pale luteous. N ot only are these insects, when
adult, voracious feeders on scale insects, but their larvae also are xi
endowed with a similar appetite. «

- BLACK ORANGE TREE BUG (Erga, sp.)*
The Black Bug is a bronzy black insect, often measuring an inch "f

in length, with a very short proboscis, and light coloured four-jointed i
feelers. It is the largest of the tree bugs which do injury to the foliage .�
of the orange in the Toowoomba orchards, and is also to be met with
throughout the Moreton district, being known to us as occurring at
Cleveland, Stradbroke Island, Nundah, North Pine, and in several
other localities. "�

It in great measure restricts its attention to the young shoots of
the orange tree, and on these it crowds to the fullest possible extent,
attached apparently in a very awkward position, with its broad �at _�I
back facing outwards. When disturbed, these bugs move slowly _
around their support or remain stationary. On being handled, like
other tree bugs, they emit a pungent odorous �uid.

By inserting their short probosces into the young wood they retard .
the growth of the shoot on which they feed, and so hinder the free ;
development of what were destined to become fruit-bearing branches.

The following description of the Bla.ck Orange-tree Bug will assist
in distinguishing it :� f

Erga, sp. Dark bronzy-brown above, reddish-brown beneath, an in-
distinct light-coloured line down the centre of thorax and scutellum, and a V
greenish band on the outer border of the coriaceous portion of the elytra. }
Head almost smooth, thorax coarsely coriaceously punctured, scutellum:

* This insect is referred to the late F. VVa1ker�s genus Erga (Cat. of Hen�ptera.
Heteroptera, pt. 3, London, 1868, p. 486), F am. Edessidae, as possessing many
characters in common with the type of it. It, however, differs in wanting a ventral _7
spine, �broad acute, and extending little beyond the middle coxaa.� The typical
species E. roseo�ua, F. Walker, which presents very variable colours, has been pro-
cured in the Moreton Bay district. -x.� .424. ,

is,
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coarsel and coriaceous portion of the elytra �nely and closely punctured.
:2: .,Head roadly triangular, lateral lobes broad concave, rounded in front, and
 -�ineeting beyond the middle lobe which has a few transverse striao. Rostrum
 extending to middle coxae. Eyes prominent, a blunt tooth in front of each,
, on the side of the head. Antennae �ve-jointed, �rst joint shorter than head
Ji~but exceeding it, �second joint about four times the length of the third,
77; fourth a little shorter than the second, �fth a little shorter than the fourth"
* (Char. gen.) Two proximal joints red, three distal ones light red. � Scutellum
1. attenuated keeled towards the tip which is rounded� (C/ear. gen.) with a

light spot at each anterior lateral angle. � Abdomen with a slightly dilated
connexivum which extends beyond the costa of the fore wings� (C/ear. gem).
Ventral spine reduced to a broad short tuberosity. Outer border of eorium
of fore wing oblique, slightly undulating ; membrane translucent light-

&#39;- piceous � some of the veins forked.� Size variable in both sexes, % inch to
1 inch long.

When young this insect is almost regularly elliptical in shape,
nearly quite �at above and of a yellow or yellow-red colour. At this
period the wings and wi�ng-covers are in quite a rudimentary state.

7- � (The spherical glistening eggs are laid singly here and there upon
the leaves of the orange tree.) The number of broods which occur
throughout the year has not been ascertained, nor has the longevity of
the insect, or the time occupied in completing the different stages in its
life history.

The late Mr. J. H. Hartmann informed us (in 1887 ) that he had
only observed the Black Orange-tree Bug in the immediate neighbour-
�hood of Toowoomba during the last four or �ve years, but that he had
noticed its occurrence in � Tansey�s orchard,� at High�elds, some
fourteen or �fteen years since. The conclusion however, which may be
deduced from this assertion certainly needs con�rmation.

.Remedz&#39;es.�Such large conspicuous objects can scarcely escape
detection. They may be easily taken by hand too, as they make little
or no e�ort to escape. For the purpose of their capture it seems
expedient to use a small hand net with double bag�the inner one, the
shorter, tapering downwards and opening at the bottom. Into this

&#39; net the bugs may be shaken or beaten by aid of a small stick held in
the right hand. The inner bag will prevent the Ergas when once within
the net from escaping.

Natwral Enemz&#39;es.���It is unlikely that the bug itself has any insect
enemies, but the eggs do not probably maintain such immunity, since
the special hymenopterous parasites which live within the eggg of
hemipterous insects and which are known to exist in Europe occur in
Australia also. The odour which the pest emits does not, however,
appear to protect it from the onslaught of birds; for, as we have

� been informed, the Flinders Cuckoo has been known to rid an entire
orange orchard, in the Moreton district, of this tree-bug.

No&#39;rE.�-The same family of Tree-bugs, Edessia/cc, presents us further
with an additional orange-tree pest, in Southern Queensland. This may be
&#39; easily mistaken for the Black Bug described, since they both have the same
�general appearance. It is, however, distinguished from the latter by the

,2 possession of a pointed and deeply emarginate head, a.nd hispid four-jointed
�antennae, with the second and third joints channelled above. The sexual

j�oharacters in the two insects are also distinct. This tree-bug, too, when
�immature, exhibits a well-de�ned black spot on the scutellum, and has broad

black rings on the two last joints of the antennae.
In habit it corresponds to the Black Orange-tree Bug.

-

~�-�C� "��«*1&#39;#~*»«:s=7~&#39;«-iysvxg.-arr. 
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GREEN ORANGE-TREE BUG» (Ritz/7zcIzoc07~z&#39;s, sp.).
This is a grass-green tree-bug, measuring % inch in length, having 5"

two sharp horns extending laterally from behind the head, one from
each side of the body.

Unlike the Black Orange-tree Bug the present insect seldom occurs ET
.in greater numbers than two on one spot, and is more often solitary. , 7-

The following technical description of the green bug may serve to �.
distinguish it :�

Rlzynclaocoris, sp.* Elongato-oval, glossy grass-green above, lighter 4}
green beneath; anterior two-thirds of eyes, forepart of lateral thoracic
ipines, posterior lateral angles of the six last abdominal segments, black.

ead sub-elongate, large lateral lobes coarsely punctate. Eyes black with-.
a (green) posterior basal band. Rostrum extending beyond hind coxaa to
the hind border of the second abdominal segment, tip black. Antennae with I�
first joint extending nearly to front of head, second joint little more than half
the length of the third. Thorax with a transverse callus on each side in front,
spines stout, long, and acute, With the tips slightly turned back as in R.
ser-ratus, Don. Scutellum extending beyond half the length of the abdomen,
rounded at the tip, shallowly emarginate at sides, without callus. Pectoral it
keel deep, extending almost to head. Ventral spine not extending anterior
to the hind coxae, received into the notch of the keel. Hind angles of
the abdominal segments forming sub-equal prominent black teeth. Fore
wings extending beyond tip of abdomen leaving border exposed, thickly and
minutely punctured; membrane pellucid. Length of body % inch, breadth
through horns of thorax T93 inch.

.Hab2&#39;ts.��T11e whole series of the changes of the Green Orange-
tree Bug, from the egg onwards, are undergone upon the foliage of I
the orange. The eggs are pearly white, smooth and spherical, and
are deposited singly upon the leaves.

The injury which this bug occasions is due to its habit of inserting
its long proboscis (suctorial apparatus) into half-grown oranges.
These, on being thus dealt With, shortly fall from the trees. �

Mr. Roessler stated that i11 some seasons he had known the yield
of an orange tree to be reduced one-third in amount as a result of the &#39;
attacks of this insect. &#39;

Reme(Zz&#39;es.�Tl1e measures for contending with this pest are similar �
to those suggested for the Black Bug (cz&#39;d. above). By reason of its
green colour, a11d habit of moving aside when disturbed, it may easily
elude observation.

THE GREEN Locusr (Plzanoptcra valida, Walk.).
This pest was well represented in the Toowoomba district. It is

not its habit to occur in swarms, as do the grasshoppers, but to be
generally distributed. As far as observation went it was found to feed
on the foliage and fruit of the grape, and to gnaw the rind of oranges
when still green, to such an extent as to permanently dis�gure them.
It was also noticed feeding on rhubarb and other plants. In_the case _
of the grape it eats the skin of the berry, consuming an irregular
portion of it, a11d the _ pulp being thus exposed parts with its juice by
evaporation and so shrivels up.

* In the � Catal. of Heteroptcrous Hemiptera in the collection of the British
Museum,� Pt. II., Scutata, by Francis Walker, London, 1887, there is aspecies of
this genus (R. Zigatus, Erichson), referred to as occurring in Australia. We M0
not familiar with this insect, neither is Erichsons�s description of it available for
comparison. The term ligatus, however, does not apply to the Rhynchoeoris before us.

_I.z.A
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When stationary on the pl.ant on which it is feeding, with its
- de�exed wings enveloping the body, the possession of a uniform green
A colour, harmonising with that of the foliage, enables it often to escape
V observation. When disturbed its �ight is heavy, as compared with that

of the true grasshoppers, and is not long protracted. This insect may
with facility be distinguished from any of the grasshoppers proper

A (Acrididcc), and especially from those elsewhere mentioned in this
inquiry. Perhaps the most striking character of the Locustidze, the

� family to which it belongs, is that a�orded by the long �ne hair-like
s feelers, as contrasted with the short setaceous ones of the Acrididae.

In the latter family too, the feet are only three-jointed, whilst the
Locustidae have four joints in their feet. The fore wings also of the
males of these insects have transparent spots behind, near their inner

&#39; bases. These spots, which are connected with stridulation��the pro-
&#39; duction af a chirping sound, are absent in the Aerididae.

Descrz&#39;ptz&#39;o92.�-�This Phaneroptera was originally characterised, in
1869, by Francis Walker,* and has more recently been re-described
and �gured by Professor F. McCoy, F.R.S. 1* This last authority gives
the following de�nition of the insect :�

.Male.��Head brown, with green tinge ; eyes very prominent. greenish-
. brown; antennm very slender, pale brown ; prothorax with a flat or slightly

A concave, oblong disc, sides bent down at right angles, with a strong, straight,
pale-yellowish keel on each side at the �exure; rest of the surface pea-
green; anterior margin slightly concave, posterior edge convex. Presternum
narrow, sulcate along middle, meso and meta-sternum broader, slightly
convex, with raised lateral edges, deeply bilobed behind. Upper abdominal
appendages long, slightly curved upwards ; lower pair very short. Legs
very long, slender ; femora and tibiae with few very minute spines, proximal
half of hind femora moderately thickened ; anterior pair of tibiae dilated at
base for oval drum cavity ; all the legs pale-brown, except thick parts of hind
femora, which are green on outer side. Tegmina, or anterior wings, narrow,
about two lines shorter than posterior wings when at rest; large areolets
irregular, not distinctly marked, pea-green except the large triangular part
of inner base, carrying the iridescent, transparent, stridu_lating spots, which
are pale-brown. ltind wings colourless, with pale pink and green iridescent
re�ection; a triangular opaque, pea-green spot, two lines long, on anterior
half of apex (which opaque-green portion projects beyond the tegmina when
at rest) ; abdomen brown above, green below; tibiae, tarsi, distal half of hind
thighs, and palpi, pale brown; angle at sides of thorax, continued by inner
or posterior veins of tegmina when at rest, pale yellowish. Expause of
tegmina, 3 inches, 1 line ; length of body, 1 inch.

Fcma-le.�General structure and colour like male, except inner bases of
tegmina which are green, and �nely reticulated like the rest. Length of
tegmina, 1 inch 7 lines ; length of body, l inch 1 line.I

Lm&#39;va9.��-Durilig the time which elapses from when the locust
leaves the egg until it attains maturity it moults four times, and at
the fourth moult attains its fully developed organs of �ight. Previous
to this the wi11gs and wing-covers are more or less rudimentary ; but in
almost all other respects, except in size and in the form of the anal
plates,it resembles the adult. The period occupied with these successive
moults has not been observed.

* �Catalogue of Dermoptera Saltatoria,� part ii., p. 352.
1&#39; �frodromus of the Zoology of Victoria,� Decade xii. Melbourne, 18�/6, p.

?5, pl. 119.
I F. McCoy, F.R.S., etc., L. c.

\
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optera or the situation in which they are placed, have been previously�;
described. From the rudimentary character of the ovipositors
might, however, have been inferred that they were not placed, as is tliéiffi
case with many Locustidae, in the ground. And this is the case, for¬.[.
they are laid on the tree itself. The eggs of two species of Phaneroptf�.
tera were met with on orange trees in the Toowoomba district, bu 79?
it could not be ascertained with certainty to which two adult insectsi
they belonged. ln case N o. 1 they were� �attened, and of an elong-iii"
ated oval form��like small mellon seeds, smooth and of a co�ee-brown�: "f
colour. These eggs were fastened to a branchlet, and also to
petiole of a leaf arising from it. They were placed in single or doublerff
rows, and each egg was fastened at one end to the bark and stood?�
out from it in an oblique manner. Successive eggs in the rows were
not only contiguous but were also attached in a similar sloping way.�l.¥
The eggs composing adjacent rows were placed alternatively one with
the other. In case No. 2 the eggs, as compared with the �rst mentioned,
were smaller in size, more elliptical in shape and black 111 colou1&#39;.~
Thirteen were observed on one orange leaf, and they were disposed in
a single line on the under-surface of it, extending up the midrib to �E.
the apex, and then along one side. Successive eggs in the line were
almost contiguous, but they did not arise from their point of attach-
ment in an oblique manner.

Eqgs.�We are not aware that the eggs of any species of Phaner-jg

Natu¢~al Enemz&#39;es.��-Like grasshoppers proper the Phaneroptera are .
much preyed on by insectivorous birds. The eggs too, by reason of the

�A2-..

;;.._.ai ....aa.
.1

to the attacks of such parasites as lay their eggs in the ova of other
insects. This may be concluded from what is recorded concerning an
allied insect, the �Green Katydid� of the United States (Moro-_
centrum 7~etz&#39;nervz&#39;s, l3urm.).* &#39;

Remedz&#39;es.�The peculiar manner in which the eggs are placed
renders them conspicious objects; their destruction would no doubt
be largely instrumental in diminishing the numbers of subsequent-
visitants. Since, too, the Phanopterae feed on the tree in every stage
of their existence, they also may be gathered and destroyed. .

�}.=a~.x~;:. has a_.._.
4.4.»... «.9

THE SPOTTED Locvsr (Ep/u&#39;pp-itytlea, sp.).
A much larger locust than Plecmopicra mlida is occasionally met ,�

with on fruit trees at Toowoomba. It is, however, closely allied to this
insect, and has the same habits. In the female the expanse of the &#39;5
wings is quite 5 inches. The wing-covers are of a more yellowish-. f
green than are those of P. valida, and they have the following
disposition of spots:--A row of from seven to nine beneath and .;
following the costal vein; a second row, of the same number, proceed-
ing from the first at the base of the wing and following the hind
border. In addition to these spots, the wings and wing-covers are -_._
suffused with pinkish-brow1_1_ opposite the outer thirds of theirfore-s
borders. The tibial joints of the limbs, too, have dark-brown bands,
those of the hinder pair having three, and those of the two other pairs �
two each. &#39;

&#39;-
~¬.;:;=�

* Vid. Report of the Entomologist, Agricultural Department, Washington,
1880, p. 251. 3.3:
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� -and so the fruit is permanently injured.
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LARGE BROWN GRASSHOPPEB (Acridium fmaculosum, St.al.]&#39;).
This insect is very destructive to both the foliage and fruit of

The rind of young oranges is gnawed by it,

.Descript-z&#39;0n.�I11 addition to the generic characters given by
Audinet Serville �" and other authors this insect presents the following
speci�c features ;�

The Female.--The colour of the female is olive-brown above,
&#39; �lighter coloured beneath; a few small spots, the largest being those

on the sides of the abdominal segments, cream white. Antennae
(feelers), with the exception of their basal joints, tarsi (feet), dorsum
(back portion) of anterior abdominal segments, the two ridges on
the external surface of the femora (thighs) of the hind limbs, bluish-
coloured. The two rows of backwardly directed spines on the tibiae
(shanks) of the hind limbs red with black tips. Wings and wing-
covers exceeding in length the abdomen. W�ing&#39;-covers, when closed,

&#39; dull� brown with a few transverse, very obscure, darker blotches;
veinlets light-brown -�those of the outer third reddish-brown. Wings
with the veins and veinlets of the anterior border reddish-brown and
of the other parts nearly black ; wing-membrane unspotted, suffused
with purple-blue, especially near the point of attachment of the
wings. Vertex of head hexagonal impunctate, front of head�betwcen
the keels�-with coarse shallow punctures. Prothorax with upper
pro�le nearly straight, but slightly arched opposite the transverse
groves, and excavated along the posterior half, coarsely punctured,
with three or four smooth light-coloured areas on each side, the upper
two of which are sub-equal and larger than the others. Expanse of
wings 6% inches, length of body 3% inches.

� ll[ale.��The male is of somewhat similar colour to the female,
but the transverse blotches on the wing-covers are much more conspi-
cuous, forming well-de�ned spots. The smooth areas of the prothorax
and the cream-coloured spots on the sides of the meso and meta-thorax
are contained in larger or smaller blotches of purple-blue. Small spots
of the latter colour are also distributed on the joints of the limbs.
There are also two broad transverse blue bands on the upper and outer
surfaces of the posterior femora. Expanse of wings, 4: inches; length
of body, nearly 2 inches. Femora reaching to the tip of the abdomen.

Y0zmg.��The young of both sexes are yellow-green with various
markings. �

Variety/.�Tliere is a variety (or distinct species) which in the
female at least presents the following characters: The prothorax has
a longitudinal nuchal, and a broader inferior marginal cream-coloured
hand. Instead of being almost glabrous (a feature found in the
above insect) this variety is markedly pubescent. Each side of the
corselet, also, instead of being almost smooth, has a conspicuous
anterior posterior ridge. The expanse of wings is 5% inches.

.Habits.�Whe11 disturbed these insects, in the first instance,
attempt to conceal themselves by clinging closely to branches, etc., in
which position their dull colours serve to protect them from observa-
tion. They afterwards make prompt and prodigious leaps, although
�they do not at these times �y far unless supported by the wind. Both

* Orthoptcrcs. Paris, 1839, p. 640.
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adults and young may be found together at Brisbane all the summer
through, from September onwards. They deposit their eggs in the
ground in a cavity which they have previously made with their strong
anal forceps. In this operation the four hard corneous portions of
this organ are �rst held together so as to form a drill, which is then
thrust into the ground, after which the component parts are forcibly

l

opened outwards by means of strong muscles, and so the hole is J
formed.
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The eggs are not placed so far beneath the surface as in 3.:
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the case of the locust of the pastures, described in this Report, "neither 1&#39;,�
does the present insect occur in such swarms as does that pest.

RemecIz&#39;es.�Attempts may be made to induce this grasshopper to
eat plants which are poisonous to it (vid. � Remedies� under Pests

i

Destructive to Pastm&#39;e�Grasshoppers, p. 220), but then the insects are
large and conspicuous objects, and after a little practice may be caught
in a net, or with the hands alone, without any great di�iculty.

RUST (P/L3/topics, sp.). _
This affection, when its presence 1S pronounced, gives rise to the

designation � Black � or � Maori,� as applied, in Australia, to the fruit
of the orange. It is more commonly met with in New South Wales
than in Queensland.*

Descrz&#39;pfz&#39;on.-�The � Rust of the Orange� is the subject of a very
exhaustive report by H. Gr. Hubbard, who describes this aifection as it
occurs in Florida in the following words:�-� In appearance the rust
varies from a light or dark-brown stain beneath the cuticle, to a rough
incrustation resembling an exudation of resinous gum upon the surface.
In the former case the golden colour of the ripe orange is more or less
obscured, and in the latter entirely destroyed by the discolouration.
\Vhen entirely coated with rust the surface becomes �nely chapped and
roughened, giving to the unripe fruit a likeness to russet apples

. . . . . . . . A microscopic examination of the fruit-
rind reveals no forms of fungus, but shows the oil cells to be more or
less completely emptied of their contents, and the outer layers, the
epithelial cells, clogged with brownish resin, or entirely broken up and
divided by �ssures which permit evaporation of the �uids from the
underlying cells. The rind of rusted fruit, therefore, shrinks and
toughens, and loses by evaporation or oxidation the greater part of its
essential oil.�-I�

Cause.-�-H. Gr. Hubbard detected in depressions on the surface of
rusted oranges, groups of minute white �laments��the cast skins of-
insects, and on examination of oranges at a different time of year
�the former occupants of the cast skins-�clongate mites, of honey ,
yellow colour too minute to be seen as individuals with the unassisted
eye, but visible in the aggregate as a �ne golden dust upon the surface
of the fruit.� He also found the mite on the leaves of trees of citrus
in all ages, and concluded that in this situation they propagated all the
year round. On the leaves they gave rise to the following pathological
condition: minute pimples or elevations existing to such an extent as
to cause the leaf to become �nely corrugated, glossless, and to present
a corroded, dusty appearance, and to assume a warped condition as in

* Vid. G. Bennett, M.D. �Introduction, &c., of the� Or-angeINew South
Wales,� p. 17.

1&#39; Report of the Commissioner of Agricnlt nre. Washington, 1881, pp. 361-2. �
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droughts. In fact, he was led to conclude that this mite, a species
This acarus occurred, as

Hubbard demonstrates, in such numbers that upon a portion of
the surface of a leaf measuring a % square inch 1,142 of its eggs were
counted.

Efecls on Fruit.-��If severely attacked by rust before it has
completed its growth, the orange does not attain its full size; very
rusty fruit is always small. Its quality is, however, improved rather
than deteriorated. The toughened rind preserves it from injury and
decay, prevents evaporation from within, and carries the ripening
process to a higher point. They can be shipped without loss to greater
distances than can bright fruit, keep longer, and are also superior in
�avour.� (P. 368.)

Remeclz&#39;es.�Any preparation used must be applied to the foliage
Hubbard after careful observation and experiment

found that the chief di�iculty was in destroying the vitality of the eggs
of the phytopus which offered considerable resistance. Ultimately he
recommends as an e�ective remedy for the Rust mite the useof a
solution of llb. of whale-oil soap to 5 gallons of water. This should
be distributed over the foliage in the early spring prior to the coin-
mencement of new growth, and the application repeated two or three
times.

N 0TE.�Scabby Lemons.-�It is quite common to see lemons, retailed in
the Brisbane shops, presenting the following characters :-��I�heir surfaces are
very uneven and remarkably rough, and instead of being uniformly green or
yellow, either these colours are combined and indistinctly varied by pale-
brown, or the whole fruit is brown-coloured. In fact, they have a shrivelled-up
appearance, a feature which is enhanced by their small size. ore close
examination reveals the presence of scab-like patches of a light-brownish
White colour, often more or less �ssured, and blotches, or specs of the same
description. The material of these patches, blotches, and specs is of a
fungus nature, and in the case of the two latter may cover scale insects.
Wherever the surface is not involved in these patches it appears corrugated
and generally as being one large ciccatrization. On two examples of such
lemons, urchased at Brisbane in October, we have found specimens of the
Red Sea e, Glover&#39;s Scale, and the Red Spider�the latter in profusion. In
the case of these it was not thought necessary to inquire further into the
origin of the disease. In other instances it will be found to be due to the
Ramularia Fungus, accompanied or not by a Phytopus mite.

FUNGUS DISEASES.

BLACK Sror.

&#39; Several fungi��whose presence is associated with black specs, spots,
or blotches�occur on the leaves and other organs of orange trees at
Toowoomba. Except in such cases in which they discharge the green
colour of the leaf, and they are also in profusion, it does not appear
likely that they occasion much injury.

Amongst those collected at Toowoomba one was referred to the
eminent specialist, M. C. Cooke (and for this reference we are indebted
to Mr. F. M. Bailey). This authority designates it �Grloeosporium
citricolum, C. M.)*

"� Messrs Cooke and Massey thus describe this fungus: �Maculis atrofuscis,
parvuhs, subdiscoideis, saepe con�uentibus; acervuhs nnmersis; conidns ovalibus,
continuis, hya1.inis,.8 x 6 micro-mil.� Grevillea, September, 1887, p. 3.
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Fungi, occasioning such black dis�gurements as the above, &#39;~?;~
found in Italy on both the living as Well as the dead leaves of citrus»?
plants, have been �gured (and described) by Saccardo, whose published: -,5
writings should be consulted by those who wish to study the subjectih §

Omnen LEAF SCAB (Ramularia, sp.).
The following appearances characterise the presence of this fungus

disease. The surface of the leaf is usually coarsely corrugated, espe;
cially in the later stages of the disease, causing the margin to be waved,� 1.:
On young leaves still �accid there are small, nearly circular, sharply
de�ned, irregularly bordered, light brown scabs, having an average"
diameter of 2 mm. (T1; inch). These are �at or shallowly depressed� &#39;.
in the centre. The central area is darker in colour than the other
portion of the fungus, and on examination with the lense will be found
to be downy�the pubescence being due to the presence of threads of :
the fungus. This fungus occurs on either side of the leaf, and the
portion of the leaf immediately opposite a scab presents the following ".3
appearances as the fungus grows :_�At �rst there is a rusty yellow 7-1&#39;
circular or elliptical spot, having a few low papillary elevations. This
then becomes depressed in the centre, in which position appears a darker
area with irregula.r-border. The position of those scabs growing on
the under surface is usually indicated above by an encircling halo of
yellow shaded off into the general green of the leaf. As the leaf attains
its full size these scabs, which do not increase in area with it, may
have their surfaces ruptured. On older leaves these scabs become
considerably elevated, forming conspicuous light brown irregular
tuberosities. Upwards of �fty of these scabs may appear on a single
leaf. They occupy all positions on it, and are often contiguous on the

..4-&#39;..

.-..&#39;_->-4.1:-L.

;_.:.z-.«&#39;..I:a.a.a&#39;.L:"�
 "

* Viol. �Fungi Italici Autographice Dilineati,� Fasc. i:xix~xxxii. Batavii,Aug.,
1882. The following is a. list which we have compiled of these fungi occasioning
black spots on orange leaves :�
Black spots on Orange leaves in Italy, whose presence is not attended with other

discolouration of leaves. &#39;

Meliola citri (Briosi et Passerini). Sacc. Pyrenomycetes.
This causes a disease named in Italy � Cinere.� ._

Meliola Penzigi. Sac. Pyrenomycetes. 3
Antennaria elaeophila. Penz. Pyrenomycetes.
Laestadia socia. Penz. Minute black spots. Pyrenomycetes. v-xi
Microthyrium citri. Penz. Minute black spots, remote. Pyrenomycetes.
Sphaerella sicula. Penzig.
Phy1lostictaBeltranii. Penzig. On mid-rib beneath. Sphzerop.
Phyllosticta micrococcoides. Penzig. Younger leaves. Sphaerop.
Phyllosticta platanoidis. Sacc. Fallen leaves. Spheerop.
Phoma Mantegazziana. Penz. Faded leaves. Sphaarop.
Phoma rigida. Penzig. Fallen leaves. �plmrop.
Phoma scabella. Penz. Fallen leaves. Sphasrop.
Septoria citri. Passerini. Faded loaves. Sphaerop.
Septoria sicula. I�en@
Scptoria Tibia. Penz. Younger leaves. Sphazrop. -
Ascochyta Hesperidearum. Penz. Fallen leaves. Sphaerop.
Gyloeosporium Hesperidearmn. Catt. Faded leaves. Melan.
Cladosporium elcgans. Penzig. Faded leaves. Hyphomycetes.
Cladosporium herbarum. Faded leaves. Hypho cetes.Beltrama rhombica. Penzig. Fallen leaves. Hy�omycetes.
Valutella fusaroides. Penzig. Hyphomycetes. ,
Epicoccum micropis. Corda. Fallen leaves. Hypho cetes.
Epicoccum nigrum. Dead_leaves. Hyphomycetes. at
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&#39;, �tiole, in other parts two or more may become con�uent. Sometimes
 guy,-,are; equally distributed on the two surfaces of the leaf; in other
instances they occur exclusively on one. Their usual effect on the
jcifrous tree is to cause it to shed its leaves-�these having previously
gbecome of a yellow colour. Often, however, the leaves persist and do
 appear in any way etiolated. Usually trees affected with the disease
Tyield poor crops, and we have seen instances in which it was present and
�eta single orange was �set.� Most frequently it seems to affect
iiéédling trees. The lemon is perhaps especially subject to it. It is
 ually common in the Toowoomba district and in&#39;South Queensland.
&#39;e following is the description of the fungus :�

&#39;Q

. Ranzularia, sp.�Spots, well de�ned, light brown; central area,
ouded with darker colour; general outline, circular, with waved

Jnargin; » diameter, about 2 mm. Border, slightly raised, and in old
vlspecimens ultimately black. Central area, depressed, ultimately raised
gwith the Whole spot, which becomes uniformly brown, much above
;.si�1&#39;1&#39;face of the leaf. Fertile �laments, or threads (kypizce), crowded
Wtizespilose), naked, free, erect, simple, sometimes continuous, but usually
.obscurely septate, even, or constricted here and there��for the most
;.p&#39;;.rt straight, pale coloured, hyaline, containing granules and longer
than the spores (com&#39;dz&#39;a). Conidia borne on apices of the hyphae singly,_
or sometimes two in line or succession; cylindrical obtuse, three or

iffour times as long as broad, uniseptate, each division nucleated and
containing granules. Spots occurring on both surfaces of the leaves
3 and on petioles.*
._ The species of Ramularia belong to the family of fungi known as
the Hyphomy-cetes. They are found growing upon the surfaces of
.:living leaves, their mycelium (or vegetative organs) being extended
�into the intercellular spaces of the subjacent tissue.
_ .Re¢nedies.�We are unable to suggest any remedy. The employ-
I merit of methods tending to secure the robust health of the tree
 generally, may help to keep it free from the presence of the disease.

FUMAGINE on BLACK MILDEW.

� The smutty appearance of orange trees is a very familiar feature
inwthe Toowoomba and perhaps in every other district of Queensland.
7It~may be best described in the graphic language of the French
_na�tu1=�alist, J. B. Robineau-Desvoidy, which we translate. He remarks :
;;-«Olives, citrons, oranges, and a host of other trees cultivated in this
�jclgimate (Nice) are the prey of an affection which the Italians name
_.fmo9_&#39;fee&#39;,- for they have compared it to a particular skin disease. It is a
_l)1a�ck- crust� or scurf which (�overs the trunk, the branches, the leaves
"�rlldithe fruits of trees, sometimes throughout considerable areas.
j«l1e«growth of the plant affected is stopped or impaired, the trees
ecome languid, fall away and are sterile. They present only objects
f-disgust and repulsion, and may endure for several years in this

_f
* A species of this genus has been described under the name Ramularia citri,

ensig. (Fung. Agrum., No. 112). P. A. Saccardo has �gured it, in Fungi Itahci
 &#39;l�a�p�hiee Dilineati, Pg�avii, 1882, Tab. 1195, from specimens found on fallen
Huge leaves. The characters presented by the Queensland species agree, generally
&#39;�� &#39;,4With-�those delineated -by him ; but identification is uncertain in the absence of
3}: verbal descripti , of R. citri, or even of a representation of the characteristic�gs.� by which the %sence of this pest is manifested.

. .1:t. 
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sorry condition. At other times the malady suddenly leaves a locality�
for one more or less neighbouring, which it in turn ravages.* �:r-:&#39;

The explanation of the injury occasioned by this Fumagine (th �i�
name by which, according to Robineau-Desvoidy, it is known in th
north of France) is found in the following statement made by the:
Rev. M. J. Berkeley. He remarks: � It is impossible that light can:
have its proper effect through such a medium on the tissue of thei}
leaves. It would be as rational to expect that plants would thrive�
under a brown bell-glass as that vegetation should not be impaired.�
where the greater part of a plant is covered with a thick dark felt.�1:%{
It acts also by checking transpiration from the surface of the leaves,�
and so the movement of the sap. This may be concluded from experi�,
ments mentioned in the Report of the Department of Agriculture, .4
Waslzingfon, 1882, and �rst noticed in the � London Cottage. 4�
Gardener.� In these experiments two orange trees, weighing respec-:"
tively 18 and 20 ounces, were allowed to vegetate without their leaves}
being cleaned from dust for a year; and two others, weighing respec-�:.?-}
tively 19 and 20-}; ounces, had their leaves sprayed with tepid water,�
once a week ; the �rst two increased in weight less than half an ounce �*1
each, while of the two latter one had increased two and the other
nearly three ounces. Except the cleaning, the plants were similarly"?!
treated.--Op. O&#39;it., p. 333. If such may happen in the case of :;
ordinary dust and its limited deposition, what would be the result if
the Fumagine had been concerned? � .;

Its Nature.��If the smutty matter be examined by aid of the.�
microscope it will be observed that it is composed of more than one
form of fungus. These fungi have been described as species of Erg-
siphe, Antemzaria, Fumago, and Oaprzodizmz, and are represented on; _.
Plate 22 of W. M. Maskell�s � Account of New Zealand Scale Insects,�_. .1
and by W. G. Farlow, in �Bulletin of the Bussey Institution,� Part v. 1
Harvard, 1876 �under the name Fmmzgo salicirza. It is also obvious
that this matter is quite super�cial on the leaf, and may easily be peeled
off�in fact, that the fungi must live on and at the expense of somef]
substance which occurs on the leaves themselves. Now this substance�?
is none other than honeydew. But whence is this honeydew derived?

M. J. B. Robineau-Desvoidy, on page 184: of his previously quoted
article, remarks that the most rational interpretation of the presence ._
of the Fumagine is that it is related to, or is a consequence of, the EL
puncture of cocci or Scale Insects. It is well known that certain scale
insects excrete this sweet material, and W. M. Maskell has �gured, on 5
the above-mentioned plate, the very special tubular exsertile apparatus
by means of which such honeydew is discharged. When p1ants�are5*.¢
infested by Lecanidze (such as the Black Scales, and Ceroplastes (of;-;
the Brisbane Botanical Garden), small spots of the latter �uid may b�i
noticed on any leaves which happen to be beneath those on which.
these scale insects occur. Moreover, as Robineau-Desvoidy remarks»?
one only meets with the Fumagine on trees already attacked by Kerme�i
�z&#39;.e., Scale; in fact, its occurrence is an almost certain indication 0;�-&#39;.
the presence of scale insects at Toowoomba, generally of the Blaclig
Scale (Lecanium oleae). _,�

3" � Memoire sur lc gallinsectes de l�olivier, du citronnier, &c., dans la provi!1Q.P»
do Nice et dans le Department du Var.� Compt Rend., 1852, p. 183.

1- � Introduction to Cryptogamic Botany,� by Rev. M. J. Berkeley, Lond.;�
1857, pp. 276-7. .-_.
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H V Remedg&#39;es.�The Fumagine may be removed by alkaline washes,
 �nch as ordinary ley��from wood ashes ; but it is very obvious that the
proper treatment, indicated by the facts mentioned, is one which
;&#39;:"e�o&#39;Inmences with the scale insect itself, on the occurrence of which the
, presence of this affection depends. If bodies are used which only

allow the scale insects, which cause it, to still further extend their
depredations.

E
lP

Foor Ror.

Vial. 2nd section, or Chapter I., of this Report under � Citraceous
Plants,� pg. 33. This malady will be further dealt with at some

V future time.
 SHRUB DoDDER�(Cass.ytlza, sp.).
. This is a leafless twiner with wiry stems, small �owers on pedun-
 culate spikes and almost spherical smooth fruit. It is a parasite with
 the habit of the true Dodder (Cuscuta). Starting life from a seed
5 inthe ground, the young plant early seeks the stem of some host
-� plant up which it may arise and amongst whose branches it may twine,
&#39; and having reached the latter position it �xes itself by means of

small suckers developed on its stems. Henceforth, its connection
with the ground being meanwhile severed, it proceeds to live at the
expense of the sap of its supporter; but insomuch as its tissues
contain chlorophyl, and are accordingly able to assimilate formative
material, its parasiticism is limited to the withdrawal only of water and

; mineral substances from its host, and the injury which it occasions
is restricted to this action, and-�insoinuch as it grows in dense masses-�

Z to the mechanical eifect due to its twining habit. Happily the associa-
tion of this pest with economic plants is of rare or unprecedented
occurrence, these remarks having been suggested by a single instance
afforded by a well-known local orangery. The particular species in
this case appeared to be Cassytha �liformis, Lz&#39;mz., which, according
to the late Mr. Bentham, � is widely spread over tropical Asia, Africa,

-. and America, chie�y in maritime districts.���

{reach the Fumagine, they�by rendering the surface �clean ��but

A , SNAILS.
Professor T. Kirk has pointed out that �the introduced mollusc

(Helix aspera�imported from Great Britain) is a dangerous enemy
in New Zealand to all kinds of citraceons plants, and is frequently
found infesting the trees in large numbers.� 1� Our experience in

* New Zealand has taught us, too, that it is also very destructive to other
economic vegetation. This pest already occurs about Melbourne and

T� Sydney, but We have yet to learn that it has established itself in any
L part of this colony. It is our duty, however, to point out the possibility
3 of its being introduced any day, by its eggs being contained in the soil in
 which imported living plants are growing, on the arrival of the latterI . . . . . .�. here. No complaints have been made of l1l]l11�1eS in�icted, on orange or
other fruit trees, by snails or slugs indigenous to Australia. There may

 however, be observed on orange trees in the vicinity of Brisbane,� and
1 feeding on the minute Algae and Hepatics which grow in such situa-
tions, three little snails of different species. These are Achatinella

* Flora Australiensis, vol. v., p. 371.
T �Fruit Blighte and Diseases of Fruit Trees.� Reprint, p. 33.
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(Erickella) Wake�eldi, Cox; Succinea eucalypti, Cox; and a minntg
and apparently undescribed species of Helix. Their existence,ihqv§i.,-�iii
ever, in such a station, though interesting to conchologists, is not§;o�f; .&#39;
much importance to the orange-grower.

Q1-

CHAPTER V.

MIscELLA1~IEoUs FRUITS.

THE FIG.

FIG-LEAF GALERUCA (Galeruca, sp.).

This is a small brown beetle, thickly clothed with short �ne�
pubescence, measuring from % inch to T7,; inch in length, and having
an oblong�shaped body and conspicuous rather long antennae. _ i �

It was the only �g-tree pest we noticed at Toowoomba, and? ~
it is common also throughout the coastal districts of Southern Queens- .,.
land. Both in the grub and during its adult condition it consumes the 3_
leaf of this tree, which it gnaws from the edge inwards until little 7&#39;?�
but the stalk is left. The eggs are deposited in little batches upon
the leaves, and the larvae arising from them, whe11 fully grown, fall
from the trees and pupate within the soil. The Graleruca is gregarious
in its habits. In the case of full grown �g-trees the damage in�icted
is not so material as it is when young plants are attacked, and which
not infrequently lose, from this cause, the whole of their vegetative
organs. The following description may serve to identify the insect:�

Tlze Beetle.��Body parallel-sided, closely punctured. General
colour dull brown, with a round spot in the centre and one within each
lateral angle of the prothorax, a round spot in the centre of the front,
and the scutellum, black. Antennae limbs and greater part of centre
of abdomen piceous, a faint iutra-marginal ill-de�ned dark stripe cjn �_
the elytra. The Whole surface clothed with dense short glistening�
pubescence, rather sparing on the prothorax. Head rather narrower T
than prothorax, and free from it. Mandibles each with three teeth at
their point of union. Labrum rounded entire. A longitudinal im-
pression runs down the centre of the front, and is continued on the
clypeus; the latter with a stout ridge down the centre, which unites
with one which passes to either side in front of the antennary fos"sa&#39;§.3_ "A
Antennae with third joint rather longer than the fourth. Eyes _larg"§,�V
prominent. Prothorax transverse, fore border shallowly excavated,
hind border arcuated on each side of a similarly shallow excavation,� ;
lateral borders deeply �exuous, fore-angles angular, hind-angles obtiise,
a wide irregular depression crossing the central part of the surface; _
scutellum large, triangular, obtuse. Elytra sub-parallel, very slightly
narrowed behind humeral angles, �nely bordered internally, a strong_ei&#39;,p..yf.i
slightly revolute external border, confusedly punctured. Epipletir�cg;
narrow, sub-concave in front, continued to posterior border. Pres�-� "
ternum forming a narrow elevated keel between the anterior c_oxa3,; .�
Anterior cotyloid cavities shallowly open behind. Metasternum notj-�
projected between middle coxae, with large parapleurze. Tibiae unarmed.
Tarsi With first joint less than two succeeding, third joint with pulvillilstp
of_yellow hairs. Claws bi�d, inner division the smaller. Length�.
Tsainrfgin. 9 &#39;

" "....�:nL"
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&#39; Larva.�A. narrow cylindrical grub tapering towards each ex-
gtjremity, with dark-coloured head, and three pair of Well developed
thoracic legs. Upper surface granular ; each segment with two trans-
iterse rows of large blunt papillae, which bear three or more glandular

, setaa av-piece. The two centre papillae of each transverse row unite, and
 so� form a centro-dorsal longitudinal band ; the large lateral ones, occur-
ring-at the same level on each segment, give a serrated appearance to
!-the grub. The last segment is �attened and widened towards its
� posterior border, where it is truncated and emarginate.

E_q_qs.�&#39;1�he eggs are fusiform, with one end gradually tapered and
, apiculate, 1&#39;75 �mm. in length. They are placed side by side with the
3i pointed ends outwards, in batches of about a hundred, on the under
7. surface of the �g-leaf.
7, �" Rmned2&#39;es.�1. The beetles, or their larvae, may be stayed in their

 ravages by poisoning the leaves upon which they are feeding. For
 this purpose the method recommended in dealing with the potato
beetle may be followed. (Vida �Potato Beetle,� p. 183.) 2. By
�f �working� the ground at the foot of the trees the pupae may be
lie used, and so .be fed on by poultry; fewer "beetles would thus be
- lggfor doing damage during a subsequent season than would other-
.;f, wise be the case.

..,.,. ..
»
�v

RED-BANDED GALERUCA (Luperodes, sp.).
(See under � Maize," p.~192.)

MULBERRY.

LEAF�EATING CATERPILLAR (Fam. ZVOcL&#39;ucz2).

, On two occasions during the Toowoomba inspections the leaves
ofmulberry trees were observed to be extensively eaten by the cater-

j pillars of anoctuid moth. This pest may be recognised by the following
5 .cha3ract,ers :�
. " The Oaferpillar.-Body cylindrical ; the eleventh segment with a
:2" ccnspivcuous transverse hump, beyond which it is inclined ; anal prolegs
 stout. General ground colour yellowish white, �nely hackled with
-l irfégular black lines, most conspicuous on the sides ; also mottled with
., g�re�e_ni,sh grey. The back is conspicuous as being of a lighter colour
 .&#39;than are the sides of the body. There is a lateral orange-coloured
« » fitsctia from the fourth to the sixth body-segment, a11d a whitish infere-

lzi:ilit.;ra1&#39;patch&#39; on the tenth and eleventh. Spiracles brown, edged with
 white. Body sprinkled with white, black-edged setigerous

 s�iot;i. The spots, twelve in number, have on the middle segments of
t e"body the following disposition: There is one on each side of the

&#39; middle line, one below this at the union of the dark and light portions
 of the side of the body, one immediately above the spiracle, one just
 behind it, and another below it. The thoracic legs are shining reddish
�yellow; the head is of a somewhat lighter colour, with the frontal

area clouded with brown. Length of body, 1-; inch.

y _/p
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FRUIT -WEEVIL (Braclzg/peplus, sp.).
�This insect is very destructive to the fruit of the mulberry at

Toowoomba. It �nds its way amongst the little berries constituting
efruit, as soon as this has commenced to ripen, and then feeds upon

 em. (�Vida �Peach,� p. 82).

.1�.
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RED SCALE (Aspidiotus coccineus).
Mulberry trees about Brisbane may be noticed in many places to"

be gradually dying, branch by branch, from the attacks of the Red
Scale. This coccus forms a complete investment of the boughs, and� fig
encroaches upon the young branchlets as they arise. (For a descrip- 2
tion of and mode of dealing with this pest the reader is referred to the 5"
section of the Report relating to the � Orange,� pp. 129-31).

BLACK SCALE (Lecanium /Lesperidum).
Observed, only at Brisbane, upon the leaves and branches of the, -

mulberry. (Vial. � Orange,� p. 122.) In one instance it was noticed
that each scale was surrounded by a white halo, of fungoid growth,� ;
and that the insects had succumbed to the attacks of this vegetable ii.�
parasite. The precise nature of this fungus as yet awaits determina-
tion.

PASSION FRUIT.

LEAF-EATING CATERPILLAR (Acrcea melicerte).
It is well known that certain varieties of the passion vine have

their foliage fed upon by the caterpillars of the butter�y Acraea
andromacha, F(LZ)7&#39;., popularly known about Brisbane as the � Greasy.�
These caterpillars are easily recognised from the fact that they
support a number of bristling spines. The damage, however, which
they occasion is comparatively insigni�cant. Moreover we have never
met with them on the fruiting varieties.

FRUIT BORER (HeZiot/zis peltigei-a»).
S�_ympton2s.�We have observed at Brisbane that when the passion

fruit is still green and soft its growth may he suddenly checked,
whereupon it will fall to the ground. The fallen fruit exhibits a hole
usually situated near the insertion of the stem, in which spot it is_con-
cealed in great measure by the dried remains of the �ower-.;:. This
ori�ce leads into the cavity of the passion fruit which, in the place of
the white seeds, is now �lled with the translucent dirty-white excreta
of a caterpillar. Usually the latter may be found engaged in still
gnawing at the �eshy portion of the rind, having already consumed
the seeds. It is none other than the troublesome pest which injures
the corn plant, bores into tomatoes, into the pods of peas, and the
buds of roses, in Queensland ; and damages the poppy and cotton
crops, in America and India respectively��zIe., the caterpillar of a form
of the cosmopolitan moth Hcliothis armz&#39;_qe7". (Vida under �Maize,�
p. 189.)

BLACK SCALE (Lecanimn Oleczz).
In the garden of Mr. Gregory, of Drayton, we met with a passion

fruit plant which had succumbed to the attacks of the Black Scale.
This was still crowded u on its leaves and branches. No other .»
instance of the occurrence of

�u

the pest with this association was met
with. (Vida �Orange,� p. 124.)

The strawberry guava (Pisidium) is subject, at Toowoomba, to the I
%

STRAVVBERRY GUAVA (Pisidium). VCASE Morn (Entometa ignobilzis, Walker). .
25*»attacks of the caterpillars of the above Case Moth.
n 
     
     .

A 
     
     s

3.
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..,_,;:; .Habz&#39;ts.�-These pests may be recognised by their curious habit of
&#39; nstructing cases from the small twigs of the trees, the leaves of

hich they have previously in part consumed. These twigs or
v_. ranchlets are fastened side by side in a longitudinal direction upon
 the outer surface of the cases. The caterpillar, whilst still Within the
,-case passes into the chrysalis condition. The adult male insect is a
 cuI&#39;ious �y-like moth, with transparent wings, plumed antennae or
 feelers, and hairy elevated body. The adult female insect never
,~_. attains to the winged state, and presents a very different appearance
7? from the male. She does not ever forsake the protection which the
; case affords. In the spring of the year, and Whilst still within the
 case, the female gives birth to numerous minute larvae, which, letting
=." themselves down from their birthplace by means of �ne threads, alight
:_ upon the leaves of their.host plant, and no sooner do they commence
 to feed than they start building cases for themselves at �rst of tiny
 fragments of leaf a11d afterwards of branchlets. «

The depredations that these curious insects are responsible for,
" under some circumstances, may be concluded from the fact that twelve
. individual case-moth caterpillars were found, without very close

«ii, observation, upon a guava tree, still but a few feet high; and that
&#39; each of their cases contained on an average seventeen guava twigs,

measuring in length from two inches downwards.
Remedz&#39;es.�Hand-picking appears to present an easy method of

ridding trees of these pests. It is satisfactory, moreover, to be able to
recognise the fact that the caterpillars are extensively preyed upon by
hymenopterous parasites.

LOQUAT.
FRUIT FLY (Teplzritis, sp.).

There are two kinds of Loquats grown at Toowoomba. One,
:� -the fruit of which I-ipens in September, and is as large as a pigeon�s
if egg; and another, which bears fruit of a much smaller size, which is not
if ripe until the following month. 1t is the latter variety alone which,
 when fully ripe, is liable to be attacked by the Tephritis (vid. �Fruit
�if. Fly�Peach,� pp. 541-7 5).

JAPANESE DATE PLUM on PERSIMMON.

 FRUIT FUNGUS.

There are two kinds of Persimmon grown at Toowoomba. No
complaint as to either being subject to any disease came under notice.
It �was, however, observed that the still green fruit of one variety

 was covered on one side with numerous small black spots. These, on
4: examination, proved to be indications of the presence of a fungus allied
 to Glceosporium (vid. �Apple,� p. 50), the spores of which were
~f»3-nucleated, and measured 5�._31�g � 3,137 x -�i� inches.*

VVALNUT.

FRUIT FLY.

-I A diseased condition of the Walnut is referred to in dealing with
«the Fruit Fly of the Peach. This is occasioned by the maggot of a �yr ,..
Ls3:.
1

* The Report is indebted for these measurements to T. L. Bancroft, M.B., &c.
I
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which deposits its eggs in the aerid periearp of the fruit. The fly in?�
question has not been reared, but having instituted a. compar-ison off.
its larva with that of the ordinary Fruit Fly, we are enabled to �affirm
that the adult insect must be very different from the latter� (M-d,.:;_
�Walnut,� p. 36)-. . i

CHAPTER VI.

THE VINE.

INSECTS-IJEPIDOPTERA.

SPIEIINX-MOTH CATERPILLARS (Fam. Spkingidae).
There are three caterpillars�-the early stages of as many di�erentf�.

m0ths�-&#39;-of the family Sphingidm, which devour the foliage of the-vine.
The adult insects are rapid �yers and choose the evening for &#39;5thei�r I ,
hawk-like movements. They feed amongst �owers, the honey of w&#39;hi&#39;c&#39;li .2
they extract with their ordinarily spirally curled up tongues. -- 3,

vi(1.) The �rst is Oizazrocampa crotus, and the following is the ;
description of its different phases :� 3&#39;

Egg.�Not observed. .-if
O&#39;aterpilZar.�Tapering towards the head from the fourth segment,

remainder of body of nearly uniform breadth; smooth, perfectly naked. f
The eleventh body segment with a stout curved black-tipped horn. Three
pair of thoracic, or true legs ; four pair of abdominal, and one pair of caudal
pro-legs. General colour brownish-yellow, with head and following segment
lighter coloured; on �each side of caterpillar a series of ocellated spots-
white broadly margined with grass-green. These spots, Which are of
different size, occur on the third to tenth body segments, inelusively. From
the root of the dorsal horn there diverge two black bands which are� .
continued on either side of the body, traversing the lateral ocellated spots . *
as far as the middle of the sixth body segment. The surface of the body
between these bands�z&#39;.e., the back of the segments, has a redder tinge than
the remaining portions, and is freekled with small black specs which fre-._
quently coalesce. From immediately behind each lateral spot arises an
oblique anteriorly directed descending band; these bands are continued on
to the outer surface of the pro-legs��on the segments on which the latter
occur; those bands arising from the fourth to eighth spots are bounded
anteriorily by regular triangular patches of black, freckled with reddish�
brown, which patches occupy the space intervening between the bands and
the spiracles ; those on the fourth and �fth segments pass beneath the body.
The second body segment is traversed by three faint longitudinal dorsal
bands and two lateral, broader and more pronounced ones. The supra-anal
shield and abdominal prolegs are cofFee�brown, the former margined with
white. The thoracic legs, the labrum, and mouth organs are greenish-
horn colour. Clypeus very pale coloured. Mandibles tipped with blacli.
Length, 2% to 3 inches. &#39;

C%r_y.saZz&#39;s.��This is formed in a leafy cocoon at or near the ground.
Ad2zlt.�The adult insect is a large red-brown moth, having �a stout

fusiform body�2&#39;.c., tapering towards each extremity. The outer surface of,
the antennae, a line over the eye and continued on to the base of the wings, �
base of abdomen beneath on each side, outer surface of tibia), the terminal ;
joints of legs, the sides of tlie sheath of the proboscis and throat white.
The forewings are rich dark-red brown, with a lighter reflection, and are
traversed near the base with two undulating brown lines, and two broad
darker brown bands between these and the apex of the wing. The hind 2};
wings are orange yellow, bordered with da.rk�brown and edged with -whiter iii
The under-surface both of the wings and body are of a decided red brown, e�
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ifthe wings bein covered with �ne lines and spots of black. The eyes arefirich chocolate brown, and very conspicuous. The tibial spurs of the hind
53� and middle pair of limbs are very stout. The.antennae directed forward, are
:,>�§to&#39;u�t, and end in sharp points. Length of body léin. ; expanse of wings, 3
~ to . 3%in.* .

i The larva has, like many others, the faculty of elongating and
 contracting the three anterior narrowed segments of the body, a
 habit which has gained for the moths, whose caterpillars are thus
I �endowed, the name of elephant sphinxes. The caterpillars of several
3; species of moths belonging to the family Sphingidae are known to feed
9 exclusively on the vine. This is specially the case with those of the
. genus 0Izwr0campa1*�the silver-striped hawk moth, 0&#39;. cclerio, which is
 stated to be distributed throughout the world, being another instance
 -of the occurrence of this habit in the genus. Both it and 0. erotus are
f_- tolerably plentiful in the neighbourhood of Brisbane. The latter ranges
J as far north as the Solomon Islands.

, _ &#39;"&#39;(2) Uhaerocampa, sp.�A caterpillar having the same habits and
 _also the same general shape as has the last mentioned, and no doubt

belonging to the same genus�0Izceroccmzpa��has been observed at
1 Brisbane doing much damage to young vines. The following descrip-
. �tion may serve to distinguish it :�

C�aterpz&#39;ZIa9&#39;.�General ground colour, cream, most conspicuous and
.- becoming brownish-yellow on the upper part of fourth segment, almost
M obscured by brown on second and third segments; also on those
 posterior to �the fourth a well-de�ned black line along the centre 0}

the �back, and two fainter lateral ones occupying second, third, and
fourth segments ; fourth segment with a large ocellated spot, the centre
of which -is black bordered posteriorly by purple and white, on each

_; side; the lateral spots of succeeding segments yellow. From the root
L &#39; of the dorsal horn there diverge two well-de�ned white-coloured,

irregularly spotted with dark brown, bands which are continued on
either side of �the body; the surface of the body between these bands

; v�&#39;z".e., the badk of the segments, is dark-brown faintly speckled with
numerous yellowish spots. Seven large triangular black blotches, onc
onpeaich segment, from the �fth to the eleventh inclusive; outer
surfaceof abdominal prolegs black; u11der surface of second, third,
andifourth segments black, abruptly contrasting with light colour of

 remaining segments beneath. Spiracles blackish with white spots
_ &#39;aabove and below. Head greenish horn-coloured, peppered with light
._ brown.
�  A large green, horned, caterpillar having lateral stripes,
&#39; and much larger �than either (1) or (2) was observed at Toowoomba,
: w&#39;he&#39;re&#39;it&#39;=occurred solitarily on the vines. We have also noticed it at
" Brisbane. _

_ , . Remedies.�-No special remedy seems demanded to meet the attacks
j, of these sphinx caterpillars, as, during a great part of their life, they
are large and conspicuous, and may easily be hand-picked and
T7, destroyed; or they may be-�-more readily��fatally injured, by snipping
them with scissors whilst they are occupied in feeding.
 i _&#39; * Chcerocmnpa erotus is �gured in Cramer�s �Papillons Exotiques,� 1779, ii.,
=,;g,512,p1.r1o4, �g. b.
 V - 1&#39; Nine species of this genus occur in Australia.
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CATERPILLAR (Fam. Noctuidce).

This caterpillar is very destructive tothe vine wherever it occursiif
It devours the young shoots and entire foliage, with the exceptions�

Mr. G. Searle, of Rosehilll?
Gardens, Toowoomba, stated that he found as many as seventy-�ve on
of the midribs and petioles of the leaves.

a single vine. The following is a description of the insect :�

Caterpz&#39;llar.��Bedy cylindrical, with the twelfth segment transversely
humped, velvety, smooth, unclothed, but for the occurrence of six or eight
stiif erect hairs which are present on each segment, those on that one succeeds,

General colour above blackish-
brown, with a lighter shade along the middle third of the upper surface, ll
beneath pale. &#39;l he dark colour above is caused by the presence of irregular

ing the head being the most conspicuous.

�ne waved longitudinal streaks on a light ground, these streaks sometimes
coalescing on the sides. Along the centre of the back, �ne streaks of the same
colour extend continuously from segment to segment; these enclose a stripe
of the general light body colour. Each segment has also white setigerous
spots. Those on the first body segment are irregularly disposed, those 01;,�
the second and third form irregular transverse series of ten each, those on
each succeeding segment, except on the terminal one where they are indistinct,- .
are eight in number, four being situated on each side of the middle line, of
which one is dorsal, one supero-lateral, and two infero-lateral ; the latter three
are situated posterior to the spiracle of the segment, the supero-lateral one i
being further behind than the other two. A white-coloured fascia extends ..
from the fourth to the sixth segment inclusively on each side of the body �"
just below the spiracles. The peculiar streaked marking of the body extends
on to the outer surfaces of the ventral prolegs. Mandibles black-tipped, with.
three strong blunt teeth, labrum emarginate, pre-labrum strongly longi-
tudinally grooved, elypeus transversely gtriated. Head horn-colour, clouded
in front with dark brown, a spot of the same colour occupying the centre of
the clypeus. Thoracic, or true legs, horn-colour, terminating in black claws.
Length upwards of 1 inch.

These caterpillars during the day generally conceal themselves
beneath the surfaces of the leaves on which they are feeding, and may
easily be detached from their hidingplace by shaking the vine. When
fully matured they bury themselves in the loose soil beneath the vine,
and having in this position spun for themselves a light cocoon to the
outer surface of which particles of earth are attached, afterwards pass
into the chrysalis state. From the chrysalis they emerge as night-
�ying moths?� �

Remeclies.�-Shaking the vines and then treading the caterpillars, ;
which have fallen, under foot, seems to he a plan which can be readily
adopted with a view to lessen the injury which they occasion. In
dealing also with these caterpillars, and others of related habits, we have .1
little doubt but that much good will result from the use of poisoned
traps.
of whatever green stuff the caterpillars are partial to.
may be Paris Green or London Purple.
relates to such a procedure :�

The poison

�After the land is prepared for cabbages, or any other crop requiring
protection, I place cabbage or turnip leaves, in rows 15 or 20 feet apart al
over the �eld, and about the same distance apart in the rows. The leaves are
�rst dipped in a well-stirred mixture of a tablespoonful of Paris een to
the bucket of water; or they may be �rst moistened, then duste with a_._
mixture of one part of Paris green to twenty of �our, and placed carefully�

* Owing to an accident the later stages of this insect could not be observed.

The traps are composed of cabbage-leaves, or small bundles �

The following statement
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i�th the dustedxsurface next to the ground. Two such applications, particu-i37Iy;l1&#39;ly in cloudy weather, at intervals of three or.four days, will suffice to allow

:�~"»l:l1&#39;e cut worms (caterpillars of noctuid moths�Agrotis spp.) to make away
�with themselves, which they generally do, with perfect success. This plan,
Tf�rst recommended. by Professor Riley, is the best I have found. Whoever
.,;adopts it will rid himself of the pest at least cost and trouble, and will not
7;, be compelled to replant constantly or to sow his seed thickly.�*

;.. �THE THORN BEARING CATERPILLAR (T/zalassodes pieroides, Walker).
,;-, There can be little doubt but that this strangely formed and
-voracious insect which is so commonly met with in the gardens about
= Brisbane�where it attacks not only the grape vine and the rose, but
.;;the peach, plum, and guava also�will, too, be found occurring at
g �Toowoomba.
7 �, � The pest in question is the caterpillar of a member of the family
 of moths named Greometridte, and is of a brownish colour with plane-
; convex dorsal surface and sides appearing coarsely serrate by being
7;� drawn out into conspicuous thorn-like expansions. When molested it
� bends its body into various positions and looks even more strange than

before. Having grown to over an inch in length, it assumes the
5; chryalis condition and afterwards develops into a very interesting
f moth. This when settled has its wings expanded horizontally to a
 breadth of nearly eighteen lines and placed close to the object which is
5 supporting it. These wings are semi-transparent, light sea-green in
T colour, of the most delicate texture, and �nely scalloped at the edges.
_. In one sex, the male, theyare banded, mottled, and dusted with pure
&#39; white; in the other,&#39;rusty-brown takes the place of the latter colour.

The following technical descriptions will aid in distinguishing the
insect =-

Tlze 0aterpz&#39;lla7~.��Brownish coloured and �nely granulated, a dark
spot above on each side of the �rst body segment, the central dorsal
area of the third and fourth segments with a mesial and two lateral
continuous fuliginous stripes, that of �fth suffused with the same
colour. First body segment with a row of four erect blunt spines on
the front and two on the hind border ; six small similar spines on

_� hind upper surface of second segment; two on the front and two on
. the hinder border of segments four to seven; on third, eighth, and

ninth segment four spines on the hind border but none on the fore.
The segments from the second to the eighth inclusive have the sides

3 drawn out and expanded, so that the spiracles face upwards. These
 expansions diminish outwardly and gradually increase in size and
 lateral extent from the second to the fourth ; those of the �fth, sixth,

r�

seventh, and eighth segments sub-equal. The expansions of the second
2 and third body segments are toothed, that of the fourth terminates
 in a single thorn, whilst those of �fth to eighth segments terminate
�In twin thorns. The ninth and tenth body segments are normally
3� cylindrical; the eleventh has two outwardly and backwardly directed
 hooks above; the twelfth segment terminates obtusely in a keeled
-border. Anal prolegs and one pair of abdominal prolegs present.
Thoracic legs well developed. Length about 1 inch.

&#39; �� Dr. Oember, in reference to a Cabbage Caterpillar, in a letter to the United
0(])E)ntomo1ogist (vid. Rep. Commissioner of Agriculture, U.S.A., 1884, pp.
5,. 
     
     ..3. -
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The O�7;rgsalz&#39;s.�Light brown, with a few dark-coloured spots
between the rings of the segments, �nely granulated, gradually tafpei�i�1�1""towards the hind extremity on which are situated eight little hooked
bristles. Length, �},�% inch; breadth, 333 inch. &#39; � &#39;

The ]l[oth�.Male.�Wings pale green, white beneath, »ma,1:g.&#39;ma&#39;1

Q�-� 
     
     ._. 
     
     &#39;1 
     
     I
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band of both wings white freckled with green, the freckles denser
externally and internally forming a continuous waved line; inner bordei�
of band crenated by linear extensions of the eellulo-discal green area.
A white band occupying the whole inner border of the hind wings
extends right through the cell of the fore wings to their costal border.
The veins traversing wings are barred with white, abdomen .green.ab,o,v,é
copiously covered with white, wholly white beneath. White T
interspersed with the green upon the head and thorax. &#39;

Female.-��Sea green, body reddish, black and white speckled, white
beneath. Head green in front. Palpi porrect, slightly angular,
extending far beyond the head; third joint as long as the .second,_
Antennae with blackish rings. Fore border and tegulae-of the thorax
green. Abdomen with two rows of elongated black marks.
tibiae with four moderate long spurs ; fore tibae and tore tarsi black;
with white bands. Wings ample, semihyaline, with a very broad _band7
along the exterior border, undulating on the inner side, and of the
same hue as the body; marginal points black, most distinct on the
under side, where there is a black submarginal band ; exterior border
dentate. Fore wings acute; costa and exterior border convex, the.
former whitish-brown speckled, as is also the base of the wing and,
the adjoining .part of the interior border; a green sub-apical spot},
Hind wings extending beyond the abdomen. Length of body &#39;8 lines,
of the wings 18 lines.��(F. Wallcer.�Catalogue of Lepidop. Hetero-
cera, part xxii. Greometrites, p. 581; s. v. Comibaena pieroides.) &#39;

Habz&#39;ts.��Restrieting our attention to the injury occasioned to the
grape vine, we observe that the Thorn-bearing Caterpillar -is �especially
noticeable for its attacks upon young shoots and the �bunches of fruit}
In the case of the latter it consumes the cuticle of the peduncle and
pedicels which support the bunch and the individual berries, -and�i�r"&#39;
the grapes are� so far developed as to be contiguous, the caterpillar�
�nds its way into the centre of the bunch and there carries on the?
same destructive work. The berries having their supply of nutrimenif�
in great measure cut off soon wither and die.

Scales.�

I

When �the caterpillar", _
is fully grown it spins a very loose and delicate cocoon amongsti�-thief�,
leaves, or occasionally in a recess in the bark of the vine plant, and ,
within this cocoon changes into the ehrysalis condition. The egglintheii�
�1&#39;st-instance is deposited in the food plant of the caterpillar. The-moths�
are not uncommon throughout the summer months. We have procured�
examples of them, at Brisbane, from late in September until June. Some-_�
times this pest is a source of considerable damage to the grapeerop.

_Reme(lie.s�.-�It is not easy to suggest any. We have to deal witli_._,
a caterpillar which feeds indi�erently on a number of plants, and whicll;
from its habit of mimicking the appearance of fragments of dead .
is ditlicult to detect.

LEAF-EATING TORTRIX (Fam. Tortrici12.a, Emlemis betrama, Schiii).
Mr. E. Meyriek has observed that the caterpillars of this tiny �

moth spin together the shoots of grape-vines, and then feed upon .the;»e j
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.  leaves and other organs. He has met with the moth at Rose-4
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� wbod, New South Wales, in March, May, August, and September-.*
� . �This pest may be expected to occur also in Queensland, but is not5
yet. an object of complaint.

INSECTS.�COLEOP&#39;.I�EBA.

GRAPE-EATING BEETLE N o. 1 (Rlzypariola (Pyropida) sp.)

  the season of the year when the berries are scarcely as large
as peppercorns, the grape-vine at Brisbane is subject to the presence
of this pest, which no doubt makes its in�uence felt at Toowoomba
also. We have, too, observed it at Brisbane on the vine, during other

&#39; stages in the growth of the latter.
_ Nature of In,jury.�The leaves are gnawed, usually at the edges;
lint what is worse the young grapes are treated similarly, being bitten
into: nearly to the centre. The attack is generally more marked
towards the pedicel, a11d often occurs on two sides of the berry; some-
times the pedicels themselves are gnawed as well. Being thus injured
allfsubsequent growth of whatever portion of the berry remains is
arrested;. almost every berry &#39;on a bunch of grapes is dealt with in this
-. . .. per.

C�ause.�This injury is due to the attacks of a small beetle,belong-
ing to the family Eumolpidae, which feeds upon these portions of the
grape-vine. This it does in its adult state. This beetle is oval-oblong
inform and measures from 2 to 3 lines in length, according to sex. It
issmooth and glossy, of a pale yellow-brown colour. The head is
inclined downwards, the eyes are large and black, and the antennae
areslender and nearly half as long as the body. The head is immersed
in the succeeding segment or thorax nearly to the eyes. The thorax
is almost twice as broad as long, with nearly regularly arched sides ;
it is narrower. across than the wing-covers. These are ornamented

&#39; with thirteen linear series of small punctures.

_ .H&#39;aIn&#39;t.s-.�The beetle is somewhat gregarious in its habits, there
beinggenerally several about a vine at the same time. When ap-
proached the Rhyparida in an instant tucks its legs under places its
antennae along and below its body and drops, quickly to ,take wing
again and sometimes even before it has reached the ground. It thus
elucles capture with facility.. f From what is known of the habits of its associates, we may
in er that the eggs are laid on the ground at the foot of the vine and
that the larvae feed too in this position. ,

Remea!_z&#39;es.�The method of dealing with this pest, until we discover
"at precise life history, seems to be that of poisoning the foliage of the
fine, This may be best accomplished by spraying an infusion of
Pyrethrum over it, or dusting it over with a mixture of Paris Green
and �our (vial. �Potato Beetle,� p. 183).
_&#39;_ _ The genus of plant-eating-beetles to which this insect belongs
I ,1} presented in Australia by numerous species, seventeen of which
are� described. It also occurs in North America and the East Indies,
but especially throughout the Indo-Malayan and Austro-Malayan

*Descriptions of Australian Micro-Lepidoptera, Proc. Lin. Soc. N.S. Wales
vol. vi., p. 649.
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region. The habits of none of these appear to have been recorded,
much less has a grape-vine injuring propensity been attributed to a.nyg-r
member of the genus. There is, however, a related European insect,"�f&#39;
associated with Rhyparida in the family Eumolpidae, which has very
similar habits. This is the Bromius vitis of continental vigneronss".
N o doubt the methods which have been found useful in contending
with this pest of the vine would be equally serviceable in dealing with J:
its Australian relative.

The complete literature concerning the Australian members of
the genus Rhyparida not being available for guidance in determining
the species to which the present grape-injuring insect should be
assigned, it becomes necessary to mention the following salient features  i
which it presents :�

Rkgparicla (Pgropida), sp.��Smooth, glossy, yellowish-brown� .{&#39;
above; head, antennae, and under surface, reddish-brown; eyes and

Head minutely punctured, lower portion of
front impressed and a shallow longitudinal groove running upwards

Epistome plane rather coarsely

tip of mandibles black.

from the apex of the epistome.
uniformly punctured, distinctly separated from the front by deep
apical sutures, rather broader than long ;.apical angle obtuse; anterior".
border deeply concavely emarginate, angles of emargination blunt and
apparently two-toothed, eyes strongly emarginate at their inner sides.
Antennae slender, of half the length of the body, second joint almost
half smaller than third, reddish-brown. Thorax nearly twice as broad
as long, the sides regularly rounded, scarcely narrowed anteriorly, all
the angles tuberculate, hind border especially convex opposite the
scutellum, surface covered uniformly with small punctures, as on head.
Scutellum smooth, as broad at base as long. Elytra rather convex,
obsoletely depressed below the base, nearly parallel-sided ; striaa unin-
terrupted, regularly punctured, the punctations becoming �ner towards
the apex, surface smooth between the striae. Femora unarmed. Tibiaé
of middle and hind legs with well marked excavations. Length 2 to
3 lines.

The insect admits of much variation in colour: (1) Two speci-
mens collected at the same time and place are piceous, with reddish-.
brown head, yellow-brown labrum and reddish antennae and tarsi.
(2) A single specimen is fulvous-brown, with posterior half of elytra.
piceous, and thorax, except anterior border, of the same colour.
(3) Another is wholly yellowish-brown above, but with under surface,
except hind borders of abdominal segments and middle third of femora,
piceous-brown.

GRAPE-EATING BEETLE N o. 2 (scelodonta, sp.).

This is a small glossy dark bronzy-brown beetle, having the
divisions of the body Well niarked. It measures from § to a little over.
% inch. in length.

_.,..
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�When in repose it has the head bent down and the" 4
antennae directed backwards under the body. ; «{

Like the preceding beetle it is a member of the tribe Eumolpideaa, ,.
In habits

The injury which they in�ict
but belongs to a different section of it than does the former.
the two insects are closely comparable.
upon the vine is of identical nature.

The present pest has not been met with at Toowoomba, but it i
not uncommon in the neighbourhood of Brisbane.
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The following are its more salient characters :-
._ Scelodonta, sp.�Colour very dark bronzy-brown or almost black ;
the whole surface closely punctured and covered by a sparse depressed
5-pubescence consisting of short white hairs. The head is immersed in
_&#39;__the succeding segment or prothorax nearly to the eyes ; the front has a
,,-&#39;longitudinal groove down its centre, ending at the epistome (cl ypeus);
7.a strong groove arising from the latter bounds each eye internally and
,, above, at a short distance from the orbit ; the eyes are sub-rotund,
;large and prominent; the epistome is conspicuously emarginate, the
gglabrum slightly so; the mandibles are bidentate at their extremities.
 The antennae are less than half the length of the body ; they are inserted
-3 widely apart on the anterior lateral borders of the eyes, but arise quite
 free from the orbits ; they are 11-jointed ; the 1st joint is very short,
 the 2nd joint is stout, about half the length of the 1st ; the 3rd to the
&#39;;._l.10th gradually increasing in breadth but diminishing in length ; the 8th
to the 10th are subequal in length ; the 11th is oblong and about equal
,.. to the 3rd joint. The prothorax is much narrower than the elytra,
I -. subcylindrical, swollen and rounded at the sides ; its lateral borders are
� hidden from above. The elytra are obovate, with ribs which are conspi-
 cuous at the base, sides and apex, but elsewhere obsolete. The humeral
 angles are prominent, the punctures are arranged in about twenty ill-
  de�ned rows on each elytron. The scutellum is pentagonal. The femora
�=� s are swollen in their middle portions and have each a short stout blunt
, j spur at the centres of their undersurfaces. The tibiae are channelled,
 and the four posterior have also little hollows externally towards their
;- ends. The tarsi are 4;-jointed; the �rst three joints are broad and sub-
 equal, the third being also deeply divided. The claws are bi�d with the
" inner divisions the smaller. Length, g to 2-, inch.

Remca�2&#39;es.�-See under � Grape-eating Beetle No. 1,� p. 157.

V �?

�� «.&#39;.

WOOD-BORER (Ort/wr/zi72u.s&#39;, sp.).
The pest in this instance is the larva of the beetle which is noticed

asbeing associated, in Brisbane, with the destruction of the Peach-tree.
_ (Vid. � Peachwood-borer,� p. 79). This large weevil may be commonly
~ met on the vines growing in the southern parts of the colony.

The Hon. W. Macleay, in a paper entitled �Observations on an
 insect injurious to the Vine,� has detailed the damage done to vinesin
J; New South Wales by the larvae of a closely allied beetle-Orthorhinus
 Klugii, ;S&#39;ckb&#39;nkerr.�O_f, Proc. Lin. Soc, N.S.W., 1883, vol. vii., p. 315.

FRUIT WEEVIL (Brackg/peplus, sp.).
This insect appears to be identical with the weevil of the peach

1: and other fruits. (Vid. under � Peach,�-� Fruit \Veevil,� p. 82). If the
 grapes are left hanging on the vines when they are already ripe, it is
f-0bserved�both at Toowoomba and Brisbane��that the individual
� berries are liable to be injured by these insects ; which are associated,
fin their work of destruction, with the ordinary weevil of maize and

other grain-�;S&#39;itop7zz&#39;la oryzw, or an allied beetle.

BROWN GRASSHOPPER (Acridium maculosum).
This insect was observed in some vineyards of Toowoomba to be

 very destructive to the foliage of the vine. (Vid. � Orange,� p. 141.)
.=&#39; _«w
ii If.
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BEEN LoeUs&#39;r (Plwmoptera valzda).
The same remarks may �be made concerning this insect. Not only;

does it feed upon the leaves but it also gnaws the green berry, as_
previously described. (Vicl. �&#39;Orange,�, pp. 138-40.)

�C
ACARINAI

BRYOBIA MITE.

and at Brisbane. Frequently it is associated with the presence of. the
fuh.gus�Helminthosporium viticolum (S�acc.)�and is possibly attracted i
by the altered condition in the sap of the leaf which this fungus "

Some idea of the nature of the injury for which
it is responsible may be learnt on consideration .of the in�uence of the » I
evidently pecasions.

presence of what appears to be an identical insect upon the fruitful-
ness of the Almond. (Vid. �Peach,� pp. 92-94:.)

RED SPIDER (Tetmn;/c/zus).
This Acarus is of common occurrence on the leaves of grape vines

growing in the neighbourhood of Brisbane. (Vicl. � Peach,� pp.
941-96.)

BROWN MITE (Fam. Oribatidw ,- Gen. Leiosoma [P]).
Specimens of a mite belonging to the family Orihatidaewere brought

by Mr. F. F. A. Skuse, in April, 1877, from Durundur, South Queens.-
land, as examples of Acari occurring upon the vine there. They may
be distinguished by their smooth appearance, their dark-brown colour,
the abdomen contracted before its termination and so ending in a blunt
projection, their swollen femora, their three-clawed tarsi, their chelate
toothed mandibles, and the toothed armature of their mouths.

There is no evidence of the nature of the direct injury which these
Acari inflict upon the vine, but that they are fully competent to do
much damage to the foliage and other parts is very certain. The
particular examples examined were, however, interesting as showing a
manner in which the fungus diseases of the vine may be communicated
from one plant to another. One specimen of Leiosoma being crushed
for the purpose of investigating its anatomical details, there were met
with, amongst the fragments of the Acarus itself, several spores of
the grape-vine fungus�Helminthosporium viticolum (Sam). These
appeared to have been derived from the interior of the insect ; at any
rate, they had been adherent to its outer surface. N�),

FUNGUS DISEASES.

THE OIDIUM on Pownnny MILDEW.

The Oidium or Powdery Mildew, which occurs to a very large extent
on vines at Toowoomha, is already too well known to need description,
and those who would seek information on the subject cannot do better
than consult Lawson Scribner�s �Fungus Diseases of the Grape Vine,"
pp. 18-28, or the article entitled �Vine Mildew,� which, written by
Worthington G. Smith, is contained in the G.ara�ener�s Chronicle,
May 15, 1886, pp. 619-22.

From statements recently published by Dr. M. C. Cooke it would
appear that our Oidium cliffers from that of America or Europe, and
we shall dwell on this opinion since it may throw important light 011
the source of the disease which is found here.

:3. 3�
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.-This Acarus has been detected upon the vine both at Toowoomihai
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According to W. Gr. Smith �the fungus (z&#39;.e.,�Oidium) was �rst

.f;aeen in Queensland, Australia, in 1866 and 1867, and in Victoria and
l?South Australia. in 1869 to 1875.� From an article on �The Vine
fIDisease, Oidium Tuckeri,� by A. R. Wallis, we learn that the vine
lfmildew �first appeared in thejgrdens around Melbourne towards the
ijelose of the season 1870-1.� I � . . . . . . �the first notice of
j_it_ being made by Mr. John Smith, of Riddell�s Creek, in a letter dated
,;1l_th December, and published in the Australasian of the 16th December,
;�1871. �*

As there are several other fungi almost identical with the Oidium
"of the Vine which send up nearly similar pycnidia (2T.c., the form of
ijfructi�cation which contains the stylospores) and which afterwards
�perfect themselves as fungi under Erysiphe, and as the oidium and
= pycnidium of Vine Mildew, and the same growths belonging to Erysiphe
eommunis (Sch.), appear to be identical��that is, they appear identical
�f3 as far as these fun goid growths constantly varying within certain limits
_,can be identical, so on these grounds is the European Oidium Tuckeri
 regarded as being an immature condition of E71;/.9ip7zc communis��a
� widely distributed species of fungus found on quite a number of plants,

�but never, in England at least, on the vine, and it is considered, there-
 fore, that each summer it arises from the germinating spores of this
 fungus�_E&#39;¢jysiplzc�1*ather than from a perennial mycelium developed
1 by the Oidium itself.

In America it is now generally considered that the Oidium of the
vine there is the early condition of another fungus, Uncinula sp2&#39;1&#39;alz&#39;s.
This conclusion is based on the researches of Mr. Thomas Taylor,
detailed in the American llIon2&#39;/el_2/ Zllicroscopical Journal for January,
1884, and is the one adopted by Dr. W. G. Farlew, in his paper on

Scribner, in his �Fungus Diseases of the Grape Vine.�
, No light has been thrown, until quite recently, on the nature qf
the mature form of the Oidium which infects Australian vines, it
having been tacitly assumed that the latter is identical in its life�s

&#39; histqry with either the American or European forms. Thus the
Secretary for Agriculture, Victoria, in his Annual Report for 1873,
reproduces �gures of the Unclnula spimlis, doubtless from some

_ American work, and refers to these as representing the adult.ferm of
V, the Australian fungus.

Difring the present year Messrs. Cooke and Massey have described,
as occurring on diseased grape leaves, forwarded by Baron von Mueller

V , from the vicinity of Melbourne, the adult form of the vine Oidium, which
 they name Erysiphe vitigera. This is quite different from Uncinula
 piralis, and also from Erysiphe communis, the sporangia of the latter
 containing from four to eight spores, while in this new species they only
; contain two.+

:_ * First Annual Report of the Secretary for Agriculture, Melbourne, 1873,
 Pp- 76 and 78.
D 1&#39; The following is a literal translation of the description given of this fungus :�
4 I_nphigenous ; mycelium �occose, persistent, conceptacles (perithecia) gregarius,
_f,m1nute (4: mm. in diameter), spheroidal; appendages obsolete, or interwoven with
:l5ll_0 mycelium ; sporongia (asci) pyriform, four in each conceptacle, 50 by 30 micro~
f__1DI1;, two-spored; spores elliptical, hyaline, 18 by 9 micro-mil.�� Some Australian
�.1�lmai,� by M. C. Cooke, Grrevillea, June, 1887, p. 98.

&#39;4�

�� The Peronospora and Uncinula of the Vine,� as well as by F. Lawson . p
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Concerning this Er;/siphe vitigera, Dr. Cooke remarks that it is&#39;_
�apparently distinct from all the bi~porous species. We have seen;
the �occose mycelium before, but without perithecia. Hitherto Wei
have not been successful in detecting or identifying the conidia. .. Leaves and twigs sent to us i�gm Australia last year, with a:
thick cottony white mycelium, but wit ut fruit of any kind, was pro»?
bably the same species. . There is no evidence on which to.-.i�
connect it with Oidium Tuekeri, but, on the contrary, the �occ-ose:-.
mycelium is much more Woolly, and commonly sterile�at least, in soy};
far as we have seen specimens. . . . Destructive to vinesiini,
Australia. It has every appearance of being a dangerous pest. The»?
methods adopted here of sulphuring Oidium Tuckeri should be tried�?
perseveringly, and the disease stamped out at once if possible.� *

From this it would appear that Dr. Cooke had no previous know- ii
ledge of the existence of an Oidium on vines in Australia, comparable,
with the well known Oidium Tuckeri; and that for this pest the treat-
ment advocated by him had long been in use in the colonies. These are, if
however,facts generally known here. It is improbable that there are two
vine fungi in Australia which have, like the Erysipheae, an Oidium phase,
and his researches seem to point to the conclusion that our Oidium,
since it differs from the corresponding vine fungus of other countries, _
is indigenous to Australian soil. Dr. Cooke, however, had not, at the
time he wrote, met with the conidia-hearing phase of Erysiphe vitigera;
but from what he states there can be no doubt but that as compared
with this phase�named Oidium Tuckeri�in the European vine fungus,
it would have a more �occose mycelium, or a mycelium which, being
�occose, would be more woolly, than had this latter. V

As hitherto we have assumed that the Oidium of Queensland
� � vignerons is identical with the well-known Oidium Tuckeri, We&#39;have

$2-�fact until recently critically examined it; neither have our obser-

�A9

3
�v�ations been conducted during the autumn months, when alone,
probably, the mature form is developed. Moreover, We are Without

, means of comparing true specimens of Oidium Tuckeri with the
form of vine-mildew common in Queensland, and the descriptions of
the former are not suf�ciently comprehensive to serve the purpo�s§.,of
such specimens. �T .

Saccardo, writing of the European fungus, describes the mycelium
of it as-being effuse, cobwebby, pruinose, whitish, and the conidia ask
ovoid or ellipsoidal, and united together in a moniliform manners!�
Again, H. H. Mares (in his � Manual for the Sulphuring of
Vines.� Eng. 1771723., p. 232-3) thus, in part, describes Oidium &#39;l&#39;irol:err:
�� The �laments of the mycelium are from three to �ve-thousandths .
of a millimetre in thickness The tigelles (conidia-bearing,�
branches) have a diameter of four or �ve thousandths of a millimetre in,»
the narrowest part, at the base ;�it is often double that at the top. �
Their length varies from seven to �fteen hundredths of a millimetre.
The spores are of variable sizes-�in general their largest diameter is
twenty-�ve thousandths of a millimetre ; it is often less. Their
smallest diameter is about ten thousandths of a millimetre�:

* Op. cz&#39;t., l. c.
-f Sylloge Fzmgormn, vol. iv., p. 4]. Batavia, Eng. trans. . �
I It is interesting to compare with this description, from the point of view Which�,

regards the magnitude of parts of these fungi, that given of the oidium phase of the?
Uncinula spiralis of America. It is as follows :�� The dimensions of the various»:

5?� Exit�  ..
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From an examination of the conidia-bearing form the fungus as
appears in Toowoomba, in November, we are enabled to state

hat it is decidedly pruinose, and (at least on young grape-berries and
.;,§�.°it»&#39;l1eir pedicels) �occulent rather than cobwebby. The mycelial threads
are minutely and irregular. . apillose; the coni;lia-bearing branches
iiineasured from 137 to 162 mi" o-millimetres (although some were much

ess) and never, as far as our observations proved, bore at one time
.. more than three ellipsoidal conidia; but as the conidia are so �readily
sf detached these � tigelles� are usually distally truncate; they gradually
:~7�~:increase in breadth from their base upwards; the conidia measured
if� from 27 to 3&#39;7 micro-millimetres by 20 to 25 micro-millimetres.

The vines of the Toowoomba district are subject to the injuries
5&#39;" occasioned by this pest to an almost incredible extent. We directly
 traced the severity with which in places it manifested itself to neglect
lg-of the most elementary teachings of agricultural science. Griven
 vines planted at too short a distance apart, and on this account��or
 owing to the rampant growth of weeds amongst them-offering every
fgobstacle to the free admission of air and light; and vines exposed
 to the full force of the dry westerly winds without the semblance of
&#39;-�,3: �a shelter, and we have the two main conditions which determine the
&#39; presence of the Oidiuin with its full destructiveness. The accuracy

of this relation between cause and effect was illustrated everywhere
in the district, although there were other but less energetic causes
which contributed to the same result. From our limited observations

_ it would appear that the following grapes -are those which are most
 addicted to the Oidium�viz., the Black Spanish, the Black Hainbro�,
,� Shiraz or Hermitage, Red Moscatel, Black Moscatel, White Moscatel
J. or F&#39;i�ontignan, and Yellow Safrina. Those which are only moderately

affected by it are Royal Ascot, Black Hamaritch, Brown Moscat
Green Safrina, White Safrina, VVhite Frontignac, VVhite t4her,1§y
Riesling, and Wardilla. It might, however, be inferred that grapeso�,

, the Vitis m&#39;ng&#39;f&#39;em type alone suffer from Oidiuin. This is not altogether}.
H the case; some American grapes also take it. Although nowhere
V during our visit did we see the Isabella attacked by this fungus pest,
 is generally regarded as blight-proof, yet this season (1888) Mr.
 Gr. Searle has forwarded us a bunch and leaves of this grape whiéh are un-
 doubtedly attacked by Oidium.* The Iona is, howevenqiuite free at
 present from its attacks, and so are all the other American grapes, ��ly, as was"pointed out to us by Mr. C. II. Hartmann, the Lenoir

I

539
._a_ V rton�s Virginia��both belonging to the V. wstivalis type. We
 Wod�, however, especially point out that this classi�cation of the
 leading grapes grown at Toowoomba, according to the degree of
;��li_IlSil3y with which they are attacked by Oidium, will probably be

��omts of Unciinula spiralis are : Diameter of mycelial threads, 3-5 micro-millimetres?
x� �height of conidia-bearing branches, 80-150 micro-millimetres; size of conidia, 10-15
:7 m1cr_o-mi11imetres by 25-30 inicro-millimetres.���Fungus Diseases af tlze Grape
��g Vine,� by F. Lawson Scribner, p. 24» Note.�For the European Oidium �1�L1ci<eri,
1�. again consult also Sebastiano Rivolla, in �Dei Parassiti Vcgetati,� 2nd ed., pp.
-,1� _537-8, 1�. 265. Torino, 1884«.
 x "&#39;"�-4* Mr. F. M. Bailey informs us that some years since he noticed an Isabella

wine which was growing at the General Hospital, Brisbane, infested with Oidium.
I1 California it is commonly observed supporting this fungus, and according to
_. Farl�w it was from cultivated grapes of the same V. labrasca type that the
gina1dspeci�mens, upon which the species Uncinula spiralis was founded, were

1-&#39;0Cul&#39;6 . °

, 1"V .~.
J. � .�. s »

�I�:
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subject to emendation when experience shall have thrown more light �:3
upon the subject ; and that intending vignerons should not attempt to
avoid the Oiclium by allowing themselves to be guided in their selec-
tion of vines by it, otherwise they will have to discard some of the
best grapes ; but rather be fully prcpargd to contend with the Cidium --
by good cultivation and the ado_ption�Jf the remedies which have
been found useful in coping with it. p l

The S&#39;ulp72m&#39; I�emedg/. In sulphur we have a means of destroying
the Oidium fungus. lts action depends on the fact that at temperar V
tures ranging from between 75° to 95° F.�-viz , at those temperatures &#39;:
which are most favourable for the development of the fungus�slow
combustion takes place and it gives off sulphurous acid fumes. With
reference to the sulphur itself, all samples which have an acid taste
should be eschewed, for the presence of this character is �an indication�.-8 :-
of the fact that they contain free sulphuric acid, since, as Professor
E. W. Hilgard has remarked : � It is quite certain that if any sulphur
so contaminated were introduced into an open grape �ower it would

0 1 effectually destroy the vitality of any pollen or pistil touched by it.�*
The same authority remarks : � As regards the choice between ground
and sublimated (French) sulphur, the two are, doubtless, of equal
efficacy when made equally �ne, and, �Vi7hile differing in price con-
siderably for equal zueigizts, there is in reality little difference in the__
cost of equal bulks, which is the practical basis of comparison. Both

 the touch and microscope show that the ground sulphur is preva-
lently much coarser than the sublimated, and the relatively large,
smooth, shining fragments of the former roll oif, and are blown away

"&#39; from the leaves much more easily than the minute rough, roundish
grains of the sublimated.� (Op. cit, p. 139.)

_ The best methods for applying the sulphur are those which were
, . Targiived at by M ares, and related by this authority in his�� Manual of

19%? Sulphuring of Diseased Vines.� These have  but little
�modi�ed since the date of his work, and the means for its application
are the use of the sulphuring bellows or dredge, according to circum-
stances. �The former is an apparatus already Well known �in the Too-

, g Hot? The sulphur bellows used there is c,ertainly*i�Qj1
improv�  is &#39; the � Vergnes bellows� described by Mares,�&#39;&t"doe _
not, howev�, equal Campbell�s Powder Distributing Bellows. "(Vida &#39;-
Appendix��in which this and other suitable apparatusare treated, of.) �The dredge merely consists of a handful or t$"&#39;of sulphui~".�§_f1 &#39;

6

.,y  
     
     K

up in a muslin bag or enclosed in one or other of such speci, �
ratus, as, according to M. Mares� observations, better subse c _
same purpose. This authority on sulphuring diseased vines, however, ll.describes these dredges as fatiguing and troublesome to the workman

5

- 1

� ,4 as accomplishing their work slowly, as badly distributing the sul
f�d asgcausing great waste. .3

PW,� . Authorities di�er as to the time of day during which the sulphur�
should be applied to the vines, and the condition of the latter �most
suitable for its application. I11 his general instructions for� the
sulphuring of vines contained in the �First Annual Report of
Chief Executive Viticultural Ot�cer,� at pages 57 and 58 of", ,_ f

,., publication, and reproduced at page 163 of the �Second Agnual
* University of California, College of Agriculture. �Report of the Vif1ci&#39;11tura1_-

Work_ during the seasons 1885 and 1886. Sacramento, 1886, p. 138.
I4 
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� Report,� Mr. C. A. Wetrno1~e states as follows :�� The sulphur should
he applied in warm dry weather . Do not apply when the

� leaves�, are wet. . . . . Repeat applications which have been
&#39;-7rendei�e&#39;d useless by rain, wi ut delay, as soon as the weather is,7 warm and dry.� Professor�"mode of applicatioii which p&#39;reserve.s the sulphur on the leaves longest

(1_riz., sulp uring while the dew is on them) is certain to be the most
Veffectual, the long continued contrary practice of old viticulturists
 notwithstanding � ; and, � Regarding the mode of application, I have

" " previously given my reasons for preferring tohave sulphuring done
, while the leaves are moist with dew. The powder then remains
�ff adherent to the leaves, instead of being blown away by the first wind ;
 gindithus thedisinfecting action is maintained for a length of time.��*�
4_ . Finally F. Lawson Scribner states :�� The time when the sulphur
 �should be employed is in early summer, at the �rst appearance of the
p i mildew, and the application is most effective when made on a warm

pi .-bright day, after all the dew is evaporated. However well this
� application may be made, it is almost certaiii that some of the fungus

threads and many of the conidia will escape destruction. From
&#39; these, or from spores brought�from other vineyards, a new infection
may appear in from twenty to thirty days, when a second sulphuring
should be made. In districts particularly subject to the disease it is
recommended that the vines be sulphured, �rst, when the young
shoots are about four inches long; second, at the time of blossoming ;
third, some days before the turning of the berries. In bad seasons
the mildew may make its appearance between these periods ; when, of
cou�, additional sulphuring should be 1nade.�"t The common pracg

is tice 111 Toowoomba, wherever sulphur is adopted, is to mix the sulphur
with lime. Mr. Heissle, of Hume Street, stated that he mixed for this
purpose tw _&#39;
mixture, by means of the bellows, to the vines four times during..the

_ season, with, as was plainly apparent, very bene�cial results. American
* authorities, however, recommend simply the use of sulphur alone, and

d�notsuggest that it be mixed with lime or with-other s sucha3s,f if tance, the mineralc grey/_7z&#39;o so much in favou &#39;  j�diiuin in
Sicily: nd referred to in the � First Annual Report of �the Secretary

 for Agriculture,��.,_Melbonrne, 1873, p. 79. In a similar manner they
� i &#39;  V preference to the well known �eau grison� or

 grison �~made by �boiling three pounds each of the
,, _,.&#39;of sulphur and lime, in six gallons of water until reduced to

1 two gallons. When settled, the liquid is poured off and bottled for
. use. One pint of this clear solution in twelve gallons of water is the
 I� � «; h recommended� (;S&#39;c7&#39;z&#39;b7zcir). This �uid is applied to the vines

-, -,
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;;; :31-«AC,K;3SP01� OR SCHWARZE ERENNER (Sp/taccloma ampclimmz, De Bary).
-f� i The vine disease known throughout Australia as the Black Spot,
�pa observed to be very prevalent at Toowoomba at the time of our
� � It was observed on the Riesling, the VVhite Moscatel, the

�a _&#39; l, and the Sweet VVater.

, _"�i Eport: on Viticultural VVork during the seasons 1885 and 1886.� Uni-
� X sltyof California, College of Agriculture, Sacramento, 1886, p. 138.

I "I&#39; �Fungus Diseases of the Grape Vine,� pp. 27 and 28:

�ft --

iv gard, on the other hand, states: �The_

_eans of a pump and cyclone nozzle. -0.

Mr. Gr.,Searle also has forwarded us�

els of lime with 136 lbs. of sulphur, and applied th�f &#39;
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specimens of the following grapes affected by this disease�_�vi&#39;i., Buck.
land�s Sweet Water, which he states to be � one of those grapes most); ~
subject to Black Spot in all seasons ;� the White Syrian which he has
observed �to be more susceptible to Black Spot in Toow0oml!.§...4;han
in any other place,� and the Green or hite Solferino whieh_ is now,
�(in 1888) seriously affected by Black Spot, although it has never been �ill
within Mr. Searle�s previous experience to �nd this grape attacked by7{§;,
the disease. The Black Spot more frequently occurs on the White?�
Grapes than on others, although the Red Moscatel is also addicted to !-g�
it. We have received specimens of this variety from M r. Searle, and" .5
they bear out his statement, that they are very much subject to
Black Spot. Amongst the American cultivated grapes it is met with
at Toowoomba, as Mr. Hartmann informed us, on both the Lindley
and the Goethe. Dr. J. Bancroft has found it very bad�

V!

on Lenc�rl.�
Black Spot as a disease of the vine, was known in Australia as far
back as 1862, if not at an earlier date, although we are not aware .
that its precise nature has ever been ascertained. More recently it &#39;
has been observed in Am�rica, in the �rst instance in Central Illinois,
where it was found to exist in 1881. American writers regard it as
an importation from Europe, and it iq probable that Australia has
received it from the same source. Those Toowoomba settlers who
have made their early acquaintance with the vine in the Rhine Dis-
tricts designate this disease the Sclzwarze Bremzer, a malady of the
vines known to be caused by Sphaceloma ampelinum, and miscroscopic
examination establishes the fact that this title which they have
bestowed is a correct one, and that Black Spot and Schwarze Brenner
are one and the same disease, being both due to the presence of the
above-mentioned fungus. "

S_2/mptoms.�Black spot is too well known amongst grape growers W
in: these colonies to need a very minute description o�. the symptoms .
Twhich characterise its presence. On tire s/zaots�dark-�brown, nearly
black, spots appear on the young branehlets and tendrils, which are _ �
elongated in the direction of the growth of these organs, and it will
be observed that the tissue immediately beneath the epidermis, in which
these are sit ated, is destroyed so that the general surface is inter-
rupted by a depression which extends to the central bundle or woody
tissue. An appearance is thus presented similar to that which might
be expected to arise from the application in drops of a11 intensely
active corrosive liquid. VVhere several of these spots occur together
to form a single blotch and the epidermis of the stem has made home
e�orts in its growth to encroach upon it, it seems as if the tissue had
been gnawed into by an insect.* On the young Zeaves.�The disease 4,
first appears as light-brown, eventually becoming darker, irregulaalyt
shaped, even bordered, blotches without any noticeable depression nf

�ll� The above description relates to Queensland examples of vines affected by 1-;"
Black Spot. M. F. L. Scribner thus describes the appearance of a disease Which_he
Writes of under the name Ant/zracnose, and wl1ich�although he makes no mention
of the term� Black Spot��is identical with the one before us: �There �rst appear .1:-.
(on the shoots) minute brown spots, a little depressed in the middle, with a slightly- ,_
raised darker-coloured rim or border. Tliese spots soon increase in size, elongating
in the direction of the strive of the bark, the central portion becomes more evidently
depressed, and usually takes on a greyish hue. The bark is �nally destroyed, and,
in severe cases, the woody tissues beneath. appear as if burned or corroded, so deeply 1
sometimes as to reach the pith"��--Report on Fungus Diseases of the Grape V2�/no r,_j:"

lgi�
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�inch or more. As the leaf grows these spots of altered tissue
2:3 ba�bfoken through, owing to distention caused by the develop-
ent of the adjacent parts.�� On the berrz&#39;es.�The spots are at �rst
rcular, very light-brown, and scarcely perceptible, measuring only
}.,5 mm. (:1? inch) in diameter. Then they enlarge in size, and
ecome dark-brown (nearly black), with a lighter coloured central
epressed area. Several spots may become con�uent, forming irregu-
"rly shaped blotches, with rounded borders, which may measure
 inch in diameter. Each blotch, however, shows its compound origin,
-_,-is the shallow depresssion of each component spot may still be
it _ ed, for apmalleated appearance of the whole area is usually
i"19;i�stent. The portion of the surface of the grape occupied by
&#39;a.ch blotch also becomes depressed, and thus the regular contour
{resented by sound fruit is interrupted, and its symmetry destroyed.
he spots occur allover the berry, and may be very numerous.
iifhere is frequently a large one just abwe the insertion of the
*fpedicel, and smaller ones on the pedicel itself. � Under the action
if-"of the disease, the berries lpgin to wither and dry up, leaving
lhilothing apparently but the skin and the seeds. . But
�the circ_ular spots �rst formed are easily seen, and the colourings
�fcharacteristic of the disease are retained. A berry . . .
attacked upon one side when it is not more than half grown . . .
jbecomes irregular in shape, the diseased part making no further
fdevelopment; and it sometimes happens that this side cracks open,
�exposing the seeds, which are gradually forced out by the unequal
_,_ jgrowth of the berry.���»S&#39;c7�iZm¬7&#39;.

Tlzefmqqu-s.��Tl1e central portion of the spot is of a greyish colour,
 this appearance, the microscope shows, is due to the presence of
�lniinute heaps pt� white granular matter, consisting mainly of the
iipores (conidia) of a fungus. Each heap of fungus is made up of it
~&#39; ittle group of cells situated beneath the epidermis, where it forms a
�little mass of exceedingly �ne parenchyma. The most super�cial
cells of this group are slightly apiculate, and each of these bears a
,solitary �oblong elliptical or ovoid clear spore, with two yellow oil-like

lobules, one towards either extremity. The little groups are placed
lose one to the other tliroughoiit the pot. The minute greyish white
peas on the spot are each opposite one of the little heaps, and mark

it e situation where the spores and the spore-bearing cells (basidia) of
which they are co1nposed_ burst through the surface as the fungus
gdevelops. ,: �

 Lawson Segr-ibner�s description of what he has decided is the Spha-
icelomapampelinum of De Bary,�r and also with the characters assigned

ggthe fo authority identi�es it.i lt differs, except in the important
,cha.racter afforded by the spores, in which they agree, as much nearly

�.7 E * �The appearance and action of the fungus on the leaves is similar to that
,p&#39;on the stems.�� L. S; Scribner.

�l� Vid. Op. cit., p. 37. �
g V I This fungus is thus described by P. A�. Saccardo : �Maculis seu pustulis (in
9.f£ir"~~:, rarius in foliis et sarmentis adhue vivis plurium varietatum praecipue fructu
l :, Vitis vinifersze), subcircularibus, saepe con�uentibus; baccarum epidermidem
�I  .

I

urface of the tissue. These are from 1 to 2mm. in breadth, but &#39;
:?_;ji afterwards increase u�til they have a diameter of a quarter of -

_The fungus of the Black Spot of Queensland agrees pretty dioselyg� -

= by Sacl�do to Gloeosporium ampelophagum (Pass) Sace, with&#39;wl1i<;h__ &#39;
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,a from the �gures given by these writers as representing these twohfun

are
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1|; &#39;-7&#39;19, I}iLta.v&#39;:ip,5i188/1- ; al

D13 � Bancroft.
g , ., mpt�oms.�-The lower and more shaded leaves are covered tea
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as do these �gures one from the other. However, these represen
tations do not, either of them, strike us as being very accuratel-T
made. Saccardo�s is contained in �Fungi Italici Autigra ""e,Di1m
eati,� Melancoiiiae, 1030, Bat-avia, July, 1881, and Scribners in his
�Report on Fungus Diseases of the Grape Vine,� plate vi. -

Remedz&#39;es.��In Victoria it is the practice where Black Spot».
occurs to cut back those vines in which itis met with to a mac
greater extent than. would otherwise be done, or to graft upon them
scions from vines which experience has shown are not subject to t-hi�
disease��at least in the particular districg concerned. Mr. Gr. Searl� .
of Toowoomba, has, in a, vineyard of mixenl grapes, _used liiiie... "l
salt as manures successively ii_;i,sdifferent years, and  appli:
in combination, also, in �both cases, with good result&#39;s. In� "&#39;5»:7""�l
quite a different practice is. adopted, which has the advantage
including in it one of the operations employed as a preventative for;"�g
Oidium, which it is desirable should be the case as sgime vines, such. 5
as the Red Moscatel,_& the �White Moscatel, and the V\7a1&#39;dilla,"
. . . . take Black Spot and Mildew simultaneously. Lawson; Z:
Scribner thus describes this method:���,,� The practice is quite generally 3
followed of bathing or washing the vines, in early spring, before the. I
buds have commenced to expand, with a strong solution (50 pg -cent.) -_~
of sulphate of iron, applied with an ordinary mop or a large spong �xed I3
to the end of a stick two or three feet long. This washing should be
done when the atmosphere is damp, in order to prevent a too rapid�
evaporation. of the iron solution, which otherwise might result in
injury to the vine. \Vhen the young shoots have attained a length 0-
5 or 6 inches, they receive a good dusting with the �owers of Sl1l1)l11�:.,
whether the disease has appeared on them or not. The new growtl�l�
then carefully watched, and at the �rst sign of the malady they are ag" iv _.
treated, this time with sulphur to which has been added one-thir . !~
one-half its bulk of powdered lime. If the progress of the disease.
not checked by this treatment, the sulphur is omitted in subsequ&#39;:&#39; A;
applications which are of �nely pulverised lime.�* Sulphur alone, -
�as Mr. GT-. Searle also informs us, acts neither as a cure or preventative &#39;_*&#39;
for Black Spot.

LEAF SP01� (Helvniizthosa &#39; &#39; vitvicolmn, Sac.).
-I\

This disease is by no means unconir lpn in the Toowoomba district-.
It also occurs on vines growing in and near Brisbane. In thelatter _
locality it has for some time past been an object of investigation to T

r less extent with rounded or irregular browigspots, varyingEIWDB . . . .
gn, size from  to %- of an inch in diameter, though tl Ky ma_uspalli"Y 1
i 
     
     TL -

stratsé &#39; rticalia oceupantibus, ct ares di indurantibus atque rufro. - �
nigric ntr us, ad centruni (e coiiidiis xsilientibus) griseo vel res�, -pruines,
acervulis sub-epiderinidc nidulantibus, niinutis dense gregziriis, strata proligem
pulvina�.o minute pareiichymatico, liyalino v. dilute funiosa cellulis super�cialibus
vcrtice breve apiculato spoiigeris; conidiis ex obloiigo ellipsoideis V. 0,VOidelS,:
-by\Z%,~-3% inicro-millimetres, 2-gutulatis l1ya1ixiis.� S3/lloge Fungorum, vol, &#39; g.

V �.&#39;_ fq�elia i.,(p.215. Rmnulamiamnpel0piza_g,a,Pa-sseri
bb..&#39;Mosq,at, 1876 .«�*i.PIz_ zgqola, Arc.ing., non Berk. et Br. ~ "

�*�    p
o ._.._ &#39; . ~,. ,. ,_ _

I �W. x � .1�! . . 4
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_ .4 be much larger. These have a clearly-de�ned darker. coloured, often!
�urple, slightly thickened or elevated border. The diseased areas -
2. égnay also be seen on the under surface of the leaf, for they involve its
 entire ,&#39;ckness.* Usually the portion of the leaf surrounding them ,4
�is more or less yellow i&#39;n colour.

C&#39;ause.�-�If one of these spots as it occurs on the under surface of
5 the leaf be examined by the aid of a microscope of low powers, it will
the observed to,,be studded with little tufts of dark olivaceous-coloured
 linear bodies, and that these tufts arise from the stomata or breathing
pores of the leaf. If one of the tufts be further examined it will be
{seen to consist of linear t-�bular septate bodies (Hyphae), which at

�I blunt extremities support elongated spores. The latter are
,5 ._, ed tovlglglrds their bases of attachment, and widened and blunt at

" err� opposite ends; they are. divided by» septze into few or several
rfcells _(from 3 to 13- Scribner), and vary considerably in length (30-90 1�
micro-millm.��Scribner). These appearances constitute the outer .
5%�-1 manifestation of a fungus disease; the_fungus itself arises from
threads or mycelia, which spread and feed within the leaf-tissue itself.
T," As a rule, this disease is not made a ground of complaint, the
spots being regarded as beingvdue to sun-scalds. \Vhen, however, the

; spots are very numerous, there can be butlittle doubt that the exercise
1 of their functions by the leaves is considerably aifected by their ,-I
� presence.

_ At Brisbane we have very frequently noticed the presence of
the Bryobia Mite on the leaves of vines subject to this disease, but
have been-unable to trace any connection, such as appears to exist
,§li)etweei1 it and the Brown Mite (p. 160), between the two occur-
ft llces-~�(V2&#39;d. � Bryobia Mite,� under � Peach,� p. 92,)

CHAPTER VII. "&#39;

VEGETABLES. ,r g
CABBAGE, TURN IP, &e. -a 3- -.

CABBAGE A}; &#39;ISJ{A]0/zis brassicce, Linn.).  � &#39;. ,...,_ . An Aphis does much %t�n�age to cabbages at Toowoomba, and&:;:. &#39; _
,_ is also a cabbage pest in e neighbourhood of Brisbane, and pro- &#39; "?"__
 bably at many other places in the colony. VVe have compared .,
 specimens of it with the descriptions given by different authors of
:�_,_Ap7¢z&#39;s brassicaa, and have no doubt that our Cabbage Aphi_V _t&#39;hi- ¢
insect. The two forms of the aphis, which alone have as ye�rbee,gtA_-"
 observed, are Claus described :� got! 5)_ �

. �.- ,._i22_qlcss viviparous Fema/c.�This has rather a long 5:31-s "bd&#39;dy�, "i" ith a whitish mealy coat. Wgben this coat has been 1�cmo.ve� ima
Ijsio" " alcohol or otherwise, the "Ody is seen to be of a gréfycis�green

-égolour, with eight black spots down each side of the back, increasing in size
towards the posterior end. The antennae are green with black tips, and are

rter than the body, and the eyes, legs, and tail are blacl&#39;c.
� 5 V . . 0 ��r� c .

T. * This description of the-appegrancgdue to .31 3 1s (leI&#39;1_&#39;v&#39;9.di�.&#39;l.I1 part, _.
�j Scribner�s �Report on �Fungus Diseases " _ &#39;Gr£££ Vmo,�? p-.&#39; 39, 3. &#39;
 _; ds with what is observed on Queensland Vin &#39; � �. p ._ . v-. . L� _ -

-I
- &#39;. . Jr . &#39;~*&#39; . -�...=u ~o- . \-,- I--. _v . u �

-_~   . -».&#39;_=. 1:A ._ _ ,~_
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� T/Le ;/ozmg when �rst hatched are oval, shining, bright-yellow in fr
colour, and lack the mealy coat. �  by

� Winged viviparous Femalc.�This is yellowish-gr®n coloured, with
the eyes, head, neck, and thoracic lobes black, and the antennae and nec-
taries dark-brown-, the legs are dusky brown and hairy; the tail is dark-�
gueen or brown, and also hairy ; the wings are rather short, withgtout, coarse
veins, and dark stigm-a.�* � �

RemecZz&#39;es,��(See under �Peach Aphis,� p. 83,) �,0,-Whitehead
states as follows : �\Va.shing the plants with a decocti�n of soft soa .
and quassia, in the proportion of 7 or 8 lbs. of soft soap, 7 or 8 lbs. ::-.*._
of quassia, and 100 gallons of water, is almost a certain cure if carried
out properly. This may he a . ied with the washing engine with pumand hose and cyclone nozzleigaéhed. It should be stated here th�-T
it is necessary to use soft? 8 &#39; , or some composition of this nature, �a  ,�.
all washes adopted as rem%2.:�for aphides, in order to �x the wasl1i.&#39;3��i
upon their bodies. This is especially necessary in the case of the
Apizis brassiece, the bodies of whose larvae are thickly covered with a. fl
downy or mealy substance. This washing is an expensive process, and ,
would cost from £2 to £3 per acre.�~l&#39; T

Not only is Aphis brassicze destructive to cabbages and turnips,
but also to several weeds belonging to the same natural order-
Cruciferae. &#39; These harbour it at all times, a11d help to make the
abode of the pest in any one district a permanent one.

SMALL CABBAGE WORM (Plutellcz crucif&#39;era,7°um). l

S_7/7npl&#39;07n8.�This pest is a pale green cylindrical caterpillar ii
measuring about a quarter of an inch in length. It may occur in
numbers upon the cabbage or turnip, and eat the leaves of them ,�7�
esculents until they are completely riddled with holes. Only the
expanded outer leaves of the cabbage are as a rule injured by it, the
compact inner head being left untouched, but in those varieties-.�"_
�such as the Savoy ��which do not form large and compact heads,
the cabbage is utterly ruined. The caterpillar is the early stage of a �
somewhat diminutive moth. The following particulars relate to this
insect z-�- 1;

The rl1oz�h.���&#39;l.�his varies in colour in different specimens, but is
usually ashy-grey. The fore-wings are fringed on the outer edge, and
the hind-wings have a continuous fringe along their outer and posterior
�margins. The costal or anterior border of the fore-wings has a
few pale-coloured marks towards its apex; but these are sometimes
wanting. Along the posterior border there is a continuous pale band

l1-ichilias angular forwardly directed prolongations. This band, when
no Wings are folded, gives rise to the appearance of diamond-shaped

«patches. The hind-wings are uniformly coloured an}! lighter than;
the fore-wings. The antennae are long and white. In length of. body
the moth is from �ve lines to ]~;; inch, and it has a wing*e E �ansion
of sev,en.-4li�nes or more. The sexes vary somewhat in app  nee,
and might be regarded as being distinct species were their relationship
not known.

.&#39;.,x&#39; V.
4 -.
P

*1

"

T-;;.l.«e::~*«..*:-.s.:;._v.4..~ns:_«_;«;.; -.«-;=:.,
93;. ._ ..
._.fé�. -

*&#39;1¬eport 0/� the Entomologist.��-Report of Commissioner of Agriculture.
.Waslii1igton, 1884, p. 318. _ _ _ _

1*"�;B.epor_g pn Insects~I-njupious to Root and certain Other Crops,� Londc ti
Ppv 63&#39;6.4�9 � . I , W &#39; - V�:

�:9,  . .-m.}__
� .
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=__, The OaterpiZlar.�This is cylindrical, tapering towards each
lxtremity, and has sixteen legs. It is of a light-green colour with a,
gellowish tinge here and there, and has an ashy-grey head, It attains
 length of a little over quarter of an inch.
, Tim� C&#39;k_r salz&#39;s.�The chrysalis itself is ashy, or grey-coloured, with
 few small � ts upon it. It is contained in a very delicate gauze-like
f&#39;ocoon, and is placed upon the food-plant.
 Habz&#39;ts.��-&#39;1" eggs are deposited in little masses upon the food-
~�lants ; the cate pillars are very active, wriggling violently and drop-
�ing by a silken thread when molested. The moths may be readily
&#39;stinguished as they �it amongst the aft c ed cabbages, and suddenly
,� 3. t and run quickly over the leaves�; , -A &#39; settling they direct their

wardly inclined wings back\varéls,1&#39;5&#39;,I&#39;i,d~&#39;so assume an elongated
11&#39;). Meanwhile the antennae are held in a line with the

«ody. As in other countries so also in Queensland, the caterpillar of
Tthe cabbage worm will feed upon the leaves of the turnip, and also on
�those of several other Orucgferce, and especially on the plants of this
fsorder which grow as weeds in and about cultivations. It would seem
L that the pest is continuously reproducing itself during the prevalence
7of the special climatic conditions favouring its existence. In some

*� seasons it is a much more formidable enemy to the cabbage grower
§ than in others.
� 0ccm&#39;re72ce.�Mr. E. Meyrick has stated that the Plutella cruci-
feraruxm (Zeller) occurs throughout the whole world, from Greenland

; to New Zealand.�&#39;°� The works of economic entomologists issuing from
I&#39;_ England, Germany, France, and the United States of America have all
 a portion of their contents devoted to this pest. In England it is
 known as the Turnip Diamond-back Moth�C�e7&#39;ostoma a:_z/Zosfellcwt
_� Its occurrence in the neighbouring colony of New South VVales
 does not appear to have attracted notice until 1882, for in March of
&#39;. the following year the Hon. W. Macleay exhibited at a meeting of the
,Linnean Society of New South Wales �specimens of a small moth &#39;

(which was afterwards identi�ed with the post under consideration),
,1? the larva of which was creating great havoc in the vegetable gardens in
{�-�_i and about Sydney, completely eating up the leaves of the cabbages and
j cauli�owers and rendering the entire crop utterly useless.�

When this pest was �rst introduced into the neighbourhood of
 Brisbane cannot be ascertained. Those who have been interrogated
�Q on the subject have generally stated that they have known of its
.. existence here for a number of years. It is, however, a signi�cant
[fact that no mention is made of its existing in the colony, either in
 1876-7-8 or -9, in which years the � Reports � emanated from the �Board
gappointed to Inquire into the Causes of Diseases a�ecting Live Stock
�nd Plants �; amt-ough the Cabbage Aphis was stated to occur in every
�-�~ istrict. " �

3-29.. . 
     
     .,1-~

I i y of the cabbage, Mr. B. Crow, scnr., informed us that he
�mg of it when he was growing cabbages there ten years since.

Mr. G. Searle, too, has stated that he has no recollection of having seen
113 in that district earlier than �ve or six years ago.

&#39;*Proc. Lin. "Soc. N.S. Wales, viii. 1883, p. 282.

.  ps,� 1887, pp. 55, 59 ; and other authorities. . _ J»

"� -Wegard to Toowoomba, in which locality it is now a recog� .

1* Vida Charles Whitehead fn �Insects lnjurious &#39;td Root and�:-Certaia other
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The latter observer met with the pest, or one very similar to &#39;_
at Maryborough already in 1882. We have not heard of its occurrence :,f
in the western districts as yet, although the Cabbage Aphis is spok&#39;enL__-
of as being met with as far back as Surat.

. \, 1,
The Plufella cruc;&#39;ferarmn is conveyed from one town to� another.

upon cabbages, and especially is this done by the passenger stea.m_e1-5
�the servants on which do not always empty their refuse bins into" E
the sea.  - �

Remedies.-�It has been stated that lettuces grown amongg.1;..�;&#39;;
cabbages will protect the latter from the attacks of the pest ; but those
who have pursued this course in Brisbane have not found any bene�t;
to result from the practice." " _� &#39;  ;,,,.._,7

In dealing with cabbagezwbrms (the large caterpillars of butter  &#39; it
-��Pierid2e, and of noctuid mdths) the United States Entomologist
remarked as follows :�

�Every worm visible upon the cabbages may he killed by the use of
water at the temperature of 130° Fahr., or 55° C. The water may be boiling-&#39;_
hot when pay; the watering-can, but it will not be too hot when it reaches
the cabbage e ves. The thick, �eshy nature of the leaves enables themto
withstand considerable heat with very little injury. The sacri�ce of a few
heads of cabbage will soon teach an experimenter how far he can gowitli the t
hot water. It may be sprinkled over the plants with a �ne-rose watering- 3
can, or poured on with the sprinkler removed. If it is very hot it will colour j
some of the leaves, but even where theecabbage is considerably scalded it 7:
will recover and renew growth from the heart. . . . . . . Where hot _.�
water cannot be applied readily, the most e�icaciou remedy is the applica-&#39; ,
tion of cold water with which has been mixed a s all quantity of Persian &#39;3
insect powder, or Pyrethrum. Two hundred grains of powder may be mixed
with two gallons of water, or in the proportion by weight of 1 to 600, and
the mixture sprinkled or squirted on the plants.�*

London Purple is another substance which has been successfully
- used in contending with cabbage worms in America, especially when-

applied in the dry state, mixed with �our or dust. The proportions
recommended are 1 part of London Purple to 100 parts of the diluent."
The resultant powder .- ust be scattered by means of an ordinary ,7
powder-distributing ap aratus.

Concerning the possible danger attendant on the employment oi
an arsenical preparation, we can only quote the opinion and eXperienc,e&#39;_
of one who has used it. Cap. R. S. Lacey, of Washington, has.
remarked th� � it is a delicate matter, of course, to urgenpon others� f
the use of any poisonous applications, but I am so thoroughly con�-y
vinced of the absence of danger involved by mixing London Purple, -2
with �our or dust in the proportions speci�ed that I feel free to speak
of my practice with it. . . . . London Purple, too, no matter
where put, will not remain under the washings of dews and rains _.,.�&#39;_&#39;;
(much less those of the watering ca11.��H. T.) for the pe�r;iod of a._�«&#39;=;:;
week. . . . . . Killing cabbage pests simply means p&#39;ersi,steul3i,r§��°
and continuous effort.�t &#39; 4

-5,,�

�T. �:g�;§~�..4 -3
* �Report of the Com. for Agr., U.S.A., Report of the Entomologist,� 1883�; �-

p. 131. With regard to the powder of Pyrethrum, it must be borne in mind that
this varies very much in quality, insomuch so that some samples might be usedjf�
without eifect. - The plant might be grown in the colony.

1- Report of the Com. of Agr., U.S.A., 1883, p, 134. �~l�~�:

4.1..
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CABBAGE-EATING CATERPILLAR.

,. Mr. Gr. Searle, in reply to inquiries concerning a cabbage-eating
ggterpillar which had been reported as damaging the young plants,
fitates as follows :�
W �A_stna1l cream-coloured grub attacks young cauliflower plants. It
"_.,egins (rating When so small as to be almost. invisible to the naked eye.
�tisometimes eats a hole in the upper side of the base of the petiole or leaf-
talk, but often eats into the heart of the lants and down the inside
fer the stem,�alWays&#39;feeding on the soft tissue of the centre of the stem or
»�leaf-stalk. It cocoons within one of its burrows, covering the entrance
;"thereto with web; but occasionally within the rolled up withered leaf. It
(never does any harm to plants after they haveacquircd six or eight leaves.�
1; 1 vi� �lo opportunities for a personal inviéstfgation of this injury have
�j�9�1.v &#39; ed. sq

� Remedz&#39;es�Mr. Searle states that he, has found a � decoction of
 to keep plants free from this pest. �

The same observer has also stated that he was �rst troubled with
this cabbage insect Whilst at Pilton, Darling Downs, during 1875 or
$1876, and that at the time he Wrote to the � Qucenslamier � describing
it and advising others to keep a sharp look out for it o��heir young
&#39;,_-T� plants. &#39;

,_ _ gs MELON, PUMPKIN , AND CUCUMBER.
 � INSECT DISEASES.

� BROWN GALERUCA (Galcruca, sp.).

. This is a small, oblong, yellowish�brown, smooth beetle, measuring
&#39;..¥.bout %-inch in lengtlig-.with the hind extremity rather widened. The
 ollowing description will serve to identify it :�

Galeruca, s).�-�Ab0ve, uniform light-yellowish br0w11; beneath
 with metathorax,1 abdomen, legs beyond femora, antennze beyond �rst.
.~ two joints, and front part of labrum, dark reddish-brown; upper
 surface glabrous; under-surface, legs and antennae, pubescent. Ilead
 less broad than prothorax; vertex and front without mesial impres-
-fj sion, ora slight one only on the latter. Labrum rounded in front,
(5 With a shallow mesial emargination; a few stout hairs on anterior
&#39;} border. ,Mandibles dark-brown, with four std�t teeth, of which the
&#39;f �terminal one is long and sharp, and the remaining three progressively,
§&#39;.,�l:0wa.rds the base, less sharp. Antennae ll-jointed, �liform, yellowish
«horn colour at base, darker distally; first joint inerassate towards
�fdistal end, about equal to second and third together; secnond joint
short; third jtrint scarcely longer than the fourth or sucdéeding ones,
§l&#39;Whieli~-are sub-equal; terminal joint apiculate. Prothoiiax broader
itlian long, with a transverse impression dividing it into two equal
2,-portions, of which the anterior is somewhat convex, margined; sides
i�rcuate. &#39;Elytra oblong, slightly broader postcriorly ; epipleurae little
-d&#39;ev_elope C� nd continuous to the hind margin. Prosternum hidden
sbetween� terior coxae, which are contiguous, anterior cotyloidal
pavitiés élosed behind by a narrow border. Metasternum without
;g§�olongation between middle pair of legs. Claws strongly bi�d, inner;_vision the smaller; length, about 3 lines. &#39; �_
 It is a very active insect, and readily takes wing when approached.
 usually feeds upon the leaves of pumpkins and melons, and upon
{gr se of other cucurbitaceous plants, and may become quite a formid-

: - 0, ~

1r. : &#39;
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able pest. In November, 1886, Mr. D. Simson, of Telemon, Hughend
remarked, whilst forwarding specimens of the Graleruca, that �thee?
insects have completely destroyed all pumpkins, melons, vines, sweetwig�
potatoes, and are now on the cabbage.�

Remedz&#39;es.�We would recommend that th: leaves be dusted with? "
a mixture of �ne shell-lime and ashes whilst the dew is upon them,&#39;,i%;f"
and so rendered distasteful to the beetles (vial. p. 5.) As the adult}
grub undergoes its changes in the soil, advantage might be taken of;
this fact to attack the beetle before it emerges. �  i

BANDED GALERUCA (Galeruca, sp.).
A second species of beetle closely allied to the preceding is equallyzil.

destructive with it, especially in Southern Queensland.   1»:
It may be distinguished by its smaller size, by its abdomen beiilgg.

broader posteriorly, by its antennae being suddenly narrowed aindxé
�attened after the �fth joint, by the possession of a strong impression}
on the fore-part of the front, by its keeled epistome, and by the
following special colouration :�Thcre is a broad black band across the
base of the �lytra, a second similar band�interrupted at the suture�
midway between this and the posterior border; and the latter portion
of the wing covers is alsoblack. Beneath, the two or three �rst 9;
segments of the abdomen present the ordinary light reyshbrown ;
colour of the remainder of the body. V . &#39;

When badly infested by this beetle the leaves of cucurbitaceous .,
plants are reduced to a few shreds only, supported by the principal
veins, and the latter, and even the stem itself, are in places gnawn
into. VVhen the injuries occasioned by the beetle have proceeded� to
such a degree as this, the survival of the plant itself may in most cases ~
be despaired of.

LEAF EATING BEETLE, No. 3.

(Vial. �Potato,� 3.2:. Epflacima, p. 181.)
PUMPKIN on MELON Arms. 4

Mr. Donald Macpherson, of the St. Helena Penal Establishment,
states that the melon plants growing there this season (1887) are;;
being destroyed by a dark green aphis which feeds on the young�-5
shoots, and is also found infesting the under surface of the 1eaves..§_
This aphis has not been previously noticed in that localit , and though &#39;
no complaint concerning injuries occasioned by it in tl�-Toowoombai
district has been brought under notice, there is little doubt lihazll it?�
will extend its ravages there too at some future date. (Vz&#39;d.Peacl1f,
Aphis, p. 83-88). .

FUNGUS DISEASES.

(1.) LEAF MILDEW (02&#39;0l2&#39;um erg/sip/Loigcs, var. cucurbitarum).
._ Symptoms.-��Attention is usually directed to the occurrence of this:;
disease, in the �rst instance, by the fact that the margin of the leave
are somewhat turned inwards-a phenomenon, however, which onlj
happens when the fungus has chosen the under surfaces on which V
commence its attacks. At this early stage whitish patches will .�?;5i.

w�observed. These soon extend and coalesge, until both surfaces of «.2».
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ves are covered by a �ne white powdery investment. This white

 aterial is the external manifestation of the Oidium itself. Ultimately
he leaves attacked die gradually away, the young shoots beyond them
gwither up, and any fruit which may happen to be still young remains
�S ndeveloped. 3,
1, The Oidium occasionmg this damage to cucurbitaceous plants is a

ose ally to that one which causes the powdery mildew, or Oidium
isease, of the vine. We observed that the pumpkins at Toowoonilia

were very subject to it, a fact which might to seine extent be accounted
�for by the custom of raising them on ill-ventilated spots of ground
jbetween the ranks of growing maize. It also occurs in the neighbour-
hood of Brisbane, and generally perhaps,throughout southern Queens-

iland. 
     
     ~&#39;- .Remealz�es.-��Doubtless sulphuring��the method adopted in con-
gtending with the Oidium of the vine�would be found e�icacious in
if ealing with the leaf mildew of cucurbitaceous plants (vial. pp. 164-5).

ts occurrence, however, might be prevented by the practice of better
ultural methods than those now in vogue.

(2.) FRUIT ROT (Glceosporimn cucurbitarum, Berk. gt B12).
 S3/mpz�oms.�In the case of this disease the pumpkin or melon after
I" it is ful -veloped, and, often, even before it has been gathered, rots
 quickly V and its tissues degenerate into a soft grnmous mass.
B These changes have been ascertained, by Mr. F. M. Bailey, to
 be due to the growth of a special fungus which Messrs Berkeley and
75� Broome have described as Glw0S[)0TiZ677& cuc2orbz.&#39;2&#39;m&#39;mn.*

We observed the occurrence of this disease at Toowoo1nba�-
 especially in the case of melons. As Mr. F. M. Bailey has remarked,
 its e�ects are most felt when it preys upon the fruits of cucurbitaceous

plants kept as winter food for stock.
This curious disease, concerning which little is known at present,

may be compared with that of apples a11d pears, which we have
described under the name of �rot� (vid. p. 50).

, . Rem&#39;bdz&#39;es.�Mr. B. Crew, of Toowoomba, informs us that the
�72:i.,i11&#39;cursion of this disease might be prevented by frequently turning the

&#39;-� t".

�fdnelon during the later stages of its development, and so subjecting �
�ggevery part of it equally to the in�uence of the air and sun.
4:._ 
     
     ,2,

I,� *4!" CHAPTER VIII.
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     THE roriyro.

INSECT DISEASES.

THE POTITO GRUB (Lita solanella).

Our attention to the existence of this pest in the Toowoomba
rict was �rst drawn by Mr. G. Searle, of Rosehill&#39; Gardens. Our

formant complained of an insect destructive to potatoes, after they
been dug up, which he described as a �miller.� Mr. Bushnell, of

* Vid. �Trans. Tiinn&#39;,§oc., London, Botany,� vol. ii., p. 68. i l



potato tubers there, as we learn from Cap. H. Berthon who regarded
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Isaac street, to whom the subject had been referred, spoke of
insect as being a moth identical with the one which in previous
seasons had infested cabbages�~�that is, with Plutella cruciferarum
(Z.ell.), one of the family Tineina. Examples of injured potatoes,
received from Mr. Searle, from which the mature insects were bred, ",2
soon con�rmed us in our previous opinion that �it was a pest already
well known in the other colonies, and was the larva of the moth Lita if
solanella.

Histor}.�I1i New Zealand�-at least as long since as thirty-�ve
years�an insect was reported as making extensive ravages in the

it as being identical with one which did much injury to the potato Ki
crops in certain parts of Tasmania in 1854. From Cap. Be1�thon�s7i-.§
description of the insect and the nature of its injuries, it is evident," }
that he had in view the same pest which we are new coiisidering�t

This potato grub must have shortly afterwards made its presence 7;�
felt in Adelaide, South Australia, for J. Gr. 0. Tepper relates, in writing ;+&#39;~
in 1881, about the ravages of a moth, which Meyrick had identi�ed as -
being this Lita solanella :��� Some thirty years ago, when practically -
connected with farming, I observed that during the �rst years the
potato tubers kept well, and the loss through rotting was but tri�ing. &#39; �
But after that a change took place and even many} of those
that appeared healthy were found, to the astonishment of the persons
concerned, to contain a number of small caterpillars.�j�

In 1874, as we learn from E. Meyriclxyi Lita solanella was
�described by Boisduval§ as being very injurious to potatoes in
Algeria,� and that �in the succeeding year M. Rayonot, of Paris,
abstractedll the essential parts of his account and added some remarks
of his own.�

Wllell it was �rst observed as a pest in New South Wales is, too,
somewhat uncertain. Meyrick, writing in February, 187 9, informs us
that the Hon. WV. Macleay, of Sydney, was �acquainted with the fact
of its having occurred in abundance some years back, near Sutton
Forest,� and he then alluded to the occurrence in that coloiiy, of.a ,
recent instance of the disease caused by this moth, at the same time ff,
stating as follows :�� I have satis�ed myself that it is probably {i
identical with Lita solanella.� i

When it �rst manifested its destructive habits in Queensland
we are unable to certify, but for some time past rumours of complaints &#39; ,
of some mysterious disease occurringin potatoes growing in the southern A
portions of the colony, and causing the tubers to �rot,� have reached -
us. Mr. J. Philp, writing from Gratton, 2nd May, states, concerning Q3
experiences in that district :-,�-� More than half the potatoes planted

* �Papers and Proceedings of the Royal Society of Van Diemen�s Land,".
vol iii., pt. 1, p. 76. Tasmania, 1855. This early notice of the occurrence of the .�
�Potato Grub� in New Zealand and in Tasmania has apparently been recently
lost sight of�, but is of importance in tracing the whence of the infection of the
potato crops in South Australia, New South \Va1es, and Queensland. .

1� Trans. and Proc. of the Royal Society of South Australia, vol. iv., 1). 57.
Adelaide, 1882. ,.y

I Proc. Lin. Soc. N. S. �Tales, vol. iv., p. 112. Sydney, 1880.
§ J. B. Soc. Ccntr. IIort., November, 187%.
|| Bull. Soc. Ent., France, 5 (v.), pp. xxx\&#39;.-x�cvii.

.1�-
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some farms have gone rotten in the ground.��"&#39; A rottenness of
�,._�_,,_etubers 153 one of the ultimate conditions which characterise the
�,,&#39;;irpgre�s of the potato disease due to the invasions of the Lita
?>}§e,ane a.
 An extensive literary research has failed to reveal any mention of
;.§._the existence of this pest either in America or on the continent of
ifllurope.
�" Descm&#39;pIz&#39;0n.��T}ze .Zl[oI}z.1"-- This is �very insigni�cant in size;
�j_." . its length of body is about (5 min. (% iiich),*§:he span of
«: the wings is 155 mm. for the female; the male is a tri�e smaller. The
�5_�colour of the whole insect is brownish grey, in various shades; the
hi� face of the head is almost white; the eyes large, dark-brown or black ;�
jthe maxillae are very large in proportion, being longer than the head,
j� the middle ]O111t of the three being beset with close hairs like a
I, brush; the antennae are very long and slender, equalling nearly in
 length that of the whole body; the ]O111l3S very numerous and small,
_ in the upper part showing a minute spinous projection. The anterior
,t wings are straight, narrow, rounded at the end. The i iiner margin near

the base is smooth for about tliree-fiftlis of the length, the last two-
�fths furnished with long fringing hairs, longest inferiorly; the colour
in the female is light brownish grey, mottled with Very minute black
and white specks, forming very indistinct bars. The colour of the
anterior i-ilvvings of the male is a rather clearer brown, the black

_ � mottlings forming a semicircle along the inner margin, and a kind of
lo very small eyespot at the very end. The posterior wings of both sexes
é are perfectly alike, the membranous portion being of about the same
f Width as the former, but about one-fourth less in length; colour

f b}il&#39;illiant silvery bluish white; this is fringed from the extremity to
 t e base osteriorl with lone silky brownish hairs; exceedincr in lengthi at the wildest part lfhe widthbof wing considerably, and so aiiranged as

to form a semicircle. The three pairs of legs are all unequal; the
.�rst pair are the shortest, and not armed with spines, or very minute
ones only; the last pair are the longest, exceeding the length of the
body considerably, the shank or tibia armed with four strong spines
below, and set with long, close stiff hairs above; the medial legs are
iinterniediate in size, the spines reduced and the hairs wanting; the
. colour of the legs is nearly white, dotted sparingly with brown and
black; the claws very minute. The same colour prevails over all the

. .underside of the abdomen; the upper side is darker than the rest, a
,: tuft of light orangeliue at the extremity of that of the female dis-
. tinguishes the sex easily.�

&#39; Tke ]afq_qs.�These are small white glistening elliptical bodies with
,a pearly iridescence...

Vl.."&#39;.&#39;-!!d»fc; L -"V �
The Oateryizillars. The caterpi.llar_. when about fully grown,

measures 11 mm. (about ,4�; inch) in length. It tapers from the middle
F point towards eaci end. It has the usual thirteen segments, and
V three pair of thoracic or true logs and six pair of abdominal prolegs.
7 ,_ Its colour is greyish white, with a faint tinge of pink beneath, an
i.

E: , * Courier, Brisbane, 2nd May, 1887.
1&#39;We have not access to Boisduva1�s original description, and therefore quote

J. G. O. Tepper, preinising that his stateinents concerning the insect have been
checked by examination of numerous Queensland specimens, and found to be generally

J correct.
M 9&#39;0
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obscure indication of a narrow bar of the same colour on each egment;i_
above. The head, the shield of the first joint of the body and
thoracic legs are brown. There are a few weak white hairs-fro1:n";;
twelve to fourteen��on each segment, the origin of each hair being:-3
marked��as seen by aid of a lense-�by a minute spot.

The Ohm/saZ2&#39;s �is of a dark amber colour, little more than half?.&#39;
the length of the full grown larva� (Berthon), length 6&#39;5 mm. Thisii.
is placed under a loosely felted web of greyish white silk, or in &#39;_�a;_._"i
cocoon of the same material. To the outer surface of the silken;-5
covering fragments of earth or rejected food material adhere or are};
woven.

Habits of Insect.�When fully established in a district, both those
potatoes which are in the ground and those which have been removed ;;
from it and are stored are subject to the attacks of the moth. At
Toowoomba, as far as we learn, it is only those tubers which have been �if�
dug up which, as yet, suffer.* Mr. G. Searle, in reply to our questions, 1�?
remarks :�-� I am perfectly sure that the insect is not in the potato
while this is in the ground. We are almost daily using potatoes which
were all dug at one time, immediately picked up, and placed in a dry-
goods cask in which straw was placed between each layer of tubers.
The cask is covered up by a corn bag, and with the exception ofa.
few near the top of it, none are aifected by the moth.� In Tasmania
it was �invariably found that the moth attacks the roots. The upper- ..
most potatoes, those which are nearest the surface, are of course most
easily reached, nor is it by any means a dif�cult matter for the insect
to penetrate to the depth of three or four inches when the soil is open,
uncompressed, or lumpy. Not a single case of an infected stalk has .
yet been detected ; but constant and numberless have been the
instances in which, when uncovering the potatoes at the depth just
indicated, moths have been dislodged, and �own uninjured away.� Of §
course some of these, however, as must have occurred to the author -&#39;
of these observations, might have hatched from pupae still in the a
ground; but in anticipation of this objection he adds :�� The potatoes
whilst lying exposed in rows were attacked by the insects. . . . � T. ,1
and it was always noted that the moths, when unengaged in laying
eggs, were almost always to be found beneath the clods of earth with ff
which the ground was encumbered.�+ Otto Tepper remarks :�� My
opinion is that the eggs are first deposited by the moths upon the ,7
stalk near the ground when the infant grub � urrews through the soil 1�
till reaching the tubers; or the moth itself burrows, as many are found »
to do, and deposits the eggs direct upon the tubers. My reason� for
this is the fact that the longer the tubers are left in the soil, the more
infected they will prove to be.�i Boisduv-al�s obsewations too, though _-
somewhat different as to detail, support this view as to the mode in .__
which the moths �nds access to the tuber, whilst the latter is still
beneath the surface of the ground. T i

Wliat is the nature of the operations which take place beneath the
surface of the ground may be concluded from what was noticed in our J:

,

a.� <

_i-.~-£2..ay.{Z.s�g:;f�;.$;I$s£...-.�..?=~:.�.-£9--a� 1" A�* �-

* We, however, bred a specimen of the insect from a potato leaf sent by Mr.�
G. Searle. This the caterpillar had folded up.

1- �Papers and Proceedings of the Royal Society of Van Diemen�s Land,� 1855,»
p. 78-9.

1 � Trans. Roy. Soc. of S. Australia, 1). 60. Adelaide 1882.

,&#39;r~.-v

�. &#39; *. 
     
     &#39;3-L &#39; -..
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ceding apparatus. The moths had no partiality for perfectly sound
tubers, but would attack those which had previously afforded sustenance
toa generation of their kind. In a sound potato the eggs were laid
several side by side in contiguity to an �eye� of the tuber; in a diseased

�one, on the earth-covered surface of a cocoon, within the hole previously
5�excavated by a caterpillar which had emerged for the purpose of
gpupating, or amongst the �frass � surrounding the entrance to this
:5,ca.vity. As many as twenty-six eggs, laid by a single moth, were in
jg; one instance counted in the same location. The eggs hatch in a week
if �or ten days, and often more quickly. The young caterpillars immedi-
 ately proceed to burrow into the tuber, at �rst concealing themselves
 beneath numerous particles of rejected food material fastened together
 with Web, the number of which particles is being continually increased
 by similar matter brought to the surface. The channel thus formed
 is also lined with web, so that when the substance of the tuber is
 �broken down these burrowings appear as hollow tubular bodies. The
&#39; caterpillars arrive at their full size in from two to three weeks,* and

then �nd their way to the surface of the potato, and burrow outwards
through the skin. They then spin a cocoon either within the hole
&#39;thus formed or, more generally, on the surface of the tuber adjacent to
it, or, as is often the case, on the sides of the receptacle containing
this amongst other outlets, and then immediately transform into the
chrysalis phase. Two or three chryslids may be placed side by side.
They are always completely covered by particles of � frass � or earth.
The fully matured insect�the moth��emerges from the chrysalis
shortly after two weeks have elapsed. The union of the sexes almost
immediately takes place, and another generation of potato-destroyerszrises. The moth is quite a night-�ying insect, and only lives a few
ays. &#39;

The number of caterpillars which a single potato may support 18!
very large, and limited only by the amount of food which it yields.
Meyrick mentions that one tuber must have contained quite forty Jarvis,
and vvehave bred �fty-eight from eight potatoes. �Their voracity,
however, is so great, and their diligence in their vocation so untiring,
that a couple of individuals will thoroughly riddle and destroy a potato
of fair size during their brief but mischievous career.� (Bert/um.)
They continue to feed in the tuber when even this becomes completely
rotten, and in con�nement �deposit their eggs on potatoes when these
have become not only putrid but externally shrivelled up lumps, whence
fresh larvae are constantly being hatched.� (Teppmn)

When potatoes are attacked they soon manifest little heaps of
earthy substance on their surface�which conceal the chryslids of the
insects or the enhances to the galleries which section of the tubers
discovers. This penetrating their substance causes potatoes affected,
to rot and becomewvorthless. VVe do not know how soon the potatoes
are �rst attacked, but if prior to the culins being dry, as is highly
probable, tlrose too Will no doubt evince well marked symptoms.

Extent ofRava_qes of .M0th.�According to Boisduval, as quoted
by Meyrick, in certain districts of Algiers during a single season

_- three-fourths of the potato crop was destroyed by this pest. Otto
Tapper thus relates his Adelaide experiences: �As far as my

* Tepper makes the minimum to be forty-�ve days.
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continued observation goes the insect causes now (z&#39;.e., in 1881), in Q;-,»_
immature foxgm of the caterpillar or grub, the destruction of hundre
of tons of. potatoes every year by boring them,,and thereby inducif
putridity. During late years I have scarcely ever been able to get hag,�
a-dozen pounds without �nding a considerable percentage more or 4;.
affected in this way.� Again, �That these moths occur in other
situations less con�ned than the entomologist�s hatching case W33�

., gleaned} latterly from the information a farmer gave me when speakin
�about -the subject. He said he had several bags of potatoes of his own
production, and quite healthy when dug, placed in his storeroom, w&#39;her§?&#39;
they were left undisturbed for a considerable time. VVhen&#39; he at last:
came to open a bag for use, lo I quite a swarm of little moths greeted:
the event, and to his surprise he found the tubers spoiled by the grubsij
to a great extent.� j

P7&#39;o_qnosis.�VVitl1 reference to the probability of its numbers
increasing in Adelaide, as had been the case previous to the time Wheng:
his remarks were made, the last mentioned authority on the subject:&#39;�_
states:���Unless proper means are adopted to check this growing evil,
the chances are that potato cultivation will suffer so much as to become}
unremunerative, and therefore more and more restricted in area.�
Meyrick remarks, �under favourable circumstances it may become an
almost fatal pest to potato growers ;� and again �the species only
requires favourable circumstances to become as dangerous economically
as the Colorado beetle itself.� &#39;

Reme(lz&#39;es.�These must necessarily be of a preventive character.
First, we must endeavour to secure the safety of those iii the ground;
secondly, we must pay attention to those which are already removed 91.
from it. \Vith reference to the �rst, with our present limited kI10W_-
-ledge, we can only endorse the conclusions arrived at by the earliest 3-
writer on the ravages of this insect�viz., (1) � That the best soil to sow ;
potatoes in, supposing that the sole object were to exempt them from
the grub, would be that which is impervious to the moth�such, for
instance, as sand, or a compact loam; and (2) That if no such soil be ,1
available, the deeper the potatoes are sown the safer they will be from
the inroads of the moth.� To protect those potatoes which are alread 3
dug up�(_1) Separate them at once from any tubers which manifest,"-�
symptoms of the presence of the pest and destroy these latter; if
(2) VVhen there is reason to apprehend the presence of the insect,,.f;T
house the sound potatoes immediately; (3) Take such precautions
storing the potatoes as is insisted on, in the following reco111mcndationf�:i"_;,3��1"
let them be �stored in store-rooms without large cracks in �oor an(l.,5};._
walls, or strewn litter of any sort, for in and amongst these they;
chrysalis state is often passed. I f such a store is wanting, deal boxes;
or tin cases would do as well for smaller quantities, instead of bags?
Wliile in store they ought to be frequently stirred ; and the walls, ete;,j&#39;i�
carefully swept, as by these operations the chrysalis cases would lDBj
disturbed and the insects destroyed.� (Teppmm) The same writer};
suggests also that the tubers prior to storing, should be Washed elem
and bathed in some solution which might be distasteful to the moths 0,15�
their progeny. He mentions the use of weak salt or sulphuric acid solu,.-
tion, and we would suggest that of alum.

Native O&#39;ozmz�.r_2/.�The native country of the insect is not known: iliif�
has been supposed that a native moth, the natural food of which is some};
plant allied to the potato, has developed a decided taste for this esculenliii
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&#39; Dz&#39;stm&#39;bution.�The means by which such a pest is distributed f��
�che country or district to another are too obvious to need a particular
&#39;:§&#39;1&#39;eference to them : � Anyone who will be at the trouble of carefully
mspecting a basket or sack in which infected potatoes have been for
�y-some time will �nd a,lot of little earthy-looking excreseences adhering
�Rte the inside. These are the cocoons of the chrysalides covered withK
vi and concealed by earthly matter. They are the media through which

ff. one ought to try and make a clean sweep.� (If. Berllzon.)

BEETLES. ~

(1) THE 33-SPOTTED LADY BIRD (Epilac/ma mzclzfipzmctata, Muls.).
~ , In March, 1886, we exhibited this insect at a meeting of the
 �Royal Society of Queensland,� and stated that it was generally found
 feeding on the naturalised Solanum nigrum, or Black Nightshade, but
5.1, that it also affected the tomato, the potato, and other solanaceous
ii plants. In reference to this exhibit we pointed out that it was a
i character of the Uoccinellidze, of which Epilachna was a member, to
,« occur at times in immense swarms, and that in the event of such an
�7 occurrence, here, in the case of this beetle, potato-growers in Queens-
� land would be great losers. On the same occasion, Mr. G. Watkins

remarked too that these expectations had been already in great measure
realised, and that this beetle had lately done much damage to potato-
growers residing in the Moreton District, and at Laidley Creek had
quite destroyed the haulms. VVe have also learnt that it has done
extensive damage in the vicinity of Bundaberg.
_ The Epilachna is common enough at Toowoomba, but the season

of our visit was not such as to bring the destructive habits, to which
now we allude, before our notice.

This insect is equally pernicious in its full grown as in its larval
condition. In the former it may be observed feeding indifferently on
both surfaces of a leaf, scooping away its substance in little parallel
tracts, leaving only the epidermis of the side opposite to that on which
it is feeding, intact. The paired three-toothed claws with which each
foot is armed, enable it to keep its position while so engaged, however
much the leaf is inclined or agitated by the wind. The larva, so

, . different in appearance, with its bristle-bearin g spines on each
 segment, is equally voracious. The following description of the insect

in its di�erent stages will serve to distinguish it :�
,. Tlze Beetle is ovate in outline��the head being at the broader
pf extremity, and almost hemispherical in shape, the under surface being
 nearly �at. The head has yello w antenna), terminating in brown-clubbed
3 extremities, and is sunk in the thorax or succeeding segment, the
 rounded projections of which extend on either side beyond the con-
 spicuous black eyes. The insect is clothed with very short depressed
 greyish hairs. Beneath, the head is light orange yellow, and the
 T�imaining portions of the body, with the exception of a blotch on the
 inesothorax, which is brown, brownish yellow. The upper surface is
 orange, with black spots. The thorax has a faint mesial impression,
 and is seven�spotted, having two mesial contiguous spots, one small
jfjalso mesial spot behind these, and two spots on either side. The

M
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�the evil is spread throughout the country, and conveyed from one�:
"country to another; and they are the pests 1Il embryo, of which every- � &#39;
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elytra are twenty-six spotted, each wing case having thirteen spots.
The spots on them are arranged as follows:�A transverse anterior.»
row of four rounded ones, behind a curved row of eight, the two central� 1
of which are s uare-shaped; behind this row a single spot on eachlateral marging then a row of six spots, then one of two, and behind
this two spots, one being at the tip of either elytron. The legs are
yellow-brown. Length of bpdy, 5&#39;5 to 7 mm. ; greatest breadth, 5 to
46 mm. &#39;

The eggs are lemon-yellow, long and oval. They are laid in little _
patches, each egg being placedgerect, and several eggs side by side. f 3;
These patches which are of different size are found either on the 1
under surface of the leaf of the potato, or here and there on the
stems.

The _Pupa3.��These somewhat resemble the full-grown insect,
except that the elytra and wings are quite rudimentary. Each pupa is
contained within what may be termed a false chrysalis, composed of
the skin of the larva. This false chrysalis measures 7:� inch in
length, it is shining brown and has the anterior two-thirds clothed
with erect brown hairs. The bristle-bearing spines of the larva are
now crowded together and form a rosette on the posterior third
of the body. Each spine of the rosette is brown, and the bristles
themselves are white.

Life History, 1&#39;1_aln&#39;2�s, §&#39;c.�Our observations have not yet been
carried to the extent of determining the time which elapses from the
egg being deposited to its being hatched, neither do we know the
duration of the larval or pupa states, nor of the life of the adult beetle. _ i
The number of generations during a season is also still to be ascer-
tained. When the larvm are about to transform into pupae 1t often
happens that they congregate in considerable numbers, side by side,
around a thick stem of the plant on which they are feeding, or on that
of some neighbouring plant, and, having fastened themselves�by
means of a viscid secretion which issues from the last abdominal

segment��in this position, undergo their metamorphosis. We have
counted upwards of 150 of the pupae contained in one of the groups &#39;
thus formed. At other times they occur here and there on di�erent
parts of the plants, singly or in twos or threes. The beetles them-
selves are easily dislodged from the plants on which they occur
by shaking the latter. On falling to the ground they draw their
legs in, and so for protection simulate death. VVhen further dis-
turbed, whilst in this position, or when handled, they emit from 1�
their bodies an acrid yellow �uid. On the mere approach of an-
enemy, however, they do not at once drop, but, having drawn their y"
legs under them, cling all the closer to the leaf on which they happen
at the time to be.

Natural Enemz&#39;es.��It is very doubtful whether the Epilachna in
any of its stages is eaten by birds. VVhen iii the larval, as well as
when in the pupa condition, the bristle-bearing spines Would, we think,
serve to repel the ordinary foes of insects. The acrid �uid excreted by T
the adult insects is too, doubtless, distasteful. These may be reasons
to account for the fact that we have never noticed birds engaged in
keeping down this pest.

We are, however, greatly assisted in this respect by other insects.
The caterpillar, of a minute feather-winged moth, lives and spins its
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1� amongst their PUP33, and, doubtless, feeds on them in some Way
 ch We_have not yet discovered. A.gain, it sométimes happens that larva 1S pierced by;a minute hymenopterous insect, which inserts
9-1; b which hatches from&#39;ithis egg feeds on the larv� itself, -and,
:,"�l1ough it does not prevent it from assuming the chrysalis condition,

ioticed the characteristic holes in quite 75 �per cent. of the pupa cases
ibich we have examined, which bespoke the emergence of the adult
 after, in its earlier stage, it had donmits useful work.
., >.1�, Remed�3,.�fO11 this subject we cannot do better than quote the
experience of Mr. J. Philp, of Gatton, who is well acquainted
 the damage done to the potato crop by this pest. He Writes
«as follows :� &#39;

�I have been asked by several persons if there was no cure for this,
pnd could nothing he done. I have tried kerosene emulsion, carbolic emul-
salon, and gone with men up the potato rows and shook the bugs oif with a
;}small stick on to the wet ground, and squashed them into it with the feet.
,v.:I_ have heard of one enterprising individual who got fryingpans, shook the
}bugs.1nto them, carried them to the headlands, where he had �res, and fried
fortfipzzlteqlktllqeiii but, nqtvvitlistanding hatllbthis, a few_ holrilrks after each:: oaos a a rom one 0 seven or e1 u s u on it. � e reason isiimply this. The bug is a winged insegt, andgfeedlh on many indigenous
.&#39; plants or Weeds, and no sooner do we� kill them on the potatoes than
there are thousands all round ready to take their place. The only cure
Jlaspie fordthip 1s Cl_e1£)11I.l cpltivatio111�3.llo\]\3r nod xlieedfs tq grqwdoii the (l1iead- n s, an , 1 possi c, {cep a ran �s rea t 0&#39; ou e roun allground the potato crop. The bug, although it has viiingg, canfot �y far,,7� �ndhprlixst alight on �something above ground to give it a rise before taking

 lg .

.7} Their attacks, however, might probably be prevented by poisoningV . , _ _ b�.;jthe leaves on which they feed, In a similar manner to that adopted
can coping with the Colorado beetle. For this purpose _Pa7&#39;is or Schecle�s
fi�reen (arsenlte of copper) should be used. This is employed dry or
.5_m.tbe Wet state, and variously diluted. The following directions are
�given (1) in using it dry :��Mix one part with from 25 to 100 parts of
{§(s1l11les,&#39; plast�r, or flour�1q*eferably the latter, as affording a more
~«;ia eslve su stance. (2) 1 &#39; employed wet, mix llb. of the reen withjf1&#39;om .40 to 100 gallons of water, adding a little dextring to ensure»:a:<1Ll}pS¬(1))n._ In thdis case the mixture will require to be constantly stirred
_I:W 1s emg use . The liquid, of course, will have to be distributed
Tfby means of some spraying apparatus. Samples of commercial Scheele�s
-�Green (or Paris Green) vary in composition, and the purchaser should
Liilillerefore endeavour to acquire such ones only as contain a minimum
�quantity of foreign material. In the United States this chemical is
&#39;v1ioted at 60 cents per pound. London Purple may pro�tably take the
lace of the Scheele�s or Paris Green. It is a waste product obtained
fq the manufacture of aniline dyes, and would require to be specially
�ported. It is composed of lime, arsenious acid, and carbonaceous
�_tter. It is cheaper than the Paris Grreen�selling in the United
�ates for 5 cents per lb.; it covers more ground weight for weight;
"�,_more adhesive, more soluble. On the other hand, it is not quite so
Isonous as the latter chemical.

* Co~u7&#39;ier, Brisbane, 2nd May, 1887.

�E:-&#39;;� single egg into each� of those which it has thus attacked. The�

destroys it p_rior to its undergoing father changes. \Ve once�
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(2) THE 8-S1.>�g,rrED LADY BIRD (Ep77la(97m%.sp.).
This beetle has habits which are closely comparable with thoseiofiff.

its ally, the 33-Spotted Lady Bird. VVe have noticed it at Brisbane;
feeding upon&#39;the,,%&#39;.eaves of the potato, and, not infrequently, in soihé�féf,
numbers. Tlie fol �owing description will serve to distinguish it :�  _

Adult.-��-Shape ovate, rounded in front, narrowing behind, very»:

and depressed forwards and backwards; �attened beneath, descendingféf
behind, with antero-poster? or contour arcuated. Head inimerscd in tli&#39;e&#39;~~f~*»;
succeeding segment (prothorah). The latter expanded  "7 ch side
but not extending outwards to the level of the shou� �ers of the
elytra, rounded lateral angles reaching to the fore-borders of the eyes}?
Epipleurae (inwardly directed. outer borders of elytra) broad concave-,
extending the whole length of the elytra. .-Closely punctuate and clothed
with yellowish-grey appressed pubescence; black, with eight larger;
yellow and red spots disposed as follows��-two spots occupying each f 1";
outer-third of prothorax, and two spots, one on each outer side of wing
cover, a short distance behind shoulder, yellow ; two contiguous spots
intermediate with the latter yellow spots, and with them forming 33 �
transverse series, and two non-contiguous ones on the hinder third of
elytra, and, meeting the lateral margins, forming a second transverse
series, red ; the latter two margined externally with yellowish ; under &#39; >
surface, with the sides of the abdominal segments, reddish, the � ff�
remainder black. Labial pa.lps long, ellowish, with large ovate
terminal joints, brown ; mandibles blac �tipped; labrum with light 4
anterior spot ; antennze yellowish-brown ; eyes black ; legs black, with 4
the yellowish grey hairs on the tibiae longer and thicker than on other
joints ; tarsi beneath thickly clothed with short hairs of same colour.
Length, 10 mm. -1-�? inch) ; greatest breadth, 7&#39;5 1nn1.

T/we La7~va.��Body of uniform breadth, swollen, slightly tapered
towards each blunt extremity; armed with numerous erect bristle-
bcaring spines disposed as follows�viz., four on segment next to the
head, and also on eleventh segment, directed backwards and forwards
respectively, and six on each of the �interinecliate segments. These
spines are arranged in six rows along the sides of the body, two infero- �-
lateral, two supero-lateral, and two dorsal. On the third and fourth &#39;
body segments the dorsal spines are approximated to the supero-lateral
ones of those segments. Each spine bears from ten to �fteen often
black-tipped spinelets. At its immediate origin the body displays its�
ordinary ground colour, but beyond there is an almost black encircling
band��ocellated rectangular spots being thus produced�the spots of
the dorsal spines are contiguous along their inner edges. Mandibles I
brown, black-tipped; eyes black; vertex above each eye brown; legs�
brownish, becoming black towards their extremities. A few white hairs �
on face, and others clothing legs ; about six rosettes of pale short light-* .
coloured hairs in the centre of each segment beneath, remainder of vi;
body glabrous and glistening. General colour light-yellow, uniform
beneath, above varied by the black ocellated spots a11d spines.

Pupa.�This is usually placed on the under surface of the leaf on
which the larva has been feeding, and it almost invariably happens that
the part corresponding to the head of the insect is directed away from:-.&#39;.&#39;
the base of the leaf. There may be several pupae on one leaf. It is};
oblong in shape, rounded at each end; in form it is swollen being
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gularly convex� from before backward and from side to side. The
ristle-bearing spines are new crowded to one end, where they form a
ifosette occupying about one-third of the whole pupa, but extending
Au ore anteriorly above. Anterior portion of pupaglossy, dark brown,
lighter brown at the union of component part§,°cove1-ed with erect
-»;:�,short�bro\vn bristles, especially numerous at the sides and in front, but
{fewer on the part corresponding to  dorsum of the abdominal
gsegmeiits. The four abdominal segments exposed have each a white
gspiracular tube on either side. The bristle-bearing spines are now
black, tl&#39;i_ ristles themselves being white with black tips. Length
 mm. ( y ,. - in.) x 5&#39;5 mm. (02 in.), becoming longer by being drawn
��out as the adult beetle emerges.
, . Nori§�..�Both the above insects occur from Cape York to the Southern

5- border of the Colony. ;&#39;.

GREEN POTATO BUG (Ouspicoiza vircscens, Dal.).

, y This is -a small grass-green plant-bug belonging to the family
"-1 Pentatomidae, measuring 57-0 inch in length, and rather more than
 -,1,- inch in greatest breadth. It has a broad but sharp tooth on each

.45� side of the body, and in front of the teeth is triangular in shape, the
 head being obtuse. This anterior portion inclines abruptly down-
�Twards. The �ve-jointed proboscis rests on a keel between the bases of
V, the limbs, and extends as far as the hind pair. On being molested it
Q discharges an acrid fluid having a very penetrating odour. The
.7 .following is a technical description of the-insect:��

Adult.��Grrass green, rather paler beneath, oval, minutely punctured.
, Head rounded in front, lobes of nearly equal length, side lobes obliquely
_ ret-iculate-punctate, ocelli and eyes dark brown, the latter becoming
 nearly black after death. Rostrum black-tipped, extending beyond

�rst ventral segment. Antenna) pale brown, �rst joint not extending
� to front of head; second, fourth, and fifth sub-equal, third shorter.

, Thorax with a transverse smooth space on each side in front; hind
., angles obtusely pointed, the extremetips being blackish. Peetoral keel
 Well developed, posteriorly receiving the short ventral spine iii a groove.
 Scutellum broadly triangular, obtuse, excavated 011 each side, extending
f� to the hind border of the ante-penultimate abdominal segment. Legs
 light green, tarsal joints light brown, tibiae and tarsi hairy. Abdomen
.; broadly lanceolate, having a low broad central ridge continuous with
 the ventral spine; the posterior lateral angle of each segment ending
" in a small black tooth. Membrane of fore wings colourless. Length
: ...of body 9 mm. (44% lines).

.Eq_q.�The egg is an oblong body rounded at each end, of a milky-
white colour with glossy lustre.

: I-arva.�This is generally like the adult, except that it is usually
darker in colour and has numerous �ne points of a brown hue.
-_,",&#39;,._Cl:�l1ere are also brown blotches along the centre of the back of the
� abdomen. It has no Wings. At �rst the thorax is brownish-black,
,_._Owing to the approximation in this situation of the wing-covers. VV hen
 the body is about % inch in length, the dark colour on the thorax has
_i&#39;eady disappeared, but the blotches on the abdomen, though less
 -onounced, are still present; the antennae at this period are wh1te-and-
1 -&#39; k"-tipped. Shortly after this, the wing-covers commence to grow
&#39;1&#39; �_

.� A
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backwards. The general colour of the body from being of a darker�;
green, now becomes of a lighter hue, but afterwards regains much off
its intensity of colour. &#39; �

IIal2z&#39;ts.��l�he eggs are laid singly on the under surfaces of the
leaves. There are numerous broods throughout the summer, and the
insects may be found on the plant in all stages of growth at the�same 4�
time, and frequently several on the same leaf. They feed by inserting
their rostra or probosces into the tissue of the leaf, and thereupon
imbibing its juices.

Natzore of I1gjmjz/.�The effect of their puncture is often that of
killing the tissue of the portion of the leaf operated updii, but this
is not invariably the case. \Vhen in great numbers they. may do �
considerable damage, especially when they attack early potatofzs.

0ccm�7�cnce.��The �rst notice of the�r habit of injuring, or even
feeding on the �potato, was received from Mr. Searle, of Rosehill
Gardens, Toowoomba. This Cuspicona is, however, a native insect, g
and we have long been familiar with it, as a common pest of another
solanaceous plant�the ordinary �blackberry� of school children, the
nightshade (Solunum m&#39;_qrum). So that on having discovered the
natural a�inity between the two plants, it has migrated from this weed
on to the potato, thus repeating the action taken by both the preceding
beetle pests.

Remedz&#39;cs.�At present the extent of its ravages is not such as to
call for the use of special means for preventing its attacks.

3

.~.2::ss..4_,;...: ~.&#39;.; �.9
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FUNGUS DISE ASES.

FALSE POTATO DISEASE (Epicocczmz scabrmn).
Our object in the following remarks is to correct an impression

that has gained ground concerning the appearance in the colony of the
well-known fatal potato disease (Pe2&#39;o220.sp07~a. inféstans). This has A
emanated from one whose statements concerning the potato are received
with favour, seeing that he is angxuthor of a work on the subject. In 3
the Queenslam/e/r, 9th October, p. 591, it is stated that �Mr. James
Pink, writing from VVellington Point, under date 1st October, says, ;
� I enclose a portion of potato haulm destroyed by Peroizospora infestcms,
better known in Europe as the potato disease, which I regret to say
has made its �rst appearance in the district. This is not the first time
1 have seen it in the colony, but this season is favourable to it
development.� � The pa.rt of the potato plant forwarded by Mr. Pink 31
in illustration of his statement is thus referred to by the agricultural
editor of the same journal: �The portions of haulm sent show the p 1
usual withered appearance common to fungus-destroyed vegetation,
and similar to that described as the appearance of haulms destroyed
by � the potato disease � in Europe, now known to be produced by the
ravages of the fungus Peronospora infestans.�

These identical specimens, as representative of the diseased eoIi-
dition attributed to the attacks of the potato fungus, were then ffj
forwarded by Mr. 1*�. M. Bailey to the eminent specialist the Rev.
M. J. Berkeley, and at the decease of the latter found their way into 7�
the hands of the equally celebrated authority, C. M. Cooke. N0w,tl1Qy�
latter specialist failed to discover the presence of the Peronospora, but -if�:
found instead another fungus which had been mistaken for it»-z".e.,&#39;
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�ipicoccmn scabrmn of Corda, a fungus belonging to an entirely
_&#39;fferent order, and common, in both Europe and America, upon a
�number of diiferent herbs, being found on the putrid stems of several
f�ompositae and Umbelliferaa, on the stems and glumes of" grasses, and
�on the roots of coniferous and other allied plants?�

Not having seen these plants when affected by Epicoccum
fiicabrum ourselves, we are unable to describe the characteristic form of
�illiseased condition in the potato which it accompanies. It is interest-1. -
4-mg, however, to learn, also from the_ Queenslcmder, that � the
jclisease, as shown in Mr. Pink�s garden, is upon a row of Manhattan
galotatoes, the produce of some extra seed . . . procured

T om a well-known grower in the Allora district.
�O

SWEET POTATO.

SWEET-POTATO WEEi7IL (Cylas formicarius, Olivier).
: This very destructive pest has been brought to our notice as

{occurring in the East Moreton district. Like the �grub� of the
7� common potato, it will no doubt shortly occur further afield. As,
 however, the adult insect is wingless, the distribution of the pest almost
;.., entirely depends on human agency. But, insomuch as it has been
 introduced by such means here, the chances of its range of occurrence
.i__� being still further extended are not altogether remote ones.
_ Sympz�om.s-.�The skins of the tubers are penetrated by numerous
f small punctures about one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter, and by
1� fewer large. ones. Of these punctures the smaller ones are either
A, carried only a short distance below the surface of the tubers, or are
 continued, as is the case with the larger ones, into their substances.
 These borings intersect the tissue of the potatoes in all directions;
f�. and when�as frequently happens�they are made just beneath the
y � surface, they lead to the presence of meandering tracts of dead tissue
ff �upon it. They are found to be tenanted by white grubs, measuring
 about a quarter of an inch in length ; by the white nymphs of weevil
47- larvae in small cocoons made of potato cZe�Z2rz&#39;s; and often, also, by the
2. adult weevils themselves. At other times the tunnelings are discovered
 _to be completely �lled with the food dejecta of the above larvae, and
 amongst this débris and feeding upon it, small mites may also be
if commonly met with.

0ause.�The beetle which occasions this is an oblong narrow
 weevil, measuring, when extended, about one quarter of an inch in
 length, with rather prominent forwardly-directed snout, and with the
three divisions of the body�-z&#39;.e., the head, thorax, and abdomen�-
, Well de�ned, both as regards form and colour; the head being black,
jthe thorax red, and the hind body steel�blue. The last is also
� narrowed both before and behind, and is &#39;very deep and convex.
_ These weevils pierce the skins of the sweet potatoes by means of

.. their well-developed snouts, and then deposit their eggs in such of the
i&#39;0aoVit.ies thus obtained as they may select for the purpose. These
gfhatch, and the resulting larvae or grubs feed their way into the sub-
stance of the tubers. Thus the smaller holes and tunnelings leading
T�lfom them are accounted for. The larvae continue to feed within the

9*»; i * Cf. P. A. Saccardo. �Sylloge Fungorum.� Vol. iv., Hyphomycetes, fol.
if p- 7%," Batavia, 1886.
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sweet potatoes until they are full grown, and they then undergo, within
it, all the changes intervening between the grub and the adult beetle
condition. The beetles make ::the larger holes and emerge through
them to repeat the same work of destruction which the continuance �
of their kind involves. �

The adult beetle presents the following characters :�
T/zc BectZe.�Smootb, glossy; abdomen both above and below steel-

blue ; protliorax, except anterior border, mesothorax and limbs red; femoral
enlargements and tarsi inclining to brown; head, fore�-border of prothorax, _
and funicle of antennae black. Prothorax and abdomen above and beneath
with microscopic sub-remote punctures, each giving rise to a minute greyish
hair. Head and rostrum more coarsely agd
the latter, which is also corrugated at the si� � _ ,
eyes, and with a few �ne transverse lines i , �gion. Rostrum stout, very
slightly arched, elongated. Eyes large andy�aminentg antennae, with the
scape, very short»; the funicle 8-jointed, with the 6th and 7th joints larger
and longer than the rest�which are sub-equal; mass 1-jointed, cylindrical,
exceeding remainder of antenna, and clothed with grey hairs; prothorax
elongated, truncated at both ends, divided into two convex parts�the hinder
of which is the shorter��by a deep encircling groove; abdomen narrowed in
front and behind, compressed from side to side, �rst and second segments
beneath soldered together. Elytra narrowed, deep and very convex, covering
and closely embracing the abdomen.
rather long, especially hind pair, which exceed the abdomen ; femcra longly
pedunculated and thickened distally; tarsi elongated. Extreme length,
6 mm. (3 lines).

This insect accords with the description and �gure given by Com-
stock* for a small beetle which has been observed in the United States
to be there destructive also to the tubers of the Sweet Potato. This
insect Comstock refers to C3/Zas formicav-ius (Olivier), the type of
which beetle was derived from the Mauritius. If, however, Olivier�s
Cylas is the Brcnfro,f0m2zicari&#39;us (Fabr.), as seems probable, this deter-
mination will require revision, for the latter insect, according to
Lacordaire, belongs to the section of Oylas, which is characterised by
the possession of �un livrée un&#39;. orme.� and not to that which in�-
cludes parti-coloured insects.

c sely punctured, especially
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ead narrowed behind the it

Scutellum absent, wings absent, legs.

� i�

No species of Oylas has been-hi�iierto �recorded as occurrin(g in _�
byAustralia, but the tribe Cfylades to which it belongs is reprcsente

two species of 1l[_z/7*«2nacz&#39;ceZus, one of which is a very common insect.
There can be but little doubt that this pest, like many others, is

an importation. At present we only know of its occurrence in the
East Moreton district of the colony ; but insomuch as it can be, and is,
distributed in the tubers themselves just as the trade in this descrip-
tion of produce is prosecuted, this alone forms sufficient justi�cation _
for the inclusion of a note on the subject in this Report.

1Bcnzcciies.�We would suggest that the potatoes be unearthed as
soon as demand for them has arisen, and consumed with as little
delay as possible ; all the a�ected ones being destroyed� or used as food
for stock. Also, if practicable, in a district where the disease has
manifested itself, all the sweet potatoes which have been raised there.
be consumed on the spot, and that during the succeeding season nq;
sweet potatoes be grown.

N ore.-�-There are other enemies to the Sweet Potato.
feel called upon to treat of on the present occasion.

* Rep. Depart. A_qrz.c., Washington, 1879, pp. 249 and 250, pl. VI., �g. x. - .&#39;

These we do not�. _
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CHAPTER IX.

Cnnaansgp 
     
     MAIQE.

INSECT DISEASES.

CORN WORM N0. 1 (ifeliot/z,2&#39;s peltigera, Engr.).*

The maize throughout southern Queensland is very subject to
{-�the presence of the destructive caterpillar of this notorious moth, and
r its ravages may be discovered in almost every cultivation.
;_ S_ymptoms.�The ma�gévhen attacked by this Heliothis � worm�
 ~ may present different appe "  s. Wlien the cob is the seat of injury
 we may �nd the tassel or  ost grains quite eaten away, and an
 excavation made into the central pith. At other times the sheathing
 �bracts or husk are more or less consumed, or holes are gnawed through
,; them to the surface of the grains, which may be eaten in pa.tches, or
7. . along certain meandering lines indicative of the direction of the
 passage of the caterpillar. �When this happens the place of the con-
 sumed grains is often occupied by rejected matter which moulds and

sometimes determines the presence of mildew throughout the cob.
, Oftentimes, again, the caterpillar has chosen the maize stalk for its
E sustenance, when, by reason of the presence of tunnelings into the

more interior parts of the plant, it happens that the corn stalk with
it cob becomes wilted or may even get broken off.

, I This injury is occasioned by a greenish, yellow or red spotted, and
black speckled caterpillar, which in course of time develops into an
active, q.uick �ying moth. The latter, when disturbed, has the habit
of darting rapidly off to a spot but a short distance away, where it
alights with its wings directed backwards.

The following are descriptions of this pest at different stages in
its life history :-� &#39;

Oaterpillar.�Cylindrieal witli tlif: 11th segment humped, labrum
emarginate. General colour pale green above and below, with light

� brown head; hairs on- body white; «A few scattered hairs arising from
._ conspicuous jet-black spots. "First body segment marbled black and
5, White, remaining segments longitudinally striped, with �ne irregular

waved white markings. These markings on the infero-lateral portions
of the segments forming two continuous white lines, one bordering

lithe margin of the dorsal surface, the other just above the stigmata.
�TWO dark-grey, almost contiguous centro-dorsal lines. A dark-grey

})and along themiddle portion of each side, with black blotches touching
, tabove on segments four to eleven inclusively. Yellow spots included
 111 the lateral bands, on second to tenth segment, one for each segment.

,.T&#39;<",.-;u.~ -

I:f1&#39;T��aww

"" This insect is so named as corresponding to H ubner�s �gure of H. peltigera (in  Sckmett. Noctuce, pl. 63, fig. 300) more nearly than it does to his represen-
fj _ &#39; uiof H, armigera (Op. oit., pl. 79,f. 370). However, it may eventually be
discovered that both are laces of one species, a conclusion at which L1eut�Col.
I . Swinhoe seems to have arrived (vid. P.Z.S., 1884, p. 518). The species of
""_9l.i0tl1lS81&#39;e very liable to variation. Ileliotlzis rulnescens, Walker, also occurs
�:|bo_ut Brisbane, and may, too, be only another form of H. arm27_qera. The plate
5 ustrating the Corn VVorm in the Fourth Report of the United States Entomo-
�-::&#39;ca1 Commission gives representations of the peltigera andnrnzrzgera races, whilst
�_ 1&#39;" illustrating a single insect with the latter designation.
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Stigmata black. Piliferous spots, slightly raised, jet black, and
arranged as follows :�One spot above the stigma on the �rst segment,
two within the yellow spot o�the second and third; one below and 4*"
two within the black blotch of the fourth, the tenth, and the eleventh
segments ; two above and two below ; forming a rhomb, from the �fth
to ninth segments inclusively. Head marbled with white, mandibles
tipped with black. Length, 1% inch; breadth, T33 inch.

Olzrg/salz&#39;s.�The chrysalis is dark-brown; the abdominal segments
are laterally punctated anteriorly ; the last segment is somewhat
elongated, and is terminated by two straight almost contiguous spines,
one of which is longer than the other. Length, 17 mm. (-125 inch). J�

Mot7z.�Win gs moderately broad, straight in front, apex rounded,
external margin oblique, posterior slightly recurved. Thorax above":
light-fawn coloured; abdomen whitish at "base, light brown beyond.
Forewings light fawn-coloured ; orbicular spot indistinct light brown 5
with dark centre; reniform spot similar but more distinct; afew &#39;3
light brown oblique marks on the costal edge; two very indistinct
light brown lines obliquely upwards from posterior border at base to &#39;1�:
orbicular spot, another to reniform spot; outer and marginal waved
lines similarly light brown, space included by them pink internally
and light purplish gray externally forming a fascia across the disc �:4
with small black points on the veins, outer edge of wing with line of �3
black points�one between each two veins, and fringed with cilia,
which are brown at the base and purplish red beyond. Hindwings,
paler, semidiaphanous towards base; veins brown, disco;-cellular dis- ,
tinctly marked but scarcely forming a brown lunule. A broad marginal Iblackish band across the disc, reaching to the outer edge, sufqlaged with
reddish pink, a blotch of which colour generally occurs cont uous to
border in the space included by the median veins: this blotch when "
not reddish pink is white. Beneath : The fore wing has the orbicular
and reniform spots black and vet? distinct; discal band blackish,
discontinued at hind median and. pin ishpred anterior to �fth subcostal
venule. Hind wing with discal band sirg�larly dark-coloured and red-
pink anteriorly. Sexes alike, but rytle the smaller. Expanse of wings, R?1.5. inch to 1% inch. � � �, V

.4,..4"¢":

*3.�-... .

_". .--�~y::. \. « ,,4

, We

.Habz&#39;fs.-The moth which may be observed during the evening
quickly vibrating its wings in nervous �ight as it hovers over some
�ower, deposits its eggs singly on the plant. These, according to the
degree of develo ment to which themaize has arrived, are placed on
different parts 0? it. Deposited on the young leaf, the caterpillar, &#39;
when hatched, �rst gnaws at these and then works its way downwards
to the leaf-sheath, and so arrives at the cob, the husk of which it
pierces. The young caterplilar may also be born upon the tassel or
upon the silk or top of the cob, in which case also it �nds its way to_ 1
the maize kernels. It is exceptional only that it enters the stalk �f
of the maize plant and con�nes its depredations to this part of
plant. Usually a single caterpillar is found in every_a9b which :5
signs of being damaged by the corn worm, but sometimes there
not one present, the original culprit having moved to another plan.
The maize may be attacked at any stage during its growth, and 4;�?
�wor1n� may be found even in cobs which are harvested. Whe�
fully matured, the caterpillar �nds its way to the soil, and benea &#39;.
this excavates a small elongated cavity, within which it changes to th;
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_.asoon hatched from the chrysalis, but the number of broods which occur
ll�_ tiring the year, in any part of the -Qlony, has not yet been ascer-tained. We hgmvlel observed the moth �ying at Brisbane during January,

§,Februar , an ay. It i: Worthy of remark that the so-called corn worm by no means
restricts its"at;ce11ti0n to maize. VVe have found it within the pods of

peas, and also within green passion fruit, feeding on the seeds of
these plants, and also probably�for we have not veri�ed its occur-
 rence under these circumstances by breeding the moth-in the ovaries
 of quite ab number of different plants, including the tomato amongst
 their num er.

 Remedies.-�VVhen oncle the caterpillar has attacked the corn little
7" can be done to stay the�injury due to its presence. To prevent its
 _ subsequent appearance, it is perhaps expedient to remove the means
 for its subsistence by adopting a rotation in crops which do not afford
 it food, with those that do. The practice of allowing the maize crop
 to remain in the �eld until late in July, although it may to a certain
Jiiextent secure the corn from the attacks of weevil, is about the best
ff way for ensuring the perpetual presence of the pest now under con-
 sideration. We would especially point out that we have discovered
 that this pest is practically identical with the notorious Boll Worm
 (Heliotkis a7&#39;m&#39;we7) of the United States, which for several years past
� has been known to include the maize plant amongst the many others,

besides cotton, whose seeds or seed capsules it attacked. In 1881 this
pest, as Pfbfessor Riley informs us, did excessive injury to the corn

- in the more northern States, and is otherwise regarded as �one of
I the mo widespread and injurious� which farmers in these regions
g experienced. It thus� happens that anything written concerning the
 &#39;Boll orCotton Worm is singularly pertinent to this report. VVe may
 "therefore add that the following fO1�lIl of lamp has been recommended
 by J. H. Conistock for cal�bringi the Heliothis moths, and has been
7 1 stated by him to have been :ttse�d*�vvitlt� success in Central Texas in pro-
 tecting the cotton crops fixléul the pest under consideration :��The&#39;. whole apparatus (which -is of veg simple construction) consists of
 three pieces; �rst, .1; shallow ti �pan 15 by 10 inches; second, a
common kerosene lamp with a half-inch wick, and large enough to
-�fburn all night; third, a common lantern top large enough to place
9: over the lamp and protect it from wind and rain.� The following is
Ejthe method of use :��The lamp is placed in the middle of the pan
,_ and the latter �lled with water, on which has been put a small quantity
&#39; of kerosene. The whole thing is placed upon a post, high enough to
.�_y be above the top of the crop.� VVith reference to the outlay which
jthis procedure will necessitate, there is first the initial cost of the
Fapparatus, to which must be added that of the kerosene and the
ilabour involved, items whose amount will depend on local circum-
 In America it has been found that �the cost of the lamp is
 ents (2s.1d.), and the cost of burning it and labour about 35 cents
"T s. 5�;:d.) per month.� _ In practice the insect is attracted by the
A� ht, comes into contact with the lamp and then falls into the

sene �oating on the surface of the water in the pan, and is so
stroyed.* ~ "

*  Report Comm. Agr., U.S.A., 1880, p. 239.

3

4.3
.Q"

lhrysalis condition. During the summer months the moth is probably�
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The Corn Wo1*m (Heliothis ar-miger, var. pe_ltz&#39;_qem) has a ve,1!y.:~;&#39;i.:
extended range of occurrence, and is met with not only in America?�
and Australia, but also in Europe, South Africa, Southern Asia, and
even in New Zealand. In India, as Surgeon-Greneral Balfour has?
stated, �it attacks the leaves and capsules of the Poppy and all the
various pulses, especially the Mussors (Ervum lens), Ghana (Cieer,-=«i
arietinum), , and Murtur (Pisum sativzmz), less frequently U1-bu;-¥:.�.
(Otgjanus -�_2��c_Zz&#39;cus), boring into poppy capsules and feeding, on the
seeds.�* «It may be interesting to remark that about the �rst 11ioth_s.;,Z.
of Heliothis armiger reared in Europe, were raised in 1864: by Pm.-_.*j_
fessor Heer, of Zurich, from caterpillars which he fed on maize.

Jé.1(.>�

«mini?1

.;_

..�
CORN WORM N0. 2 (Conoget/Les pmzctiferalis, Guen.). .1;

Injury quite as extensive and of similar nature is often caused by.
the caterpillar of the small yellow m0th���O&#39;0n0_qe�zcs purzctéferalis.
(Vzd. p. 77.) v:

THE RED-BANDED GILERUCA (.? Luperoclcs, sp.).
This is a small oval-shaped pale yellowish-coloured beetle rather I

more than }�, inch in length, which has a red band across the base and
a spot of the same colour in the centre of the wing covers, and a dark-
brown central area beneath. The antennae are long and �liform.

It is not known that it develops any destructive propensities at
Toowoomba, or even that it occurs there, though this is highly probable
in View of the fact that it is generally distributed along the coast
lands from the Southern limit of the colony to the latitude of the
Johnstone River.

]Vaz�m*e of Ivijmjz/.�It has been reported, by l\Ir. C�. J. Wilrl, that
at Nerang, near Southport, this beetle occasionally does considerable
damage to the maize by feeding in the grain when this has arrived at &#39;
that stage when it is about to lose its green colour. As many as 4..
twenty beetles may be found within a single cob�though there may jh
be no special outward indication of&#39;their presence. They may occa-V 1
sionally gnaw away quite half the g_1;ains which it containsfr ,

The following description may serve �to identify the beetlejto ;
which these remarks relate :�  &#39;

Luperodes, sp.�Pale yellow, with a broad band across the anterior ii�:
portion of the elytra, and a spot about midway between this and the .3
hind extremity of each, sanguincous; metathorax dark-brown, labrum 9"
light-brown, mandibles light�brow11 _dark-brown tipped ; joints of pi
antennae from �avous to dark-brown at the extremities; head and
body glabrous. Head immersed in prothorax to hind border of orbits,� ~
smooth above, with sides behind the eyes coarsely punctured. Clypeiis .;:extending back between antennas in an aceuminate point which reaches
just beyond hinder border of antennary fossae. Mandibles four-toothed,

* �In Agricultural Posts of India," London, 1887, p. 68. These remarks areij-if
made in reference to H. armiger, but for the varieties under which this insect ocqursg
there, as mentioned by the author, it is evident that they are equally pertinent to 11119 �i *
habits of the race peltiigera, which is also commonly found in India.

1* Unfortunately the depredations of the Luperodes are not restricted to 5�:
maize plant. In March, 1889, Mr. R. �J. Gray intimated that: this beetle
destroying everything in his garden. Leaves of rose, mango, and �g, from whi ,7,
all the tissue, except that composing the venation, had been .remove;l, bore out th"
statement. It has occurred at Brisbane, as T-lr. II. Hocking; has informed us, upo�,
mangoes, whilst the latter are in �ower, qnii ~ destroying their blossoms.

_�., 
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one strong outer-tooth and three smaller ones internal to this, of
h the innermost is very� small and blunt. Maxillary palps with
ultimate joint long obconic, and terminal joint almost as large as

&#39;=-L�: in the form of a rather sharp cone. Labrum shallowly emar-
ate; eyes coarsely granulated ; antennae slender �liform, springing
/m between the eyes, the antennary fossae being opposite the
jddle of the inner border of the orbital fosszc, and distinct from
3&#39;1�. lst joint, long claviform; 2nd, oblong; 3rd, a lit�, longer;
 as long as the first, and longer than second and third united;
maining joints subequal, but rather decreasing in length distally.
:.rothorax at least twice as broad as long, the anterior border straight,
Ear. elateral and posterior rounded. The angles obtuse, the anterior
Ones swollen, the surface without any transverse groove. Scutellum
ixmlispicuous, in the form of� an equilateral triangle. Elytra oblong-
dilated, and very obtuse behind. Surface regularly convex, and
�llonfusedly punctured. Epipleurae well de�ned, concave, broad in
;-trout, for a short distance of equal breadth, then widened, and then
�iigradually narrower, and vanishing before reaching end of elytra.
iigresternum reduced to a narrow line between the legs widened out
Ifon each ide behind to meet the prothoracic epimera. Cotyloidal
ieavities of 1st pair thus complete behind. Metasternum well developed
find very convex, extending forwards to form the inner half of the
,to,tyloidal cavities of the middle pair of legs, the hind border with a
�central deep cleft forming two contiguous strong blunt teeth. Legs

!�sle&#39;nder,1st pair short, hind pair about twice the length of these.
�Tibi:B armed with terminal spurs, those of 1st and 2nd pair very short,
:,f.that- of hind pair long. Posterior tarsi with 1st joint longer than
-jg� the three following united, the 2nd and 3rd subequal in length.
;=;¢Uncinuli appendiculate and divaricate. Length 2% lines (5 mm.).
A. Notwithstanding the fact that this beetle has the anterior
Vacetabulae complete, it is placed in the group Luperiteae of the
i_Ga.lerucineae, since J. S. Baly has shown (Proc. Lin. Soc., Lond., vol.
&#39; &#39; ., .156, Lond., 1888) that the�, state of the acetabulze cannot be
regarded as a primary character in-rdividin g the Gralerucineze into sec-
.,�tions. The species of this group hitherto recorded are from the East
�Indies, Ceylon, and India. Although the antennae are somewhat

iferent, the insect under examination resembles a Luperodes.
.Habz&#39;ts.��This beetle, whilst in the larval condition, lives beneath

-,.._» surface of the soil. When adult it runs over herbage with con�
hiderable activity, and readily takes �ight.

Treatment.�-It is di�icult, with our present limited knowledge,
 suggest any remedy.

N 
     
     �U

LEAF-HOPPER (Fain. Fulgoridae, Delplzax, sp.).
, Thi insect is a small leaf-hopper, measuring rather less than
Win. in length, which has membranous well-developed wings. When

:2.�--J it is exceedingly active in its habits, springing with sudden-
 from its resting place on the least disturbance. Usually several
�ividuals of different ages occur congregated at one spot. Its
qstenance is derived from the sap of the plant on which it 1S met
,.th, and this it procures through the agency of a somewhat e�icient
roboscis. 
     
      N
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Attention was �rst directed to this insect as possibly injuring the-.1

maize plant by Dr. J. Bancroft. The latter submitted examples, rf
presumedly derived from the Moreton district; but furnished no s
information concerning the nature of the injury which they occasioned,
except that implied in the statement that they were found upon
growing maize. They have also been quite recently forwarded .b to
Mr. A. Alexander, of Ingham, from the Herbert River District. The
Delplzax  common in pastures about Brisbane, and especially in &#39;�_i
sheltered spots where the grass grows rankly. It is by no meansff
con�ned to maize, but may be met with on the naturalized Bromus ]
zmioloides, on Ofynodon dacz�z/lon, and upon many other grasses.

The following description will serve to identify the species :�
T/ze Adult.-�A small insect measuring less than 2 lines (3&#39;5 mm.) in E

extreme length, with the wings, which expand to rather more than 3 lines
(6&#39;5 mm.), de�exed�with the anterior borders downwards, and directed bacl:- ;
wards during repose. The face is bent obliquely under opposite the eyes, it},
and is continued into a blunt proboscis which extends just beyond the it
middle pair of. legs. The vertex of the heal is occupied by a small "
rectangular depressed area, from the ends of the fore-border of which arise
two keels, which unite to form a single mesial longitudinal keel which
traverses the centre of the front of the clypeus and hind part of rostrum.
From the same point also arise two other similar keels, which, following the
inner borders of the eyes, run parallel to the former, and form the lateral
boundaries of the compressed face, which is thus tricarinate. Two other :,l
keels arise, one from each inner fore-border of the eye, and meet the lateral
ones on the �rst joint of the proboscis. The keels are white-coloured E
bounded with dark-brown and have yellowish interspaces. The eyes are very 5
large and are emarginate in front; they extend to the upper surface and 7:
hind border of the head. A small dark-coloured ocellus is situated opposite
the fore-border of the eye within the lateral frontal ridge. The antenna ;
arise within the cmargination in the fore-border of the eyes. They are
three-jointed, with a terminal setiform jointed �agellum. Both the �rst
and second joints are very much enlarged, but the third joint is narrow
and very small. The �rst joint is cylindrical and slightly enlarged dis-
tally; the second joint is nearly twice as long as the �rst, and has
distal end swollen and rounded. It bears circlets of very short, dark- 5:
brown bristles. The rostrum is three-jointed, stout, and dark-tipped; it-�ii�;
extends just beyond the middle coxae. The prothorax is not quite so
broad as the head��includiug the eyes; it is rounded in front, excavated 3
behind, and light-yellow coloured, with three slightly raised and divergent ii
light stripes. The mcso-thorax is rounded in front, and produced intogjl
rather a long obtuse angle behind.. It has more pronounced��but other- i"
wise simi1ar�light ba.nds to those on the prothor-ax, and its fore-border�
is sometimes dark-coloured. The abdomen, in which seven joints may be
counted, is black, with orange-yellow between the segments. The wings
are as in other species of the genus D<lp7zaa:, and, in repose, extend about
é-line beyond the abdomen. The forewings are elongate, with almost
straight fore-borders, rounded outer-borders, and slightly excavated hind- &#39;_,lborders. They are clear and suifused behind with a slight yellowish-brown
tinge. The veins are brown, but those of the outer half much darker brown
than are those of the inner half. They give rise at the site of rather distant.-Si
tuberosities to short nearly black setae, which are very conspicuous on the�i.
inner halves of the wings. The hind wings are milky pellucid, broadly
triangular, with two slight emarginations along their oblique exterior bordersg,
Their veins are glabrous. The hind legs are by far the longest; their tibial:
and �rst and second tarsal joints have black terminal teeth; the tibia
terminated, in addition, by a large �nely dentate semi-elliptical plate. The
�rst and second joints of the tarsi of the fore pair of limbs have each.
small pulvillus, �
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  Lm~va.�When �rst hatched the young insect is not quite half a line in
gqpink, and, therefore, conspicuous. At a later stage, when both pair of
-�trjwlll s_ are represented by rudimentary organs, which are widely separate
3 "Ont e upper surface of the body, the insect is light-brown, with the pale
ifstripes of the thorax rather broad and continued to the extremity of the
ihbdomen. When older, fully developed wings are acquired. The skin is
if� molted several times as the lar 7a continues to grow.
-. Habz&#39;ts.�-The eggs are laid beneath the epidermis �(if the leaf-
 sheath of the maize or grass. On this may be noticed very small low
i--ielevations. Usually there are several�four or more�of these in a
 linear series, and there may be many series on a leaf-sheath. These
. swellings have a narrow ori�ce or small slit on one side. In this the
 eggs have been deposited, and through it the newly-hatched larva
 emerge. More than one egg is placed in each slit. As soon as born
 the young larvae may be observed on the maize or other grass just
 above the joint or node, with their probosces applied to the surface of
j�the plant tissue. This proboscis is canaliculate, and.._through it pass
;� the mouth organs -�four slender hairs. The latter are probably
*7 "inserted into-the stomata of the plants, and so the sap is imbibed.
if" The rostrum or proboscis, though narrow, is a somewhat blunt organ,
 and not itself adapted for piercing tissue. All the life of the insect is
 &#39;-passed upon the plant which sustains it. �Then maize fails, native
� grasses afford it food, but whether or not it hibernates during the
 V winter months, and, if so, in what condition has not been ascertained.
 When disturbed it makes prodigious leaps, aided in so doing by the
8� curious tibial plates of the hind legs above alluded to. It has

�not been recorded of any species of Delplmrw, nor indeed of any insect
belonging to the family FuZ_qorz&#39;da2, that it is destructive to economic

3, plants.
  Nature of Injury/.��Associated with the presence of these insects
, Ythere has been observed an affection which has much in common with
�the �Maize Disease� proper (p. 205). Mr. A. Alexander, of Ingham,

»~"i"writes:�� Before the green plants show any sign of disease, except
alighter hue in the centre, one may notice scores of young insects
(identical with those described in this article, H. T.), the size of

. mosquitoes, jumping about the centre of the stalk, after a while the
" latter will commence to Wither, and on pulling the ma1ze-plant

asunder one will perceive large numbers of larvae, the progeny of
~&#39;f_  these insects.� The �disease� which Mr. Alexander mentions, as
 far as may be concluded from exhibits he forwards, presents the
L-�following characters :��Upon the leaves, just beyond their origin from
.: the leaf-sheaths, there arise spots, blotches, and patches,measuring from

 ,._one line to four or more inches in greatest diameter, in which the green
 jcolol� has become discharged, and is replaced by a uniform brownish-
:.5._..white. These affected areas are usually elongated in the direction of the
1!--sgrowth of the leaf, and their limits are marked by faint narrow curved

E� ,&#39;1&#39; .
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ultimately dies. The leaf-sheaths exhibit similar phenomena towards
&#39;.,.their free borders. These symptoms are at times sufficiently pro-
ggnounced to lead to the destruction of a great portion of the maize-
ggcrop. During the season 1888-9, when �the enemy cropped up,� Mr.
"Alexander lost 75 per cent. of his maize from this disease, and his

. neighbours, at Ingham, also su�ered in consequence of its presence.

ength, and has little or no indication of wings. Its eyes at this time are �

brown lines. The tissue involved in these spots, blotches, or patches V
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To a portion of diseased maize-plant forwarded by Mr. Aleian "
~ were still adherent, though dried up, a few specimens of the leaf-hopp ._
�we have described -- in different stages of development, andit._i!n�igh�t lie �Ly
concluded from this that these insects give rise to all the �sy?i1b�§ton1&#39;s of -3.
disease recorded, and especially so seeing that they are both c&#39;o&#39;in- &#39;
petent to and do injure the maize-plant. We are not, however,
prepared to� admit as much concerning them, but only that they may
act as the�exciting cause of the Maize Disease�Which We are of
opinion is immediately due to another cause. The same insects may be
observed, as we have remarked, infesting quite a number of grasses
besides the maize-plant, but do not on them occasion any injury coni-
parable with the disease before us; and, again, a maize disease very
similar to that one, the symptoms of which we have described, may be ,f
met with when the leaf-hoppers are entirely absent from the crop.

MAIZE Arms.

We observed that the Maize at Toowoomba was in many instances
very much infested by aphides.

These well-known pests insinuate themselves between the young
leaves of the shoots, or crowd on the inner surface of the bracts as the
latter still enclose the ripening cob. In both cases they impair the
development of important vegetative organs. On the shoots opening &#39;
out, their component leaves present, usually, a characteristic crumpled
or corrugated appearance, as a result of the injuries in�icted by this pest. .

The Aphis itself we have not yet examined, but it is probably one
or other of the species already known as aifecting maize in other
countries. Amongst these are: Pemphigius boyeri, Pass., and Pem-
phigius zeze-maidis, L. and D., in Europe; and Aphis maidis, Fitch, in ,
America. .

It is satisfactory to have to record that at Toowoomba the Maize ��
Aphis is extensively preyed gipon by a Lady Bird, by the larva of a �
Chrysopa, and by that of a member of the Syrphidee. In addition
these, at St. Helena, Moreton Ba.y,&#39;a second kind of dipteron�a some--i.. .�
what diminutive insect��appears to destroy it.

FUNGUS DISEASES.

MAIZE RUST. N o. 1 (First stage�Uredo Maydis; second stage-==
Puccinia may/dis).

A fungus met with on maize at Toowoomba has been identi�ed,
by Dr. M. C. Cooke, with this species. The symptoms which charac-
terise its presence are scarcely to be distinguished from those whidh
are associated with the diseased condition caused by e Tilletiw vi
cpiplzg/lla, and it is scarcely possible to decide whether all the&#39;maize-
rust at Toowoomba is caused by this Uredo, and not in parfby the V.
latter fungus also�in fact, the two species, Without examination of i�-
the microscopic appearance of their spores, are so di�icult to separate ;,
tha.t,Messrs. Berkeley and Broome, who de�ned the Tilletia epiphylla, 5,
at �rst pronounced it to be nothing other than Uredo maydis. Our
acquaintance, as far as their injurious eifects are concerned, is, hoW-
ever, limited to this rust fungus, and our notes, relating to observations.
made atToowoomba, may fairly be considered to apply to it exclusively. 7 -or

_ Sf:/m_79ioms.��Spots or clouds of a greenish-yellow appear at�?/j
various points on the leaves, or leaf-sheaths. These, according to; A

I
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H w: 1&#39; size, contain one or many small brown swellings of a circular
�  elongated form. Each swelling having its origin in the parenchyma

.i¬�gWhen ;fIM§t�happens, the �gure of the protuberance on one side of
if�the leaf need not correspond with that on the other. On examination
izfof these weal-like bodies, it will be found that they are due to the
Kepiderm of the leaf on either side being bulged out, and that this
{iortion of the tissue is dead and brown-coloured, whilst the sur-
rounding part of the leaf is also affected, and is yellow instead
2 &#39;_of green. During the progress of the disease the dead tissue
V,� covering the swellings becomes ruptured, and it will be noticed
 now, or by previous examination of the contents of one of these
5 little weals, that the protuberances are caused by the accumulation of
,., masses of reddish dust-like matter within the tissue of the leaf. This
 �nely divided substance is made up of the uredo-spores of the fungus.
 These spores are very distinct in appearance from those of Tilletia

� epiphylla ; though the majority of them are circular in outline, others
are regular oval, and, having a diameter of from 001276� to &#39;O0l4.«89�
X .001�, are also larger. The epispore, or covering of the spore, is
also in the case Uredo maydis much thicker, and is also darker in

, colour than is that of Tilletia epiphylla. Its surface, too, instead of
V, being reticulated, and having regularly distributed elevated points, is
3 comparatively smooth, having only a few linear rugosities of varying

distinctness here and there. The epispo&#39;re, in this fungus, also seems
to almost fail at one or two obscure circular spots on the surface of
the uredo-spore. These probably mark the position in which the
mycelium will emerge when development �rst commences.

We �rst noticed Uredo maydis at Mount Pleasant, on 8th February,
, and Mr. Hitchcock, the proprietor of that estate, informed us that he
i had never seen it on his corn before. There, as elsewhere, it was
ft found associated with the fungus of the maize disease proper, due,
 - s we shall see, to another parasite~�Helmintlzospo�zmz, and not infre-
 �lfuently the two pests occurred not only on the same plant but on the
� same leaf also. Further, by gradual encroachment of the diseased

condition, due to the HeZmz&#39;nt7zosporz&#39;um fungus, the pustules of the rust
may eventually come to occupy a position within the areas of the
tissue of the leaf affected by it. Notwithstanding, the nature and
extent of the injury occasioned by the two fungi are very different.
The maize disease proper covers a much wider area, and is apparently
limited only in its destructiveness by the extent of the leaf itself.

V M�reover, it spreads over the surface with far greater rapidity, and
 _ is accompanied by no unevenness or rupture inithe epiderm of
, the leaf which it has assailed, as happens in the case of Uredo mayclis.
 This iiust fungus of the maize probably exerts a much less prejudical
I4] in�uence on the health of the plant than does the analogous fungus in
 e case of wheat. At present we have not made the acquaintance of
3; any Puceinia stage referable to this Maize Ureclo.*

um _..

* It has, however, been reported as occurring in other countries, where it is
lyjlinown as Pucci-mica maydis, Carr. Since the above account has been written we have
 received F. Lawson Scribner�s description of both it and the Uredo stage, drawn
_�_;§1Ip-f-rom American examples of affected maize. He remarks concerning the former :�
 Puccinia Stage.��The contents of the later-formed pustules will be found to be
gllmost �black, and that � these black pustules are composed of dark-coloured
�ffipores (teleutospores), having a very different structure and function from the
s �.-. 
     
     _&#39;

.~q&#39;the =l&#39;eaf extends to both pages of it, though not always so.�
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.Rcmedies.�Any remedies can only be of a preventive nature, a , .
must be similar to those which experience may suggest as beings; \
serviceable in warding off the rust from wheat. Attention, however, i
to the proper cultivation of the soil is the �rst consideration:

MAIZE RUST, No.2 (Tilletia epiphglla).

This disease has not come under our notice when examining .
growing maize; but we are indebted to Mr. F. M. Bailey, F.L.S., for .5
typical illustrations of it, afforded by specimens identical with those.
originally forwarded by him to the undermentioned English specialists.�
In treating of Maize Rust No. 1 We have dealt with the differences 09
which exist between Ureclo maydis and Tilletia epipkglla. ,,

»S&#39;_;/mptoms.�A dried specimen of a portion of a maize leaf very
much a�ected-by this disease presented the following appearances :-
The normal green colour was here and there discharged and replaced
by a rusty yellow, which occupied very irregular, cloud-like areas,
much interrupted, and extending over some inches of the surface. In
the midst of this altered tissue there were little protuberances ; these
marked the sites of spots where the epidermis on each side of the
leaf was abruptly raised up. These little elevations were sometimes
round, but at other times elongated in the direction of the length
of the leaf; they measured from §L6in. to 7&#39;5 in. in diameter. The
portion of epidermis raised up was not only dead, but the cells of
which it was constituted were evidently stretched, and in many cases it
was ruptured, exposing to view a light rust-coloured dust. Spots
occurring singly on the leaf were found to be surrounded by a little _
halo of light rusty-yellow, and it was by the in�uence of several of these
pustules which had originally arisen near together, that the cloud-like
areas of the same colour had been formed. Sometimes these little
spots of light rusty-yellow were present, but did not surround little
elevations of distended epidermis, but in these cases a nucleus of some
foreign matter within the tissue occupied by these spots could always.
be detected by the aid of transmitted light. The disease was evidently
one which originated in the parenchyma of the leaf. On opening one
of these protuberant bodies it was found that it contained numerous
rust-coloured particles more or less compacted together, and arising
from a little cushion of minute and short �bres. These particles are
the spores of the fungus. Their general shape is round, with a
diameter of 00010635 inch, but their symmetry is usually obscured
by the fact of their having been previously compacted together. Their
surface is thimble-punctured (reticulated) with little sharp elevations
between the punctures, the reticulation being best seen when air is
uredospores. The stalks which bear them are stronger and do not separate from
them. Each spore is broadly elliptical in outline with both ends rounded, or with
the apex occasionally tliickenctl and pointed. The surface is smooth. A partition
is placed across the middle which divides the interior of the spore into two cavities.
At germination each part may germinate independently, so that this may be called
-.1. double spore. At. the partition the spore is constricted, and it is twice as long as
broad; some are a hall� longer and broader than others, and the longest are 8. ye�little narrower than the (l1a1ncte1&#39; of the ure(lospores. They measure "0006 to &#39;0009
inch by &#39;H012 to �U018 inch. &#39;l�lu-_,v may he called rest ing spores, because they remain
dormant throughout the winter and germinate the next season, again producing
the rust and thus ]7t�1�[)Cl~ll:l-l�l]lg its c&#39;xistcnce.���F. Lawson Scribner, in Report ofthe
Com. of Ag;-., U.t§�../1,1887, p. 390.
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resentiwithin the spore and the elevations on viewing� its edges.
Jressrs. Berkeley and Broome thus describe this fungus :�-

�Tilletia epiphylla (Berk. and Br.), n. sp. Pustulis brevibus
sepiphyllis, sporis globosis laevibus pallide fuscis.���Rev. M. J.
{Berkeley and O�. E. Broome, Trans. Lin. Soc. Lond., 2nd Ser. Bot.,
�ii., 3.)
, �Pustules from 3}; to -§� line in length, pale brown, occupying a
-%.yellowish spot on leaves of maize. Spores smooth, globose, about 01:04:
finch in diameter, �lled with granules. Ureclo mag/clz&#39;.s&#39; DC. is a much
i,*�l�arger plant, with much smaller spores.�� (Brisbane. F. M. Bailey,
;}No. 221, p. 67.) List of F. from Brisb., Qd., with desc. of Ii. sp.

THE � MAIZE DISEASE.�

if T. � I.�DIGEST or PREVIOUS REPORTS AND COMMENTS.

. (A.) The following Report emanated from a blight-stricken district
5. of New South Wales, and appeared in the Macleay Argus. It is written
 by Mr. E. Rudder, and f )I&#39;mS portion of an article relating also to
 some errors in maize cultivation :�- _
_~ � I do not think that disease of any kind, as a caigse, had anything to
f..do in the matter, but �rml believe that the mischie was caused y an extraordinary and uns&#39;eason)z7Lble change in the temperature. It should be
5 remembered that the failure of last year�s crop Was marked by some
5. signi�cant and characteristic features that rendered it peculiar. So far as
. the Bellinger, the Maeleay, the Hastings, and the Manning, the attack
it�: was universal and simultaneous, and the result in all cases precisely similar.
- This being the case we must seek for some cause adequate to produce such

an effect. The diseases common to maize, wheat, and other cereals, rust and
smut for instance, are generally connected with some predisposing condition,
such as excess of moisture, defective drainage, over luxuriance, &c. These
and similar diseases make their appearance in detached spots, from Which

3 they spread With varying degrees of rapidity according as the conditions are
1 favourable orbthervvise: neither are the results always the same ; they vary
&#39; in the same �eld, and in a greater degree in the same district. Some

localities may escape entirely, while in others contiguous, every plant is
destroyed. Such being the case, it is� useless to seek for the cause among
diseases of the character before mentioned su�ieient to produce a result like
the failure of last season�s late maize crop. _ _

� To support my view of this matter I must draw attention to the fact
that, shortly before the signi�cant change in the appearance of the maize
 began to attract observation, We experienced a most unusual and violent
 change of Weather, amounting to a transition of summer heat to the cold of
E Winter�at the time it was reported that frost had been seen on several
_;_, farms. I did not see it, but I do not question the statement, as the tem-
&#39; perature seemed to be quite low enough to produce it. Prior to this
i phenomenon the weather had been for some time disagreeably hot, and the
 several districts had been favoured with a seasonable fall of rain. _St.imu-
4 lated by these favourable conditions, the late crop had made a rapid and
 luxuriant growth, and Was looking splendid up to the day When the extra-
� ordinary change of temperature occurred. N on�, sir, maize, though capable
35 of resisting great heat and enduring drought, is_ very susceptible of cold;
it very slight frost Will prevent the grain niaturiiig, and severe frost vrill
 destroy the plant during any stage of its growth. _h ow, the hosts to whi_eli
 have alluded happened at the time when the vital energies of the maize
:,.»pla.nts were in fullest activity; the violent change _ot&#39; teiiiperature arrested
 the flow of sap, causing congestion, which resulted in the slow death of the
plant. ln every case I examined, the highest and most exposed leaves.3
giwere the most affected; they partially withered, and their natural colour

As.�
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changed to dark�-brown and straw colour; the lower and better protected �,
leaves remained for some time apparently unchanged�in short, the p , &#39; �A
appeared to die from the top down. The effect on the growing cob was not";
discernible for some time after the leaves showed signs of dying. The change
in their condition was made manifest by the husk becoming loose;and �T
changing to a straw colour. I examined many of them at this stage,{a�nd
in every instance found that the grain had been formed and well developed �l
up to a p.oint corresponding with the age of the plant, the appearance-:�
exactly agreeing with that of ordinary frost-bitten corn; in no case did I see
the slightest indication of disease.� . y

Mr. Rudder�s communication on the Maize Disease, as it pre-
sented itself in the Macleay district of New South Wales, wasg
reproduced in the Town and Oouvztrgx Jozmzal, Sydney, 16th J anuary,}.
1886, with the following additional information :�

� We are in receipt of plants � blighted� maize from the Macleay district,
and have examined some under the microscope. The indications are similar, _
precisely, to those observed last year, in maize from the same quarter,
from the Manning and also from Queensland. There are no appearances of
fungoid growth, of smut or rust, no spores, or anything of that kind visible
on the fresh plants, but the cells of the younger corn sent are ruptured in�-&#39; a
manner which may prove S1ll�C¥,[1�t to account for the wilting of the com,
the grain included.� " �

(B.) � Report ohfour samples of Jlfaize received from River 3
.Hastin_qs�&#39;* by E. Haviland, F.E�.S. . _,�

The report itself is a very brief one; it merely recites the fact that D
the disease is due to the presence on the maize plants of a fungus; and
that this fungus is, in the author�s opinion, Ustilago Oamdollei. The �
phenomena attending the growth and development of fungi of the
class to which this Ustilago belongs; the general relation of leaf-
parasites to their host plants ; and the nature of the in�uence which
they exert on those which they attack, are then referred to ; as also the
preventive measures which, in the case of the maize disease, should be
resorted to in order to check its re-occurrence in places where it has
once appeared.

No precise indication of the symptoms which characterised this
disease, as found in the maize plants under observation, is given in the
report; but from the �particulars of the examination of each parcel-�
we may conclude that the disease primarily was one of the vegetative
organs�although the fungus which occasioned it was sometimes met
with in the � cob.� The following are some of the conditions noticed
in different plants :�(1) � The whole of the leaves (were) �dead
through their entire length and clouded.� (2) The sheathing portions
of the leaves (was) much diseased and covered to some extent along
the leaves by cloudy markings.� (3) There were in this plant� symp-
toms of disease at the nodes (joints) of the stem.� In another the
disease formed � isolated spots,� and in other plants it was found that
the � leaves (were) slightly diseased,� � mostly diseased��(the
disease) extending somewhat to the cuticle of the stem� or �very
mlich diseased.�

:7 fIn the character of � a most exhaustive report . . . . on the maize g
disease,� this was submitted on the 15th February, 1886, to the New South .
Wales Grovernment by the Chief Draftsman in the Department of Mines. It was
officially circulated as a pamphlet (pp. 1-4) and was also printed in the Sydney
Morizing Herald, February, 1887, the Brisbane Courier, 9th March, 1887, and in
several other newspapers. ~
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Mi The �cobs eemed to have suffered in direct proportion to the in-
 ynsity With which the disease was manifested, in the leaves or other
farts of the plants which bore them. In one case �the cob had failed

,, tirely, leaving only a small mass of (decayed) matter;�� in other
�fin, �es �two-thirds of the grain had disappeared, and many of these
ugtlrat remained presented a shrivelled, half-rotten appearance � and so on.
 r These descriptions of what Mr. Haviland really saw are couched
1_}=in such general terms that no very precise conclusions as to the
 nature of the disease ma.y be inferred from them; but we can have
 little doubt that the evidence on which he based his decision that the
 aifeetion was due to the presence of a particular fungus, Ustilago
Caudollei, was purely imaginary; and even it were not, as far as it

,, is set forth by him, it does not support his interpretations of the
V-disease. Many text-books on botany record the results of the Rev.

V M. J. Berkeley�s classical investigations concerning the development
ofustilaginous fungi ; but they do. not all tell us, as was the case, that

; his description of the successive stages arrived at in the development
.; ..gf the spores of Tilletia�the fungus which he had before him��was
; the outcome of observations made on « ése spores after they had been
 isolated from the host-plant of this �fungus, and related to their
&#39; behaviour then; and that the phases in the life-history of this

Tilletia to which _� referred were not only successive in their event,
-�but occupied some considerable time in their progress. Since 1847
numerous other investigators have repeated Berkeley�s experiments,
and, as we have his authority for stating, have not through their
labours added anything to our knowledge of the subject. Notwith-
standing, as it may be according to the �tness of things that the
phenomena to which he directed attention then should be seen upon
examining a diseased plant and within its tissues, so many, no doubt,
have imagined that they saw them in this situation; but it has been

_ granted to Mr. Haviland alone to discover the existence of � the
F� mycelium of the fungus Ustilago . . . . . . with masses of pseudo-
, and true spores (of the same fungus), forming a grumous mix-
; ture, vpompletely choking the vessels, in a portion of the sheathing of

the cob of a maize plant; pseudo- primary and secondary spores
(together) in particles of decayed matter taken from an abortive cob,�
or �some few spores (of Ustilago) in the ovary of a grain (of maize
derived from a diseased plant) tr/erm2&#39;7z.atz&#39;72g.� hforeover, the objective

 I preseiitment of an Ustilago, to quote the definition given by the author
Of _the �Handbook of British 1*�ungi�-��M. C. Cooke �is a fungus
which, with other characters also, has �spores of one order� only.�*

. _ Ustilago Candollei, Tulasne, is a fungus which was published by
» M. -C. Cooke in his �Fungi Britannici Exsiccati,� 2nd series, No.

.72, and referred to subsequently by him, in the �Grrevillea,� as
occurring on the �owers of Pelargonium. There are, however, other
ustilaginous fungi, which are known to aifect maize and this plant
only. These are :�-(1) Ustilago Maydis (Uorda), �rst described by

E 
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      &#39;Urec7o.Ma_1/dis. This occurs in different European countries, andiin
in; America, but according to Cooke, �we have no knowledge of

Australia-n speeimens.��r It is known as the �maize smut,� and

�f 031. cq&#39;t., p. 511.
1&#39; � Australian Fungi� in � Grevillea.� Vol. xi., 1882-3, 1). 98.

�_�

De Candolle in Flore fo&#39;a7zpa2&#39;se (vol. vi., p. 77), under the name of .
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forms � excrescences more or less voluminous, and defonmed� on
stems of this plant�-the bracts and ovaries being alsé)2i�volved.�ii:l,i&#39;;
similar enlargements.
dark powder�- the spores of the fungusfx� (2) Ustilago pulvera �a�.
(Ooolce), a pulvernlent fungus �occupying the male �orets (of _,e�
maize), but very different in habit from U. maydis.� It has hitherto
only been found a.t Lahore, and not in Australia�? Finally there is
(3) Tilletia epiphylla, Berle. and Broome, afungus which forms � pus.
tules from f to % a line in length, pale brown, occupying a yellowish
spot on leaves of maize.� This has � spores smooth, globose, about�
00014: inch in diameter, �lled with granules�: ,

From this review of the known ustilaginous fungi which aifec
the maize, it will be very evident that Mr. Haviland had none of them 7�
before him, and from a consideration of the character presented by
numerous other species of this group, it seems highly probable that
no member of it was concerned in producing the diseased conditions
which he describes. As concerning preventive measures, his opinion is
worth consideration. He remarks (p. 2): �Nothing, I think; can
be done to save a crop when, once aifected ; but I should earnestly
advise those concerned, as preventive measures for future crops, to
destroy by �re all culms, roots, and leaves of the present diseased
crop ; to avoid planting maize year after year upon the same ground;
to obtain seed for the next planting from some distant source, where
it can he aseeirtained that there has been no disease (the italics are
ours) ; and by taking such measures, best known to practical farmers,
as are likely to increase the vigour of the crop, and thus to give it
every chance of resisting the attacks of this fungus should it again
make its appearance.�

(0.) Report on the _]lIaz&#39;ze Blight to the Board of Technical Education
of New South Wales. By Wm. Morris, F.F.P.S. G., and F.R.]l[.S.L.
is . . . . . &#39;

__,,_ This IS as follows:���I have examined, microscopically, the
sample plant of diseased maize you sent me; also several specimens
fresh from the country, which Mr, Mackay, of the Town and Country
Journal, kindly obtained for me. Your specimen consisted of one
plant and three cobs of corn, evidently having been gathered several
weeks. The specimens received from Mr. Mackay were still green
and fresh, only a few days old, and consisted of several stalks, leaves,
and one cob of corn, not ripe. The �rst three cobs were grown to
maturity, fairly healthy, a little pinched in the grain. The other
was not ripe, and appeared to be in good condition; no diseased grain
in either sample.
or smut (Us2&#39;z&#39;la_qo). The various fungi that are visible arise from
the decay of the dead portion of the leaves, and these black fungi are
always to» be found on decaying vegetable matter. There is not the

_ "� For 2: description of the history, external appearance, and the fungus, &c.,
of the dlSt&#39;u:U due to this Ustilago, the reader is referred to an able article by A.
B. Seymour in the Rupert oi" the Commissioner of Agriculture, U.S.A. 1887, pp.
380-389, pl. xii., xiv.

1* �Some Indian ~Fungi,� by M. C. Cooke, l\I.A.
ll5.

I �Li/. of Fungi from Brisbane, Queensland, with descriptions of new
species,� by Rev. M. J. Berkeley, and C. E. Broome. Trans. Lin. Soc. Lond.,
2nd Ser., Bot., ii. 3, 237.

Grevillca, vol. iv., 1875-6, p.

r u
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These enlargements ultimately breakdown i�nto.~�:§§:¢.7
.
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On the stalks and leaves I cannot detect any rust � .~
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Vt sign of any swelling, contortion, or distortion on any part of
plantsylwhich would be if it had been attacked with a Ustilago

_mut). - «A . From the examination of the above, specimens, it
 ears to me that the plant having been stunted in the early part of

 its. owth, probably from want of sut�cient moisture, a copious sudden
i-_ fall- of rain taking place, the plant absorbed more moisture than it
 could properly utili:_.e. This caused the stem to increase in size quicker
, than its siliceous cuticle could bear the strain of, causing small �ssures
 to be formed in the stein near the joints. The cellular tissue now being
"xposed to the action of the air, fermentation immediately set up,
�he torulae spores sent out their �laments (mycelium), which rainifying
rough the cellular tissue caused decomposition at the joints, and a

 gradual decay of the leaves, which now became covered with the
, minute black spots, which are the fungal scavengers of all decaying
" vegetable matter. From these observations you may dismiss any idea

of a fungoid (rust or smut) character : you may call it maize gangrene,
_or eellulitis, as there are any amount of bacteriae to be found on the
diseased vegetable tissue at the joints.�*

It may be concluded that the specimens with which Dr. Morris
 was furnished, and on which his report is founded, were scarcely
 typical illustrations of the maize disease. It will be noticed that he
� incidentally notes the occurrence on these plants of what he describes

.&#39; as �black fungi arising from the decay of the dead portion of the leaf,�
« or in other words � a gradual decay of the leaves which became covered

with minute black spots.� These black spots were present on the
plants at the time when he received them, but he regarded them
merely as secondary symptoms or examples of � the fungal scavengers

ii� of all decaying vegetable matter,� and it does not seem to have
occurred to him that they might have existed on the plants when they
were still growing. In the case of the Torula fungus in the tissue!�
the explanation given was no doubt the proper interpretation of its
presence. Thus he concluded that the maize disease owed its origin, of
was caused by purely meteorological events.j�_

.

-._. �Y «,,.r_...- V. 
     
     &#39;0»

Dr. Morris afterwards��in May, 1886��read a paper on the maize
blight, illustrated by four preparations of the fungus, at a meeting of
the Microscopical Section of the Royal Society of New South Wales.
In this the author concludes that � the fungus growth belongs to the
Torulacei, having no perithecium nor investing membrane to the spore
cases. The fruit forms the greater part of the plant, and grows on
the fertile threads in inoniliform chains of spores. The spores formed
from the deciduous joints may be simple or articulated. As the spores

M comprise the principal part of the plant, many of the spores become
 pulverulent, the spores being diffused through the air in an impalpable
, dust.�

 "" Austr. Medical Gazette, April, 1886, p. 183. _ &#39; _
�l� P. A. Saccardo has �gured a Torula which, as far as is known, is peculiar

G
�.

to the decaying tissue of inaizc. It is named Torula inoniloides, Corda. This.�vsrepresentation is to be found in Fungi IiaIi(.&#39;i Aufograp/zicc Diliizmti, No. 94-8.
I That these views concerning the inaizc disease did not meet with general

acceptance may be concluded from the fact tliat � owing to the _diseussion on the
report submitted by Dr. Morris, the Board of Technical Education resolved not to
publish -it.� It would appear however that had Dr. Noriis received in the first
instance better material with which to prosecute his iiivestigations, these views

�f. &#39; regarding the value of them might have been considerably modi�ed.
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. C&#39;ar» ��mgyseoohn killed and the cob does not �ll out.� The secretary of the�.

� and threatens a real danger _to a most important industry. Or � la -&#39;
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Q� qd&#39;a11.se of rust i11 wheat, but belongs to another genus.� �
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(1).) Report on �Disease in Jllaize Crops�  49-qf&#39;_�Te.e7iEducation of New South Wales. By A7z_qu§$�_&#39;,£il./[a§.§&#39;Zi3/,"&#39;
,- in Ag7&#39;z&#39;culz!u7&#39;e.*
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Amongst matter which is somewhat foreign  inquiry, sue: -h = �- i
that which relates to the condition of the maize crop in different dist�i,
of New South Wales, and the manner in which seed corn shoufdtg:
selected, Mr. Maekay informs us that � the symptoms of the disease. ll,
are��rst, an unnatural paleness of the leaf; then, appearances "of:
dirty, whitish-looking spots and patches.� Witli reference «to its "
immediate cause he remarks: �Maize leaves and plants . . . .
with the whitish blotches and black specks are found to contain .
germs of fungus growth;� again, � microscopic examinations . .&#39; if}.
leave no doubt that fungus growths have much to do with it.� On thgf.
origin of the disease he makes this suggestion :��� It may be that
trying seasons, 1884-5-6 have, by their exhausting effects upon� this -;
hitherto (in Australia) very hardy and perfectly health . _, _, o_ � f
developed an indigenous parasite until it has become an ep� «W.

fungus may have been introduced in seed corn, or in the very daétgaged
maize landed here in large quantity from Islands of the  7
during the years of scarcity mentioned.� As to its �seasonal occur.-
renee he states: � Early planted corn suffered to some extent�that is,
the plantings made during August and September. That planted
during October and November seems to have suffered most. The �
later plantings, between Christmas and New Year�a favourite time &#39;
for late corn�and the early January plantings, are doing better, -and
very fair returns are expected.� Mr. Angus Maekay also inciden 1.3., .»
alludes to the fact of Mr. Hugh Pollock, Acting Secretary to *"�.�;;:;_�-,-
Board of Technical Education, having investigated the maize disease
and informs us that � His report to the Board expresses a belief that�&#39;&#39; &#39;
the fungus developed on the maize �is allied to Puceinia graminis, the

� A72 I7zgm&#39;9°_z/ into the Jlfaize Disease of the Oaboolture Dz&#39;sf.m&#39;ct.�
By J. Brm-croft, _Zl[.D.1�

This investigation was the outcome of a request, made by the
late Colonial Secretary, Sir S. �V. Griffith, that Dr. Bancroft would
� inqllli�e into the causes of the maize blight reported to have visited _
the Caboolture district� of Queensland. During the inquiry a blighted
crop was visited near Luggage Point; but, primarily, the conclusions
obtained were the result of a11 examination of some specimens for- �
warded by those through whose petition the report originated. Of
these samples of diseased maize sent-�No. 1 was the young plant A
shovy._§&#39;ng the disease; No. 2, an older one; and No. 3 one which h "

&#39; cl at a stage when �the disease makes rapid growth-�the leave

A3Farm"ers� Association at Caboolture, who had forwarded these specimens.»
pdwith the above information concerning them, referred to the disease If

* This report appeared in the Sydney .Maz&#39;l, 2nd March, 1887, and also
newspapers.1&#39; A paper read on 4th June, 1886, at a meeting of thef�og� � i �Queensland, and contamed in the �Proceedings� of that  01-. &#39;

. ?&#39;.l-,�w
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" V - .. &#39;,e¢ &#39;- whichrtlxe�r��eeted as � rust� ��i.e., a disease of fungus origin.
&#39;f.�ongst �0the�1§_ a;m0rmal appearances which they presented, Dr.
W&#39;_&#39;:,..� found that �the foliage (of these plants) had dead strips
. Inning longitudig�ally in parts of the leaf,� and concerning this con-

� ion he remarks : -°� How this was caused, whether by bruising from
�mind or by some obstruction to the vascular tissue was not evident.
}e..NO fungus was found on the foliage.� It was noticed also that there
==.~.wei-e �caterpillars in the immature ears as well as in the stems� of
*1 the plants sent; and that �in a blighted. crop every stem of maize was
�laerforated by caterpillars.� It had been reported that a good many
xblighted maize plants, at Caboolture were affected with a boring cater-
,f�pillar, and that in other districts, �the caterpillars had extensively
i&#39;A,v:i-bored within the stems of all blighted crops,� and so, as Dr. �ancrott
 adds, �it was clearly evident that the stalks being bored extensively,
i".&#39;iboth below the ears and between them and the upper �ower, they (z&#39;.e.,
�,3-&#39;th caterpillars) had spoiled all chance of grain development.�
 <;- caterpillars, however, were not the cause of the maize disease,

E�-{ch it was intended should form the subject of the inquiry. _
, ad�, �been more or less -prevalent in the late maize crops (at Caboolture)an ears,� although it was not so in the case of this disease; moreover,
., opinion had been formed there �that they had not much to do with

 * the so-called rust,� and they were not present in all blighted maize
_ �plants. VVe may therefore point out that though the information

concerning the moth, Oonogetlzes, and its relation in this caterpillar
phase to the maize and other economic plants with which the report

 main(liy deals, is interesting enough, the investigation failed inasmuch as
 __.s not discover what was intended��viz., the cause of the maize
77; of the Caboolture district, and incidentally that of the malady
" mi ecting maize in Queensland and New South \Vales generally.

II. AN ATTEMPT To ELUCIDATE ITS NATURE.

if if ;S�ympz�oms.�-�&#39;l�he first symptom seems to be the appearance of small.1.

They ,

=«

elongated blotches of whitish green on the blade or lamina of the: __
maize leaf, which soon expand in every direction. Those portions of 3 4?.

!

I�;

these blotches which have earliest arisen then assume a light-brown_.,,, _
colour, and this hue shortly entirely pervades them as the death of the

; «tissue supervenes. _
 a�ected areas, those blotches which are neighbouring, though at �rst
2 Vretnote from one another, become con�uent, so that, ultim�ly, the
~ ~ Whole blade of the leaf�including even the distal portion of the midrib

� -.-&#39;-is affected, and presents a dead and shrivelled-up appearance. The
midrib itself is the last part of the leaf to be affected, and as it for

. -some time retains its normal position and colour, whilst the blade of
�tithe leaf on either side of it is already dead and shrivelled up, a very

" &#39;» A aracteristic appearance is thereby presented. These patches of altered
7 ssue become well de�ned soon after they �rst appear.
-tv-liich are usually a little darker in colour than are the other pa1*ts7,".an;..
fairregular, but simple ; and the portions of the maize leaves which are

 involved in the disease, instead of retaining their previous toughne

The disease seems to commence near the apex of the leaf,
&#39; 1 r~_»- terwaards extend towards the leaf stalk, also to attach the

i � of the plant in the �rst instance. The progress of the
" �is not invariably marked by such a succession of events.

Their borders�

Meanwhile by the gradual extension of these -9"�

.4�)

ggare now very brittle, and break to pieces with facility on being aomi�

"&#39;1:
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Nature of Dz&#39;sease.��-The form assumed by the disease would leave .
little room for doubting as to its immediate cause being the presence
of some fungus, and microscopic investigation con�rms this view. On�
close examination of the affected portions it will be found that here
and there on the faces which correspond to the under surface of the

4...~...-A.
;.,...»._.-.1."
�

leaves, the pervading light-brown colour of the blotches presents a ..
blackish hue.
lens, is due to the presence of minute black bodies. Further micro-
scopic examination reveals the fact that these bodies are each com-~

l posed of little blackish threads, which radiate in twos and threes, or

This appearance, as may be discovered by aid of the  
     
     i

even �ves, or, more rarely, they arise singly, in an irregular .manner,
from spots pretty close together. These thread-like bodies are simple
or unbranched, but jointed; their length is variable; their breadth
is nearly uniform, though they are occasionally, here and there, some-
what constricted; they are variously bent, and are dark-coloured.
Amongst or supported by these threads, technically known as �occi, refewer stouter and also jointed objects of a more or less
fusiform shape. These are the spores of the fungus. The a �al
disease itself, which is co-extensive with the area of discoloured tissue,
is somewhat in advance of this outward manifestation of spore;-and"�
�occi, for there is usually, external to the latter, some a�ected portign
unoccupied by these little tufts of thread-like bodies. But whatever
part of the tissue involved in the disease be examined, on dissection
it will be found that the mycelium or vegetative organs of the fungus
always occupy the intercellular spaces.

Although we have not established the fact of this being the case, i
it is probable that each of these discoloured patches merely marks the
part of the leaf where the fungus, whose mycelium pervades the whole r
tissue of the plant, has, perhaps, under the in�uence of climatic :j.
circumstances, arrived at a condition favourable for the development
of reproductive bodies rather than that each marks the situation
of a point at which the leaf has been independently infected by the
fungus: and we are inclined .to this opinion since the spores and �occi

I &#39;« arise from the under surfaces of the affected leaves.
This fungus, associated with the diseased condition of the maize,

is a species of Helminthosporium (spores worm-like), a genus belong-
ing, according to M. Cooke, to the natural order Coniomycetes, and one,
the very numerous species of which are found growing on the surface
both of dead and living herbaceous or ligneous vegetable tissue.

This species has the following characters :-�Tufts or fascicles of
one to �ve �occi; �occi of a dark-grey colour sub-pcllucid of diiferent
lengths; septa 3-6; cells about eight times as long as broad, some-
times constricted by lateral shallow depressions, or more rarely
knotted; terminal cell rounded and shortened, sometimes almost

i. globular; basal cell usually expanded. Spores regularly or irregu-g
larly sub-fusiform, of same colour as �occi; 2 to 5 septate; cells
usually unequal; endochrome often very distinct and remote from

~ walls of cells. .

A fungus belonging to the same genus, Helminthosporium, is
already known as o..-curring in maize in the United States. It is

named Hel922inth0sp0rizmz irzconspicumn (M. C. Cooke et .
�"� �New Jersey Fungi,� Grevillea, vol. vi.,pp. 88-9, pl. 99,, �g. &#39;19,�E;rch, 1878.
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&#39; The authors of: this species assign to it the following characters :�
, Tenuissime effusum. Hyphis elongatis, septatis, ncdulosis, pallide
V, ubrunneis, sporis lanceolatis, 3-5 septatis,- episporio t.cnui._o§1 Zea,

Mays. E�used, but so thinly as not to be visible to the naked eye.
Spores &#39;08-&#39;12 x &#39;02 mm.; at �rst with tile endochrome divided, at
length septate.*

It will be seen, on comparing this description with that given as
relating to the Hel:ninthosporium of the Toowoomba district, that there
must be a close a�inity existing between the two fungi to which these
characters refer, and since they are met With on the same plant, and
neither occur on any other,1* a probability is engendered of their being
one and the same.1

, This maize disease has been noticed as occurring in the Toowoomba
district during previous years, and it would seem that it is getting

, more pronounced in places where it has once shown itself. It con-;  to visit places where previously its presence has not been
 -to er7�ved or even suspected. Thus at Mount Pleasant it manifested
V itself for the �rst time during 1887. The fungus will appear on the
  &#39; e at any stage during the growth of the latter. We have seen it
�3 -"fen lants when only a foot high�-in this case on late maize, and also

when the cobs are within two weeks of ripening.

�-1. ~.;

We found at Toowoomba that the invasion of a patch of corn of
maize by this disease, judging from the external manifestation of its
presence only, was both sudden and rapid. The determining events
which are responsible for it are such as favour the incursions of similar
blights of fungoid nature on other plants�especially cereals��and
these events are damp weather�especially the prevalence of fogs and

� mists. Such climatic circumstances were experienced on Sunday, 6th
February, 1887 ; and, as aconsequence of this, the disease appeared
in the maize subsequently, and when but two or three days had
elapsed. This happened on quite a number of farms. To give but a

during an inspection of the farm of Mr. M. Stenner, we found some
late corn which was growing there to be in a perfect state of health.
Seeing Mr. Stenner again on 21st February, he reminded us of this
fact, and at the same time stated that the � disease� had invaded this
patch of corn almost immediately after our visit. This sudden and

simultaneous occurrence of the disease in so many corn-�elds, has led
several to conclude that the series of meteorological events which
recede this occurrence have been its immediate cause, and that the

fungus, therefore (although we have not met with anyone who has
seen it), has settled and developed wherever the symptoms of this, 1n
that case constitutional, disease have existed. We have, however, to
note that no cases of the �disease� are to be met with in which the
fungus, Helminthosporium, does not occur; that it is an early symptom

V

«gnaw;  A-4.~ - «, g
A.- _.,, _
l_
A_ L

* M. C. Cooke and J. B. Ellis. L. c.

1&#39; The variety, however, named Britanniczcm, Grove, Journ. _Bot.,�1885,,p. 165,
does occur on grasses at Salford PI�101�S, England (Vzd. �Grevillea, x1v., 1885-6,
p. 133).. . _ _

&#39;  ce this was written, Dr. M. C. Cooke has ide_nt.i�ed,_as we aziticipated,,i�_.%is f ,8 s of the maize with the Helminthosporium inconspicuum, L. et. E., of
gpi� ew Jersey, U.S.A.
sf� � ., . )_ 1�
14� -  .� &#39;3.�
;.V V?�

�L.

. A�

single instance, we may mention that on Monday, 7th February,�

, .
-.?�u
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o� the maize-disease, and also that its external growth is nip in the
upper surface of the leaf, in� which position spores borne b .i the
wind would naturally settle and thereupon germinate, but arises �from,
the under side of it. It is entirely conformable to reason, then, to
suppose that this series of meteorological events is not the immediate
cause of the disease but has been decisive in determinin the rowth .3 .�.
of the reproductive organs of a fungus which, in a myeelium state, has
previously pervaded the tissue of the maize plant, and has so permitted
the Helminthosporium to develop a phase under which its presence "ff.
becomes the cause of disease�robbing the tissue of its vitality. And "
it is a well ascertained fact that many fungi exist as congeries of�
mycelioid threads only, and are propagated in this condition, and that
the occasions suitable for the development of ordinary reproductive .
bodies�such as sporogonia, spores, etc., so rarely occur, that these
fungi have never been met with endowed with bodies of this nature.
It has been found also that a plant will grow to its greatest perfection
when the soil contains 40 per cent. of the total quantity ofw�r ,
which it is capable of holding as a constituent element. The capac « y
of the Toowooriiba soil for water appears to be very high and, no

satis�ed. Its nature also is such as to maintain this state of th��
for a considerable time. This abnormal increase, thenrof constituen
water in the soil, which will characterise the occurrence of wet seasons,
cannot but have its effect on the growing maize, and increase the water
i11 its sap. Now, this state of things will form a factor favourable to
the development of endophytal fungi, and hence the prevalence of
maize disease at such seasons. - 7"�

doubt, after prolonged wet weather, this capacity will become neargi ,

.\

The in�uence of this disease on the total yield of corn is often
very marked. In one plot which we exa1nined��that of , eljenhauer,
and in which the cobs had already freed themselves I m the leaf-
stalk, these cobs were only half covered with grains_. With regard to
those grains, that in these cases still remain, it may be concluded that
such an impairment of the fu�etion of the vegetative organs, as this
maize disease must occasion, cannot but have its e�ect in depreciating
the value, for food material, of their constituent elements.

The seasons at Toowoomba are very irregularly de�ned, and
favourable conditions for the development of the fungus of the maize
disease may thus occur at any time, and therefore during any stage in
the growth of the corn. The maize diseaseanust be regarded, then, as.
one of the unavoidfable risks ;incidenta1�.to the growth of this cereal,
and one which it will be necessary-.�.to tak account of in forecasting
the value of a crop-whilst théeorn is as y t immature. The disease,
too, it would appear, does not spare any particular variety of corn, and
also affects �late corn»�.i -�as gylell as that plan�ed in the ordinary season,
neither can its presence be éorrelated with defe�tive cultivation or any
other 43.ircumstances which can be modi�ed by human agency.

N orE.��To our view respecting the nature of the Maize Disease, it
may be objected that we have mistaken for its active cause jgfungus .
organism which only affects maize tissue in which the vi lity has� already
ceased, and that decay has been previously determined the attacks of
plant-eating insects�in.fact, that we have confounded cause
Such a suggestion may certainly be made with some show of r&#39;ea_s  &#39;3,those who may be inclined to adopt such an explanation regaf%&#39;

...,
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1�. ;origi1g&#39;ti<i1i of this formidable malady, we would refer to our article on the
 �Maize Leaf-hopper� (vial. p. 193), and to our remarks concerning this
7&#39; subject in dealing with that pest.

Remecliesr-The progress of the disease being dependant on the
� growth of a fungus within the tissues of the maize plant affected,
, cannot, as is very obvious, be checked. \Ve can, however, resort to
_ _ preventive measures, such as those which have been generally advocated
= by Mr. E. Haviland in the following recommendations :�(l) Destroy
Q� by �re all culms, roots, and leaves of the present diseased crop; (2)

avoid planting maize year after year upon the same ground,  obtain
_ seed for the next planting from some distant source where it can be

� ascertained that there has been no disease ;* take such measures best
known to practical farmers as are likely to increase the vigour of the
crop, and thus give it every chance of resisting the attacks of the
fungus should it again make its appearance.

_The development either of this particular fungus or of closely
,, allfwd ones being unknown, we are ignorant of how one maize plant
E infects another growing in its neighbourhood; nor are We assured, even,
 that such infection really takes place, and that the Helminthosporium
  v ey not persist ,;,from season to season through the intervention of
 celium developed within the tissue of the maize plant, and occur-
� ring, amongst other parts, in the seed itself�-as Worthingtoii Smith has

shown really happens in the case of the rust-fungus of wheat. But, in
any case, the spores must perform an important Tale in the propagation
of the fungus even if they are not the only medium of its increase,

pa and we �can only point out that the discovery of a complete preventive
remedy of the �maize disease,� unless arrived at empirically,�will only

, result from the ascertainment of the influence of certain bodies on the
spores in arresting their complete development in a similar manner, as
has been done by Millardet and Grayon in their investigations of the
action of lime, sulphate of iron, and sulphate of copper, respectively,
on the spores of the � mildew� producing Peronospora of the vinert
As in the case, however, of the maize, it will be impracticable to apply

i any solution to the growing plant, our attention will have to be
1; restricted to those which are absorbed by the roots of this plant without
I decomposition, and from the agents, which investigations have shown

to be available those which are in other respects poisonous will
perhaps have to be eliminated ; although generally, as has been shown

5� in the case of copper�the hydrated-oxide of which is slowly soluble
&#39;r,_ in water containing carbonic  and ammonia, thesawould be present
� in far too small quantities to exert any prejudicial effect on consumers

of maize. To illustrate our meaning, we may state that Millardet
and Grayon found that the limit of concentration incompatible with the
complete development of the reproductive germs of the Peronospora
of the vine was, in the �ease of lime, a solution of 1 to 10,000 parts;

 for sulphate of iron, a solution of 1 to 100,000; and for sulphate of
copper, 2 or 3 to 10,000,000. -

i V �"T}$recoin1nendation points to a signi�cant fact relating to the source wl_1enee
 Australia derived her �maize disease.� For Helminthosporizmz inconspiczmm has
 never been met with on maize in Europe. but does occur, where hitherto its
 p,,1�O�§_6�&#39;,%,8_,has alone been remarked, in the United States of America.3".  C .. Article in Journ. d�Agric. Pratique, N ov. 12, 1885, translated in �Report
7 «,6 h � ngus Diseases of the Grape Vine,� pp. 108-112.� Washington, 1886."e

_ 0,�
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CHAPTER X. &#39; 4

OEREALS- Con tinued.

WHEAT. 
     
     RUST.

A New Zllode for its Dissemz&#39;nat2&#39;o7z.

The presence of wheat mildew, like that of some other fun i,
is characterised by certain well-known appea.rances on the plants which
it infests, and it is usually considered that this fungus has a limited
local development, co-extensive only with these rust spots. Recent
researches, however, tend to show that the vegetative system of the
fungus-�2&#39;.e., the mycelium, pervades the whole tissue of the plant, and
that this rust fungus only becomes markedly injurious when, in
response to the in�uence of certain meteorological events, it develops
reproductive bodies, which are those which constitute the � Rust� as
ordinarily understood. This consideration explains the fact, that whilst
in some cases of rusted wheat one plant may directly infect another
by the sporidia being conveyed by wind, or even owing to contact,&#39;f1-&#39;om"&#39;"
the injured leaf on to&#39;the surface of the previou&#39;sly*sound one o .
neighbouring or even distant plant, yet in other cases-�and sine � W &#39;
duration of the faculty of growth inherent in the spore is�as
known���of very limited duration, no such infection can have
place, but the fungus must have persisted from season to season,
through the intervention of mycelium or directly formed Iiiycelial
bodies contained within the plant tissue�in other words, the � rust�
may become hereditary in the wheat, the fungus existing in the
seed, and from thence extending to the tissue -of the growing
plant immediately arising from it. The best proof that we have
that this is so is a�orded by facts which can bear no other inter-
pretation, and which have been made known by Mr. Worthington
G. Smith, relating to di�erent fungi, but to the Wheat �rust�
especially. After recounting his observations on the development of
the last mentioned fungus, he states the case before himin the following
words :��I have proof that not only does fungus mycelium often
hybernate Within the membrane of seeds, but resting spores are some-
times produced within-,.the seed membranes, and these resting spores
germinate with the germinating seeds. In other words, many diseases
of plants, as corn mildew�Puccin1a graminis, are hereditary�i.e., the
diseases of the parent plants are transmitted direct to the seedlings by
infected seeds.�*

These facts discovered by Worthin ton G. Smith, and alluded to in
the above passage, throw important I ht on what has hitherto been
regarded as an enigma-namely, how fungus diseases known in one di-
trict only, suddenly appear in a remote one to which not plants but
seeds only have been conveyed from the previously infected district-
and, for in stance, may explain the sudden apparition of a North Carolinan
maize fungus (Helminthosporium) on the plants of �this cereal grown
both in New South Wales and in Queensland, constituting i;hse-f9rmid-
able �maize disease� ; and how, �in experiments conduéwd in the�

g.__&#39;

* Gardener�s Clzronicle, 4th July, 1885, p. 21.  J -u. "I
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direction of the discover of a blight proof wheat, seed procured from
adistance has sprouted into a plant which, though protected, develops
� rust.�

On the Réle of Silica in the Wheat Plant, in Deternzining a Comparative
Immunity from the Attacks of �ze Rust Fmz_qus.*

It is well known that silica is one of the components of the
inorganic skeleton of the cell wall of plants, and that though this is so,
its total amount in any plant may vary to a large extent without the
normal structure of that plant being departed from, and this is
especially so in the case of cereals. But though this variation, within
certain limits, in the quantity of silica may have little or no in�uence
in enabling a plant to retain its physical structure, it may to some
extent determine its capacity or otherwise for withstanding disease, and
thus the opinion has been expressed that wheats which are poor in
silica are especially subject to the attacks of rust, and more frequently
than other wheats, succumb to that disease. Mons. M. Grneymard,
in 1859, even went so far as to attribute to this de�ciency in silica
the cause of the rust, at the same time stating that the wheat plant

"&#39;( should contain..as much as 60 per cent of this mineral.+ Again, more
, an twenty years since (as we are informed in the Queenslander, of

 30th May, 1887) there was a pamphlet published by J. J. Moore,
 «Sydney, the title of which was �Rust in \Vheat.� The theory
,..gi&#39;,esented by the author was, that the development of the disease was
attributable in part to the de�ciency in silica�such an important
element in the straw.

The reason which led in either case to the expression of this
opinion as to the in�uence of silica is not forthcoming, but it was
probably founded on the observation that wheats in which this mineral

- was de�cient were more subject to rust than were those in which it
was largely represented as a constituent body.

; In the case of M. Gneymard, this view received con�rmation from
3, M. Bouquet, an agriculturist of great experience, who recorded as the
&#39; result of his own observation that��in the province of Ma-rn, where�
.3 as in the neighbouring arrondisements�the soil reposed on a great
 bed of_ chalk, and, though rich in nitrogenous matter, was accordingly
 largely composed of . carbonate of lime, the wheat crop was always
 very subject to rust. With M. Grneymard�s opinion before him, he was

i now able to explain this ; as also the fact, which he too had noticed, that

V&#39; :w,~;
&#39;
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, all wheats seemed to require this mineral�even the short-bearded
E varieties which could do with the least amount of any; and lastly,

that when wheat-growing in such a soil as he had described was
manured with compost rich  nitrogenous plant food-substances, the
crop, as far as immunity from rust was concerned, did best which
received the manure which, though in �other respects the poorest,
contained the largest amount of silica.

The opinion too receives further corroboration from the experience
that, of so-ca,11gd.rust-resisting wheats, the hard wheats��z&#39;.e., the

at ....
.,.V�. 
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�PT " portion of the Report was read at the first session of the � Australasian
A Associati --�for the Advancement of Science,� and was printed in ea-tenso in its

S"��roc_eedings,� vid. p. 343. &#39;
 .0on_igtas,Rendu§, 1859, xlix., p. 547.\. 0&#39; A:

"L

all varieties of wheat did better on land which contained silica; that .
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pericarp of whose seed contains an unusually large amount of silica-.-are»
those which withstand the attacks of this fungus in the greatest degree.
And the unusually large amount of silica contained in the skin of these
hard wheats is indicative of the fact that the whole plant is unusually�
rich in this mineral also.

No attempt to arrive at an explanation of the role performed by ,
silica in this connection has, as far as we can learn, ever been made.
Now, it may be assumed that the rust-fungus lives and grows at the
expense of bodies genetically related to sugar�i.e., the glucosides,
or soluble forms of starch which it �nds in the parenchymatous
tissue of the leaf, where it is located, either within the cells or the cell
walls, or as most frequently in the intercellular spaces. And that it
does so subsist at the expense of the soluble forms of starch and
gluten is plainly indicated by the fact that these bodies are almost
absent in �rusted� wheat plants. This food-material is derived from
the starch of the neighbouring chlorophyl-containing tissue, from
which it passes by a process of osmosis, glucosides possessing the
greatest power of endosmosis of all vegetable substances of equal
density with them. The degree of osmosis, however, for the same
body, varies with the composition or nature of the membrane
through which it takes place, and nothing so much determines its
amount as the presence of silica to a greater or less extent, vegetable
substances especially��as is a well ascertained fact��being permeable
by osmosis in indirect proportion to the amount of silica which they
contain. The formative substance, then, of the cell walls of the tissue
of a wheat plant when largely composed of silica, would, therefore,
form a much greater lninderance to the passage of these food materials
of the Puccinia to the tissue in which this fungus grows, than would
one in which silica was little developed; in other words, non-siliceous
wheats would be those which were most favourable for the support of
the Rust Fungus.

This explanation amounting to the establishment of an d priori
probability as to the siliceous wheats being comparatively rust-proof
is corroborative of the experience that they possess this character, and
we can only point then to the desirability of growing wheats of this
class. It is not merely necessary for us to sow hard wheats, for the

.character of the succeeding generations derived from this seed will
possess this character, or not, according to the nature of the soil on
which they are raised. That wheats may be made to, and do, differ in
respect to the amount of silica they contain might be regarded as
certain, even if it had not been demonstrated to be the case by actual
experiment, when it is considered that all the varieties of wheat have
arisen from a few�at most�di�erent kinds, and chie�y under the
in�uence of change of soil. We are, however, enabled, by way of
making this appear more evident, to state, on the authority of Lyon
Playfair, F.&#39;R.S., and by reference to a � Table showing the Composi-
tion of the Ashes of Wheat� which he quotes as follows :--The grain
of a wheat��� Hopetoun VVheat ��on. analysis by Messrs. Way and
Ogden was found to contain 5&#39;91 per cent. of silica, and son being
used as seed gave, when grown on one soil, 1&#39;42 per cent. of silica,
and 2&#39;84 per cent. (or just double the amount) on another; �nally
the same Hopetoun Wheat when grown on a sandy soi,l_&#39;retained

.. its character and the silica in its grain amounted then  5&#39;63 per cent.
� Analyses of the grain of another wheat, viz., J� Red. straw White
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Wheat,� showed that the silica in it ranged from 2&#39;05 to 9°71 per
cent., according as it was grown on �loamy soil in the Grreensand �
or �calcareous soil in the Magnesian Limestone formation.* From
this it may be seen that wheat originally rich in silica, on cultivation
may become poor in that mineral, and that the proportion in which
silica is present depends on the nature of the soil--&#39;�a nature which can

7� be modi�ed by ordinary agricultural processes.
The manner, however, in which a soil poor in assimilable silica

may be rendered well endowed with respect to this mineral will be
best indicated on consideration of the process by which the plant
obtains its silica component from the ground. The direct assimilation
of soluble silicates being as a theory dismissed for reasons which are
immediately adduced, we may state that it is now usually held that
silicon is taken up by plants in the form of a very dilute solution of
silicic acid, or as gelatinous or collodial silica, and not directly in that

I of the soluble silicates of soda or potash, these salts, even if they
could exist in a soil poor in uncombined silicic acid, being decomposed at
the points of contact of the root hairs with the soil and by the carbon
dioxide which they exhale. This is the view taken by the justly
celebrated plant physiologist, Julius Sachs, Professor of Botany in

He adds, that by far the larger part of
this silicic acid passes into the insoluble state within the cell walls;
but he does not, however, refer at all to the soluble alkaline sili-
eates.

That silica is, too, taken up directly by the roots in a minutely
divided state, and by some process unrecognised by vegetable physio-
logists, seems also probable in view of a discovery, announced by

~Prof. P. B. Wilson, of the &#39;\Vashington University, that diatoms�
z&#39;.e., microscopic organisms whose frustules are almost wholly silice0us�
are present within the tissues of the straw of wheat, grown under
circumstances favourable for their obtainnient, and to adopt the title
of his memoir on this subject, that �Silica of grasses and other plants
is carried up as diatoms or other siliceous grains, and not in a solution
as soluble silicates.*l* In this record of his researches, Prof. VVilson
states that he found generally that the silica in the ash of plants,
obtained by slow incineration had different properties from � silicates
soluble in acid or those decomposed with sodium and potassium
carbonates,� and that its appearance showed that it had been
assimilated  a free state. Further, that the straw of wheat grown
in infusorial-harth, contained under this circumstance siliceous matter
wholly composed of the siliceous shields of Diatoinaceae i11 their
original form and identical with those contained in this earth�the
larger discs only of the species being absent. The question of how
these siliceous grains do, as it seems they do, eifect an entrance into
the plant-structure, through the medium of its roots, is not discussed

- by Prof. Wilson, but it would appear to us that the explanation will
�Wfound in the quite recent researches of H. Ma1°shall VVard, M.A.,
F.L.S., relating to the entrance of some germinal elements of a
particular fungus into theroot hairs of the vetch.j;

A * �A Cyclopedia of Agriculture,�; edited by John C. Morton, s.v. �Ashes,�
vol. i., p_.� 143�. ,_ .

&#39;|&#39; Améhcan Journ. Sc. 1876, xi., pp. 873-4. �
Vide � The Tubercular Swellings in the Roots of the Lcguminoseze.�  I

06., London, x1ii., No. 255, p. 331. , . W, *-
� .
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We may next consider the value of the Darling Downs soils
in respect to their possession of assimilable silica. Are they rich or
poor in this essential of the properly constituted wheat plant? Some
light may be thrown on the subject by an examination of its soils,
but it would seem that our immediate inquiry will best be answered
if attention is con�ned to wheat plants raised there.
of silica, then, do they contain?

Unfortunately, however, we have no data which will supply this
information. The constitution of the straw of wheat raised in the
wheat-growing districts of the colony, and especially on the Darling
Downs, has not been, made the subject of scienti�c investigation, but
that the wheat raised, in the latter district is poor in silica is a very
prevalent opinion. Thus �A Farmer�s Friend � in the Queenslcmder,
30th May, 1887, states, �If any of your readers will compare the
wheat straw which they will remember to have seen in Britain with
that grown on this side of the world, I think they will �nd a great
difference, the latter being much softer than the former.�

_We fare little better when we come to investigate what is known
concerning the physical or chemical nature of the Darling Downs
soils. An analysis made in England by T. Hughes, F.C.S., of a soil
from Killarney, which the late Mr. R. Daintree described as being
� a fair average sample of black soil of the Darling and Peak Downs,
and of the volcanic districts of Queensland generally,� showed that
this soil yielded on analysis 49416 per cent. of insoluble, and 17944:
per cent. of silica soluble in alkali, or a total of ()�7&#39;360 per cent. of silica*�

Again, from analyses made by Mr. K. T. Staiger, of nine samples
of what he designates �dark rich chocolate brown soil . espe-
cially adapted for wheat-growing,� and procured by this chemist from
the northern Darling Downs, near Jimbour, we �nd that they contained
on an average 17411 per cent. of silicia soluble in alkalies, and 51&#39;3l7
per cent. of insoluble residue, or a total of GS&#39;728 of silica and clays!�

According to an analysis made by Professor Way, we �nd, on
calculation, that the amount of silica removed from the soil by wheat,
taking the average of twenty crops, was 80 per cent. of the total
quantity of material obtained by it from this source, or 12 per cent.
more than M. Grnoymard (vide p. 343) stated should be the proper
amount in which this mireral should be present in the same cereal.
From the investigations of Professor Wilson, to which we have alluded,
the state of the division in which the silica exists in soils,.when testing
their capability of growing siliceous, and so perhaps rust-resisting
wheat, becomes a matter of great importance. As far as we are
aware no mechanical examination of Darling Downs soils has been
made, and in the absence of the information derivable from such
examination the mere chemical estimation of its constituent. elements
becomes of subordinate importance only. .

liinally, then, it may be concluded that hard wheats enjoy a com-
parative immunity from the attacks of the Rust Fungus, and that such
wheats can be produced by ordinary cultural operations. There is yet
the question whether it will pay to grow wheats of this description, a
subject which does not come within the scope of this paper to consider.

Analysis of Queciisland Wheat and Singar Soils, with Dr. Volkerls Report on
their fertility, 1874, p. 17. _ . _
- 1" Report to Queensland Investment and Land Mortgage 00. Limited, 28th
April, 1887. . A .�..-.a;-
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CHAPTER XI.

PEs&#39;rs DESTRUCTIVE TO FODDER PLANTS.

LUCERNE.

: During the summer months the lucerne growing in the neighbour-
; &#39;2 hood of T oowoomba, and generally about the Darling Downs, is
I especially subject to the attacks of the caterpillars and grasshoppers
j. which occur then in such hordes (vid. �Caterpillars,� pp. 223-8, and
L. �Grasshoppers,� pp. 217-23).

&#39; In addition to these enemies this fodder plant has also several special
pests, and notably two species of caterpillars, which injure the young
lucerne during July, if not at other seasons of the year also.

LUCERNE CATERPILLAR N0. 1 (Farm. N0(*tuw, Agrolis iigfusa, Boisd.).
~ Nature of Injm-y.���The main stems of the young plants are bitten

l through close to the ground, and the upper parts are then eaten as
" they lie upon the surface. Large areas of lucerne may suffer, i11

atches, from these depredations, and appear as if rendered altogether
useless. If, however, the season is a favourable one for the growth of
�fodder plants, it will be found, since the roots remain intact, that
secondary shoots are developed by the lucerne plants, and much of its

, former vigour is regained. Meanwhile, the caterpillars have disappeared.
Under other climatic "conditions, however, this fodder plant succumbs
to the injury.

Mr. E. M. Hodgson, of Eton Vale, Cambooya, complained, in a
letter to the Curator of the Brisbane Museum, that this pest was making
great havoc in two �elds of lucerne, and that it had attacked two
hundred acres of this plant, and sixty acres of wheat and oats in
addition. He also stated that his lucerne had been similarly injured
in 1886. This lucerne pest in its different phases presents the following
characters :�

The O&#39;a2&#39;e7&#39;p27llar.��Cylindrical, tapering from the second body
segment towards the head, and also tapering at the other extremity.
The tail regularly arched, without any transverse elevation. The
labrum is deeply cmarginate, and the epistome longtitudinally grooved.
The whole surface is covered with �ne dark granules, which give a
general dark dull hue to the caterpillar, which is brown, mottled with
brownish-yellow on the back, whitish-yellow on the sides, and greenish-

ey beneath. There is a centro�dorsal, yellowish-brown line, two
i l-de�ned latero-dorsal lines, and two lateral lines between the latero-
dorsal one and the spiracles. Below the spiracles there is a continuous
ill-de�ned band, whitish-yellow, intermingled with the underlying colour
-oif) the� body. The head the last body segment and the �rst, gllossyi
a eve; the last mentioned se ment dark-brown, with a centro- orsa
light-coloured stripe. A few getigerous spots on body, including two
anterior and two posterior on the dorsum of each segment, those on
the �rst and second body segments uniting to form single transverse
series. Length, when extended, 2 inches.

The O�/my/srzli.s&#39;.��Sn1ooth, reddish�brown; the anterior punctured
portion of the abdominal segments darker brown; tip of �abdomen
,.«e,n1_ding in twostraight, slightly diverging thorns. Length, § Inch.
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The M0f7z.�The forewings are elongated, costal margin slightly�
arched towards the apex; exterior margin slightly oblique, convex in
the centre. and slightly hollowed out before. and behind, hind margin
nearly straight, a little arched towards base ; apex obtuse, sub-angular ;
general colour dark�brown�- the scales being light-yellow, light-brown,
and dark-brown; sub-marginal band purplish-brown, separated by an
irregularly sinuated yellow line from the darker brown marginal band,-.
orbicular and reniform spots cincrous dark-bordered, united by a dark-
brown blotch continued slightly beyond them, cilia dark-brown white-
tipped. Hindwings short, exterior margin oblique, with pale violet
re�ections, purplish�-�brown externally, especially towards apex, brownish-
white at base ; veins and a slight brown lunule at end of the cell dark-
brown ; cilia white-tipped, traversed by a dark-brown line.
�porrect or slightly ascending, densely clothed with linear scales,_�rst
and second joints sub-equal, the latter extending just beyond head;
third joint about half length of second, small. oblong. Antennae
bipectinated at base, gradually becoming pilose towards the apex.
Thorax compactly clothed with reddish-brown scales. Abdomen stout,
densely covered with cinereous hairs which become darker posteriorly.
Middle and hind legs with stout spurs, the latter with two. Expanse
of wings . % inch; length of head and body §% inch.*

H&#39;abz&#39;z�s.--«The caterpillar only feeds at night. During the day it
remains hidden in the soil wherein it has buried itself. It progresses
with considerable rapidity, moving its head from side to side as it
proceeds. When disturbed it curls its body up with head inwards.
The moth �ies at night.

Remedies.��~Considering the habits of the caterpillar, the most
e�icacious method of dealing with it would, as has been suggested, he
that of passing a roller over the affected lucerne after sunset, or when
it is known that the pests are out. The caterpillars, having very soft
bodies, would thus be destroyed whilst they fed.

CATERPILLAR N o. 2 (Fam. Pgraliidcc).
Nature of Iagjmy/.��I11 the case of this pest the growing shoot of

the lucerne plant is gnawn into to its very centre; or the top may be
quite severed at from half to an inch or more below the summit.

This caterpillar is by no means so destructive as is the noctuid
caterpillar, neither does it occur so numerously. It does not leave the
plant on which it has once established itself until it is ready to enter
the chrysalis state.

C&#39;czz�e7&#39;piZlar.��A small cylindrical pinkish-hued,«insect, having the
usual glistening setigerous spots characteristic of caterpillars of moths
of the family P3/raZia�w.

O/n&#39;_ysaZz°s and ]lI0z�h.��N0t seen.

N orn&#39;.�-This pest was noticed by Mr. E. M. Hodgson, damaging young
lucerne at Eton Vale, during July.

* Dr. T. P. Lucas regards this insect as agreeing with examples of Agrotis
infusa, B0&#39;£sd., contained in his collection. At first appearance it would seem to be
closely allied to the common Brisbane insect Agrotis su�usa, which, however, is
abundantly different from it. Nevertheless these two species of Agrotis are closely

Palpi ~

associated in their work of destruction; the caterpillars of the latter being very _
generally injurious to garden plants and feeding also on weeds.
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FODDER PLANTS GENERALLY.

Gmssnorrnns (d�dipodcz, sp.).

Toowoomba was visited during December, 1886, by quite a plague
of grasshop ers, which did immense damage to the pasture. They, or

  a portion 0 them at least, bred in the district, and towards the end
"of January, and at the commencement of the succeeding month, the

K lln�edged insects might have been seen in some places in myriads,
:"eat1ng the grass down to the roots, and, when disturbed, arising from
the groundllike a swarm of bees, and moving ogygjust sufficiently to
get out of harm�s way. On 20th February specimens were procured
Withthe wings quite perfected, although at that time the insects had
not arrived at that �nal stage when these organs (if �ight are of a �rm
«consistency. It could not be ascertained, at the time of the inquiry,
�with certainty, whether all the grasshoppers comprised in the
December visitation were of one species, nor, if otherwise, whether

, those Which formed the majority of the host then were identical with
-- the insects which were so plentiful in February, 1887. This fact would
 have been important to learn, seeing that in so-called �locust

�  visitations� in other parts of Australia, it is stated that several dis-
tinct species mingle together�*, although one is more numerous. In the
Adelaide visitation of 1872 it was that swift-�ying grasshopper with
yellow and black wings (CEdipoda musica) which was the insect which
was most numerous.

The Toowoomba grasshopper, however, with which we have to deal,
is identical with the one referred to by Mr. T. Bath as occurring in
swarms at.Learmonth, Victoria, 1873.1� Of these Mr. Bath states that
they made their appearance on the 17th January; that they travelled
at �about the rate of six to eight miles an hour; and being fond of
young grass or clover they eat it off quite bare.� Further, Mr. Bath
adds: �The locusts seem to eat the youngest and sweetest of the grass
�rst, as sheep would do, but after that is gone they will take the
stronger, more rank herbage. \Vheu most numerous, they
were at the rate of about one to the square inch. A dog running over
the ground appeared as though running through a swarm of bees, so
thickly would the locusts get up around him, and when at a distance he
would appear as though in a thick fog. VVhen they had eaten all the
grass and other herbage they steered southward, but always left behind
them numbers sufficient to eat off the grass, &e., as it grew.� 0}).
cz&#39;t., p. 71. Dealing with the same insect, these remarks are quite
applicable to the pest as it occurred at Toowoomba.

This grasshoppenbelongs to the CEdipodidze, a family whichincludes
mostof the destructilte migratory �locusts.� It is a species of (Edipoda,
but does not appear to be referrable to any of the insects described
under that generic name, or its synonyms, by Audinet Serville, or
�F. Walker�the only authorities on Acrididee whose works we are able
to consult. The following description may serve to identify it :-

Female.�Vertex extending beyond the eyes, de�exed, terminating
in an obtuse point on the frontal costa, margins slightly elevated, central
portion very little excavated. A little triangular foveolus, with raised

* South Australian Register, 2nd January, 1872. Quoted in Proc. Ent. Soc.,
i.p:I¢0hd., 1872, p. xi.

1� � Report of the Secretary of Agriculture.� Melbourne, 1873, pp. 70-73.
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margins directed outwards, between the eye and the lateral ocellus.
Frontal costa prominent, slightly expanded between the antennae and
more so beyond the ocellus, continued nearly to the clypeus. Frontal
ocellus contained in a shallow impression. Whole front of head
sparsely punetured�the punctures carrying minute hairs. Pronotum
saddle-shaped, constricted at the anterior sulcus, anterior border almost
truncate, posterior border rounded behind, little produced and with
non-excavated sides, the central keel low and narrow but well de�ned,
scarcely broken by the passage of the transverse incisions, posterior
incision in front of the middle, middle division about one-half the length
of anterior one, sides of pronotum and of mesonotum rugose. Abdomen
extending almost towend of femora of hind limbs with a very obscure

l
�H

gentral dorsal keel? Elytra and wings passing the abdomen by about .
� rife-thirdiof their length. Oolour.�After immersion in alcohol,
yellowisli-white with brown spots, the insect having accordingly a.
reddish appearance. The cheeks are mottled red-brown and white. A
broad white stripe from the fore-border of the vertex to the posterior
�margin of the pronotum, bounded by a broad often ill-de�ned stripe
of--dark brown on each side; each of these stripes is traversed bya
very distinct �ne white line��those of both sides arising from behind .
the eye, approaching each other on the central keel between the �rst
and second incisions, and then diverging to the posterior border.
Sometimes a second broad brown stripe, also ill-de�ned, extends parallel�
to this and between it and the lower border of the pronotum. The
remaining portions of the thorax have brown blotches here and there.
The tegmina or wing-covers are clear, and are ornamented with
numerous well-de�ned greyish-brown spots. Those occupying the inner
half the wing-cover are large and tend to form three transverse bars,
the two outermost of which are continuous and extend almost from
the fore to the hind border. The wings are of a clear milky white,
with a dark greyish-brown band occupying the apex and adjoining
portion of the hind border. &#39;
markings on external face, and two more or less well-de�ned ones
crossing the middle third of the inner. Femoro-tibial joint of hind
limb also more or less dark brown. Ungues, spines on inner surface of
tibia of two �rst pair of limbs, and on outer surface of hind femora
black with white bases. Tarsi, pale-coloured. Length, including head,
1 inch; expanse of wings, 2;� inches; hind femora, T9,? inch.

Larvce.�There is reason to believe that, as in the allied insect
Pachytylus migratorius, as Koppen has shown,* this grasshopper-
undergoes three moults prior to the one immediately preceding that
in which the organs of �ight become fully developed. \Ve are not,
however, yet prepared to state at what period in the growth of the
larvae of our (Edipoda these moults take place. (1) When the insect
first hatches from the egg it has no signs of wings or wing-covers, and
is almost colourless. (2) When still under -23- inch in length these
organs appear as little flaps, without distinct markings, arising just
behind the buckler (pronotum), those of one side being widely
separated from those on the other. The keel of the buckler is
continued, by similar elevations on each dorsal segment, to the hind
extremity of the body; and so is the light-coloured central band.

iii., 1867.
* Memoir on the Migratory Locust of Southern Russia, in Hora: Soc. Ent. Ros.

Posterior feinora with dark-brown .
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(3) At a rather later stage the brown band of the buckler is continued
{along the sides of the abdomen, and includes a small oblique white
 line on each abdominal� segment; the angular white lines of the
 occiput and pronotum have also now appeared. (4) The posterior
; border of the buckler is still shortly ,rounded; the wings of opposite
;_ sides, though as yet rudimentary, meet along their whole length; the
it wing-covers do not��they are traversed by an oblique white fascia-jfust
�. beyond their inner third, and outside this, with the exception of the
�r� costal margin, they are of a uniform very dark brown. The colours
, which in earlier stages tended to form bands are now more intensi�ed
 and pronounced; additional stripes often, too, new appear�-e.g., one
5 occupying the frontal costa of the head, and another beneath each eye.
7 The hind tibiae, too, are now uniform dark brown. (5) The insect now

~ produced, the wings meet wholly and the tegmina in great part, and&#39; i�
 they extend to between the fourth and �fth abdominal segments. The
 colours commence to be less pronounced, and the dark brown tibiae
 appear annulated with a light-coloured ring.� (6) The insect is now�
A -Emch in length, the organs of flight extend further back, but of these

the wings are still seen between the tegmina; the short oblique white
T lines on the abdominal segments are merged with the light-coloured
.i central dorsal band ; the dark brown of the tegmina commences to be
1 broken up by encroachments of white colour, which arise from their
; posterior margins. After a few more gradual and nearly analogous

changes the larva climbs up into some erect-growing herb or grass-
stalk, and having suspended itself by its hind legs there undergoes

� its fourth moult, in which it develops into a fully �edged insect; but
E. its wings are yet �accid, and it will be a few days before the CEdipoda

will obtain that �rm consistency in these organs which is characteristic
T of the adult. The union of the sexes takes place shortly after this
;_ �nal moult, and the eggs are deposited after an interval of a week or
&#39;5 ten days. i
5 E_qgs.�This_ grasshopper lays its long cylindrical eggs measuring
, 5 mm. (nearly �;�-inch) in length, and pointed at each extremity, in holes p
5 excavated by it in the ground. These holes are circular in form and

measure about 4: mm. (%-inch) in diameter. They enter perpendicu-
larly into the ground to a depth of from %-inch to 2 inches. Numerous
holes are found in one spot, and often they are so near together as
to be almost contiguous, upwards of twenty having been counted in

",9 2 square inches of ground. Several eggs are placed in one hole, each
 being laid in an oblique direction to its axis, and enveloped separately
: In a. frothy material which �lls it. In places which have been selected
 by.grassl_1oppers for oviposition the ground app( ars to have been super-

�clally tilled or scratched up. The holes are made by the grasshoppers
- themselves by means of four horny plates, with which the abdomen is
.terminated. These when placed together form a drill-like organ which
is thrust into the ground, and when it is in this position the plates are
moved asunder by means of powerful muscles, an operation which

i, serves to enlarge the excavation. The segments of the hind body of
 the female grasshopper, and especially the hinder ones, admit of much
yextension owing to the nature of the tissue which unites successive
;.0nes ; but even then it seems at �rst difficult �to comprehend how one
_i,�50f these insects could bore perpendicularly to a depth of 2 inches.
ii-lille occurrence of such excavations would seem to be explained by the

~&#39; measures 3 inch in length ; the hind border of the buekler is a little; � i &#39; Q�
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fact that the grasshopper, after it has dug to the full extent of its �
capability, and whilst its abdomen is still within the hole. gathers earth &#39;
around the mouth of the cavity by the agd of its two pair of fore limb
which it is free to use, and as it drags 1� s; abdomen upwards after each
act of oviposition so does it go.on building, and at the same time it
lengthens the distance through which this has to travel. This manipu-
lation of the soil explains, too, the fact that, in places which have
been selected by grasshoppers wherein to deposit their eggs, the ground &#39;
appears to have been super�cially tilled or scratched up. The entrances
of the holes are gene ally �lled up prior to the eggs being hatched,
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which takes place a  two Or three weeks have elapsed. Mr. T."
Bath, of Learmoiith, Victoria, writing of the grasshoppers as they
"occurred there, states :�� In February the locusts commence to bore a

oles in the ground, and lay their eggs. They lay, I have found, from �
thirty-two to forty-�ve eggs each. In the choice spots where they
deposit their eggs may be seen about 200 holes to the square foot, �eons
taining about 8,000 eggs; and many acres are covered thus .-
Tl}�e_.,, locust bores the hole with its posterior extremity, which is
f�rnished with a horn-like substance, divided into four segments. It
has the power of pushing this into the ground and prising o� the dirt
to make room for the whole abdomen, which is forced into the ground
up to the wings, to a depth of about an inch, or inch and a quarter,
under the surface. The hole is then nearly �lled up with eggs. The
locust is unable to extricate itself suddenly from the hole, for if pulled
out by the hand often part of the body will remain in the ground. I
think the old locust dies shortly after laying her eggs, as numbers of
dead ones may be found near the holes.�* p �

.Naz�m&#39;al Enemies.-�This grasshopper is largely destroyed by several
insectivorous birds, prominent amongst which are the ibis, the smaller
hawks, especially the cinnamon hawk (Timzzmczolus cenc7zroides),the .
magpie lark, Grallizza picata, and the wood swallows; but there are &#39;
numerous others with like habits, as must have been observed by all
who have been in country occupied by grasshoppers, and especially by
this species of (Edipoda. The adults also are bodily carried OE and
destroyed by, those large two-winged �ies��the Asilidae-�and ichne1&#39;1-
-�Inons _of more than one species deposit their eggs within them. Their
chief enemy, however, in this colony, would appear to be a minute
hymcnopterous insect, which is found, under the following circum-
stances, destroying the eggs. When these last are examined by dis-
section, it will be often observed that the greater part in a nest,-
instead of containing larval grasshoppers, are almost completely occus
pied by small four-winged �ies, one in each, and it.will be noticed that
these have lived at the expense of these grasshopper eggs. A closely
similar insect has been found in the eggs of the large Acridium which
in the Herbert River district has proved in previous seasons so partial
to the sugar-cane.

Remeclies�Desi1&#39;uclion of li&#39;_q_qs.�In contending with this and
other grasshoppers, much will be gained by destruction of the eggs, 0&#39;1�
exposing them directly to the in�uence of the weather and to the�
attacks of predatory animals. This may be done by harrowing the
ground in which their �nests� have been observed to occur. In some
countries where labour is cheap and plentiful, these eggs, or perhaps

3* � Report of the Secretary for Agriculture.� Victoria, Me1bourne,~1873, �._P
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jither the nests, have been collected and destroyed, as has been done in
 prus, and with much success, as has been shown by Mr. S. Brown,
116 government engineer of that dependency. *

Destruction of Larva--�or /wr�edgeal 3/02uz_q.�Perhaps the most
uccessful measure that can be adopted is one which is directed towards
 e destruction of the insect when it is still young, hops but little, and
 yet �y. This has been especially shown in the United States of
knerica, where, though numerous other remedies have been availed
 in order to combat the pest, it is found that kerosene �is the very
Zest and cheapest (of the available destructiv agents) that can be
ggged� against the locusts,� and its ernployme i also has there been
_-attended with excellent results. Various contrivances a.re employed
;here to facilitate its practical application, and the very crudesit
iljiualities of oil are made use of. C. V. Riley, the U.S. Entomologist,
nu�,.aM�&#39;tes on this subject as follows :�� The mam idea embodied in these

fijcgntrivances is that of a shallow receptacle. of any convenient size
�yqrid�rarying from about three feet square to about eight or ten by two or
iithree feet), provided with high back and sides, either mounted upbn
iyheels or runners, or carried (by means of suitable handles or sup-

jportiiig rods) by hand. If the � pan� is larger than, say, 8 feet square,
 is provided with transverse partitions, which serve to prevent any
{slopping of the contents (in case water and oil are used), when the
 device is subjected to any sudden irregular motion, such as tipping, as
  the case of a wheeled pan when it passes over uneven ground.
;« The Wheeled pan is pushed like a wheelbarrow; the hand-worked pan is
 carried by long handles at its ends. On pushing or carrying, as the
._ case may be, these pans, supplied with oil, over the infested �elds,
§; and manipulating the shafts or handles so as to elevate or depress the
.3 front edge of the pan as may be desired, the locusts are started from
their places and spring into the tar or oil, when they are either
Weiitangled by the tar and die slowly, or coming in contact with the
��iflore active portion of the oil, expire almost immediately.�,�1� The
:*iState Entomologist then describes the pans which were employed in
 States of Kansas a11d Iowa, and which were found to be-�very
3ieifectual� in contending with the notorious migratory locust, Gale 5
{ttnus spretus. He quotes from Riley�s Locust Plague in the Um&#39;ted�
f.fnS�tates,I as follows :-
if �A good and cheap pan is made of ordinary sheet iron, eight feet
�long, eleven inches wide at the bottom, and turned up a foot high at
the back, and an inch high at the front. A runner at each end,
 extending some distance behind, and a cord attached to each front
_ horner, complete the pan, at a cost of about $160.
, i �We have known from seven to ten bushels of young locusts
 caught with one such pan in an afternoon. It is easily pulled by two
�ff? boys, and by running several together in a row, one boy to each outer
ayope, and one to each contiguous pair, the best work is performed with
v-._j§he least labour. Longer pans, to be drawn by horses, should have
7.2 nsverse partitions, to avoid spilling the liquid; also more runners.
 9 oil may be used alone, so as to just cover the bottom, or on the
«if I "� Report on the Locust Campaign of 1884.� Parliamentary Paper, London.

1&#39; Report U. S. Ent. Com., quoted in Report of the Ent0mol0gist�-Department
_;,_A,%ricu1ture, U.S.A., 1883, pp. 175-6;

Chicago, 1877.

:-
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surface of water, and the-insects strained through a wire ladle. When � if
the insects are very small, one may ecomonise in kerosene by lining -
the pan with saturated cloth; but this becomes less efficient after-
wards, and frames of cloth saturated with oil do not equal the pans.
Where oil has been scarce, some persons have substituted concentrated
lye; but when used strong enough to kill, its cost is about as much as
that of the oil. The oil pans can be used only when the crops to be
protected are small.
or handle, do excellent service in gardens.�

A kerosene oil pan to be drawn on runners, and such as �was
used, wit much succes, in Northern Iowa,� is thus referred to :-

�Ta; e a cermrion board, from 12 to 16 feet in length, for the
foundation or bed-piece}: Make a tin trough, eh inches deep, 6 inches

�wide, "and as long as required. Divide the trough into partitions by

1

means of strips of tin, so that each partition is a foot long, thus avoid-D
ing the spilling of oil. Back of this place a strip of tin, 16 inches
wide and as long as the trough. The back must be �rmly secured by
braces running down to the front edge of the board. Under all this
place three wooden runners, 3 feet long, and shed wit_h iron for the
troughs to ride on. Fill the pan half full of water and then add a
small quantity of kerosene�suf�cient to cover the water. A horse
may be hitched to the machine by fastening a rope to the outside I
runners. The lightness of the machine will allow its being used on
any crops.�*

It has been found an excellent plan in the case of a large grass-
hopper (a variety of Acridium maculosum), which has been very
destructive to sugar-cane in the Herbert River District, to dig long
trenches, into which the pests are from time to time driven, to be
afterwards destroyed by being trampled upon.

t.Po2&#39;som&#39;72g.�The use of the castor-oil plant is available for this

purpose. 
     
     grasshoppers, and they will be found the more e�icacious destroyers
the fresher they are. "A correspondent, �Delta,� in the South Aus- 2
tralian Register, 2nd January, 1872, writes thus on this subject":-�
�The locusts in �ight descended upon these as on everything else

"of a vegetable natiire, and died after the �rst few bites; more locusts
took their places, so that each leaf was nearly covered with dead

Small pans of oil, attached to an oblique pole &#39;

The fresh leaves should be scattered in the path of the .f

bodies, others lay all round who had only strength left to crawl a ,
few paces off, so quickly did the poisonous effects of the sap of the leaf ;
act.�

In Queensland, and especially in the warmer parts of it, the
foliage of the castor oil is itself destroyed by the caterpillar of a,
moth��Ach2ea melicerte. VVhere such an event is to be anticipated,
recourse may be had to another plant���viz., the larkspur, which is
also very baneful to grasshoppers. Gardens might, to some extent,
also be protected by using a border of this plant.

PouZtry.�The grasshoppers are usually so numerous that it
would take a very large quantity of poultry to make any appreciable
effect on the numbers of these pests which, during an incursion, are &#39;,
met with in any one district. Their influence may, however, be more
felt in destroying the comparatively few insects which are always leftin a district to breed after the main bodypomprised in the visitation�?

_ ,3 ,

* C. V. Riley. �The Locust Plague the United States.� Chicago, 1877.
A1
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has passed by. Moreover, whilst the birds are dependent on this
Iiisource for their food, the usual outlay for their subsistence is saved.
;5;:{l�urkeys are especially fond of these grasshoppers.
 Those who wish for �information on locust invasions in other
countries, and how they are met, would do well to consult the
�-5.�.� Reports of the United States Entomological Commission� for the
,;i}.years 1877 and 1878-9, issued at Washington by the United States
1-; Geological Survey, in which upwards of 1,000 large pages of letter-
;_, press are devoted to the subject, and main y deal with one insect
 ..�,-,-the Rocky Mountain Locust. 5C� �

The success which may attend persistent efforts in ~1ocust des-
�tructions, and in countries where their invasions are most formidable,
may be gathered from a perusal of the following summary of Mr. S..
�..,Brown�s o�icial report, relating to Cyprus :- w �
.; �Hyprus has long been desolated by locusts, and even the Turkish

 Government attempted to deliver it from the plague by collecting the eggs,
wfburning the insects in their early stage, or catching them �ying. In 1862
773 and 1863 Mr. R. Mattei began some experiments which resulted in a
L.- system of tra s and screens which the British Government is now canrying
~.. out. He ob ained the hearty co-operation of Said Pasha, the Governor of
.:�,the island, and after a few years of energetic eifort, succeeded in nearly
3"� eradicating the pest. Indeed, it was o�icially reported in 1870 that locusts
 had ceased to exist in Cyprus. In a few years, however, they once more
f. appeared in desolating swarms, and in 1878, when the island was handed
a. ; over to the British Government, the system of traps was again set in opera-
�. , tion. In the autumn of 1879 37 ~& tons of eggs were collected and destroyed,
 yet in the spring of 1880 the swarms were larger than ever. In the autumn
 of that year the take of locust eggs was 236 tons. Nevertheless the insects
; appeared in 1881 in still vaster numbers. Greater energy was then devoted
4 in the autumnal collection and destruction of eggs, and no less than 1,330

.~ also made for trapping the insects in the succeeding spring, When they
.3 appeared in vaster numbers than before. In 1882 this work began to tell,
?�:.&#39;~ and in 1883 the destruction of locusts was enormous; the nearest, estimate
&#39;;l"&#39;that could be made of the numbers made them not fewer than 195,000,000 of
insects. The result of these efforts has been almost to exterminate the
jglague. Mr. Brown says that in GVGIR7 previous year of his �residence in
�(*1 yprus he has ridden through dense ights of locusts in I_l\§Eay�a-hd June,

some of them covering an area of several square miles. This yeai-She has
seen nothing of the kind ; no swarms have been observed anywhere, and no
damage has been done to the crops. He concludes that locusts need no

_ longer be dreaded as formidable enemies, though their rate of increase is so
 rapid that a single year&#39;s neglect might bring them back in all their destruc-
 tive force. Like every other natural evil, the plague of locusts is to be held
 �in check by unceasing watchfulness.� .

CATERPILLARS OR ARMY WORMS.*

LEUCANIA, sr.
p _ Caterpillars in vast swarms appeared at Toowoomba and in

=,.d1fferent parts of the Darling Downs, and other districts of South

. is
1� i.

* Vid. �Journal of Proceedings of the -Entomological Society of London,�
1. ii., p. LV., London, 1837, for_an accouht of the migratory habits of a Tasmanian

-¢aterpillar�the larva of the n&huid moth Xylopkasia Ewin_gz&#39;z&#39;, VVestW." The moth
ere alluded to is �gured on p1.�xx., �g. 1 of- the volume cited. Also see"� Magazine
f Natural History,� New Series, for March�, 1839, for an account of a singular pro-

sion of caterpillars noticed 1; Adelaide by M1. Davis ; and, again, �Transactions
 the Entomological Society.� New South Wales,� vol. ii., pp. 40-48, fer a descrip-

._,_:-:�- of a visitation in the neighbouring colony, by Mr. A. W. Scott.

J.."lr.

tons were found and destroyed, at a cost of £12,262. Preparations were �
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Queerlsland, early in November, 1886. Their occurrence in the �elds� 3
adjacent to the Condamine Riveris thus described in the Queen-slander; . &#39;
20th Nov., 1886 :��� Caterpillars -are in millions of millions. Their"
appearance has been sudden�that is, within the past fortnight; they
are denuding the lucerne of its leaves, also the cereals that are stilly ,
green; �they are upon the grasses, upon many of the herbs, and are�.
destroying almost every �ower or annual in the gardens.� No samples"
of these caterpillars were brought under our notice, but from descrip.-. _
tions forthcoming they must have been identical with the caterpillars � �
which visited Cleveland, in the southern part of the colony, during.
March of the same year. These pests are the early condition of a &#39;
night-�ying� 1noth;7* - a species of Leucania (Fain. Noctuae). _ � ~

The following is a#- description of this pest in its -di�erént
stages~»:�*s&#39;-&#39;4 .

T/ac M0t7L.�This is fawn-coloured. Whell undisturbed the
wings are directed backwards behind and beyond the body so as to
make an angle one with the other. Their surfaces are inclined and
their outer borders when in this position leave an angle between them. _
The eyes are brown a11d large. There is a frontal tuft of brown-
black tipped scales between the latter; the antennae are minutely
ciliated. The body is stout tapering towards the tail which is tufted.
Thorax is clothed with fawn-coloured hairs, it has a faint yellow dark-
edged transverse stripe on the fore part between the anterior Wings,
and two oblique rows of black points 011 the hinder portion, meeting
at an angle on the middle line. The abdomen is lighter brown. The
fore�wings are elongated, their anterior margin is straight, and their
external slightly oblique. Each has a dark discal spot containinga
White point anterior to which is a light chestnut suffusion; a short
oblique sub-apical brown streak; a line on the outer margin, and an
exterior transverse one of black points; internal to latter line and
between it and the discal spot is an interrupted waved brown stripe
often scarcely discernible. Hind wing short, broad,&#39;with apex rounded, , N,
and external margin undulatcd; grey, passing into dark cinereous
towards outer border (very distinct beneath) ; anterior border yellowish _ �
white; cilia light gpllowish-white. Beneath lighter coloured than
above; alpngitudinal line containing a few distinct black spots on
each side �of the abdomen; front border and outer portion of fore-
wings and fore-border (if hind wings with light black speckled scales;
a cloud of dark cinereous colour across outer third of fore-wing. Legs _
light grey with black specs ; fore tibiae with two, hind tibiae with four �«
spurs. Extreme length when ndisturbed, § inch ; expanse of Wings,"
1% inch ; length of body, 1%, inc 1. &#39;

9* At the time of the occurrence of these hordes of caterpillars the Downs were
visited also by innnense flights of butterflies mostly journeying towards the North,
and it was thought that the caterpillars and butterflies were merely different phases
of the same insect. These swarms of butterflies were very general over a great part
of .Q,ueensland, though their course was not usually northward. Amongst the
insects taking part in it were Picris teutonia, Fabr.��the butter�y which was far
most numerously represented, Tachyris scyllara, ]VIacl., in much less numbers, and
still less &#39;� � quently Eudonia angulipenne. It is �needless to remark that the
caterpillars of all these are very different in form and habit from those constituting.
the devastating host. For instance, the commonest of these Pieris teutonia, Fab &#39; &#39;
in the caterpillar stage, is covered with spines, and_.feeds perhaps exclusively
plants belonging to the extensive order Cappa-rid::e��of.which the so-called � nat
pomegranate� is an example.
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.13., The E_&#39;qg.���_The egg is small, white, and shining, but after being
 ;d for some time becomes duller and of a darker colour.
_ illlze 0aterpz&#39;llar.�Tho caterpillaris smooth, with a cylindrical body

adually narrowed towards the head, more suddenly towards the
-, �&#39;;_� the twelfth segment has no transverse keel above. The mandibles
brown bordered with black ; the labrum is sinuated anteriorly and

;.l_1itish ; the anterior clypeus is longitudinally wrinkled ; the posterior
j;s*Gl1S has a few transverse �ne striee, and is white with a central
�;lt�>1igitudjnal brown mark or brown with a white border; top and sides
:f_b�l-"tl1e&#39; head netted white and brown ; prothoracic plate (shield behind
�lie head) dark brown; remainder of body greyish brown (under the
V� -=�. appearing mottled brown on a white gro-ti ; thoracic legs

tila�sverse�b1&#39;oad smoke-coloured band on its outer surface; éninacles
black. Two light yellow broad stripes extend on each side ofthe
-back from the fore border of the prothoraeic plate, and are irregularly

ed with black above; midway between them, along the centre of
the back, is a third stripe of the same colour, this is usually interrupted

gandpvery indistinct. Below the dorso-lateral stripes are two bands oii
each side extemling the whole length of the insect�one is along its
 inferior border contiguous to the spiracles, the other is below their
_&#39;-._level. The latter is the more conspicuous, being cream-coloured,
V �wit-lithe central area mottled with light red. There are a few
 slightly raised hair-bearing black points on each segment. These
�Is number twelve on a segment in the mid region of the body, the
 sixron each side being disposed as follows: one above the dorso-
 lateral line, one in it, one above the spiracle, one below it a11d on
&#39; its side, and one at the base of an abdominal proleg. Length,of
 caterpillar, -5 inches. &#39; -

ch. 
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p g Tlcel 0&#39;7zrysaZz&#39;s.�-This is rich dark reddish brown, smooth aifd
1" ing, measuring, when fully extended, § inch in length. The three
5

ctures between the spiracles; the terminal segment ends in two
early parallel-directed long sharp depressed spines. __
*"Habits.�The moth is a nocturnal �yer, rib-d during the day

stones, or in such like spots. \Vhen disturbed it �ies off suddenly and
-.r9.p,idly, soon� settles down and quickly runs tn afresh hidingplace. It
�-� *s_1I�ail.«ly selects spots where the herbage is rank in which to deposit its

f :.gg.� We have found these on the intrdduced grass, Bromus
. unioloides. The eggs are placed between the two sides of the upper

leaves of the plant before these are opene out, and are covered by,
f. what is when fresh, a sticky substance secreted by the female insect.
j They are also laid in other situations both i11 concealment on the grass
 and about rubbish. In about a fortnight�probably less when the
 weather is warm�the young caterpillars hatch out, and commence
gfeeding immediately on the spot where they were born. At �rst they
aware protected by being almost concolorous with the vegetation on
which they live, the bands and stripes becoming more proi�nced as
 caterpillar reaches maturity. They feed nearly always. � night,
 when the weather is overcast or when they occur in swarms.

�la disturbed they immediately drop from where they_ were pre-
� usly feeding, the young by a thread, the older ones without any.

1, 1&#39;-

-Vi�� :�

;v?liitisl1�, with brown claws; abdominal prolegs Wl�l1 e, each with a ..

terior abdominal segments have each on the fore part a row of,

jitemains concealed about the roots of grass, amongst rubbish, under"
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Having fallen they quickly roll themselves up with the head inwards�
and remain motionless; after a minute or two they bestir themselvesgji
and soon crawl away. Should the plant on which they feed
isolated or o�er li.ttle concealment they spend the day concealed in the
nearest hidingplace they can �nd, as under a stone or piece of Wong (5
The caterpillar lives from two to three weeks, the duration of,t_ �
moth in this stage being dependent upon the condition of the weather.
and the supply of food. This is the extent. of its life during the
summer months, but in the latitude of Brisbane many pass the winter ,
without changing, hibernating under stones, &c. When about jig. C
transform into the chrysalis state the caterpillar burrows az�jnch ;;;_
two into the ground or- crawls beneath a log or stone�where&#39;it .-..;.�-,5.
covers itself with earth, and in such a situation undergoes its
phosis. In three or four weeks after this the moth emwgqs c..-
the chrysalis. The number of generations during the summer mont
has not been observed, but there are probably several. It has been.
noticed in America that in the case of an allied insect��a species, too,
of Leucania-�each female moth lays from 500 to 700 eggs. It was
noticed that in the Brisbane district, in 1887, the caterpillars, the
progeny of those grubs which had hibernated, were feeding early in V
September, and that the fully grown �insects were depositing their
eggs from the 25th September onwards. �

Caterpillars of these moths may be found in pastures throughout - &#39;
the year, but it is only when the winter has been mild, and has been  .
succeeded by a spring favourable to vegetation, that the pests in-
crease to such a numerical extent as to become noticeable. It is
then, too, that they change their habits, and, in quest of the larger"
supply of food which the then require, migrate; and, in order to
get their share of it, feed to a certain extent by day as well as by
night. » _ � &#39;

Remed�27es.�-The remedies available are such as are directed tow =.a.:f�: 2
(1) Destroying caterpillars which are still hibernating, when th  __
reason to anticipate their occurrence, as soon as the winter has pa =�«~:~".-

�in unusual numbers; (2) Preventing those which are on the 3�-�:1-ft
from getting access to a crop which they have not yet visited. A r, ..

� remedies adopted with those ends can, as is obvious, he only partial-$3
their e�icacy. In the �rst place, then, �ring the pastures in-winter wilr�
destroy the hibernating _caterpil1ars in great part; wivthgthe secondobject in view the crop can, to a considerable extent, be protect b# 
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encircling it with a ditch. Referring to the Army Worm
United States,_.Professor C�-. V. Riley states:��*� The worms may
prevented, as a�general thing, from passing from one �eld to another
by judicious ditching. It is important, however, that the ditch should
be made so that the side towards the �eld to be protected be dug
under. About every three or four rods a deep hole in the ditch
should be made, in which the worms will collect, so that they can be
killed by covering them with earth and pressing it down. They may
also be destroyed by burning straw over them�tlie �re not only killing
the worms, but rendering the ditch friable and more e�icient in pre-

, venting irtheir ascent. I have also used coal-oil (kerosene) to good
advantage, and the worms have a great antipathy to passing a streak�,

* �Report of the Entomologist"-Commissioner of Agriculture�s Report-
1881. Washington, 1882, p. 96.
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1.-bf it. Many of my correspondents successfull headed them off b, h - f . Y , _ Y;__;,_o 6:?� urrow 6 or 8 inches deep, and kept friable by dragging
 1n1. &#39;

Q} �__.Na_tuml I_3nem27es.�The various native birds perform eminent
ice in keepmg dow,1,1 the number of these caterpillars. We may
 stance the magpie �as one very partial to the Leucania grub.
 nsects, however, are their greatest foes. From our own observations
we can partxcularise two of this class which do eminent service.
Lnese are �rst a conspicuous dipterous (or two-winged) insect, and
 V ondly a minute hymenopterous �y. The former is ver_v similar in
A� _pe§,ran&#39;ce to Tackina _(Sfe72ometop2&#39;a) 722iliaris,�Walsh, which �laysegg}; from one to SIX 111 pumber, on the Army Worm of the United

&#39; e� &#39;Le�20cam&#39;apzm.ctam), asteninothemb an insoluble cementon the
. 1  �er!-surface of the two or threeb�rst rin)<rgs of the body. The eggs
;� hatch often after the caterpillar has gone under the ground to trans-
I form, and in �fteen to nineteen days the �ies appear� (Paclcctrd).
*4 The hymenopteron we have only obtained from the chrysalis 1n an
T &#39; immature condition.

�j &#39; PRODENIA LITTORALIS.

� The caterpillars of more than the one species of noctuid moth
, above mentioned have the habit" of travelling in immense hordes,
1 eating everything up that happens to come in their path. While this
" Report was being �nally revised, there appeared at St. Helena, an
island in Moreton Bay, caterpillars in such numbers as to consume

&#39; &#39; nearly the whole of the vegetation there. These were those of a moth-
" Prodenia l2&#39;tiomlz&#39;s�of very�extensive range of occurrence outside
, Australia. In habits it is closely relategl. to the preceding insect,
~ L&#39;eucam&#39;a, sp. The caterpillar is more Wfracious at" night, generally
j &#39;1j1ceals itself during the day, and when molested rolls itself up.
7 ,7� fully developed it buries itself in the ground, and there

mes the chrysalis state. The moth �itself is a quick �ier, and on
..:*:- disturbed darts suddenly o� for a short distance, and then
ts again. When stationary its wings are directed backwards, so

A 9: their anterior borders form the sides of a rather acute angled
 :2: sceles triangle. The moth is common about Brisbane, and may be

met with in plenty during the months of March�, April, and May.�
The following descriptions relate to this pest, and the different

inf its metamorphosis :�
T e O&#39;aterpiZlar.�The caterpillar is cylindrical, tapering towards

the head from the 3rd body segment forwards, is arched downwards
at the 11th and 12th segments and has stout anal prolegsi. It is dark-
coloured; has an indistinct central dorsal light-coloured line; a lateral
dorsal line better de�ned, widening, and with a black elongated spot

. contiguous, on the upper side on each segment. This �line thus
� occasionally presents the appearance of a series of lengthened yellow

spots. A broad yellow band spotted and reticulated with brown
extends long the body below the spiracles; the latter are dark-coloured._A few stiff hairs occur on the body, those on head and limbs being the

-3; longer. Length, 1% inch. &#39; _
  The 0l¢rysal2&#39;s.�The chrysalis is glossy dark-brown and terminates
 steriorly in -two small spine-like protuberances. Segments 4 to 7
fi� are anteriorly �nely punctured. Length from % inch to � inch.
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Tim -.M0tk.���This �has the fore wings mottled with brown �an.d,
purplish grey, and intersected by lines ari3d&#39;b_a1_1ds",o&#39;f brownish up� 9,,
The. hind wings are of a delicate purplish bpalescent wh1te..&#39;.t*  � &#39;
following technical description will serve to identify it :� 2 p ,_ W
-~&#39;-6 Male.-�Protl1orax brown, crossed in front by a dark-bro_wn~. . »"�

and behind by a yellowish-brown one ; patagia fawn-coloured, a$&#39;d . ._�:,rg}�
cinereous ; fore wings elongate, rather narrew,_exterior margin obl; lg"
posterior margin recurved, purplish greyish-lif�wn, along the costa apg .
some �short white oblique streaks with black bordlE\i;"s, of which the 5.-.� _
nearest the apex is longest and reaches the �rst branch o� tl_1_&#39;H f� �.
costal vein. A white line (the basal line) extends  ,th r» §
below the cell and curves upwards to the sub-costal vein;_ e&#39;Xtern
this �line is a transverse angulated brownish-white line&#39;=.(tl1q~?i , _.;g;,�.
line) the lower end of which is bent inwards. Between the  ,sal"=.&#39; &#39;�
inner lines the: wing is purplish grey. Crossing obliquel in  i
from below upwards, between the inner and �outer� lines there is a
whitish-brown fascia, and the reniform spot, within the same limit, has
a central area of the same colour. The hind part of the wing between
these lines from before backwards passes from brown to reddish yellow. �
Beyond the outer line, and between it and the marginal lines, the wing
is again purplish grey, (al�er �from the apex across the outer discal
area is an oblique pur-.p1.{§h ;�[�§.scia�-);�:ante1=io1&#39; to the �rst branch of the
;sub;cos:tal_.this purplish-grey band is contracted, only occurring externali� _
�to; above;5mentionecl sub-apical oblique streaks. A dark-brownspo�ii,p,&#39;?j.,c.ent"to theirnargiinal lines crosses the median veins, which are A
here.-a ternated with black streaks. Along the olfter borders are two
.%llltlSl1 luniular marginal lines, � and a»; kish denticulated outer 0 � ..&#39;

ind vipivnigipurplisli opalescent white, aipical border and intra-,Ina1*giIV_ia�l�"1line __,b_rg3g�p&#39;isl1,.§¢�¥oured,. t "� ,course of the veins similarly marked&#39;b�y�V
the 9&#39;c..eurrence of t ie same browntinge. FemaZe.�Fore wings purplish�. .
-ochregus brown, with less distinct markings thanjg, male. Expanse_,q_§
wings 1% inch to 1% inch. _ ,_ 3"?-"A

Thi§~insect i -not only common in many parts of Australia,�&.�(3l.11;l&#39;3h . &#39;.f"�l.is also reported as &#39; &#39;g in Europe, Africa, Mad agascar,__ em}, g
Asiasrlytinor, Ceylon, Eorniosa, and Mauritius.

9:� .
4 �S p 2 , ..

OTHER PESTS._ � _  _. _
WHITE ANTS on TERMITES.

The" compl &#39;nts ep11cc1°11i11g the injuries inflicted on fquit trees by}
white ants, wlnch sekffteli emanate from the western and northern, _
parts of the golony, do not seem to arise to any extent at To woomba, A
Mr. Hitchcock, of Mount Pleasant, however, drew attention to the fact
that all tJ,&#39;£}BS~.eXCept those belonging-_to the? oragge faxni�-ii- �He sub-_ .
jected toithe attacks of terniities. \Vl1erever there \vas_�-as  &#39;�,-�point.
�where a surface of dead wood had been occas .ned, eitheithroilgll,
some accidental circumstanc&#39;6-or owing to the opmration of 1&#39;-u�ning,�,-Qthe_white an-ts were sure at such place to �nd their way intoshe tree._ 1"

Witli respect to the other districts of the colony above-mentionedgf�
we are informed<:bhat:�-At Georgetown efforts tbggrow young fruit,
trees imported from Townsville have been unsuccessfuluowving, toith i1�;_.?:
being attacked  tern�tes fiyhat at ormanton white ants, �by theilf-3, 1 _v- " :"-.-: � I � .9,-. s .. _.� V V ;&#39;.&#39; -2- &#39;� I

or ._s -I

I8 " _-
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*.&#39;a,v.-ges, even defeat the attempts which the local authorities make to
�- »- �shade trees; andlv that at Surat these insects are accounted a
   pest of all fruit trees, and &#39;are regarded as an obstacle to their

-?&#39;a g grown there, especially on �black soil� country. In the last-
 , tinned district it is the habit of the white ants, in commencing

 I�; , ravages, to avail themselves of the presence of a so-called weak
pot� in the stem; but tlnejyé. Will frequently start at the collar of. the
ee, or just at the surface of the ground, and thence work upwiirds.
-�-&#39;= which have been planted out but two years are killed at Surat
_  injuriies which white ants in�ict upon them (J. Macartney, of
 &#39;e_�v&#39;n�a Q0 wns). _ _

.- __,,.&#39;__i,iIin,..pthé*r countries the white ant has been reported as doingiinjury
f;  OW� trees. Ac&#39;cording to Hagen, at Cambridge, Massachusetts,
2 th -�1naple"(Ace7~ rubrmn) is attacked by T ermes �avz&#39;pes.*� And, again,

-i,u,&#39;B,,razil the co�ee plant (or rather the beans of the coffee plant) is
i -..said to have been destroyed by the white ant, Tcrmes cumuZa7zs.1&#39;

It has been contended that in these cases the trees have already,
.~ when attacked, departed from their normal healthy condition, or present
- signs of external injury; and indeed the facts known regarding the
 general habits of Termites are corroborative&#39;of such an opinion,� It
&#39; is probable that the same holds �gb�il �for i-Quééllisland, for� it has been
, observed :�(l) That trees already enfeebled by drought&#39;_are especially.
&#39; liable to be attacked; and (2) That those which _l1av19}"b�een plgbatly
_ raised from seed almost always survive in the pre i ceiof VVl-1"itH&#39;5A&#39;nts,
 whilst those which �have been imported from distant sources and re-
 ,Fanted usually succumb. I�tlie latter case we know that the plant��
�ave not only received a decided check in their growtlii-�-,-tlié&#39;i�r vital
 functions being for a time practically s13spended��"!b&#39;�é1 thaf¬"§many�of
5 their roots in dying offer spots for the commencement of the injuiry. .¢
~ « At present it iignot possible to �name the particular spedies of
hm�ermite which _is the most destructive to,� grcivving trees, In the
 �drthern districts it is evidently a very larg"§,_yar1e,ty. � � _ �
5 1Ie!medies.�-VVith our limited kno\vle_d,ge on this subject_i&#39;§i@1_1ld
.f."s_carcely be expected that any successful measure for overcon�ng the
 attacks of White Ants could be recommended. _I:Lowever, the use of� locally _raise$ seedlings, either as stocks or, coniplete trees, seems" in�eated. � ots whichfayour the attacks of the pest might also be
* &#39;dr sed with some wash which is distasteful to it. The use of borax or
* alum solutign might, we think, 1)1°ov_e.sei*v&#39;iceablg;.{fo1&#39; this purpose.
i \ THE FLYING Fox (Pteropus poZidiocphalus).,.&#39; ,

Several of those growing fruit in the district of Toovvioomba stiffer;
&#39; - - .;e loss f in the onslaught made on their fruit b so-callgdl. M �o��yi  or "iruit bats. When p_ e harvest of fruit 1s_�at han ,

� ng hard during the day, they have either to watcih through

ifoluwo� which the labours of the moi-row will reguire, gr else suffer
gtheir fruit to be carried off. This tax, either �on their energies or on
�a�le product of their orchards, is so severely felt that, asxseveral fruit
"}�,grower�s&#39; inforineél? me�in response to my enqiiii~i°és, rather than the

f .�;".;* Canadian Entomologist, xvii, pp. 334-65 &#39; _. _ 1 �~"�-&#39;v
1-  Smith, in Trans./:Ent. S00; Loud. Sew. val. v., p. 337.

«I 
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1. -the night to proteet,ltheir crops,.;and so_make demands on that capacity .
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present condition of things should continue, it would better pro�t
them to individually contribute, year by year, a considerable sum. &#39; _, 3
money in order to secure immunity to their orchards from th;es_fe�_,
marauders. Nevertheless they look to the Government to comp �I
immediately to their assistance in this, as in all other matters.
in view of the existence of this willingness to assess themselves�, as _
they should do, in order to reap so direct a bene�t, it Would seem that .
all that is further required is the combination amongst themselves to
secure the means of winning it. They are already nominally combined .
in both horticultural and agricultural associations, and it is for these� .
bodies to consider whether provision for the periodical visitation of tlie
camps of the �ying foxes�which are already knovvn�-in order to wage
on these animals sudden and indiscriminate slaughter, might not be
regarded as coming Within their proper functions. It Wouldmoreover
appear to be highly probable that the excellent fur of the ��ying fox�
might, if properly prepared, be advantageously introduced into the
European and American markets, and so a considerable o�set be
obtained against the expenditure attendant on these concerted eiforts
of destruction. "

We have been much interested in »knoWing�(1) Whether there is
at present any demand for the fur of the �ying fox in American, &#39;
European, or other markets ; (2) Whetl1e1&#39; this article has or does ever
�nd its Way into the fur trade; (3) Whether it is likely to supply
any Want, or take the place of any fur, less easily procurable, already
in the market? These questions were addressed to J. H. Maiden, the
able curator of the Technological Museum, Sydney, who submittedtheifl
to local furriers and others. The follqwing are two of the�&#39;!1iepli$�;.~g.,
received by him :�  &#39; &#39; " � A

(1) � We believe �ying-fox fur would prove a new article to immmerce, *
and therefore Would require special introduction. Question No. 1.��No 1
demand in this market. As to other markets, we think the great textile "
centres of north-West Europe would readily absorb this article, provided
that a fairly large and regular supply could be guaranteed; otherwise it
would be useless for manufacturers to goto the trouble of trying to work it
up. Question No. 2.�As yet, we do notthinktliis article has found its way
into the fur trade. Question 370. 3�Not likely to supersede any fur now in
the market. As to supplying any want, it may.d_o&#39;�so (see reply to Question
N 0. 1). The Wants�ot&#39;,_a market depend upon a choice out of many goods
made. Manufacturers, from a large range of vagious available supplie are ,
continually adapting their goods, either in price &#39; or novelty, &c.� _ th �
October, 1887. &#39; - &#39; 7

(2) "Replying to yours of&#39;the �12_th ~inst., We have made inquires from
furriers and exporters of furred skins �and �nd that a market does not exist!
here or in any other part, so far as they are aware, for the fur, of the Flying
Fox, and We have not seen it quoted in any circulars.��15th October,
1887.

If, however, these considerations do not discover a sui�cient
inducement for the direct destruction of the Flying Fox, the fruit may
in all cases be secured from their attacks by the use of simple netting
suspended above the trees. This fact seems to have hitherto escaped
the attention of the Toowoomba fruit-growers, albeit just such a net
as is required for the purpose is now being manufactured at tlm
Queensland Machine Net VVorks, at Toowong. This is made of tanned ""
medium-size cotton netting twine, and of 2%-inch mesh. N o doubt it�
could be retailed at 1%d. per square yard. � &#39;"

HI.
v
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FLASK WORM (Fam. A72guilluleae)._
_. �-iklthough this general pest of cultivated plants Was not met with

 Toowoomba there is every reason to expect its occurrence there.
-1.). the vicinity of Brisbane We have found it on several occasions
Wongst Wayside Weeds, in the roots of the night-shade, Solanum

illigrtzlm, afndtin thpie oi Sicla rhon&bi:Ic1>lia,banddinbthe case[ of cltliétilvated an s a ec mg e anana an e roa ean. n t atterii-instance the plants �owered, bu%were rendered, by the presence of the
ééiiguillula, altogether unfruitfu� Z�
�§-&#39;=�&#39;&#39;�; � Up to the present our investigations have not proceeded further
 ban merely enabling us to corroborate, iii the main, Dr. J. Bancroft�s
�conclusions- Dr. Bancroft has reported the occurrence of this pest

_;;;..on &#39; he vine, the banana, the roots of most culinary vegetables, and on
 those of many weeds. He has also draw11 attention to the fact that
Quail Anguillula has been found affecting the roots of the co�ee in
E� Brazil. (Vid. �Introduction,� p. 3.)
� y N orE.�-This so-called � Flask Worm,� of Dr. Bancroft, is a close ally
 of Zfylenc�us save/zari, the free nefnatoid Worm which Dr. Soltwedei has
j{; -_ quite recently shown is the cause of the disease which has so lately been
 _ made known as affecting ihe sugar cane of the J avanesc plantations.
I 
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APPENDIX No. 1.

THE APPLICATION OF INSEC&#39;I�ICIDES.*

�I 
     
     LIQUID DISTRIBUTING APPARATUS.

Plates la to 10, Figures 1 to 6.
� Fineness and Force of I »S&#39;pray-.g;In dealing with an enemy so-� � ~.

thoroughly protected as are many of the bark-lice, liquid insecticides� _.i
should be applied in as �ne a spray as possible, or at least in mode-
rately �ne spray, driven with considerable force, in order to �increase to
the utmost their penetrating power. The aim should also be to reach
and tlioroughly wet every portion of an infested tree, so-. that noindividual__s le�finl&#39;s§eat�shall escape the action of the liquid. This result.
is not attai ~a  .1 _ -&#39;e old method of sending a jet from a distance
into the tops&#39;b¥�~&#39;.the �trees. An ordinary garden syringe is practically �
useless. There� is needed a force- ump and a nozzle giving a �nelyatomized spray. ~�- This nozzle should  attached to a su�icient length of _
�exible hose to allow it to be introduced into the top of the tree. The
ori�ce of� the nozzle should be directed at a right angle to the hose,
and not in a liife with it. The jet of spray may thus by a turn of the
Wrist be directed upward or downward, and brought into contact _ with
all parts of the foliage and branches, from beneath as well as from the
upper side. ~ x

� The Oz/clone N02&#39;zZe (Plate fa, Fig. &#39;1&#39;�-�� pro�le; �iplan; 3sec-"7
tion).���A nozzle which answers the above conditions and is easil ��
attached to any force-pump by means o§ Q i�ubber tube is described"in,
the report of the Entomologist (Report of the Commissioner " mgii: ,
culture for 188l-82, p. 162). It consi&#39;§�ts of a shallow, circular, metal
chamber, soldered to a short piece of metal tubing as an inlet. The
inlet passage penetrates the wall of the chamber tangentially, admitting ,
the �uid eccentrically, and causing it to rotate rapidly in the chamber. ~ -
The outlet consists of a very small hole drilled in the exact centre of
one face of the chamber. The ori�ce should not be larger than will
admit the shaft of an ordinary pin. Through this outlet the �uid is
driven perpendicularly to the plane of rotation in the chamber. Its
whirling motion disperses it broadly from the o§i�ce�and produces avery .
�ne spray, wl &#39;eh may be converted into a c�Ioud of mist by increasing �ti
the pressure in the pump. The perforated face of the nozzle chamber .,s;
is removable for convenience in clearing the ori�ce when it clogs. The
diameter of the chamber inside need not exceed -5 inch and its depth
% inch. A nozzle of these dimensions attached to the aquapult pump &#39;5&#39;
covers % square yards of surface at a distance of 4 or 5 feet from
the ori�ce. The a_mount of dispersion depends somewhat upon the
thickness of the perforated face of the chamber. The diameter of the
cone of spray may be increased by countersinking the exit hole and
making its edges thin. _

* This article is a reproductioutéof a portion of Frazer S. Crawford&#39;s � Re i
on the Fusicladiums, &c.� Adelaide, 1886, pp. 59;62. Though relating in the
to the destruction of Scale Insects, its bearing on that of other posts to vegeta� _
also, 1S too obvious to need insisting on. � _

. The numbers 1a, 1b and 1c, on the �rst three plates, have been inadverteri
-�A Omitted. The lettering on the third p1ate��Ic�is applicable to la and lb also. &#39;

�-�E
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� Three-eighths-inch gum (indiarubber) tubing is su�iciently large
to« supply one,_or a gang of several nozzles. The tubing must be
strengthened with one ply of cloth.

�In use the end of the hose is supported by being fastened to a
light red of wood, which forms a handle, by means of which the nozzle
may be applied to all parts of the tree. For full-sized trees a rod long
enough to reach nearly to their tops must be used. For this purpose
a convenient device may be made by passing the small rubber hose

" through a hollow bamboo rod of the required length. A three-sixteenth
brass tube inserted in a bamboo rod has also been used.

Pl. 1c, Fig. 6.�� Exhibits a complete out�t for treating orange
groves with liquid insecticides. This consists of a common pendulum
pump inserted in a barrel and mounted upona cart. The liquid is

h delivered through two lines of hose, each ending &#39; "a.-cyclone nozzle.
; The arrangement here shown permits the spraying of two rows of
ii. young trees at once, and thuspe�ects a considerziblepsaving in time.
p, In the same plate 1S shown an gaquapult pump �tted with a cyclone
� nozzle and a single length (12 feet) of g inch hose. The pump is

inserted in a pail, ready for use as a portable apparatus for one or,
; preferably, for two men.�* ,
&#39; To this description F. S. Crawford adds as follows :�� Having

had several of these _nozzles made, I recommend the following modi�ca-
tions as advisable, for reasons which either suggested themselves whilst
experimenting with them, or £or the purpose of cheapening their
manufacture. The-part� (a) to consist of a solid brass rod, about 1%}

.� inch long and -3 inch diaineter. Through this to be bored a hole, so that
. . thginlet (Is) is about T15 inc&#39;h_i,n diameter, so as to be tangential to the

insideédge of the chamber when brazed thereon. The diameter of the
inside"�of the chamber should not be more than 33; of an inch, and its
depth %-§ inch, while its walls should be at least % inch thick, so as to
allow an indiarubber washer to rest on the top and prevent the screw
cap from leaking. The outlet (3) to be about 716 inch in diameter, with
the outer part bevelled o� much more than shown in the �gure, so as
to enclose nearly an angle of 90 degrees. The screw of cap (3) need
not be carried down to the bottom, as shown in the engraving ; a depth
of I? inch, with an indiarubber washer, is sufficient to keep the top �rm
and free from leakage. " _ 5

�For small gardens a. single nozzle, attached by some % inch gas
tubing to a small force-pump, will be all that is necessary for cleaning

; ., V r;3s_e"trees and small plants from aphis, or fruit trees from aphis or scale.

~.:~�;�w?w{-up-7v  4 , 
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     �:

�Tn larger gardens a � duplex� nozzle, shown in P1. la, Fig. 2, is
advisable, in order to save time. This consists of two nozzles attached
by a Y-joint to the hose, and kept in their places by means of two bars
of brass, in each of which are two half-grooves for �the nozzles to �t in,
and which are held together by a screw� as shown. This allows the
�zzles to be set at any angle the user likes.

�* � For orchards, I would reconimenéha triplet consisting of three
" � �ween, and about an inch in advance, and set at such an angle as the

q�lray from it should form, with the others, a wide cone (See Pl. la,
* �Report on Insects A�ecting the Orange.� By Professor Hubbard.

I � � - . . .5 mes, two of them arranged as in the uplex, and a tlnrd beneath and

As
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�Fig.  The triplet I have had made answers admirably, but, being
experimelntal, was much more expensive than if a manufacturer were &#39;
to make a number from a single pattern. Figure 3 shows the general
arrangement, but I will leave it to any enterprising brass-worker to

,;31&#39;ake them as he thinks best:
4?,-. �Fig. 5, Pl. 1b,�giv&#39;es a representation of the American aq�-uapult

iv pump,taken from Mr. Hubbard�swork. My experimentshavebeenmade
~-with an � Aquarius,� which is somewhat different in arrangement, the
pump standing outside the bucket, and having&#39;a short suction pipe into
it. I �nd, with ordinary care, % inch rubber hose sul�ciently strong
to stand the force-pump, without being strengthened with one ply of
cloth as recommended by Mr. Hubbard. The cloth might, however,
tend to preserve the hose, although, as its price is but 4:%d. per foot, it
does not form a very serious item in the total -cost. A force-pump can
be obtained for about £2. A triplet cyclgne nozzle should not cost
more than 12s. or 15s., which with the hose would bring the total cost
to about £3. (The prices quoted are Adelaide ones.��H. T.) In using
this apparatus the orchardist is cautioned to have the solutions for
spraying carefully strained through linen, muslin, or cheese cloth, or
other similar material, as owing to the very small exit hole of the nozzle
it is very easily =Cl10l£ed. For the same reason the suction hose of the
pump should have its entrance guarded wi�th �pe wire gauze.� i

r . 5;� 7% 0&#39;. yum;-3 � .,

g��
POWDER-DISTM_EE  
     
     Plate 2,  128;. _ i

The following descriptions, illustrated by�eém of P1»
1-5, relate to devices perfected by the United States Ent� . �
Department, with the assistance of Dr. Barnard?� 4,5530 ~5-

Fig. 1 represents a small bellows, 2:, with handles, lzlz, one ofthese
serving as a discharge spout, communicating at e, through the powder
receptacle, 1), to its delivery at .9. The bell ws is made mechanically
tight without glue or other adhesive, solubleign exposure to wetness,
and possesses great power. Taking the dischtfge from the handle of
the bellows renders it of simpler construction, and enables the hand;..&#39;
supporting the powder-can and extension pipe �to be close to the can,�;,.-
while the body of the bellows tends to balance� the weight of the powder, �
&c., making the tool more easily wielded than if the weight were more _
distant from the hand. The form of can is found to be preferabl �-
of a double cone or double pyramid. At its top is a can-screw open�
for inserting the powder and enclosing it securely from wetness. Th? 1
blast spout passes radially against the inside of the basal cone. The
internal relations of the blast to the powder will be better explained
by observing Fig. 2, which is a sectional view longitudinally through
the parts. The tube, 42 1*, inside the can, has a slot in its side, or sides,
and about midway in its passage is a shut-o� device, j, where this
is set, partially closing the tubular passage; only a part of the blast
going through direct, while the rest is crowded out to grind away the
powder exposed by the slot passage. The more of the blast thde� _

it

.9"

�V.

9* Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture.��Rep. of the Entomologist, 1883,
pp. 136-137, pl. iv.
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crowded out, the more of the powder will be fed to, and carried away�
by, the blast. One, two, or more slots, or rows of holes, of size and
shape to suit, may be thus made whereby the blast can act upon the
powder in the base of the can.

Other views of the same device, with an extension pipe, havingda
crooked discharge end, appear in Figs. 4c and -5. The lettering has tl��.
foregoing-. explanation so far as&#39;it corresponds; but j indicates �the�
upper or movable face of the bellows, z a gauze-cover over its incur-
rent valve, 13 is the long extension pipe, with a creek, and 3 its dis-
charge. The pipe long� enables the poison to be freed at a safe distance
from the operator, and the creek allows it to be easily applied either
in an upward or a horizontal direction into the plant.

�a

. Other crooks desirable for some purposes are shown in the
~ extension pipe as seen in Fig. 3. These blowers work with little effort,
and do very satisfactory we-rk. &#39;

Figs. 6, 7 and 8 relate to G. T. Campbell�s patent bellows for
distributing �facing powder��an operation connected with moulding.
The apparatus is equally serviceable to the horticulturist for dis-

* charging insect powders, and is: an improvement on the �sulphuring
bellows� usually employed for this purpose. Secured to the top board
of the bellows (Fig. 6) is box for holding the pulverised substance itis desired to distributé.._ Threbox.� is connected with the bellows nose
by a �exible tube, a"s&#39;sht)iv_n&#39; in the sectional view Fig. 7. A wire gauze
partition is �tted at theimin�er.en& .of the box nozzle, to prevent choking
up of the powdepfas qfy�-pg or foreign substances. The box
is �lled through an o . �ng bordered by a screw neck upon which the
cap �ts., When the handle�s?rre�8>perated to force the air through the
nose» e bellows, amp .o§�c!the&#39; air will pass into a box through a

 V � alve pressed down lightly by a spring. This valve (Fig. 8) isIf sbieotpf�ucted as to admit air to the box at two levels, thereby insuring
thoiaoug agitation of the powder in the box, and a more effective dis-
tribution of it through the tube and into the nose, where it is met by
the main air-blast and ejected forcibly from the nozzle, which is pre-
ferably provided with arose head. The passage leading to the box canbe closed at any time  a valve on the inner face of the upper board.

. y .,This -valve is operated� yan arm on a crank lever pivoted on the board
  shown in Fig. 6.*
A The apparatus illustrated by Figs. 1 to�5 is especially useful whereioisonous substances such as London purple or Paris green are being.» "*1

. loyed, and which it is desirable should not be liberated too close to
,3 - &#39;.operator. The last-nientioned appliance may be used. for sulphur-

� Qng or distributing wood-ashes.

_ �ll

&#39; * Vid. �English Mechanic,� March, 1886, p. 5.
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� :1 APPENDIX No. 2.

LIST or NATIVE INsEe�r1vo«ndUs BIRDS OF THE TOOWOOMBA D1sTRIc&#39;r.*.
- . _ v

.. A» _,«Tinnuneu]us cenehroiges, Vig. bind .Z{or.$��Grrasshopper or common liewk
»  -Strirx de1icatula� -ow1 &#39; &#39;�&#39;� &#39; »

CEgothe1es nova)-ho11andiae�Owlet .nig11�¬&#39;-jar &#39; V
1�oda1&#39;gus strigoigles, La.t/z,.��rMore- rk _ _�°
Eurostopodus a1}_igu1aris, V239. and� I{o7~.sf��VVhite-thnoated Iright-jar� Chaetura eaudacuta, Lat/z.�Swift (spine-tailed) � . � " "
Hirundo ��011ta1is,___Qzw_&#39;/. and G.1m.��SWal1ow or house martin
Hydrochelidon nigricans, Viez&#39;lZ.��Martin 3;
Lagenoplastes ariel, G/,d.�Fairy martin _ � _
l\I&#39;erops ornatus, Lat/o.�Bee-eater ., .5.�Eurystomus paei�eus, Lat/z.��D011a1&#39;-bird " &#39; &#39; �fr
+DaL&#39;elo gigas, Bodd.�Laughing jackass &#39; � "
Halcyon sanctus, Vig. and IIorsf.�King�sher
Halcyon Maeleayi, Jar. and Selb.�Bushw�sh;cr
Alcyone azurea, Lat/L.�Sma11 king�sher. -e; i . �
Artamus sordidus, Lat/z.�Pla,in Wood-swallow _
Artamus personatus, GZcl.� Masked wood-swallow or bush-martin; _ &#39; ,�

, "Artamus leucogaster, I7aZeinc.�VYh,i�l:,,c~rumped iNoo&#39;d-swa11ow � I . Ag�?
&#39;_&#39;,jA1-tamus superciliosus, GZd.��-tV%&#39;i�te-eyebrowed. Wood-sWa�11o&#39; bush-

 V martin V &#39; : ., _~ 7
Pardalotus punctatus, Tem&#39;m.�Spotte<I diamo d«bi_rti &#39;
Pardalotus ornatus, Temm.�Stre21ked diaiflop �-bird. _._,. . V�;
Pardzdotus melanocephalus, GZd.�B1ack-headed diamond�-bird .&#39; , , »
Strepera graculina, W/eite�Pied crow-shrike v * � &#39;

Gymnorhina tibicen, Lat/o.�Magpie X�,
Cractieus robustus, "Lat/z.�Butcher-bird, shrike, o1�orga,n-birtl _
Cracticus torquatus, Lat/&#39;z.��Butche1*-bird ° � &#39; � 4
G-iiallina, picata, Lat/a.�Magpie-lark or pee-Wee * &#39;3 . i#4� Graucalus melanops, Lat/z.�B1ue or S  jay f�.._ ._ . ;;  &#39;.

:__.i Graucalus mentalis, Vig. and Hora;/".�-� �ne ja _ x __ &#39;*� 4� v E
9&#39; Campephaga humeralis, Glcl.��Whit¢-_sl1ou&#39;lfde1&#39;e phega. ~ "

atCCampephaga jardinii, Riipp.�Black� canipaqliagb;
&#39;7&#39; Paehycephala gutturalis, Lat/z.�Yel1ow-be ly or yellow thickhead

Pachycephala ru�ventris, Lat/¢.�Red-bellied� thickhead
Collyriocincla harmonica, Lat/a.�Thrush (whistling-thrush)
Falcunculus frontatus, Lat/z.�Shrike-tit &#39;9 , _
Chibia bracteutm GZ(l.�Drongo shrike or �jitail � 5
Rhipidura albiseapa, Gld.��Comu1on �y-catcher, bush �y-catcher, or:-�rntail� �
Sauloproetzi motaeilloides, T"i_g. and, IIorsfZ�B]ack fan-tail J

7: .
* The co-operation of Messrs. G. Barlow and Kendal Bromlbent in the preparation of this list�

is hereby acknowledged. &#39;l�he former has supplied the locally current trivial names. "
Jr This bird is inserto� with some l&#39;iesit.:ition. &#39;l�he character which it bears as a. destroyer of  .. �

young <-hit.-kens might, how_ &#39;, jugtify the omission of its mime from this list, were it not for the
fact that it is one of the bes CS1-l�0)�CrN of grasslmppers. _

1�l�his, like the other species of wood-swallow is destructive to bees, but it_ is one of the xj
_ worst; fees the grzissliopper has. On this subject. we llltty quote the following remarks lllild�q

in 1873, by the Secretary of Agriculture, \&#39;ictoriu:��1\Ir. lgzivey informs me that during 1870-1
and 1871-2, the locusts on the Wimmera. were followed We �ock of birds, resembling in form ~
and night the swallow, but being of nearly twice the size. This bird he describes as being of at A.
slate colour on the buck, and a. light-dull brick-red on the brezistz. . These birds, he says, were v
active in destroying the locusts. Professor Mecgy inter s me that this bird is cie � .known by the name of �Artznnus superciliosus�� "-(Thei�qacripti�thoivever, does in;

«"..&#39;nthis bi1&#39;d.�H. T.)
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Seisurwixgquieta, Lath.�Shepherd�s companion, grinder, or Wagtail « .¥°�5�&#39; �Miagra plumbea, Vig. and lforsf. �Grey �y-catehe &#39; at  4%
*Microeca fascinans, Lat/a.�Stumper , _. =&#39;_ »- I _: &#39; � i� &#39; �

, Monarcha carinata, Swaz&#39;n.��-Black-throated �yagatcher . .
F Gerygone albigularis, Gld.�Hanging-dick ,5 3. .. .a _ r�:,".&#39;

Gerygone fusea, Glul.��BroWn gerygone - � ._ 3,.
Erythmdryas rosea, Gld.�Rose-breasted robin  � ."&#39;
Petroeea Goodenovii, Vig. and IIo7~&#39;$j�Z�«aBec1-breasted robin
Melanodryas bicolor, �T/ig. and Horsf.��-Black or black andywlaite robin �-.
Eopsaltria australis, &#39;fLatI&.&#39;�Ye11oW-bel11y "
Eopsalt-ria capito, Gldi:-«Robin
Eopsaltria magnirostris, Ra,m.� Robin ; kw-&#39;.
Psophodes crepitans, Vig. anal 1Io2ns;f.�CoachWhip
Malurus cyaneus, Lat/L.-�n!Bl11e Wren ,
Malurus Lamberti, T/&#39;ig,:il  ..�ZTorqf.�B1ue Wren _ _v
Malurus me1anocepha1u_s._"  and IIorsf.�Black-headed malurus or red-;

backed Wren &#39;3&#39; &#39; &#39;

Amytis striatus, Gld.��Striated_. Wren
Cisticola magma, Gld.�-Graiss� :v¬&#39;li&#39;,Bler"-
Sericornis citreogularis, Gld. - �
Sericornis _humiIis, Gld.

-� -Acanthiza j�isilla, Lath.�Wren ,.t� Géobasji� chrysorhoea, Quay. and  , f &#39;
W Chthoni y_ sagittata, Lam.� y_ , &#39; A l 1. _ &#39; -

Anthus all _ tralis, Vig. and Eng-f&#39;:&#39;��Oommon lark", lark, or skylark
Cinchlorhamphus cantillans, Gld.-&#39;�Black lark
PtenoecTi1s rufescens, Viy. and HorsfI�Rec1 lark

herpe australis, Gld.�Reed Warbler .
��ors�eldii, GZd.�-Hors�e1d�s Iark �

1�Stic optera B�ehenovii, Vig. and IIor.<f.�Doi1b1e-barred �nch or sparrow
�l�(Egintha temporalis, L�7a.��Redhead

. 1&#39;Aidem%_§syne modesta, GZd.�P1ai_n-coloured �nch _,
,Pitta strep_itans,,Temm.�No;isy pitta or dragoon�-bird 35
Ptilinorhynchus hole-, ,  - Kn� �g-Satin bower-bird V V &#39;t_, U
Ailuraedus vi �dis�; L&#39;cz{_ -W �.�bir &#39;  . 3"

{.5 7&#39; grici�is me�nus, Laih.�-- ,. gent-bird�
&#39; » 1meta viridis, Lat/z.��Green oriole

\ Sphgcotheres maxillaris, Lat/z.�Fig-bird
Co cofax melanorhamphus, Vz&#39;ezIZl.�Mntton-bird or happy family

gaustralisy Gmcl.�CroW
__ tostomus temporalis, Vig � nd _I[om_~f.�VVhite-headed happy family

pPoma,$stomus supereiliosus, Vzg. and I[rnus_-/�.�Happy family
$,Ptilotis Lewinii, Swains.��LeWin�s honey-eater ~
§Ant11ochaera earunculata, Lat/1.��Gil1-1Ti|i�d

 Acanthorlrynchus tenuirostris,&#39;Lath.�Spinebi1l

Q .

IL T
* Where bees are kept this bird will be found to be destructivqvto them; its general insec-

tivorous proelivities are, however, too pronounced to allow or its omission.
1&#39; The above �nches, occurring in the neighbourhood ol� &#39;l�oowoomba. are seed-eating birds,

� .but, as far as observed, restrict their attention to small seed-bearing wild plants. They are also�
very partial to those small insects which take up their abode in the buds of fruit and other trees.

1 Although this honey-eater does occasionally perhaps pierce grapes, its usual food is the honey
t�owers, pollen, and insects. �

§1�he&#39; Lcatherheads (Philemon spp.)_,.altl1ough inseetivorous birds are omitted on account of
incursjws they make on and argue» fruits
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3� -_&#39; Myzome1&#39;a&#39;obscura, GZol.���&#39;GBs&#39;p1re honey-eater

- �V-�Melithreptus gularis, Glc�-Honey-�eater � .

. c . " - -. .&#39;~&#39;� ~ .
_ ."  &#39; 4   �&#39;23s3%� - &#39; &#39;5  &#39; D7
. V _.Myzome1a san�guino_1enta,, Lat7a.�B1oq_�d- ir

Entoinyza. cyanoti§&#39;,= Swajn.���Blie-eye

i *!&#39;Myzantha,«garru1a, � , .�Mina. V .v .
0 - Manorhina melanop , G&#39;�Zd.�Bc11 or Wedgebird * _ � L
°. Dicaeum hirundinaceum, S�/2&#39;aw.�Swa,l1ow*dic2eum � u�. �_ "

Igosterops caerulescens, _I,a.t]r,.�Si1fer-eye -  " - _ �
_ Zostcrops Westegnensis, Q. and Gaim.�9i1ver-ey�-_ ~ ° &#39;
&#39; Climacteris scandens, Temm.�Woodpecker " L" "_~

Climacteris erythrops, Gld.�Red-browed Woodpeckek  5&#39;
&#39; Site11a.1eucocepha.1a, GZd.~�Diamond Woodpeck�r &#39; _.
Cacomantis pallida, Latl2.�1�1ain-coloured cuckoo
Cacomantis �abelliformis, Latl¢.�F1esh-colourcd cuckoo
Chalcitcs plagosys, Lat/z.�Bronze cuckoo &#39;  7
Scythrops novw-hollandiae, LatlL.�Cha.nne1-bill clickoo, storm bird
Eudyna;-mis cyanocephala, Lat/a.�Flinders cuckoo
Centropus phasianus, Lat/a.�Swamp pheasant

. Edicnemus grallarius, Latlz.�Cur1ew � �U &#39; &#39;
Lobivanellus lobatus, Lat/z.�Plover.

* This honey-eater also occasionally destroys small fruit�; notwithstanding, it- does» not appear : �
. that it is regztrdcd in Toowoomba as a. nuisance. _ _ *

T Occasionally a fruit-eating bird. � ,9� X &#39; � � &#39; 5
:t&#39;1�his is so eminently insegtgyvorous (wherefore it is e1sewh°ei&#39;e spoken �of as th?b1ight»bird) � 3

.that its occasional weakness for rrhit might be overlooked. &#39;;

,&#39; in ¥  * > . v
By Authority: J AMES 0. BEAL, GOVCTDIDQUIEV �gr, Bnsbanc.
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